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ABSTRACT 

This work presents a computer model of river sediment 

transport and the morphologic evolution of the river system, 

on the scale of thousands to millions of years, with the 

influence of geologic processes. The computer program runs 

under Windows '95 or 3.x. Code is written in Borland C++ 

5.01. Data input is from eight editable files. The code, 

sample data, and user instructions are provided. 

The model is a 1-D finite-difference scheme of long-

term average flow conditions. The simulation is discretized 

into time steps, length cells, sediment grain size classes, 

and fluvial environments within each cell. The cell 

landscape is composed of three fluvial environments 

(channel, alluvial ridge, and floodplain) and the watershed 

drainage area. Time steps are divided into four steady-

state domains which characterize short-term variations in 

discharge. A time dilation procedure characterizes the 

varying shape of discharge event hydrographs downstream. 

Water and sediment are supplied by a geomorphic 

evolution model of the drainage area of each cell, which 

uses a Gaussian distribution of rainfall rates. A 

deterministic model of vegetation biomass based on 

temperature and rainfall controls the exposure of land 

surfaces to erosive energy. Sediment characteristics are 

represented by independent fluvial bedding, landscape soil 

profiles, and bedrock stratigraphic layers. 

The river is divided into prismatic cells within which 

representative steady-state conditions are calculated. 

Corrections are made for some nonuniform behavior. 

Quantities of water and sediment are conserved. Flow 

conditions for each fluvial environment are coupled, but 

have separate sediment transport solutions. 
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Equilibrium sediment load capacities are calculated by 

the Einstein method for each grain size class. Scour occurs 

whenever the load capacity exceeds the supply, but it is 

limited by formation of an armor layer by grains larger than 

the threshold of motion, or by bed sediment strength 

calculated from grain size distribution. 

Flow depth and velocity are calculated from discharge 

and bed roughness using the Karman equation. Backwater and 

drawdown are calculated by the standard step method of 

computing gradually-varied water surface profiles. The 

calculation of mobile sediment is an open-ended iterative 

process which seeks the depth of scour necessary to produce 

a saturated sediment load condition. Bedform type, 

distribution, and dimensions are modeled for determination 

of bed surface roughness. Composite bed roughness is 

computed by combining the roughnesses of individual bed 

features. 

Soil is generated from the decay of geologic strata 

underlying the land surface. Soil mobilization and 

transport from land surfaces is calculated by a modification 

of the Universal Soil Loss Equation. 

Results of convergence testing indicate that the model 

exhibits numerical stability and a reasonable degree of 

physical convergence. Recommended discretization parameters 

are maximum time steps of 20 years and maximum distance 

steps of 5 miles, using 10 to 15 grain size classes. 

The model can be used to systematically investigate the 

pattern of evolution of a river system, keeping geomorphic 

causes and effects temporally and spatially correlated. The 

development of sequence stratigraphic relationships among 

fluvial depositional packages may be modeled by applying 

base level and tectonic elevation changes. 

A sample data set is assembled and demonstrated for the 

110-mile Navasota River in east Texas. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

This section identifies the mathematical symbols used 

in this paper with their representative physical quantities. 

For more detailed definition of the quatities, the reader is 

directed to the text. Specific usage may vary from place to 

place, but these changes are stated where applied. 

The reader should remember that references to variables 

used in the computer code are not the same as text symbols, 

even though they may be describing the same quantity. This 

is because symbols and equations in text are permitted much 

more freedom of expression than are variables in a computer 

language. For example, the constant Pi is represented in 

text as the Greek symbol K, but it cannot be thus 

represented in C++ code. Consequently, there is not a one-

to-one correspondence between symbols used in text and code 

variable names. The reader must keep this in mind when 

looking at the code and its descriptive information in the 

appendix. 

General Symbols 

The following list gives names and definitions of 

symbols used in the text: 

a Reference depth 

a0,al,a2,a3,s0 

Constants in polynomial form of von Karman 

equation 

A Area 

aa Area fraction in alluvial ridge 

ac Area fraction in channel 

af Area fraction in floodplain 

A Cross sectional area 

XXlll 



Aa 

Ac 

Adr 

Ae 

Af 

Ag 

Alog 

As 

Asep 

ageMY 

AR 

ARp 

ARs 

Arch 

Bf 

Bfac 

BMO 

BMcor 

BMevrt 

BMfac 

BMp 

BMs 

BMx 

bpass 

Bpeak 

BR 

Bsmtfac 

Bslev 

Bsp 

Bx 

c 

C 

Ca 

Area of alluvial ridge 

Area of channel bed 

Drainage area 

Area of surface environment 

Area of floodplain 

Bed area occupied by a single grain 

Ground surface area of dead logs 

Cross-section area of sediment in channel 

Area of separation bubble influence 

geologic age in m. y. 

Fluvial channel aspect ratio, wall height/width 

Primary plant width/height ratio 

Secondary plant width/height ratio 

Archimedes number 

Root shear strength in soil 

Biomass distribution width factor 

Maximum biomass 

Biomass corrected for soil thickness 

Biomass evapotranspiration rate 

Biomass factor in rock decay 

Biomass of primary plants 

Biomass of secondary plants 

Total biomass 

Iteration count for bed composition loop 

Peak biomass in temperature distribution 

Secondary biomass fraction 

Crystalline bedrock decay factor 

Crystalline bedrock numeric descriptor 

Biomass surface protection factor 

Biomass evaporation factor 

dimensionless Chezy coefficient 

Chezy coefficient or crop management factor, 

depending on context 

Concentration at reference depth a 

xxiv 



cy 

cb 

CI 

cons 

C03fac 

d 

D 

Da 

DC 

Df 

Dn 

D50 

D65 

Dmax 

Dmid 

Dmin 

Dd 

Dr 

dtfac 

dt 

dt 

dte 

dtr 

dtrf 

dtx 

dtfac 

Dv 

E 

Ec 

Ecanopy 

Efac 

Ef 

Eg 

Concentration at depth y 

Claylikeness (see discussion in Chap. II) 

Corrasive intensity 

Relative consolidation 

Carbonate rock decay factor 

Water depth 

Grain size 

Arithmetic mean grain size 

Representative grain size of the coarse fraction 

Representative grain size of the fine fraction 

Nth percentile grain size; n% by volume passes 

this size sieve 

Median grain size 

Representative grain size (Einstein, 1950) 

Maximum grain size 

Modal grain size 

Minimum grain size 

Drainage density (Horton, 1945) 

Raindrop diameter 

Rock decay factor 

Time interval 

Length of time step 

Rainfall event period 

Time remaing after scour 

Rainfall time per storm 

Storm exposure time 

Time constant for soil development 

Vegetation stem frequency per unit area 

Electropotential force 

Raindrop velocity ratio for primary plants 

Raindrop energy efficiency under canopy 

Raindrop energy efficiency factor 

Frictional energy head loss 

Grain energy 
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Eh Energy head 

Elx Optimum root strength 

Eopen Raindrop energy efficiency in open land 

Er Raindrop impact energy 

ER Erosion resistance of bedrock 

ERC03 Erosion resistance of carbonate 

ERgyps Erosion resistance of gypsum 

ERsalt Erosion resistance of salt 

ERsh Erosion resistance of sand or crystalline material 

ERsnd Erosion resistance of shale 

Ev2 Raindrop velocity ratio for secondary plants 

f Darcy-Weisbach coefficient 

F Frictional drag coefficient 

F1,F2, . . .,Fn 

Friction coefficients of component surfaces 

Favg Mean friction coefficient 

farm Fraction of surface armored 

fbf Fraction of surface with bedforms 

fc Fraction of primary canopy cover 

fc2 Fraction of secondary plant cover 

fgrn Fraction of surface experiencing grain flow 

frarm Fraction of armor layer 

fres Fraction of residue cover 

frC03 Fraction of carbonate 

frgyps Fraction of gypsum 

frsalt Fraction of salt 

frsnd Fraction of sand or crystalline material 

frsh Fraction of shale 

frzrat Freezing/optimum soil thickness ratio 

fsf Fraction of stem flow 

fsfc Fraction of primary stem flow 

fsf2 Fraction of secondary stem flow 

fg finegrainness (see discussion in Chap. II) 

Fr Froude number 

XXVI 



Fxfac 2ndary fraction of cover correction 

g Sediment supply rate or gravity constant, 

depending on context 

g Lateral sediment inflow rate 

G Sediment mass flow rate 

Ga Soil detachment rate 

Gt Total mass rate 

gfac Specific weight times solid fraction of a sediment 

gpos Linear land profile histogram abscissa 

gsx Effective 2ndary plant matter density 

H Height 

H]3 Height of bedforms 

Hv Plant height 

Hvp Height of primary plants 

Hvs Height of secondary plants 

Hcor Corrected bedform height 

hf Fall height 

Hfac Biomass height factor 

hpos Hypsogram abscissa 

HR Secondary/primary plant height ratio 

I Electrical current 

ib Fraction of grain size class 

IBqB Partial bed load 

iSqS Partial suspended load 

k or ks or kt 

Bed roughness 

iSqS Partial suspended load 

K Conveyance 

Ka Conveyance of alluvial ridge 

Kc Conveyance of channel 

Kf Conveyance of floodplain 

L Length 

Lj3 Length of bedforms 

L^ Length of dunes 
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Lenv 

Lm 

Lr 
Lres 

Ls 

Lsep 

Lstoss 

Idb 

Ids 

logden 

IRmean 

LT1,LT2 

Mg 

Mr 
n 

N 

Na 

ncells 

Nev 

Nsteps 

of s 

%ile 

P 
pe 

penv 

pg 

pass 

pcf 

PF 
phigr 

Psf 

pstdom 

q 

Length of surface environment 

Meander wavelength 

Length of ripples 

Length of armored surface between bedforms 

Stream channel length (Horton, 1945) 

Length of separation bubble 

Length of stoss slope of bedforms 

Bed load weight 

Suspended load weight 

Stem frequency of dead logs 

natural log of maximum storm intensity 

Rock type codes for major and minor types 

Mass of a grain 

Mass of a raindrop 
Manning coefficient, or number defined by context 

Soil shear characteristic 

Number of storms producing bed scour before armor 

occurs 

Number of cells used in the model 

Number of storm events 

Number of storms to form armor 

Offset from stream source 

percent of a desired quantity 

Wet perimeter 

Effective wet perimeter 

Wet perimeter of surface environment 

Wet perimeter of grain flow surface 

Iteration count for hydraulic loop 

percent fines (silt + clay) 

Power factor for 2ndary fraction of cover 

Logio(grain size, mm) 

Tillage factor (Gregory, 1992a) 

Dilated time domain length 

Water discharge per unit width 
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q Lateral water inflow rate 

Q Water discharge 

QO Peak discharge on storm hydrograph histogram 

Qavg Mean discharge 

Qb Bankfull discharge 

Qin Discharge into a cell or environment 

Qout Discharge from a cell or environment 

psQ Time-dilated discharge 

r Electrical resistance 

R Hydraulic radius 

R' Hydraulic radius of grainflow surface (see Rb') 

Rb Hydraulic radius above the bed 

Rb' Hydraulic radius of bed, component due to grain 

roughness 

Rb'' Hydraulic radius of bed, component due to bedforms 

Rt Total hydraulic radius 

RO Rainfall rate at end of first itme domain 

Rac Radius of curvature 

Rann Actual annual rainfall 

Ravg Mean annual rainfall 

RFac fraction of residue cover factor 

Ri Rainfall intensity 

RC Rock type code 

Re Settling Reynold's number 

Re* Flowing Reynold's number 

RFO Biomass rainfall factor 

RFac Vegetation residue factor 

RFi Integrated rainfall volume over time 

RFp Biomass rainfall exponent 

RH Relative humidity 

RI Rainfall intensity 

RkO Rock decay constant 

Rsi stochastic storm intensity for cell i 

Pstorm storm rainfall intensity 

XXIX 



S Slope 

Sa Slope of alluvial ridge 

Sc Slope of channel 

Se Energy slope 

Senv Slope of environment under consideration 

Sf Slope of floodplain 

SDIR standard deviation of natural log of peak 

rainfall intensity 

sfac sinuosity multiplier 

SMa Average soil thickness 

Smax Temperature-adjusted soil thickness 

SMeq Equilibrium soil thickness 

SMo Old soil layer thickness 

SMt Total allowed soil thickness 

SpO Maximum soil thickness 

SPf Surface protection fraction 

Sthk Actual soil thickness 

Sw Water saturation of soil 

SWt Specific weight of rock 

t Time 

T Temperature 

T Temperature Fahrenheit 

Tc Temperature Celcius 

ta Armoring scour limit 

TBdev Biomass temperature distribution width 

tc Cohesive scour limit 

tchar Rainfall histogram characteristic time 

Tcoh Cohesive resistance 

tdil Time dilation factor 

tdom Length of time domain 

TDn Total rock decay 

Tvar Temperature variation 

u Water velocity 

u Time-average velocity at a given depth, y 

XXX 



u* Shear velocity 

ubar Mean flow velocity 

û i Drag velocity over cohesive surfaces 

ug Velocity of a grain 

um Critical velocity for soil transport 

V Velocity 

v2 Raindrop velocity from secondary plants 

vc Raindrop velocity from primary canopy 

vf Fall velocity 

vt Terminal fall velocity 

Vs Volume of water 

Vw Volume of sediment 

w Width 

wa Width of alluvial ridge 

wc Width of channel 

Wean Vegetation canopy width 

wf Width of floodplain 

Wvp Primary plant stem width 

Wvs Secondary plant stem width 

WS Water surface elevation 

wt Weight 

wtrat Preserved weight fraction 

X Hydraulic roughness factor (Einstein, 1950) 

X Characteristic bed load depth(Einstein, 1950) 

Xa Soil agitation rate for individual storms 

Xn Parameter value at iteration n, x must be defined 

by context 

x^ Soil grain travel distance 

y Flowing depth 

Y Lift factor for transport (Einstein, 1950) 

z Concentration profile exponent 

Zn Channel elevation at iteration n 

XXXI 



Ot Energy coefficient 

px Characteristic bed load depth to hydraulic 

roughness ratio (Einstein, 1950) 

6 Laminar sublayer thickness 

6' Laminar sublayer thickness over grain flow surface 

A Hydraulic roughness 

A' Hydraulic roughness over grain flow surface 

Ac Change in electric charge 

Ags Grain size ratio 

At Time interval 

6 Angle 

9env Land surface slope angle 

6f Angle of internal friction 

9r Angle of repose 

0s Flow separation angle 

0 Shield's parameter 

K Permeability 

Kbase Permeability of uniform-grained sediment 

Kmodel Permeability of mixed-grained sediment 

X Constant for logistic equation (Moon, 1992) 

)Li Absolute viscosity of water 

V Kinematic viscosity of water 

^ Hiding factor 

^ Hiding factor (Einstein, 1950) 

^e Hiding factor (Misri et al., 1984) 

E Yalin parameter 

T Shear stress or strength 

TO Bed shear stress 

Tcoh Unloaded cohesive strength 

(() Porosity 

^ Porosity of the bed 

<j)Q03 Porosity of carbonates 

())con Porosity of consolidated sediment 
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<l>s 
<l>sand 
<j)unc 

O* 
o* 

CO 

COG 

COH 

COR 

Porosity of rock 

Porosity of soil 

Porosity of sandstone 

Porosity of unconsolidated sediment 

Dimensionless transport intensity (Einstein, 1950) 

Bed proximity transport intensity 

Bed proximity transport intensity for grain flow 

surface 

Dimensionless flow intensity (Einstein, 1950) 

Bed proximity flow intensity 

Settling velocity 

Gibbs settling velocity 

Hallermeier settling velocity 

Rubey settling velocity 

User Input Constants 

The following list of symbols is for constants used in 

the program which can be changed by altering the constants 

input file. The values listed here are the ones used in 

this study. The user may vary them if need be for other 

projects. 

pf 
ps 

Tmax 

Tmin 

TpOW 

ARp 

a v t i m e 

BdO 

BDR 

BDR2 

BMRHPOW 

BMRTFAC 

0 . 9 9 8 

2 . 6 5 

5 8 0 . 0 

2 . 0 

0 . 5 

0 . 0 2 

5 0 0 . 0 

4 0 . 0 

0 . 5 

0 . 7 

0 . 7 

1.0 

Density of water, gm/cc 

Density of sand grains, gm/cc 

Maximum cohesive strength 

Minimum cohesive strength 

Cohesive strength exponent 

Primary plant aspect ratio 

Return period of avulsion, yrs 

Biomass decay constant 

Primary biomass dead/live ratio 

Secondary biomass dead/live ratio 

Biomass humidity exponent 

Biomass evaporation rate factor 
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BpO 

BRbase 

BTfac 

CAPFRAC 

CLAYFAC 

CLAYSIZE 

Cmax 

Cmin 

C03PRES 

CvRavg 

DELCON 

dTB 

DTCONS 

Evfac 

Evbase 

Exf ac 

fl time 

gem 

GABASE 

GCBASE 

GFBASE 

GRPATH 

gs 

gw 

HvO 

HxO 

Hxfac 

KO 

KABASE 

KCBASE 

KFBASE 

Kres 

KROCK 

5.0e6 

0.01 

2.0 

0.9 

1.18 

0.002 

10.0 

0.001 

0.80 

0 

3.476 

1.0 

3.156e7 

0.1 

234.0 

900.0 

10.0 

980.0 

0.10 

0.20 

0.05 

10.0 

15.0 

50.0 

100.0 

6.0 

0.04 

2.5 

0.5 

0.1 

0.5 

0.71 

0.2 

Biomass peak value 

Biomass secondary ratio base value 

Biomass soil thickness factor 

Transport capacity fraction limit 

Characteristic of claylikeness curve 

Grain size of pure clay, mm 

Consolidation decay constant, clay, days 

Consolidation decay constant, sand, days 

Amount of carbonate made into soil 

Coeff. of variation of mean rainfall 

Laminar layer constant (Einstein, 1950) 

Biomass temperature factor 

Default consolidation time, sec 

Exposure time factor 

Exposure time base 

Biomass root strength factor, Ib/sqft 

Return period of large floods, yrs 

Gravitational acceleration, cm/sec^ 

Default all. ridge grain size, mm 

Default channel grain size, mm 

Default floodplain grain size, mm 

Mean grain path length, grain diameters 

Specific weight of brush, Ib/ft^ 

Specific weight of wood, Ib/ft^ 

Canopy height/width factor 

Ideal plant height for surface root 

strength 

Root strength decay factor 

Inverse of Karman constant 

Default all. ridge roughness, ft 

Default channel roughness, ft 

Default floodplain roughness, ft 

Residue decay constant (Gregory, 1985) 

Roughness of bedrock, ft 
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KSOIL 
LbaO 

LbcO 

LbfO 

mRii 

mRsig 

perml 

perm2 

perm3 

perm4 

porl 

por2 

por3 

RDfac 

RHfac 

Rndseed 

0.1 

0.5 

1.0 

0.25 

0.01 

0.5 

6.7 

2.0 

1.0 

0.5 

0.25 

0.6667 

0.50 

2.5e9 

0.03333 

1 

SEDSPLa 50 

SEDSPLc 25 

SEDSPLf 75 

Swfac 
SwRfac 

TBO 

Tcarb 

TFAC 

TRL 

TvO 

uO 

Ukill 

VO 

Vfac 

0.5747 
0.025 

40.0 

10000 

1.0 

100000 

80.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.7 

0.05 

Roughness of soil surface 

Initial all. ridge bedform length, ft 

Initial channel bedform length, ft 

Initial floodplain bedform length, ft 

Instantaneous rainfall multiplier 

Inst, rainfall std. deviation multiplier 

Permeability constant 

Permeability constant 

Permeability constant 

Permeability constant 

Porosity constant 

Porosity constant 

Porosity constant 

Rock scour factor 

Relative humidity factor 

Seed value for random numbers (values 

from -1 to 199) 

Fine-grained fraction percentile for the 

alluvial ridge 

Fine-grained fraction percentile for the 

channel 

Fine-grained fraction percentile for the 

floodplain 

Water saturation factor 

Water saturation rainfall constant 

Biomass temperature constant 

Decay time for carbonates 

Corrasive energy constant 

Decay time for weathering 

Optimum biomass temperature, deg. F 

Separation cell characteristic velocity 

Flow rate for plant death at 1 foot 

2ndary plant height minimum, ft 

2ndary plant aspect ratio minimum 
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Wcmax 25.0 Maximum canopy width 

Xt 1.0 Raindrop diameter multiplier 

Calculated Constants 

The following list of symbols is for constants which 

are derived from other constants. They are used to avoid 

unnecessary recomputation of invariant quantities. 

yf Specific weight of water 

ys Specific weight of sand grains 

df Density ratio of sand to water 

sg Specific gravity of grains 

Fixed Constants 

The following is a list of symbols for constants which 

cannot, be changed, except by altering the code and 

recompiling. They are not intended to be changed. 

P logio(10.6) 

K 3.14159... 

e 2.71828... 

X•^J 22.1 U.S.L.E. unit plot length, m. 
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CHAPTER I 

MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Introduction 

General Statement 

Geomorphologists and sedimentologists have long been 

interested in the long-term behavior of river systems and 

the evolution of landscapes, but such investigations have 

been mostly qualitative and theoretical. Numerous civil 

engineers have modeled the transport of sediment in streams, 

but few have attempted to observe the simultaneous evolution 

of all parts of a river system in a transport model. Such 

studies have been limited to short portions of a river 

system and only the time span of an individual flood event. 

The present work models stream system evolution on the scale 

of thousands to millions of years, under the influence of 

geologic processes. The river system is broken into 

discrete segments (cells) in which sediment transport is 

calculated. All of the cells are coupled together in space 

and time, and an integrated, forward dynamic simulation of 

sediment deposition and erosion throughout the whole system 

is generated. 

The model involves the discretization of a river system 

into a representative path with cells representing reaches 

having relatively uniform flow and sediment properties. A 

single source is defined, and tributaries are defined as 

images of the river system from a previously defined 

(upstream) point. Sediment supply, water supply, and slope 

are the driving parameters, and flow through the system is 

considered one cell at a time from the source to the end 

over a series of discrete time steps, making this a time-

forward explicit model. The intended use of the model is to 

simulate evolution of the river system over a large period 

of time in terms of sediment transport, deposition, and 



erosion. It can be applied to the concept of sequence 

stratigraphy by applying a schedule of sea level and 

tectonic (elevation) changes and observing the 

deposition/erosion history at each cell through the 

simulation time span. 

Objectives 

A brief list of project objectives follows: 

1. Develop, present, and discuss a computer simulation 

program that can be run on an IBM clone PC computer. 

2. Demonstrate the program operation and results using 

real data. 

3. Provide a user's guide to operating the modeling 

program and its post processor programs. 

4. Discuss the effectiveness of the simulation by 

performing a series of convergence tests, and find 

reasonable values of discretization parameters. 

5. Present and discuss the simulation results in terms of 

data quality, special problems, and suggestions for 

improvement. 

Background 

Einstein (1941) presented formulas for calculating the 

rate of bed load transport by the process of saltation, 

given a bed of uniform grain size. His 1950 work presented 

a method of calculating equilibrium transport rates for 

different grain size fractions of a nonuniform sediment, 

provided all components of the sediment are present in the 

bed load. This method included the coupling of suspended 

load (using the work of Rouse, 1938) to the bed load grain 

size distribution. Einstein and Chien (1953, 1955) further 

explored the complications of a wide range of grain sizes 

and the problem of relating bed load grain size distribution 

to that of the incoming wash (suspended) load. The latter 



involves the effects of bed surface and sediment load grain 

size distributions being in disequilibrium, and the masking 

of some components of the bed distribution by other 

components. 

Leopold and Maddock (1953) presented numerous 

correlations between stream flow and discharge parameters 

and geometric parameters of the channel. These 

relationships are presented as power laws, a style which has 

been used repeatedly by many others. 

Bagnold (1960) introduced the idea of a stream power 

budget in the control of load transport. He proposed that 

excess stream power, derived from flow down an energy 

gradient, is responsible for suspending and transporting 

sediment in a river, and that the distiribution of grain 

sizes in the load transport modes (saltation versus 

suspension) is a function of power availability. Bagnold 

further proposed (1980, 1985) a worldwide correlation for 

relating load transport rate to excess stream power. 

Schumm (1977) described and quantified many of the 

variables affecting an alluvial system. His descriptions, 

diagrams, and discussion are embodied in the structure of 

most physically-based fluvial computer models. 

Ghosh, Mazumder, and Sengupta (1981) evaluated methods 

of calculating suspended load distribution in turbulent 

flow. They synthesized a combined method from those 

examined and compared computations from the evaluated 

methods for several laboratory flume studies involving a 

range of grain size distributions. 

Allen (1984) examined bedforms in terms of their 

physics and morphology in intense detail. Allen (1985) 

explored channel geometry and presented material on 

meandering river plan geometry and meander bend migration. 

He further discussed equilibrium conditions for channel 



cross section stability as well as meander pattern 

stability. 

Gomez and Church (1989) reviewed published formulas for 

calculating bed load transport in gravel-laden rivers. They 

concluded that the Einstein (1950) method is the most 

versatile and is theoretically sound. They also suggested 

that Bagnold's stream power concept is the most 

theoretically correct way to frame a bed load calculation, 

in spite of difficulty in measuring threshold power. 

The history of computer modeling of river systems dates 

back to the 1970s. Pickup (1977) examined the development 

and migration of knickpoints using a computer model (ERODE). 

He observed that a feedback relation between changes in 

process and form is generally lacking in sediment transport 

models. 

The relationship between the rate of erosion or 
deposition and the changes which occur in channel 
slope and shape is a key element in unstable 
channel simulation because it determines the way 
in which the channel develops over time. (p. 51) 

Li and Fullerton (1987) produced the QUASED program to 

predict the aggradation and degradation (scour) of a channel 

bed due to a single flood passage. It was developed and 

calibrated to the Salt River in Phoenix, Arizona, a gravel 

and cobble bed stream. Of particular interest to the 

authors was the development of an armor layer. They 

concluded that, "Because of the great variability in 

conditions encountered in river systems, it would be 

extremely difficult to create a universally applicable 

model" (p. 422). 

Neill (1987) discussed the behavior of alluvial rivers 

in the context of modeling methodology. He emphasized the 

relationship between scale of time and distance over which 

river processes interact with geological and geomorphic 



features -- making specific investigation into the process 

of armoring in relation to the graded bed profile. He 

observed that most sediment transport models are based on 

laboratory and theoretical models derived from instantaneous 

particle mechanics principles. 

Rahuel et al. (1989) developed the program CARICHAR to 

be a process-based model of river bed evolution in mixed 

grain size alluvial rivers. They incorporated hydraulic 

sorting and armoring processes in calculation of unsteady 

water and sediment flow, and utilized an empirically 

calibrated spatial delay loading law for calculation of 

nonequilibrium sediment loads. Concerning time steps, they 

stated, ''Although one always wants to choose a computational 

time step that is as large as possible, it must nevertheless 

be limited by the restriction that the changes in bed 

elevation within a time step remain small" (p. 1527) . 

For their model structure, the maximum length of time step 

could be about 1 to 2 days. 

Mazumder (1994) introduced a theoretical method of 

calculating the suspension grain size distribution based on 

diffusion equations. His method takes into account a 

reduction in settling velocity as a function of suspended 

sediment concentration. 

Most recently, the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers has 

published the first part of its river Analysis System, HEC-

RAS (Hydraulic Engineering Center, 1995), developed from 

previous HEC-series programs. The first release of this is 

a Microsoft Windows-compatible version of HEC-2 (water 

surface profile calculations. Hydraulic Engineering Center, 

1990). A future release is intended to include a sediment 

transport module that examines changes to the bed surface 

over a model of the type used with HEC-2 (usually no more 

than a few miles in length). Its point of interest to this 



author is the stated intent to permit time steps of years in 

length. 

Justification and Purpose 

Paleo-environment determination is routinely performed 

by geologists studying ancient sandstones. For example. 

Smith (1987) studied an exhumed Permian point bar, using 

paleo-hydrologic calculations to help interpret the ecology 

of the surface environment. The calculation of paleo-

velocity of flow from an ancient sandstone deposit can be 

done by using the sediment entrainment curve of Yalin 

(1977) . Typical field observations would include mean grain 

size, sorting, mean grain shape and composition, and 

bedforms present (and their dimensions). Basic assumptions 

include temperature, water properties, and representative 

grain properties (shape, size, density). Some further 

critical assumptions include (a) the grain size is threshold 

of motion, (b) water depth is known (which implies a slope 

also), and (c) channel shape is very wide and flat. The 

Yalin parameter is calculated from sediment and water 

properties. A graph is used to determine the Shields 

parameter, from which a Reynold's number is calculated. The 

flow character (laminar or turbulent) and shear velocity are 

obtained from the Reynold's number. If the flow is 

turbulent (usually the case), the Karman equation is used 

with bed roughness from either bedform dimensions or grain 

size to estimate a velocity profile (Einstein, 1941), and 

the profile is sampled at the specified depth. 

These calculations yield a single estimate of the 

hydraulic condition which most influenced the deposits 

analyzed, based on the assumptions made. It is not known 

how that value relates to the distribution of hydraulic 

conditions that occurred in that environment through the 

time represented by the observed sandstone. The calculation 



process could be inverted to solve for the expected 

sedimentary structure and grain entrainment information, 

given original knowledge of the hydraulic condition. Once 

again, single values are found without relation to the 

natural variation known to occur. Questions remain: How 

can one tie together the distribution of information 

describing the cause to the distribution of results? 

Further, how can one predict the results of a sequence of 

varying conditions? 

This work attempts to model the processes of fluvial 

sediment migration based on interpreted hydrologic 

conditions derived from given climatologic, geographic, and 

geologic information. If this were to be done for an 

instant in time at one location, it would be similar to the 

inverted calculation mentioned above. The bed and 

hydrologic conditions would be assessed at the beginning of 

the calculation, and the expected change after passage of a 

given amount of time would be determined. Such a 

calculation would necessitate assessment of the processes 

affecting the bed surface. Different courses of response 

may result, because different processes dominate in 

different situations. It may not be possible (and generally 

will not be possible) to anticipate which processes control 

the response, when complex fluvial geometry is considered 

together with varying hydraulic conditions. Therefore, a 

conditional method is required, which is sensitive to the 

key factors which trigger different response paths. This is 

true just for the calculation of one period of change. To 

model changes for an extended period, these calculations 

must be coupled in sequence, with the results of one being 

the initial conditions of the next. This is the essence of 

a forward history simulation (Arnold, 1993; Thompson, 1994) . 

The purpose of this work is to develop a method for 

systematic investigation of the pattern of evolution of a 



river system, with control of the factors influencing the 

system. Such a model correlates cause to effect temporally 

and spatially, unlike single, average calculations as 

described above. What differs from previous work of 

hydrologists and civil engineers is the scope of 

application. The model presented in this work is intended 

to operate on a time and space scale in which factors 

throughout a drainage basin and over portions of geologic 

history can influence the results. The idea of 

incorporating geologic information is presumed new. It 

enables the investigator to relate patterns of change in the 

fluvial system not only to the distribution of rock types as 

sources of sediment and erosion control, but also to the 

influence of changing base level through time. The 

simulation of the complicated interaction of all of these 

processes and factors can only be accomplished by a 

computer. The code presented here is original, and it is in 

preliminary form. It is this author's hope that others take 

it and make improvements, corrections, and enhancements. 

The STRMNX Program Suite 

The program STRMNX has been written and compiled for 

use on a 386 PC computer with a math coprocessor, and it is 

a Windows application. The source code is written in 

Borland C++ 5.01 for Windows '95. The code is constructed 

from twelve program modules which must be combined in the 

compiler run to produce a single executable file. The code 

is discussed in detail in Chapter III and in Appendices B 

and C. The following list presents the modules and gives a 

brief description of their contents: 

STRMNX: Main program structure plus water surface and 

fluvial geometric procedures. 
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STRMENV: 

STRMHY: 

STRMTRN: 

STRMERO: 

STRMTRAC 

STRMGEOM 

STRMUTIX 

'STRMUTIL 

STRMIPT 

STRMOPT 

STRMARR 

Land sediment source and stratigraphic 

procedures. 

Hydraulic procedures. 

Sediment transport procedures. 

Erosion and geologic procedures. 

Physical properties calculations. 

Stream course geometry change procedures. 

Land surface geometric procedures. 

Array processing procedures. 

Data input procedures. 

Data output procedures. 

Definitions of large arrays. 

To run STRMNX, the user must build seven data files 

which contain information describing the starting 

conditions, the sequence of time steps with any physical 

parameters which are changed (sea level, for example), 

geologic data for the stratigraphic horizons present, and 

output options. Another file provides a list of random 

number for use by stochastic procedures. These data files 

are described in detail in Chapter III. The following list 

names the input data files and gives a brief description of 

their contents: 

STRMIN.CON: 

STRMIN.DAT: 

STRMIN.STP: 

STRMIN.HPS: 

STRMIN.LYR: 

STRMIN.SED: 

STRMIN.OCF: 

RANDOM.TBL: 

Values of constants used in processing. 

River course descriptive data for cells. 

Time steps data. 

Landscape elevation data for cells. 

Geologic horizon descriptive data for 

cells. 

Initial fluvial sediment layer composi

tions in cells. 

Output control parameters. 

Random number file. 



The input files must be in the directory from which the 

program is run. Output is generated in that directory, 

producing files named according to the output options 

selected by the user. The user may select when output 

occurs, and has a choice of variables to write into the 

output files. Several post-processor programs are provided 

to prepare STRMNX output files for graphic program input. 

General Model Description 

Overview 

This section briefly describes model mechanics and 

implementation. The length of the stream is subdivided into 

cells, each of which represents an area characterized by an 

average relationship of transported sediment to static bed 

sediment, for a given water flow condition. The conditions 

of flow are dictated by water supply in the watershed, 

locations of tributaries (additional supply from neighboring 

watersheds), and elevation changes through the system. 

Water and sediment are supplied to the system by a crude 

geomorphic evolution model of the drainage area of each cell 

(Horton, 1945) . A stochastic component may be used to 

control rainfall rates. All water supplied is assumed to 

move through the system without obstruction other than 

normal bed friction resistance and backwater formation, 

except for quantities removed by evaporation or affected by 

minor groundwater interaction. Flow depth and velocity are 

calculated from discharge and bed roughness using the von 

Karman frictional flow equation. Flow may overtop the 

banks, and floodplains will carry some of the discharge in 

those cases. Equilibrium sediment loads are calculated, and 

excesses are deposited whereas deficiencies are made up by 

scour. 

The goal of this modeling method is to simulate changes 

in sediment composition and volume at each cell over a long 
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period of time, having influence from the geometry of the 

system and geomorphic and geologic parameters. Results can 

be analyzed in terms of morphological evolution and 

sequence-stratigraphic relationships. 

General Geometry 

The model program assumes a water source in a 

mountainous region, and follows a course along a variable 

gradient to sea level. At any point a tributary may join 

the course. By carefully defining tributaries, a variety of 

stream system geometries can be constructed. The basic 

geometry is not changed through the simulation process, but 

rather the sediment response. Figure 1.1 illustrates 

conceptually the main features of the model. 

The valley is composed of three fluvial environments: 

(a) the channel; (b) an alluvial ridge, which completely 

contains the meandering pattern of the channel, and which 

may be elevated above the floodplain (a true ridge) or 

depressed below it (alluvial terrace); and (c) the 

floodplain, the outer edge of which is a permanent valley 

boundary throughout the simulation. The channel is assumed 

to have a variable trapezoidal cross section with vertical 

walls and a sloped bottom. The floodplain is assumed level 

in cross section. The valley slope is applied to the 

alluvial ridge and floodplain environments directly, but it 

is decreased for the channel because of its lengthened 

pathway (sinuosity) if meanders are present. Meanders are 

defined according to published bankfull flow equations in 

Allen (1984). Figure 1.2 illustrates the features of an 

individual cell. 

Model Types 

The model uses a 1-D finite-difference scheme to 

explicitly solve water and sediment flow equations using 
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long-term average steady-state estimates of flow conditions. 

The finite differences are not used to evaluate 

instantaneous derivatives, but rather derivatives of average 

relationships for long-term projections. Discontinuities 

are expected to be frequent, and much of the special 

processing in the program is required to resolve 

discontinuities, both spatial and temporal. The reader must 

understand that this modeling method is not designed nor 

expected to converge for the short term nor the small scale 

of observation. It is intended to simulate the pattern of 

long-term evolution of entire river systems. The most 

common types of discontinuities are 2-D effects of cross-

flow between fluvial environments and scour to the base of a 

stratigraphic horizon (which means geologic properties 

abruptly change as the next layer is encountered). 

The viewpoint of calculation is Eulerian. The 

geometric framework is fixed. Quantities of water and 

sediment are anonymous from cell to cell. The action inside 

a cell is assumed to occur uniformly over the discrete time 

segment, and the result of it is passed to the next cell for 

the same time period. There is no allowance for dispersion. 

A model which exhibits this behavior can be called a "plug 

model," (cf. "plug flow," Fetter, 1988). Plug models do not 

simulate action described by differential equations of state 

variables. They depend on the relationships of large-scale 

averages instead. 

An alternative to the plug model is the "continuous 

model," in which the conditions in the cells of the river 

course at any moment can be represented by a set of 

simultaneous differential equations of state. An event 

occurs at a point in time, but its effects are dispersed 

through the system over a period of short time steps (hours 

or minutes). This kind of model allows flow events to 

interfere with one another (routing effects), and more 
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realistically relates effects to the timing of their causes. 

It also accounts for temporary storage of water within 

cells. The resolution of such models is on the order of a 

few hours, that is, single flow events. Ground water, flood 

routing, and petroleum reservoir models are usually 

continuous models. Nearly all published sediment load 

models are of this kind (for example, QUASED of Li and 

Fullerton, 1987, and CARICHAR of Rahuel et al., 1989). 

Discretization 

The model is discretized in time, space, sediment grain 

size, and fluvial environment. Except for special cases of 

interaction, subdivisions of these parameters are treated 

independently. The program is a time-forward model. This 

means that changes over discrete time steps are accounted 

for throughout the simulation one by one, beginning with a 

set of initial conditions. The effects of individual events 

within a time step are grouped together into a net change. 

The net changes for each step are applied to the conditions 

in the cells, the result of which is a set of new conditions 

for the next time step. 

Time. The model program computes changes over a period 

of time, which is subdivided into time steps. It is 

recommended that one-year time steps be used routinely, 

unless very long time spans must be modeled. Time steps too 

large may permit excessive scour or deposition without 

opportunity for interaction with balancing processes. This 

condition may lead to chaotic behavior, producing 

unrealistic results and convergence failure. Time steps are 

further subdivided into domains of steady-state flow based 

on climatic conditions. Time steps must be one or more 

years in length, and the resolution limit for observing 

evolution of the system is expected to be on the order of 

several time steps. 
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Distance. The length of the river course is divided 

into discrete cells within which the hydraulic and transport 

equations are solved. Each cell represents a portion of the 

river length over which a single steady-state equilibrium 

condition is applied. It is assumed that the calculated 

equilibrium condition reasonably represents average 

behavior. Cells are treated as though they were prismatic 

reaches with uniform flow, but corrections are made for some 

nonuniform behavior (inter-environmental flow, for example). 

The calculated condition represents the average for the cell 

over a period of time representative of the rainfall history 

of the time step. The pattern of cells must provide room 

for gradual changes from place to place. Ideally, cell 

geometry should evolve with the passage of knickpoints 

(Pickup, 1977), but this is not done here. Cell size and 

distribution must be chosen with care to minimize the 

occurrence of abrupt changes in river conditions with 

position. 

Fluvial Environments. The three fluvial environments 

within a cell are treated as independent flow conditions, 

each of which arrives at its own sediment transport 

solution. They are coupled by the fact that total flow 

through the cell is known, and the discharges of the three 

parts must sum to the whole, with local gains and losses 

included. A common water surface elevation is used for all 

of the environments at a cross section position. All inter

environmental flow and tributary contributions are applied 

at the upstream cell boundary. 

Grain Size. Grain sizes of sediment are accounted for 

by a series of classes defined by the user. Each class is 

given a fixed set of boundary values and a representative 

diameter, specified by input data. A sediment composition 

is a list of the fractions of sediment falling into each 
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class, together with the total amount of sediment under 

consideration (usually in tons). 

Process 

This section describes the main sequence of operation 

of the simulation program. The discussion follows the 

structure of the generalized flow chart shown in Figure 1.3. 

In the flow chart, names of individual procedures called by 

the main program are shown in bold type. The module name 

precedes the procedure name in these references. Some terms 

found in the flow chart are defined later in detailed 

discussion of theoretical concepts and their implementation. 

Most of the calculations are performed by submodels 

(Chapter II) contained in separate code procedures that the 

user may modify to suit special conditions (see Appendix B). 

Several of these are based on functions that must be 

empirically fitted to data for typical watersheds and stream 

systems. 

The program is a multiply-nested sequence of iteration 

loops. Before entering iterative processing, the program 

reads input data and initializes array parameters. 

The outermost level of iteration is an open-ended loop 

which reads time step data from the STRMIN.STP file. This 

loop terminates (and so does the program) on recognition of 

an end signal in that file. Time steps are processed in 

blocks of steps of the same size for each reading of the 

file. 

The next level of iteration is an explicit loop through 

these time steps. The program calculates average water 

supply rates for the cells and timing parameters for 

hydraulic calculations which are nested deeper. 

The next level explicitly loops through four segments 

of each time step (referred to as "time" or "flow" domains) 

defined in the previous step. Within each pass the specific 
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climatic conditions and land sediment source response are 

determined for each cell. These calculations involve the 

erosion and transport of soil overland to the river system, 

and the resulting changes in the surface elevation 

distribution. 

The variable "bpass" is used to count iterations of 

fluvial load equilibration calculations. This process 

begins with a copy of the original water supply rate for the 

time domain within each cell. 

The variable "pass" counts iterations of hydraulic 

conditions calculations. It is necessary to search for 

combinations of depth (hydraulic radius) and flow 

distribution fractions within the three fluvial environments 

of each cell, so that the total of these flows matches the 

original flow rate, corrected for local gains and losses. 

Such gains and losses are due to tributaries, local runoff, 

evapotranspiration, and ground water recharge or discharge. 

The effects of backwater (ponds) and water surface drawdown 

must be applied to the calculation of flow depth, which in 

turn affects the determination of representative flow 

velocity in each environment in each cell. The water supply 

must be determined in order from the system headwater 

downstream. The backwater calculations must then be done 

from the mouth of the system in upstream sequence. Next, 

the hydraulics can be calculated for each environment in 

sequence from headwater to mouth. The last of these is at 

the deepest level of loop nesting. 

After hydraulics have been determined by iteration, 

some of the load arrays must be initialized. A final pass 

through the hydraulics sequence is performed to obtain a 

thoroughly consistent set of values, then sediment transport 

calculations begin. 
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Sediment supply to each environment is computed by 

adding the input from the immediately upstream cell to the 

local supply from the landscape. Any tributary contribution 

is also added. This amount is divided among the fluvial 

environments based on the flow conditions within them (from 

hydraulic calculations), and their relative geometry. The 

calculation of mobile sediment is an open-ended iterative 

process which seeks the depth of scour necessary to produce 

a saturated sediment load condition, within each cell and 

environment. The amounts of suspended and bed load material 

(calculated in grain size classes) are passed to the next 

cell as part of its incoming sediment supply. These 

calculations are at the deepest level of nesting also. 

After exiting the composition and hydraulic iteration 

structures, the set of volumetric changes to the fluvial 

layers in the system are applied to arrive at elevation 

changes to the river system datums in each cell and 

environment. The effects of bedrock scour are accounted for 

here as well. These changes are accumulated through each of 

the four domains of each time step individually, and much of 

this detail can be captured in output files if desired. 

(They could become very large.) 

At the end of each time step, morphologic changes to 

the cell landscapes are applied. A new set of soil horizons 

is determined based on geologic conditions encountered by 

erosion, and the effects of partial soil transport 

downslope. New slope profiles are formed because of 

differences in response of the different geologic horizons 

exposed at the surface. Tectonic overprinting and sea level 

change are applied to the system for the next time step. 

Many of these changes can be captured in output files if 

desired. 

If more blocks of time steps are read from input data, 

then processing continues. Otherwise, all files are closed 
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and the computer reports a successful run. Computation 

could take a substantial amount of clock time for a large 

data set. Also, any program bugs or inconsistent input data 

could cause the program to crash or enter an infinite loop. 

Many safeguards have been incorporated into the code, but 

some of these problems should be expected in first release 

software. 

Discussion 

Principles 

Water and Sediment Conservation. Volumes of water are 

conserved. Water losses can occur from aquifer seepage and 

evaporation. Gains occur from ground water discharge, local 

runoff, or tributary junctions. (Aquifer interaction is not 

implemented in the present version of the model program.) 

Except for these changes, the volume rate of water entering 

a cell must equal the volume rate leaving it, and every cell 

has its own continuity equation. Temporary water storage is 

not accounted for, because each time period is modeled as a 

steady-state condition. 

Sediment exchange interactions are conducted under the 

rule of sediment continuity. Moving sediment is either 

deposited in a cell or transported into the next cell. Bed 

layer adjustments change the volume and character of 

sediment available for transport in the bed. Such changes 

are captured throughout the evolution of the model in the 

output files. Monitoring such changes in sediment storage 

is the main focus and purpose of this modeling project. 

Since no history any farther back than the previous 

time step is available, sediment storage does not obey 

continuity in detail, only in bulk. Only the net change in 

storage is determined, and this is an average over the 

entire cell. Actual storage and remobilization processes 
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act on a scale too small to model in a large-scale stream 

budget simulation. 

The most important governing equations in this modeling 

work are water and sediment continuity equations. They are 

expressed by Rahuel et al. (1989) as shown below: 

dh 3AS 3Q 
Liquid conservation: -- + (j) + -- = q, 

dt dt dx 

3AS 3G 

Sediment conservation: {l-<^) + -- = gr 

dt dx 
where 

A = flow cross section area. 

As = sediment cross section area, 

Q = liquid volume discharge, 

q = lateral liquid inflow (discharge per unit length), 

G = sediment load volume discharge, 

g = lateral sediment inflow (discharge per unit 

length), 

(j) = bed porosity, 

t = time, 

X = distance along reach. 

The liquid conservation equation can be rewritten in terms 

of volume in a cell as follows: 

3vw 3vs 3Q 

+ (J) + dx--- = qioc + qtrib + ^^• 
dt dt dx 

Similarly, sediment conservation equation can be rewritten: 
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3vs 3G 

(l-({)) + dx--- = gioc + gtrib + ̂ 9-

3t dx 

Here the new terms are 

Vw = volume of water, 

Vs = volume of sediment (uncompacted), 

dx = cell length, 

q = water supply into the cell other than upstream, 

g = sediment supply into the cell other than upstream. 

The subscripts loc and trib refer to local cell supply and 

tributary supply. The quantity Aq refers to the sum of 

changes due to environmental factors including evaporation, 

transfers between fluvial environments, ground water 

interaction, and direct rainfall. The quantity Ag refers 

to the sum of changes including transfers between fluvial 

environments, dissolution, and windfall deposits. (The 

latter two are not implemented in this work.) 

The above equations are simplified for use in this 

work. The water system is further required to be at steady 

state, so the time derivatives disappear. The Q-derivative 

can be replaced by the difference (Qout - Qin), where in and 

out refer to flows into the cell from upstream and out of 

the cell downstream, within the same fluvial environment. 

The form of water conservation equation used is therefore as 

follows: 

(Qout - Qin) = qioc + ^trib + ^^' 

In the sediment equation the G-derivative is likewise 

replaced by (Gout - Gin), referring to the sediment load 

(total). Change in storage (the time derivative term) is 
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the quantity actually sought in this study. The sediment 

conservation equation can be expressed: 

AVs 

(l-())) = gioc "•" gtrib + Ag - (Gout - Gin) . 
At 

The change in sediment volume can be used to determine the 

bed elevation change by accounting for consolidation and 

porosity changes, and dividing by the bed surface area. 

This enables the cell morphology (elevation datums) to 

respond to sediment migration, deposition, and erosion. Of 

course, when bedrock is encountered, a discontinuity in the 

differential equation treatment must be handled. 

Power Budget. As suggested by Bagnold (1960), the 

total weight of solid material carried above the bed surface 

by a stream must be related to the energy expended in moving 

down a gravity gradient. This expenditure must be used up 

in the accomplishment of tasks: generation of noise and 

heat, changes in kinetic energy of the moving water and 

sediment load mass, scouring and corrasion of sediment from 

the channel surface (of which relocation of the channel 

during bankfull flow is a form), and degradation of sediment 

into finer fractions (by fracture and abrasion during 

collisions, and solution). If it were not for the stream's 

energy, the bed sediment would never be mobilized, so all 

elements of sediment motion must be accounted for in a power 

budget. 

In the model described here, power is only considered 

in a qualitative sense. When total mobile loads are 

determined for the grain size classes, the loads brought in 

from the previous cell are generally not in equilibrium with 

the cell conditions. Either some of the material in a class 

will be dropped because of solid oversaturation, or more 
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will be removed from the bed layer because the load is 

undersaturated. In the latter case, there may not be enough 

of that grain size available to bring the cell into 

equilibrium. In this case, excess power is available 

because the equilibrium load would have been greater and 

some of the transport capacity is not utilized. This can be 

estimated and used to perform other work, such as: 

(a) activating a thicker bed layer, (b) eroding the bed 

along edges, and (c) more rapidly degrading sediment grain 

size. Only the first of these is implemented in this model. 

An exception from this list is carrying more load, because 

the transport equations determine load capacity. 

Friction Equations. An investigator has a choice of 

equations for representing the velocity of turbulent water 

flow based on the depth and friction slope (which equals bed 

slope for uniform flow). Four commonly used ones are the 

Chezy equation, the Darcy-Weisbach equation, the Manning 

equation, and the von Karman equation. The following 

paragraphs use these variables: 

R = hydraulic radius, 

S = friction slope (tangent), 

g = gravity constant, 

u* = shear velocity = (g-R-S)0-5^ 

ubar = depth-average flow velocity, 

D = pipe diameter, 
k = bed roughness height. 

Chezy Equation: The Chezy equation is used routinely 

in Europe for open-channel flow (Chaudhry, 1993) . It 

utilizes a units-dependent friction coefficient called the 

Chezy coefficient (C), which is tabulated and graphed for 

many different channel shapes and conditions. The equation 

is as follows: 
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ubar = C-(R*S)0.5 = c-u*, 

where c = a dimensionless form of C, expressed as 

c = C/gO-5. 

Darcy-Weisbach Equation: The Darcy-Weisbach equation 

is used principally for pipe flow (Chaudhry, 1993) . It 

utilizes a units-dependent friction coefficient called 

Darcy-Weisbach f, which is tabulated for many different pipe 

and duct applications. The equation is as follows: 

ubar = (2-g-D-S/f)0.5. 

This form can be rearranged as follows for an open-channel 

context: 

ubar = u*- (8/f)0.5. 

Darcy-Weisbach f is generally unpopular for open-channel 

situations, mainly because of lack of calibration data. 

Manning Equation: The Manning equation is used 

worldwide for open-channel flow (Hydraulic Engineering 

Center, 1990) . It utilizes a units-dependent friction 

coefficient called Manning n, which is tabulated for 

different engineering purposes. For natural rivers, 

however, published picture books (Barnes, 1967, for example) 

illustrate reaches having a back-calculated n-value which is 

based on depth and discharge. The equation is as follows: 

ubar = (1.486/n)•R2/3.S1/2 for depth in feet. 

The difficulty in using the Manning equation is subjectivity 

in the friction coefficient. This equation differs from the 
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others in its use of a different power of the hydraulic 

radius. 

Von Karman Equation: The von Karman equation is a 

representation of the turbulent velocity profile away from a 

channel wall (Einstein, 1950). (It has also been termed the 

"wall effect.") It is not routinely used for practical flow 

engineering. It utilizes an estimate of the physical size 

of flow obstructions (roughness). The equation is as 

follows in the form integrated from bed to surface: 

ubar = u*•[5.75•logio(12.27-R/k)] fo^ rough surfaces. 

The roughness is estimated from actual bed surface 

characteristics, and need not be looked up in a picture book 

(as referenced above) nor read from a table or graph. For 

uniform grainy surfaces (free of other roughness elements 

such as bedforms or vegetation) the 65th percentile grain 

size is considered a good estimate of k (Einstein, 1950) . 

The von Karman equation can be used to represent the 

transition from hydraulically smooth to rough surfaces. 

Hydraulic roughness (A) is based on the relationship of 

surface irregularities to the laminar boundary layer 

thickness (6). Einstein (1950) detailed a transition 

function which is used to convert bed roughness into 

equivalent hydraulic roughness for the von Karman equation. 

It is described in Chapter II. Einstein further discussed 

integration of the same equation to obtain depth-average 

velocity. For hydraulically smooth surfaces, a linear 

velocity gradient extends from zero depth (at the bed 

surface) to approximately the top of the laminar layer, from 

which point a turbulent profile extends to the water 

surface. This profile has a characteristic roughness of 

5/3.476. For rough surfaces, there is no laminar layer, but 

the depth at which the moving water begins to obey a 
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turbulent profile is k/30.2, below which there is supposedly 

no net motion downstream (Einstein, 1950). 

For simplicity, this work uses a linear profile from 

zero to depth = A, followed by a turbulent profile using 

the characteristic roughness of 5/3.476. The calculation of 

A requires determination of the laminar layer thickness 

that would occur over a smooth surface, given the same slope 

and depth. For shallow depths, the compromise is very 

slight. Differences only occur at depths near the laminar 

layer thickness (which is usually extremely thin), for which 

sediment flow is essentially nonexistent. In deeper water 

that moves very slowly (such as in a lake) or flow over 

large roughness elements (such as in a rocky stream), the 

compromise provides necessary physical constraints on the 

profile shape. The concept of hydraulic roughness is 

illustrated in Figure 1.4. The dotted curve is the line 

A = k. The point where the two curves cross is the center 

of the transition from hydraulically smooth conditions to 

rough. This transition is dependent on water properties and 

the hydraulic geometry. 

Composite Hydraulic Roughness. By the method of 

Einstein (1950), the hydraulic radius (R) in a cross section 

can be thought of as consisting of components determined by 

the distribution of roughness elements on the bed and their 

areas of influence in the flow stream. Supposedly, the 

shear velocity that determines sediment load capacity (u*') 

is obtained by assuming that the conditions of grain 

roughness represent the entire bed surface, and back-

calculating u*' using only the grain component of R (called 

Rb'). This value of shear velocity is considered a 

component as well, and it is presumably corrected for the 

amount of the bed which is sheltered from grain scour. When 

the component shear velocity for bedform resistance (u*'') 
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is back-calculated, this condition is likewise assumed 

applicable to the whole bed surface. 

In this model a mean value of bed roughness is found 

that applies to the entire bed area. The von Karman 

velocity equation is designed to be used for whole velocity 

quantities, not necessarily for components of a velocity. 

In similar fashion, Einstein (1950) calculated laminar 

sublayer thickness components (5' and 5'') from the shear 

velocity components. The value of 5' is also used in 

sediment load calculations. The expression for laminar 

layer thickness (5) is given as follows (see Chapter II): 

5 = 11.6 -v/u*, 

where v is the kinematic viscosity. This equation is 

designed for use with a complete shear velocity quantity and 

not a component. When u*' and u*'' are components of shear 

velocity, certainly their reciprocals multiplied by a 

constant are not to be summed as components of the sublayer 

thickness. 

This author believes composite roughness should be 

computed by combining the roughnesses of individual bed 

features (bedforms, vegetation, and loose grain surfaces) 

according to the fractions of the bed dominated by those 

features. The average velocity can be derived from the 

area-weighted average of the flow resistances over the 

different bed surface conditions. In this method, there are 

only single values of 5 and u*, and corrections for 

sheltering of the bed are accounted for by the fractions of 

bed area occupied by the various features and the calculated 

separation bubbles downstream from them. The cross section 

average velocity is determined by a composite roughness 

value and known flow, but the hydraulic parameters for grain 

scour are based on the roughness of the grain surface alone 
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applied to the same amount of flow, as with Einstein's 

calculations. 

Gradually Varied Flow. With uniform flow, the flow 

depth does not vary along the reach, nor do the cross 

section characteristics nor the surface friction 

characteristics. Such a reach is called prismatic. For the 

purposes of sediment transport calculations, all reaches of 

the model are treated as prismatic reaches. The conditions 

in a cell are representative quantities, based on what must 

take place between the head and foot of the cell. 

Nonuniform behavior can be termed gradually-varied or 

rapidly-varied flow. To be gradual, the effects of flow 

momentum must be negligible (Chaudhry, 1993). Over the 

scale of cells in this project, it is assumed that the 

effects of momentum are highly localized and may be averaged 

out over a reach, leaving a net effect of zero. 

Calculations of rapidly-varied flow are extremely 

complicated, and can only be reasonably done with a 

continuous, short time scale model. Further, they would 

only be meaningful for the scope of a single flood event and 

a very short distance. Such calculations would be 

significant in a knickpoint migration model, however. 

For gradually-varied flow, the following governing 

equation is solved iteratively from one cross section to the 

next one upstream (tranquil conditions, Froude number less 

than unity). Discharge is fixed within the reach. The 

equation expressed by Chow (1959) is as follows: 

WS2 + Eh2 = WSi + Ehi + L-Sf + "other losses." 

Here 

L = length of reach, 

Sf = mean friction slope of reach (geometric mean), 
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WS = water surface elevation. 

Eh = velocity head. 

The term for "other losses" is assumed zero. It includes 

energy effects of constriction, expansion, pipe flow, or 

flow around irregularities. 

The concept of conveyance is needed for composite cross 

sections that differ from a single, vertical-walled, flat-

bottom channel. Conveyance (K) is defined by the following 

equation: 

Q = K-sO-5^ 

where Q is discharge and S is water surface slope. It 

includes all of the geometric and friction characteristics 

of a channel at a point. Because all of the friction 

equations include the same slope term, the conveyance is the 

remaining part of whichever equation is used. Therefore, 

for the von Karman equation, 

K = (g-R) 0.5. [5.75.iog-Lo (30.2-R/A) ] (rough surfaces). 

Conveyance can be summed or averaged for parts of the 

alluvial valley that carry water during different climatic 

conditions. The calculations of normal depth and critical 

depth utilize the area-weighted average or sum of 

conveyances to get representative values for all parts of 

the valley cross section together. 

The most obvious form of nonuniform behavior is 

backwater, or lake formation. The water surface is nearly 

level, but the depth increases upstream. If there is a 

known discharge, the actual slope of the surface may be 

determined at any point by the standard step method of water 

surface profile calculation (Hydraulic Engineering Center, 
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1990; Chaudhry, 1993). A representative value for the whole 

cell is selected at the cell center. At this point, the 

corresponding water depth and mean velocity are obtained for 

each of the fluvial environments. These values are used in 

the prismatic representation of cell behavior. 

The same method is used to determine the profile for 

drawdown, in which flow over a brink point forces water 

depth to critical depth (Chaudhry, 1993). For a river model 

with cells several miles long, the normal depth will usually 

be representative of average cell conditions. However, if 

the slope is mild and the discharge is great, then water 

surface profile calculations become necessary. 

Load Transport Rate Equations. The Einstein (1950) 

sediment transport equations are used to model the 

distributions of suspended and bed loads. Further 

improvements to the equations have been suggested by 

Einstein and Chien (1953, 1955). Some modifications and 

enhancements have been made for mobile bed layer 

characteristics, scour criteria, bedforms, and composite bed 

surface roughness. 

Application of the equations involves a 43-step process 

that is described in detail in Einstein (1950). Steps 1 

through 4 take measured stream dimensions and arrive at 

representative values of cross sectional area, wetted 

perimeter of the walls and the bed, and hydraulic radius. 

Steps 5 and 6 determine grain sizes representative of the 

bed layer. Steps 7 through 18 are an iterative process for 

determining the division of hydraulic radius into grain-

influenced and bedform-influenced portions. This process 

uses several figures from the text, as well as calculations 

of settling Reynold's number, settling velocity, shear 

velocity, and coefficient of friction. Steps 19 through 21 

guide the iteration process to convergence on the coexisting 
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components of the hydraulic radius, and finally give total 

discharge and effective hydraulic radius. 

The mobile load composition (grain size distribution) 

is calculated in two parts, bed load and suspended load. 

The relationship between them is drawn from the mobile 

particle concentration at the top of the interval of bed 

creep action (bed load), from which point a concentration 

gradient (Rouse, 1938) is constructed up to the surface. 

The total suspended load is calculated by integrating the 

concentration profile function. 

Steps 22 and 23 separate the bed material analysis into 

representative grain size classes. Results calculated for 

each class are considered additive and entirely independent 

of each other. (This generality is explored further in 

Einstein and Chien, 1955.) Steps 24 through 33 calculate 

flow parameters involved with sediment lift under turbulent 

flow. Step 34 is the calculation of equilibrium bed load 

for the grain size class. Steps 35 through 38 evaluate the 

integral involved with the relationship of bed load to 

suspension load. Steps 39 through 43 combine the two 

components and convert to total transported tons per day of 

the grain size class. Interaction between carried-in 

sediment load composition and bed composition is explored in 

Einstein and Chien (1953). 

Bedform Distribution and Saturation. Access of 

turbulent flow to moveable grains is limited to stoss slopes 

of bedforms. Lee slopes are shielded by a free shear 

surface above the bed. Depleted areas between bedforms are 

armored by immovable grains. The size of the separation 

bubble must be estimated to find (a) the amount of stoss 

slope exposed to turbulent lift, and (b) the amount of 

armored surface exposed to drag. From pictures and diagrams 

in Collinson and Thompson (1989) and Allen (1984), the 

length of the separation bubble is about 0.4 times the 
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bedform length (crest separation for saturated conditions in 

deep water). For shallower water conditions, the height of 

the bedforms would be truncated, and the size of the 

separation bubble should be more realistically related to 

bedform height rather than length. With undersaturated 

conditions, separation bubble size does not depend on the 

distance between bedforms, but only their height. A 

submodel for separation angle behind flow obstructions is 

used to determine separation bubble length. 

A known volume of mobile sediment is associated with 

any given flow condition in a cell. This material under 

such conditions will form into bedforms of determinable 

dimensions, and thus known volume. If there is enough 

sediment to provide all of the volume needed for enough 

bedforms to completely cover the bed surface, then the 

bedforms are considered "saturated." There may not be 

enough bed sediment available, or it may be armored by a 

layer of coarse grains. In such cases the bedforms are 

"undersaturated," that is, separated by areas depleted in 

mobile sediment. In this case, those depleted areas have a 

drag characteristic that must be used in determination of 

average flow velocity. The surface of such a layer is 

covered by grains too coarse to be moved (at and above the 

threshold of motion). Since the flow parameters depend on 

the grain size at this bed surface, and the grain mobility 

is determined by the flow parameters, a successive 

approximation method is necessary to compute the 

corresponding grain size threshold and flow parameters 

(primarily velocity). 

Landscape Surface Processes. The purpose of landscape 

evolution is supply of sediment from the drainage area of a 

cell to the river system. Strict adherence to conservation 

and timing of climatic events and their consequences is 
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considered subordinate to reasonable sediment supply 

characteristics. 

Each cell possesses an area of water collection and 

soil erosion, from which sediment and water are supplied to 

the river system. Horton (1945) coined several terms used 

in watershed description. Two used here are the linear 

length of streams and drainage density. Both of these 

quantify the land area affected by flowing water, enabling 

the separation of a watershed into domains characterized by 

slope length of overland flow and length of channelized 

stream flow (before reaching the main river course). Rill 

flow introduces further complexity for which the necessary 

data are lacking in this model. 

The land elevation in the cell ar.ea is described by a 

distribution of elevations over the total area of the cell. 

This distribution is called a relative hypsogram, which is 

an histogram having elevation values arranged in ascending 

order on a relative scale of area from zero to unity. The 

zero point is the lowest point in the cell, and the point at 

unity is the highest. A conversion function (which must be 

calibrated by the user) relates the hypsogram curve to a 

representative linear profile, from which land slope is 

obtained for different elevation intervals. (This is a 

crude, first-order approximation.) 

Soil is generated from the decay of geologic strata 

underlying the land surface. The intersection of the 

stratigraphic column for each cell with the hypsogram gives 

the areas of exposure of the stratigraphic layers. From 

climatic conditions, an estimate of soil formation is made 

that is driven by the geologic properties of the bedrock. 

Soil detachment is proportional to the kinetic energy 

transferred to the soil (Gregory, 1984). This energy is 

proportional to energy available from falling rain. The 

energy transferred into the soil is reduced by standing 
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vegetation cover and vegetation residue, which shield open 

soil surfaces from raindrop impact. Further reduction can 

occur if water builds up on the surface, because raindrops 

can only penetrate a short distance into standing water 

before their energy is dissipated. 

Soil loss from land surfaces has been quantified by 

Wischmeier and Smith (1965) in the Universal Soil Loss 

Equation (subsequently abbreviated U.S.L.E.). It is a semi-

empirical equation for soil removed from a plot of known 

dimensions, soil characteristics, and climatic exposure. In 

its form expressed by Foster et al. (1977), it is given as 

follows: 

A = R-K- (x/Xu)^- [ (430-s2+30-s+0.43)/6.574] -C-P, 

where 

A = average annual soil loss per unit area, 

R = erosivity factor, 

K = soil erodibility factor, 

x = distance down slope from origin of overland flow, 

Xu = unit plot length = 22.1 m., 

n = slope length exponent, usually 0.5, 

s = sine of slope angle, 

C = crop management factor (vegetation cover), 

P = supporting practice factor (tillage). 

In the above expression, R is the mean storm peak value of 

E'130/100, where E is rainfall energy and I30 is the 30-

minute maximum rainfall intensity. This factor does not 

take into account the amount of runoff generated by 

rainfall, and would not work in a dry climate. 

Gregory (1992a) proposed a more physically-based 

equivalent equation based on the same combination of 

factors. His equation for soil detachment (Ga) is used in 
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this model. It is shown below in general form as soil 

weight loosened per unit time of storm exposure: 

Ga = Z-RI-Ae-Er-Efac-Psf-cos(Genv)/(N-T) , 

where 

RI = rainfall intensity during a storm, 

Ae = area of exposure, 

Er = raindrop kinetic energy, 

Efac = energy exposure factor, 

Psf = tillage factor, 

Genv = land slope angle, 

N'T = soil strength term, 

and Z is a calibration and units conversion factor. The 

U.S.L.E. erosivity and crop management terms together are 

represented by the rainfall, energy exposure, and raindrop 

energy terms of Gregory (1992a). The U.S.L.E. erodibility 

term is represented by Gregory's soil strength term. The 

cosine of slope better accommodates boundary conditions of 

detachment than the sine does. The numeric constant (Z) is 

estimated from graphical data in Gregory (1992a). Normally 

this factor would be determined by experimental data from 

test plots. 

Soil transport occurs in two distinct modes: surface 

sheet flow (inter-rill) and channelized rill flow. This 

model neglects rill flow, which is analogous to transport in 

the river system, except that the hydraulic parameters are 

not easily obtained and are highly variable. The amount of 

soil moved from an area of land (Gregory, 1984) is a 

function of the mean travel distance for a single particle 

(x^)f expressed thus 

xt = ubar*y/(i), 
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where ubar is the mean flow velocity, y is water depth, and 

CO is settling velocity of soil particles. The mass 

transfer rate per unit width (Gt/w) is given as follows: 

(Gt/w) = (Ga/Ae)-xt, 

where Ga/Ae is the mass rate of soil detachment per unit 

area as obtained above. This equation can be rewritten as 

Gt = Ga-Q/CD, 

which applies to a specific grain size. Q is the water flow 

rate as ft>̂ /sec. 

A critical velocity capable of transporting all of the 

loosened soil is defined by setting the transport distance 

equal to half the downslope plot length (Lenv). One-half is 

used because it is the mean distance a particle must travel 

to leave the plot. This velocity (um) is given by 

um = 0 .5'Lenvco/y. 

This crude method of calculating soil transport is based on 

land plots similar in size to the standard plot size of the 

U.S.L.E. (A.̂ ) . For best results, land areas should be 

evaluated in pieces about that length stacked sequentially 

along the slope flow path. 

Assumptions 

The following is a list of assumptions made in 

designing this model program. Some represent major 

simplifications in hydraulic or sediment transport 

calculations. 
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1. A long period of fluvial history can be represented as 

a series of steady-state flow conditions operating at 

equilibrium. 

2. During each time domain, water and sediment discharge 

obey the law of continuity. 

3. Rainfall events are additive and not order dependent. 

The generated water supply is represented by the 

histogram of rainfall intensity for a time step. 

4. Rainfall events are assumed identical and equally 

spaced during a time step. 

5. Tectonic events affect the elevation of the system 

reference datum over individual time steps. 

6. Geologic stratigraphic layers are assumed horizontal 

and uniform throughout a cell. 

7. Water in fluvial sediment does not interact with 

flowing water in the stream; it is considered part of 

the sediment. Water storage in fluvial sediment is 

neglected. 

8. Changes in channel morphology are effected at times of 

avulsion, and possibly during overbank flow if certain 

conditions are met (see Chapter II, channel 

configuration). The characteristics are determined by 

the bankfull flow rate, assumed equal to the 99th 

percentile flow rate. 

9. During avulsion, the bulk composition of the alluvial 

cross section remains fixed, but a new channel is 

formed in it. 

10. Grain size classes are treated as independent of one 

another, except for masking calculations. 

11. Particle degradation is negligible. 

12. For grain sizes near that of clay, suspended load 

capacity is determined by corrasion of cohesive 

material as a function of flow energy (represented by 

the Froude number). 
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13. Fluvial environments are treated as prismatic reaches, 

except for backwater calculations. 

14. The velocity coefficient a is always equal to unity. 

15. A single water surface elevation is used to represent 

the water level all across a composite valley cross 

section. 

16. Flow is uniform through each cell, except for gradually 

varied surface profile calculations at backwaters and 

drawdowns. 

17. Flow momentum effects are negligible. 

18. Mean flow velocity is calculated by the von Karman 

friction equation. 

19. Effective bed roughness is determined by an area-

weighted-average of frictional resistance of the 

obstructions on the surface. 

20. The standard step water surface profile method is used 

to calculate backwater conditions. 

21. Tributaries can be modeled hs images of upstream 
segments of the main river course. 

22. Bedforms are determined by flow parameters and bed 

sediment composition. 

23. Sediment deposition in a cell is assumed an even 

blanket over the entire fluvial environment. 

24. Material transported into the next cell is passed into 

the same fluvial environment from which it came. Any 

new material scoured from the bed is added to the 

mobile material. Any residual material is deposited 

uniformly on the top of the bed. 

25. The suspended load capacity is determined by the bed 

load (Einstein, 1950) for grain sizes coarser than 

clay. 

26. Undercapacity loads leave stream power available for 

other destructive processes (qualitatively). 
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27. Exchange of sediment from floodplain to channel, or 

vice-versa, is controlled by the volume of water 

exchanged in those environments. 

28. Bed erosion is masked by the formation of an armor 

layer of grains larger than the threshold of motion 

(Yalin, 1977). This layer is assumed one grain 

diameter thick. 

29. Whenever scour reaches to the base of alluvial sediment 

layers, bedrock scour occurs. 

30. Scour below the alluvial layers is based on bedrock 

erosion calculations. 

31. Decay of bedrock in the fluvial environment is by 

abrasion only. 

32. Runoff is based on initial infiltration only. 

33. All soil transported in overland flow is supplied to 

the stream system. 

34. Soil is formed by decay of bedrock layers at the land 

surface. A representative linear cross-section is 

assembled for the midpoint of each cell, from which 

runoff, soil formation, and soil erosion are 

determined. 

Simplifications 

Some consequences of the code structure imply certain 

assumptions or simplifications in hydraulic, sediment load, 

and geomorphic calculations. These simplifications are 

thought to be relatively minor in relation to the scope of 

parameter averaging and uncertainties in the calculations 

themselves. The following list shows some of these 

compromises as further assumptions about the physical model. 

1. Time steps are divided into domains which characterize 

the discharge as periods of time at a single, steady-

state flow rate. The intensity of maximum flow events 
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is represented by a short-duration, high-intensity 

period at the beginning of the time step. 

2. Downstream hydrograph flattening is accounted for by an 

empirical time dilation procedure that preserves total 

water discharge during a time domain, but controls the 

peak discharge value. 

3. Net changes (hydraulic and fluvial transport) over a 

time domain are passed from one cell to the next in 

sequence. Net changes in geomorphic conditions 

(landscape or tectonics) are applied to the whole model 

at the end of each time step. 

4. Remobilization of bed sediment is instantaneous. There 

are no lag times nor any hysteresis in response to 

flooding events. In fact, the flows in every cell are 

assumed always at equilibrium with their sediment 

loads. Calculation of disequilibrium conditions would 

be virtually impossible (Einstein, 1950). 

Consequently, all load transported from one cell to the 

next is made available for the entire time domain. All 

load brought into a cell is part of the mobile bed 

material. 

5. There is loss of some history dependence in load 

equilibrium calculations, because of simplification in 

depositional structure on the bed surface. History 

dependence is preserved as a first approximation in the 

composition of the previous bed layer, which is 

routinely captured in output files. 

6. Backwater into a tributary eliminates all sediment 

supply from it. 

7. Fine grained sediment behaves as does clay, based on 

the "claylikeness" attribute (see Chapter II). 

8. The armoring calculation only determines a limit on 

depth of scour and the roughness of armored surfaces. 
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9. The processes of morphological change modeled for 

fluvial environments include only (a) aggradation, (b) 

scour, (c) avulsion, and (d) refitting of channel 

properties (width, depth, sinuosity, meander length) to 

overbank flow conditions. 

10. All alluvium in the cell is homogenized when avulsion 

occurs. 

11. There is no change in dimensions of the fluvial 

environments and discretization scheme, except under 

special circumstances of avulsion or channel shape 

change. 

12. There are no stochastic components to this model, 

except in determination of rainfall. 

13. There is no solute transport calculation. 

14. The program uses a deterministic model of vegetation 

biomass based on temperature and rainfall. 

15. A lithologic type decays to a soil composition 

determined by set of predetermined user-defined 

descriptors (constants). 

16. Rill flow and rill soil transport are ignored. 

Implementation 

Climate. Climatic control over model behavior is by 

the cell parameters aridity and sporadicity. These are 

input with each time step from the input file STRMIN.STP. 

Aridity is a descriptor of yearly precipitation rate, 

which controls soil formation, vegetation, evaporation, and 

infiltration (and hence the water supply rate) in the cells. 

The collective action of individual rainfall events is 

arranged into a rainfall histogram, from which time domains 

are derived. 

Sporadicity is a descriptor of the tendency to have 

isolated, intense precipitation events. It controls the 

number and duration of rainfall events in the cell. Data 
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for local peak rainfall intensity rates should be used to 

calibrate the climate modeling process (see Chapter II, 

rainfall intensity). 

The user is afforded an option to incorporate a 

stochastic component into the average rainfall and the peak 

rainfall intensity. Chapter II (stochastic controls on 

rainfall) gives details of the application. 

Time Domains. The instantaneous rainfall intensities 

during an entire time step are collected into a composite 

histogram, which is divided into domains of nominal source 

rate. The highest few values are collected into one domain, 

and larger domains of lesser source rate are formed from the 

other parts. The domains for one time step are stacked in 

order from highest rate downward, and the effects of each 

are calculated separately in each cell. Figure 1.5 

illustrates the form of a rainfall histogram with time 

domains indicated. 

Net changes in the river system are simulated over long 

periods of time characterized by representative conditions 

of flow (i.e., time domains). To do this effectively, it is 

necessary to approximate average behavior punctuated by 

short, high-intensity events. The time domains are intended 

to represent these fundamental periods of time as shown in 

Table 1.1. 

Simulation of sediment transport downstream is not 

historically consistent. That is, the bed load sediment 

moving during a time step experiences the same kind of 

dispersion that the water does. Therefore, one cannot 

follow the progress of water and sediment downstream in 

systematic steps on an average basis over long periods. . 

There is too much dispersion. Rather, it is assumed that 

the conditions during the time step are uniform on average, 

and that sedimentation (or scour) will similarly be uniform. 

Therefore, it can be said that the amount of sedimentation 
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(or scour) under a representative set of conditions will be 

predictable and dependent upon the source conditions during 

that time. This should work if changes in the system in 

terms of sediment availability on average take place slowly 

in relation to the size of a time step. Real rivers are 

expected to be like this. Though flow conditions change 

rapidly, even violently, the source of sediment and its 

character through time remain quite steady for long periods. 

Time Dilation. Hydrographs of a single flood event 

tend to flatten and broaden' downstream. This is because of 

dispersion of the flow due to differences in velocity in the 

cross section. Since the model does not respond to 

momentary changes in flow conditions (it is not a routing 

model), there is little capacity for introducing the effects 

of dispersion into it. Instead, this is done artificially. 

The time dilation model has the effect of 

characterizing the shape of discharge event hydrographs as a 

function of position in the system. This idea is not unlike 

the time-compression concept of Reeves and Miller (1975) for 

evaluation of sporadic rainfall events. The dilation factor 

is a cell parameter which monotonically increases 

downstream. Flow from individual discharge domains does not 

lose its identity from cell to cell, nor would the sediment 

transported during those periods. 

Simulation of the flattening of an event hydrograph 

downstream is accomplished by diminishing the relative 

intensity of peak events downstream according to a decay 

function that is matched to actual event hydrograph data for 

the river simulated (or one like it). 

The basic equation for the dilation factor (tdil) is as 

follows: 

tdil = (1 + tsfac-ofs)tspow^ 
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where ofs is the offset in miles of the cell center from the 

source of the river system. The other two variables are 

user constants supplied from input data. For reduction of a 

strong rainfall peak for a semi-arid climate, values of 

tspow =0.5 and tsfac =0.05 produce realistic looking 

downstream hydrograph shapes. 

A storm hydrograph would have tdil = 1.0. Downstream 

hydrographs would have values of tdil > 1.0. Dilated 

"pseudoflow" values (psQ) are derived from original 

(undilated) flow rates by dividing by tdil. The 

accompanying pseudotime (pstdom) value is found from the 

undilated time domain length (tdom) by multiplying by tdil. 

Therefore 

Q'tdom = psQ*pstdom. 

This relationship preserves the total volume of water passed 

during a time domain, but reduces the hydrograph peak to the 

desired value. The balance is made by extending the time 

period over which flow calculations are applied to move 

water and sediment. The dilated times are only applied to 

erosion and sediment transport in the fluvial environment, 

not to landscape environment processes. 

Watershed Characteristics. Conditions affecting water 

source rate into streams from the drainage area of a cell 

include soil conditions, steepness of slope, vegetation 

cover, infiltration, evaporation, and precipitation event 

characteristics. Timing of individual events is not 

considered, so the baffling effect of local ground water 

seepage must be taken into account in modeling the local 

hydrographs supplying the river system (controlled by 

aridity and sporadicity). 

Sediment source rate from the cell drainage area is 

determined from soil parameters within the watershed 
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(Horton, 1945) . Soil formation is a function of bedrock 

stratigraphy and its exposure to mean annual temperature, 

temperature variability, vegetation, and precipitation. 

Rock properties are determined by user-defined constants for 

rock solubility, erosive resistance, and detrital content. 

Soil transport is determined by the method of Gregory 

(1992a), which is based on the Universal Soil Loss Equation. 

River Course Patterns. The river pattern is determined 

by input at the beginning of the simulation. Different 

drainage network geometries can be formed from images 

(copies) of the modeled stream at previous points along its 

course. A pattern is created by identifying the model cell 

at which each tributary joins and what cell is its image. 

Tributaries are defined by selecting a junction cell and an 

image cell. A copy of the river at the image cell is added, 

complete with its load components and discharge, to the 

input into the junction cell. 

Two significant examples of river course patterns are 

as follows: 

1. Herringbone Pattern (illustrated in Figure 1.6, part a): 

At approximately equal intervals, the river course is 

added to a copy of itself from some early point 

(usually the first or second cell after the source 

cell) . The image always remains the. same, and 

discharge grows linearly. The herringbone form is 

typical of a mountain stream confined to a narrow 

valley, but fed uniformly along its length. 

2. Dendritic Pattern (illustrated in Figure 1.6, part b): 

At approximately equal intervals, the river course is 

added to a mirror image of itself. The image cell for 

each junction cell is itself. In this way, the 

discharge grows geometrically with length. The 

dendritic form is typical of a large river draining a 

wide region. 
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A possible alternative is to model tributaries 

separately, and add them at junction cells. This feature 

has not been implemented in the initial version of the 

program. 

Elevation Datums. The rate of energy supply to the 

system is determined by water quantity and slope. Slope is 

obtained from a series of elevation datums (in all of the 

cells) that is maintained throughout the simulation. The 

cross section geometry of each cell keys on elevations of 

the different parts of the fluvial environment and 

landscape. 

The principal datum in each cell is the deepest point 

of the channel bottom at the head (upstream) end of the 

cell. The average cell slope is calculated as follows: 

Si = (basei - basei+i)/dxi, 

where 

i = cell number (increasing downstream), 

base = head end channel bottom elevation, 

dx = cell length. 

The slopes of the different parts of the river environment 

are assumed 6qual, except that the channel slope is reduced 

due to meander sinuosity. Elevation data are stored for 

each cell corresponding to the channel bottom, alluvial 

ridge, and floodplain at the head end and midpoint of the 

cell. The cross section is assumed fixed in shape 

throughout the cell length, except for the position of the 

channel between the boundaries of the alluvial ridge 

environment. No account is taken of the plan shape of the 

thalweg within the channel. It is assumed that the same 

distribution of channel floor elevations exists (in cross 
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section) regardless of the relative position of the thalweg 

within the channel. 

The linkage of the fluvial elevation distribution to 

that of the landscape is made at the cell midpoint. Here 

the floodplain elevation is substituted for the lowest point 

of the representative linear profile curve (raw hypsogram 

data). If this elevation is higher than the first point in 

the linear profile, then an essentially flat surface is 

projected onto the profile until an intersection with higher 

values is found, or the upper end of the profile is reached. 

This feature is predominantly a safeguard against 

inconsistent geometric relationships. 

The datum of any cell or cells may be changed at the 

end of each time step to simulate tectonic events over time. 

This feature provides one of the major geologic controls on 

the model. As the control appears in the initial version of 

the code, only a single change value is applied to all of 

the cells together for each time step in a data input block 

in the STRMIN.STP file. A new value is read with each new 

input. 

Stratigraphic Layers. The involvement of geology in 

fluvial transport calculations is the principal research 

advancement of this work. The three fluvial environments 

each have their own set of alluvium compositions 

representative of sediment storage and load at any point in 

time in a simulation. Some of these are stratigraphic 

layers and some are active load components. The list below 

shows the different sediment composition arrays used by the 

model program, giving their names and brief descriptions: 

LDl: 

LD2: 

LH: 

LDx: 

Deepest alluvial layer. 

Intermediate alluvial layer. 

Bed surface alluvial layer. 

Active armor layer. 
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LN: 

LQ: 

LM: 

LS: 

LB: 

LR: 

Active sediment supplied from upstream. 

Sediment supplied from local landscape. 

Total mobile sediment available. 

Active suspended load. 

Active bed load. 

Residuum from mobile sediment. 

Initial values are given to the three alluvium layers within 

each cell in the input file STRMIN.SED. 

Bedrock stratigraphy i's entirely independent of 

alluvial stratigraphy (except inasmuch as the sediment is 

derived from it). It is employed for soil layer formation 

and suballuvial scour. As presented, bedrock can be 

characterized by four uniform layers of thickness, 

lithologic type, and geologic age designated by the user in 

the input file STRMIN.LYR. Elevations of layer tops are 

taken at the cell center. Layers need not correlate from 

one cell to the next. They are numbered beginning with zero 

at the surface and increasing downward. 

Sediment Budget. Sediment in a stream system occurs in 

three components: "static," which represents sediment that 

is under present conditions not within reach of bed scour, 

but which may be mobilized if conditions change; "mobile bed 

residuum," which represents material actively involved with 

the flow, but which is not transported; and "active load," 

which represents sediment in transport, either as suspended 

load or as bed load. During a period of discharge (time 

domain), flow conditions and bed composition (grain size 

distribution) determine load distributions that are in 

equilibrium with the flow. The load brought into a cell is 

most likely not in equilibrium with the conditions in the 

cell it enters, and either more sediment will be eroded from 

the bed, or some sediment will be deposited on it. This 

occurs for each grain size class simultaneously and 
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independently (except for masking of smaller particles by 

larger ones, Einstein and Chien, 1953). The interaction 

between transported sediment in the flow and mobile sediment 

in the bed is described by the sediment budget (Figure 1.7). 

Transport equations are solved for the conditions in 

the cell, and for each grain size class, to give transport 

capacity. If the capacity is greater than mobile material 

available in the bed, then scour occurs. If the capacity is 

less than mobile material availability, then net deposition 

occurs. 

Bed Surface Geometry. Deposition in the channel is 

modeled as an even blanket all across the channel width, 

even when depth is not uniform across the physical channel 

width. Transport processes in the channel bottom are easily 

accounted for when flow covers the bottom. When flow is 

low, the wetted perimeter is narrower, and these processes 

only occur in the wetted portion. The result is 

localization of scour-and-fill structures and the 

accompanying composition changes. Individual depositional 

features cannot be modeled in the gross sense because of the 

infinitesimal detail with which they occur, not to mention 

their randomness. Alluvial stratigraphy embodies the 

spatial disposition of depositional and erosional 

environments and their changes through time. The 

stratigraphic geometry is not captured at this level of 

detail by the model process. 

Particle Mechanics. Einstein (1950) derived a bed load 

function which relates the intensity of transport (for a 

specific grain size) to the intensity of flow. It is valid 

only for loose particles which travel by short hops across 

the bed surface. This mechanism corresponds to saltation of 

Bagnold (1960), however, in the case of rivers, it is 

supposedly contained within a sheet only two grain diameters 

up from the bottom. This motion may more realistically be 
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called bed creep, and it occurs at a net velocity much 

slower than the water velocity. Though grains are moved at 

the velocity of the water (at the level of the top of this 

sheet), a probability function describes the frequency with 

which they are entrained. This is the essence of Einstein's 

bed load function. 

Rouse (1938) defined a function which describes the 

concentration of suspended sediment at any point above the 

bed, depending on a known concentration at a known depth 

(see Chapter II, concentration profiles). Einstein (1950) 

employed this function, using the bed load average 

concentration at the top of the bed creep sheet as the known 

point. The descriptors of the function include an exponent 

(z) , which is a function of the flow Reynold's number. 

The shape of the concentration profile (controlled by 

the z-exponent) is determined by the competition between 

particle settling (gravity) and the mixing effect of 

turbulent motion (expenditure of turbulent energy as lift). 

If the particles are so small that molecular forces are 

substantial in relation to gravitational forces (clay size, 

for practical purposes), then it cannot be expected that the 

suspension theory which applies to coarse sediment 

adequately describes the behavior of such fine particles. 

If a grain size class is only found in suspension (clay, for 

example), it cannot exhibit an exchange relationship with 

the bed. That is, it will not have a bed load component to 

define the suspension profile. Nevertheless, clay can be 

carried in suspension above a totally sandy bed, with no 

apparent tendency for the clay to be deposited. In this 

work, an alternate model for clay suspension depends on the 

tendency of fine particles to disperse in a fluid as a 

function of flow energy and not bed composition (see Chapter 

II, submodels on clay dispersion and clay suspension). 
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Whenever a mixture of different grain sizes is 

subjected to bed shear, the smaller sizes tend to "hide" in 

the zone of flow in which turbulence is not fully developed 

between the larger grains. This essentially masks a portion 

of the bed volume from interaction with the flow. Various 

methods of accounting for masking have been devised. The 

user is given two options of applying a masking effect. The 

first is the rudimentary method of Einstein (1950), which is 

based on his intuitive suggestion of a masking function. 

Einstein and Chien (1953, 1955) suggested further 

improvements which are not utilized in this work. The 

second is the method of Misri et al. (1984), which is in its 

simplified theoretical form in the program code (see Chapter 

II, Einstein Figure 10). Experimental data could be used to 

prepare a calibrated form based on the same principles. 

Scour Mechanics. Scour occurs whenever the load 

capacity exceeds the supply, for any grain size fraction. 

This condition can occur under any flow conditions, because 

it is dependent upon what is brought into a cell from 

upstream and from local land sources. 

Generally, there will not be substantial erosion on 

floodplains under ordinary overbank flow. This is because 

the flow intensity would usually be low, and vegetation 

would stabilize the land surface effectively. However, 

during overbank conditions, wall erosion of the channel and 

channel abandonment can relocate the channel and mobilize a 

large volume of alluvial plain material (the avulsion 

process) . Avulsion initiates a new set of alluvial 

environment geometric parameters based on bankfull flow, 

which is assumed equal to the 99th percentile flow rate in 

the channel (Leopold and Maddock, 1953). The process of 

wall erosion is not implemented explicitly in this work. 

Meanders. Channel shape is described by meander length 

and sinuosity. One cell encompasses many individual 
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meanders. The values of meander length and sinuosity are 

given as input data for each cell. The times when 

modification can take place are during overbank flow 

conditions. The meander length relationships are discussed 

by Leopold and Wolman (1957) and Allen (1984). 

No change in sediment load is calculated when these 

changes occur, although it is expected that floodplain 

material would be mobilized and stream power used in the 

process. Instead, when avulsion occurs, all of the alluvium 

in the cell is homogenized by the model program. This makes 

the average composition respond to channel modification 

processes over time. 

Inter-environmental Flow. Each fluvial environment 

receives input water flow and sediment load from upstream 

sources (main course or tributary). Because flow conditions 

are different from one cell to the next, flow of water is 

expected to occur between fluvial environments to compensate 

for these changes. In a real river, these adjustments occur 

continuously along the course of the stream, but for a 

discrete model, they can only be accounted for at the 

boundary between adjacent cells. 

Since this work involves only a one-dimensional model 

of river dynamics, the representation of cross flow between 

environments (an inherently two-dimensional problem) is 

simplified to a flow rate budget. The response of sediment 

load is simplified in the same way. 

The flow rates between adjacent environments in the 

same cell are assumed to be effective in full at the head 

end of the cell. That is, the results of the exchange of 

water are used to determine the representative hydraulics of 

the entire cell. The effects of those exchanges on sediment 

load is applied to the material brought into the cell in 

river environments upstream, and the results of that set of 

exchanges determines the sediment input into the 
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representative conditions of the cell, along with local 

sediment supply from the landscape and sediment scoured from 

the bed. 

Water supply into an environment of a cell is expressed 

as the sum of components thus 

Qin = Qus + Qtrib + Qioc, 

where 

Qin = total flow rate "into the cell (except cross 

flow), 

Qus = flow rate into the cell from upstream, 

Qtrib = flow rate into the cell from a tributary, 

Qioc = flow rate from local landscape. 

Note that all of these rates apply to exactly one fluvial 

environment at a time. Q-values must be expressed as flows 

normalized to the hydrograph dilation of the cell under 

consideration. Flow out of the environment into the same 

environment of the next cell is expressed thus 

Qout = Qin - Qesc + Qcross, 

where 

Qout = flow rate through the body of the cell, 

Qesc = rate of water loss to the surrounding world as 

evaporation, groundwater loss (or gain), or any 

other effect which causes water volume to be 

lost from the system, 

Qcross = net crossflow in from other environments. 

Since all of the input, output, local, and system 

change volume rates are known, the cross flows are all 

solved directly. For any pair of adjacent environments, the 
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amount of cross flow between them can be expressed as a 

fraction of the flow into the environment from which the 

flow comes. That same input flow is associated with some 

quantity of sediment load. The same fraction of that 

sediment load is considered to be carried with the cross 

flow into the environment to which the cross flow goes. The 

following exception occurs: If the bed elevation of the 

"to" environment is higher than that of the "from" 

environment, then only suspended load is transferred. 

Otherwise both suspended and bed load are transferred. 

Figure 1.8 illustrates the composite flow budget among 

the three fluvial environments, showing the interactions 

between them and with outside processes (tributaries, 

landscape contributions, evapotranspiration, groundwater 

interaction). There is a separate budget for water and 

sediment flux. Although the water budget is a controlling 

factor in sediment flux calculations, the changes in 

sediment volumes obey a similar budget relationship. There 

is no transfer of solids caused by evapotranspiration, nor 

by groundwater exchange, but the program could be built so 

that solute exchange among these environmental factors could 

be modeled. 

Feedback Action 

Some calculations depend on earlier values of 

parameters which are updated with subsequent iterations. 

When one procedure alters values used by another, and that 

one alters values used by the first, then a feedback 

relationship exists. Feedback can lead to unstable 

behavior, unless it is constrained by a strong enough 

tendency toward equilibrium. The ordinary fluctuations of 

iterative, discretized calculations must not introduce 

values of a parameter which fall outside the domain of the 

controlling equilibrium relationship. It is always the 
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responsibility of the programmer to assure that controlling 

code traps and limits such fluctuations. 

The general pattern of feedback in the STRMNX program 

is illustrated by the following sequence of equations: 

Zn = initial state, 

S = f(zn), 

Q = f(climate), 

u = f(Q,S), 

G = f(u,sediment), 

Az = f(G,At), 

Zn+1 = Zn + Az. 

Here, n is the iteration number, z is elevation of any point 

in the system. The relationship shown is representative of 

changes at that point through one time iteration. The 

figure '^f()" refers to an unspecified function; it is not 

the same one each time. The other symbols are defined as 

follows: 

S = downstream slope, 

Q = water flow rate, 

u = flow velocity, 

G = sediment flux rate. 

At = span of time considered, 

Az = resulting change in elevation. 

Feedback occurs in the control that slope, which is the 

relationship of elevations in adjoining cells, ultimately 

has over the amount of sediment moved. The elevations are 

directly affected by the gain or loss of sediment within the 

cells. 

The following sections discuss feedback relationships 

in various parts of the model program. They are referred to 
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as "active" when the whole process of iteration and feedback 

occurs within the calculations for a single point in time 

(or the smallest time subdivision, a time domain). The term 

"noncontemporaneous" is used for calculations that feed 

information back to the program for a subsequent period of 

time. The difference is primarily one of level of embedding 

into the code structure. 

In the following section, references to program 

procedures by name are given in italic type. The reader 

should consult the generalized flow chart (Figure 1.3). 

Vegetation in Fluvial Environments (Noncontemporan

eous) . Vegetation characteristics are calculated from 

climatic conditions at the beginning of each time step in 

the procedure cell_src. In the channel, vegetation can be 

killed or reactivated depending on the flow rate. This is 

possible only at the end of hydraulic calculations in the 

procedure transport, and only on the last pass through bed 

composition iteration (bpass loop). 

Channel vegetation plays a strong role in surface 

friction and a minor role in the hydraulic budget 

(evapotranspiration). Bed friction has a suppressed 

influence on the discharge and therefore sediment transport, 

because it is related to flow velocity by a logarithmic 

function. 

Bed Elevation (Noncontemporaneous). Bed surface datums 

are modified as a result of normal aggradation and erosion, 

tectonic activity, or avulsion. They affect all of the 

hydraulic calculations, because they are the primary data 

for determination of slope. Normal bed surface action is 

accounted for in the morphology procedure, and its effect is 

not felt until the next time domain. Tectonic shifts are 

accounted for in the T-morph procedure, which is utilized 

just before the beginning of a new time step. Avulsion can 
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occur if appropriate hydraulic conditions are met. It is 

initiated by the morphology procedure. 

Bed elevation is the major geomorphic response of this 

model. It is the major parameter by which convergence is 

judged, and it is used to determine suitable time step and 

cell size. The changes within each time step must be 

maintained as small fractions of the mean whole elevation 

change across the cells. Ultimately, numeric instability 

will destroy a stream profile, but serious convergence 

problems may exist without obvious errors in elevations. 

Bed Composition (Noncontemporaneous). The supply 
procedure calculates incoming sediment from upstream. The 

transport procedure determines mobilized material in the 

bed. Bed layer compositions are altered only in the 

procedure morphology. The new bed compositions become 

available for the following time domain for surface friction 

and mobile layer composition. Both of these parameters are 

used in determination of the hydraulics and sediment load, 

from which material transported into the next cell is 

derived. 

Bed composition is the other major output data 

category. It is used to make judgments about the evolution 

of the system geologically. The compositions of the 

alluvial strata are expected to be the most subtly sensitive 

of all of the output parameters, and will show the 

effectiveness of the discretization scheme the best. This 

is where to look for incipient instability and chaotic 

behavior, after stability has been attained in the stream 

profile. 

Bed Roughness (Active or noncontemporaneous). In the 

original version of the model program, composite bed 

roughness was determined in transport with every bed 

composition iteration (bpass loop). That information was 

used for hydraulic calculations in the next iteration (for 
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the same point in time). It became clear with experience 

that this kind of feedback produced uncontrollable 

instability. Presently, that calculation is performed in a 

simplified form at the beginning of the time domain in the 

procedure cell_src. Hydraulic conditions are involved in 

determination of composite bed roughness, so this is an 

active feedback process. 

Bed roughness should also be affected by development of 

bedforms, the dimensions of which are determined in the 

transport procedure. Bedfo'rms are driven by the active bed 

load composition, but use of this information (felt with 

every pass of the bed composition loop) produced highly 

unstable behavior in early tests. Instead, a generic 

bedform friction estimation is used in cell_src. 
Bed roughness may be seriously in error without having 

a strong influence over the model performance. This is 

because its ratio to depth has a logarithmic relationship to 

flow velocity and therefore discharge. 

Sediment Supply from Upstream (Active or noncon

temporaneous) . For any given time domain, the active load 

calculations determine sediment fed into downstream cells 

from upstream ones. Sediment supply is calculated in the 

supply procedure, and loads are calculated in the transport 
procedure. The load information is not available to supply 

calculations until the following bed composition iteration. 

The purpose of reaching a compatible combination of supply 

and load is at the heart of the bed composition iteration 

process. 

In the current version of the model program, a simpli

fied supply procedure separates incoming load into the 

amounts routed into the three fluvial environments. More 

involved methods which utilize the most recent load values 

are susceptible to mathematical instability. 
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Landscape Processes (Noncontemporaneous). At the end 

of each time step, the T_morph procedure performs all 

landscape changes including rock layer decay, soil horizon 

formation, and hypsogram adjustments based on soil erosion. 

These are utilized in the next time step by cell_src to 

determine the amount of soil supplied to the river system 

for each time domain. The cumulative erosional changes are 

calculated as the time domains pass in sequence until the 

end of the time step, at which point the resulting land 

surface changes are applied. 

The determination of biomass in the procedure vegcover 

is affected by total soil layer thickness. Soil development 

is based on properties determined in the rckjprop procedure, 

which are in part related to the biomass present. Soil 

development occurs at the end of the time step, for initial 

conditions of the following step. Vegetation development is 

calculated at the beginning of each time step from those 

initial soil conditions. 

These processes only affect the river calculations as 

part of the supply rate of solids into each cell. The net 

effect does not experience a feedback relationship. 

Data Structures and Conventions 

Data structures used in this project include arrays of 

information for cells, hypsograms, and sediment 

compositions. Some of the cell information is indexed only 

by cell number, others by cell number and environment 

number. Compositions can occur as work arrays indexed by 

grain size class only, but the more permanent storage of 

this information is also indexed by cell and perhaps also 

environment number or stratigraphic horizon. Hypsograms are 

indexed by cell number and elevation interval number 

(hypsogram level). The great majority of global arrays 

defined in the project are declared in the header for module 
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STRMNX. Others are declared in the headers of modules 

STRMENV, and STRMTRN. The largest array groups are declared 

in a special code file, STRMARR.CPP. 

Several compiler symbols are used to dimension the 

arrays both in their declarations and in function 

declarations where their names are passed as arguments. 

Those symbols are listed and described as follows: 

CLIM: 

ELIM: 

GRSIZE: 

GASIZE: 

LITHNUM: 

NDIV: 

maximum number of cells, 

maximum number of environments, 

maximum number of grain size classes, 

GRSIZE + 1, 

maximum number of stratigraphic layers, 

maximum number of hypsogram levels. 

The complete list of compiler symbols occurs in the 

header DEFN.HPP. These symbols can be changed to suit the 

user, but the code must be recompiled in full if a change is 

made. Beware of making them too big, because memory is 

allocated to the data structures according to these symbols 

rather than the numbers specified in the input files. 

Composition Arrays. Composition arrays come in four 

types, depending on their origin and use. The most 

frequently used kind is work arrays, consisting of GASIZE 

elements which are the grain size classes, followed by the 

magnitude in units appropriate for the specific application. 

There are global work arrays for use by many procedures 

needing to do temporary composition data processing, and 

there is a set within the STRMTRN module scope specifically 

for tributary sediment supply. The other types of 

composition arrays are more permanent in that they are 

created at one stage of calculation, and modified or 

referenced in separated parts. 
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There are global work arrays for use by many procedures 
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there is a set within the STRMTRN module scope specifically 

for tributary sediment supply. The other types of 

composition arrays are more permanent in that they are 

created at one stage of calculation, and modified or 

referenced in separated parts. 
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Soil composition arrays are created in the latest step 

of cell-by-cell information processing. They are prepared 

for the subsequent time step. They are composed of two 

parts, a grain size array of GRSIZE elements and a separate 

magnitude in units of average layer thickness in feet. Both 

parts are further indexed by geologic layer number and cell 

number. 

Local sediment supply composition arrays are created in 

the first step of cell-by-cell information processing. They 

are prepared for cell supply calculations. They are 

composed of a structure identical to a work array of GASIZE 

elements, and further indexed by cell number. The units of 

magnitude are total tons within the cell. 

Bed layer composition arrays are created and modified 

during cell supply and transport processing. They are 

utilized by output processing procedures for final data 

presentation. They are composed of two parts, a grain size 

array of GRSIZE elements and a separate magnitude in units 

of total tons within the cell. Both parts are further 

indexed by environment number and cell number. 

Hypsogram Arrays. Hypsograms are arrays of elevation 

points representing the distribution of height over land 

surface area. An hypsogram is a cumulative histogram. The 

lowest point in the area is the first point, and the highest 

is the last. The symbol NDIV specifies how many points 

describe the hypsogram curve, and the global array Gloc[] 

defines the area fractions of those points. The hypsogram 

values.are the elevations of the points, one set for each 

cell, thus indexed by hypsogram level and cell number. 

Geologic Data. Geologic data for the stratigraphic 

layers are stored in an array indexed by data type number, 

layer number, and cell number. This array is only defined 

and used within the STRMENV module. The data refer to the 

average geologic specifications of each layer described for 
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the cell, up to a maximum of LITHNUM layers. The data 
categories are shown in Table 1.2. 
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Domain 
number 

Table 1.1. Time Domains. 

Cumulative 
percent of 
flow time 

Characteristics 

0 

1 

2 

3 

* Highest intensity (most 

influential) events 

10 High average flow condition 

40 _ Low average flow condition 

100 Lowest flow period, represent

ing the dry portion of 

ephemeral stream history. 

*l/20 of one year, regardless of time step size 
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Table 1.2. Geologic Data Categories. 

Data Index Description 

0 Major rock type code 

1 Minor rock type code 

2 Layer top elevation at cell center 

3 Fraction of major rock type 

4 Geologic age, m.y. 
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Figure 1 .3 . (Continued.) 
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Figure 1.3. (Continued.) 
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(a) Herringbone. 

(b) Dendritic 

Figure 1.6. River Course Patterns 
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CHAPTER II 

COMPUTATIONAL SUBMODELS 

Introduction 

Submodels are means to quantify necessary elements of a 

modeled process, where each of those elements can be 

described as a subject in its own right, and the 

description, theory, mathematical representation, and 

justification are subordinate issues to the scope and 

purpose of the project. Each submodel is supported and 

subject to its own literature, theoretical development, 

verification, and limitations. Some are contrived from the 

author's ideas and experience, and are not supported by 

experimental data and verification. These are used because 

they are necessary steps in reaching the goal of the 

project. They could be replaced or improved in the future. 

Indeed, this is expected and desired. It is not within the 

scope of this work to test and evaluate submodels 

exhaustively, but mainly to utilize them. 

Many classic works have been employed in the 

preparation of submodels in this project-: 

1. Einstein (1950) sediment transport equations, 

2. Computation of gradually-varied water-surface profiles, 

3. Turbulent water flow hydraulics, 

4. Land surface soil loss calculations, 

5. Quantitative fluvial geomorphology and geometry, 

6. Surface water sheet flow and infiltration, 

7. Sediment settling and entrainment criteria. 

Many original submodels are used, which could be modified or 

replaced by better ones at the user's discretion. Some of 

those are generally described as follows: 
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1. Rock and sediment physical properties characterization, 

2. Rock and sediment scour criteria, 

3. Climatic factors, 

4. Bedform evolution, 

5. Bed surface friction characterization, 

6. Vegetation characterization and evolution. 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the 

submodels used in the project. References are given to 

theoretical concepts and literature citings. Individual 

cases are grouped into the following general 

classifications: 

1. Climatic models, 

2. Hydraulic models, 

3. Physical properties models, 

4. Geometrical models, 

5. Soil models, 

6. Transport models, 

7. Erosion models, 

8. Vegetation models, 

9. Geological models, 

10. Bedform models. 

Some accessories are necessary to comprehend the 

details. At the front, there is a long list of mathematical 

symbols and constants. Appendix A is a technical glossary 

with brief definitions of terms not explained in the text. 

Appendix B contains detailed descriptions of all of the 

computer code procedures. Appendix C is a listing of flow 

charts of the more complicated procedures, showing how 

submodels are implemented. 

The following descriptions refer to computer code 

procedures where these submodels are employed. The 
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references give the code module name in capitals, followed 

by a colon and the procedure name in lower case. 

Climatic Models 

Average Rainfall Rate 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Graf (1991), Summerfield (1991), Lockwood (1983), and Gupta 

(1983) . It occurs in STRMNX:domains. 

Average rainfall is derived from the descriptive 

parameter '^aridity," which is represented on a scale of zero 

to one. Mean annual rainfall is calculated from it by the 

following definition equation: 

Ravg = 500-(1-aridity)3.3219 

as inches per year. Figure 2.1 illustrates this curve. 

Maximum Storm Rainfall Intensity 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

U. S. Dept. of Commerce (1955), Finley and Gustavson (1980), 

and Simpkins and Gustavson (1987). It occurs in STRMNX: 

domains. 

Mean storm rainfall intensity is obtained from a storm 

intensity return frequency chart for Amarillo, Texas (U. S. 

Dept. of Commerce, 1955). Maximum 30-minute intensity data 

for the High Plains region of Texas from 1978 through 1983 

were used to obtain a mean and standard deviation. The data 

were observed to form a log-normal distribution (Simpkins 

and Gustavson, 1987). Figure 2.2 shows the distribution of 

the data as the natural logarithm of mm/hr. The original 

data distribution is truncated at a log value of about 1.8. 

A mirror-image of the upper portion of the distribution has 

been appended in Figure 2.2, so that the complete 

distribution can be approximated. The resulting curve has a 
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mean and standard deviation (for 6 years of observations) of 

2.49 and 0.533, respectively. The 1-year standard deviation 

for units of in/hr would be 1.3064, which is used for 

stochastic storm intensity determination (SDIR below). 

It is assumed that the standard deviation of maximum 

storm intensity is approximately equal to that of 30-minute 

intensity. The return frequency chart was read at the zero-

duration point for each of seven frequency curves. These 

readings were fitted to the following function representing 

maximum possible storm intensity: 

IRmean = 1.56 + 0.14115-ln (dt) - 0 . 56-dfl • 4706^ 

where IRmean is the natural log of maximum storm intensity 

(in/hr) and dt is the return time in years, equivalent to 

the time step of the model. The value IRmean is used for 

stochastic storm intensity determination. Figure 2.3 shows 

the maximum storm intensity curve. 

Stochastic Controls on Rainfall 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Bulmer (1979). It occurs in STRMNX:domains. 

The actual values of average rainfall and peak rainfall 

intensity which are applied to any given time step can be 

subjected to normal statistical scatter. The four user 

input constants listed below control this effect: 

Rndmseed: Seed value for reading a random number table, 

CvRavg: Coefficient of variation in mean annual 

precipitation, 

mRii: Multiplier of mean maximum storm rainfall 

intensity, 

mRsig: Multiplier of standard deviation of maximum 

storm rainfall intensity (log scale). 
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The model program automatically simulates an uniform 

random variable between 0 and 1 by reading from a built-in 

table, using the procedure STRMUTIL:ran_tbl. The seed value 

for entering the table is either given by the user (Rndmseed 

given as an integer from zero to 200), or it is obtained 

from the system clock (tenths of seconds) for each time step 

(Rndmseed = -1). The table is used to select individual 

random values for the different cells processed in the same 

time step. The procedure STRMUTIL:Icumprob is used to 

calculate the z-value given a probability (the clock 

reading) in a cumulative normal probability density 

function. The value of mean annual precipitation for each 

cell is then calculated as follows: 

Ri = Ravgi•(1 + CvRavg•z), 

where 

Ri = stochastic rainfall selection for cell i, 

Ravgi = mean annual rainfall for cell i, 

z = displacement from the mean in a standard normal 

distribution. 

The value of maximum rainfall intensity is derived in a 

similar manner, except that it is taken from a log-normal 

distribution. The equation for the natural logarithm of 

storm rainfall intensity is as follows: 

In(Rstorm) ^ IRmean + z-SDIR'mRsig, 

and the actual value used for cell i is 

Rsi = Rstorm'î Rii'* 
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where 

Rsi = stochastic storm intensity selection for cell i, 

Rstorm ~ ^^w stochastic storm intensity selection, 

IRmean = mean of natural log of peak rainfall 

intensity data (in/hr), 

SDIR = standard deviation of natural log of peak 

rainfall intensity data. 

The other terms are the same as described above. In 

particular, the same z-value is used, so that high and low 

values of mean precipitation are exactly correlated with 

those of peak rainfall intensity. The mean and standard 

deviation are those derived from data described in the 

previous section. 

Unconditioned stochastic selections often exhibit 

excessive randomness, because they do not incorporate any 

spatial correlation. The multipliers mentioned above can be 

used to reduce the scatter and magnitude as the user 

prefers. It should be noted that any dispersion in flow 

rates from individual events to water supplied to the river 

system within the cell must be accounted for by using the 

multipliers. It is expected that such dispersion could 

cause the resulting average water supply rate (not adjusted 

for infiltration) to be one tenth or less of the maximum 

storm rainfall rate. 

Rainfall Histogram 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by-

Graf (1991), Summerfield (1991), Lockwood (1983), and Gupta 

(1983). It occurs in STRMNX:domains and STRMTRAC:tccalc. 

The rainfall histogram is an exponential decay curve 

with a decay constant, tchar, and the peak value, Rpeak. A 

sample curve is shown in Chapter I, Figure 1.5. The general 

equation is as follows: 
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Ri = Rpeaki-e-dt/tchari. 

The subscripts are to indicate that separate values are 

obtained for each cell. The value used- for Rpeak is the 

stochastic storm intensity value, Rsi from the previous 

section, expressed as in/yr. Rann is the stochastic annual 

rainfall value (Ri above). The value of tchar is obtained 

numerically by solving the following implicit equation for 

tchar by successive approximation: 

Rann-dt = Rpeak-tchar•(l-e'dt/tchar)^ 

which rearranges to 

tcharn+i = Rann-dt/[Rpeak-(l-e"^t/tcharn)] , 

with the subscript n meaning the refining iteration number. 

Rainfall Events per Year 

This submodel is based on the author's intuition, 

rather than laboratory data analysis. Its background has 

been discussed by Graf (1991), Summerfield (1991), Lockwood 

(1983), Harvey (1977), Yair and Lavee (1985), and Bryan and 

Campbell (1982). It occurs in STRMNX:domains. 

Rainfall event frequency is derived from the 

descriptive parameter ^^sporadicity," which is represented on 

a scale of zero to one. The number of storms per year is 

calculated from it by the following definition equation: 

Nev = 365.25(1-sporadicity). 

This curve is illustrated in Figure 2.4. 
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Event Exposure Time 

This submodel is based on the author's intuition, 

rather than laboratory data analysis. Its background has 

been discussed by Graf (1991), Harvey (1977), and Walling 

and Webb (1982). It occurs in STRMENV:cell_src. 

Rainfall event length is derived from the sporadicity 

parameter, and is calculated from it by the following 

definition equation: 

dtrf = Evfac - Evbase ̂^"Sporadicity) ^LS hours per event. 

This curve is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The event period 

from one storm to the next is dte, where 

dte = 1/Nev as years. 

Two other useful parameters can then be found, total expo

sure time during a time domain as hours (dtx) and average 

rainfall intensity during an event as in/hr (RI). Thus 

dtx = Nev-dtrf-tdom 

where tdom = length of time domain in years, and 

RI = RFi/dtx 

where RFi = integrated rainfall for one time domain from the 

rainfall histogram, as inches. 

Relative Humidity 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMTRAC:Rhum. 
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Decimal fraction relative humidity is derived from the 

mean annual rainfall (Rann) by the following equation: 

RH = i-e-Rann.RHfac^ 

where RHfac is a user-supplied constant. This curve is 

illustrated in Figure 2.6. 

Hydraulic Models 

Laminar Layer Thickness 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Einstein (1941, 1950), McLean (1986), and Allen (1970). It 

occurs in STRMHY:getDel and STRMTRN:transport. 

The thickness of the laminar boundary layer is used to 

evaluate particle lift in the bed load calculation. Laminar 

layer thickness for a hydraulically smooth wall surface is 

calculated as follows: 

5 = 11.6-v/u*. 

Hydraulic Roughness Transition 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Einstein (1941, 1950) and McLean (1986). It occurs in 

STRMHY:fig4. 

When particles on the bed are completely immersed in 

the laminar boundary layer, the surface appears hydraul

ically smooth. When they protrude upward into the zone of 

turbulence, the irregularity of the particulate surface is 

felt by the flowing water stream. For smooth surfaces, the 

effective roughness (A) in development of a turbulent velo

city profile is given by 

A = 6/DELCON, 
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The value of A for smooth conditions will be referred to 

hereafter as AO. DELCON is a constant supplied by the 

user. Einstein (1950) used a value of 3.476, which is also 

used in this work. For hydraulically rough surfaces, the 

effective roughness approaches the grain roughness (k) as 

the ratio k/6 increases. 

Figure 2.7 shows Figure 4 of Einstein (1950), a graph 

of X versus logio(k/6). The hydraulic roughness is 

determined from the graph as follows: 

A = k/x. 

Here, x is a smoothness correction factor based on a gradual 

transition from rough to smooth boundary conditions. 

Von Karman Velocity Profile 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Einstein (1941, 1950), Summerfield (1991), and Allen (1970). 

It occurs in STRMTRAC:vK, and is called the "wall effect" or 

"friction factor." 

The mean velocity in a turbulent profile at a given 

depth, measured up from the bed surface, can be represented 

reasonably well by the following equation: 

Uy = u*-(8.5 + KO-ln(y/A)) for A<y, or 

Uv = 8.5-u**y/A for y<=A, 

where 
Uy = mean velocity of turbulent flow at depth y, 

A = roughness factor, 

y = depth, 

u* = shear velocity. 
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The shape of this curve is shown in Figure 2.8 for 

hydraulically smooth conditions. This shape is the typical 

one envisioned for a turbulent velocity profile. The 

function above was elucidated from data collected from flume 

experiments involving sand as the bed sediment. Values of 

A are relatively small in comparison to those expected in a 

real river, which has surface elements such as vegetation, 

bedrock surfaces, and bedforms. 

In this work, a generalization is made about the 

turbulent profile above large values of bed roughness. It 

is assumed without proof that the velocity profile above the 

representative roughness of any bed surface is identical to 

the profile under smooth conditions, above the effective 

roughness that applies to it (AO = 6/DELCON). This is in 

essence a datumed von Karman profile having a characteristic 

roughness of 6/DELCON, attached to a linear velocity profile 

from the bed surface up to a depth equal to the actual bed 

roughness. At that point, the time-averaged velocity at 

depth y is given by Uy = 8.5-u*, which corresponds to the 

transition point on the normal von Karman curve (marked ""T" 

on Figure 2.8). Figure 2.9 shows a sequence of datumed 

velocity profiles for different values of roughness (k-

values). These curves illustrate the velocity function used 

in the STRMNX program. 

Depth-Averaged von Karman Velocity Profile 

This submodel is used in STRMHY:vKalt, STRMHY:hydroO, 

STRMHY:hydroQ, STRMHY:Rcalc, and STRMHY:turbulence. 

The mean velocity in the von Karman velocity profile 

from the bed to the surface can be integrated to give the 

following equations (Einstein, 1950): 

ubar = u*-[5.75-logio(12.27-y/A)], or 
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ubar = u*-[13.24-ln(12.27-y/A) ] 

for natural logarithms. These equations apply when the 

roughness is small, and much less than the depth. The lower 

integration limit is the roughness value. In shallow water, 

then a contribution from the linear portion of the curve 

must be added (from zero depth up to the value of 

roughness). The following equation is used for that 

portion: 

ubar = 4.25-u*-y/A. 

These equations are modified for use in this work to 

represent the datumed velocity profile- discussed in the 

previous section. Figure 2.10 shows a sequence of datumed 

average velocity profiles for different values of roughness. 

Inverse of von Karman Curve 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMHY:vKinv. 

The mean velocity function can be thought of as a 

driving force term (u*) multiplied by a "friction factor" 

(Karim and Kennedy, 1981). The friction term can be 

visualized as a resistance to flow, much like electrical 

resistance in a circuit. In this case the following 

governing equation applies: 

E = I-r or I = E/r (Ohm's law), 

where 
E = electromotive force, 

r = resistance, 

I = flow rate or current 
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The latter is analogous to the hydraulic model, in which the 

inverse of the friction factor is equivalent to resistance. 

The turbulent velocity equation can thus be written: 

ubar = u*/F, 

where F = inverse of von Karman velocity coefficient, or 

friction coefficient. The value of F is plotted against the 

ratio A/y (where A is hydraulic roughness) in Figure 2.11. 

This is a monotone increasing function of roughness, 

and can be inverted. If the friction coefficient is known, 

then the bed roughness which corresponds to it can be 

solved. Using the logarithmic von Karman function, this 

task becomes implicit in A. It is desirable, therefore, to 

express the friction coefficient of the velocity equation in 

polynomial terms, so that it can be algebraically inverted. 

Von Karman Curve Polynomial Fits 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMHY:vKalt and vKinv. 

Polynomial curve segments have been fitted to the von 

Karman function for the hydraulically smooth friction 

criterion. These curves can be datumed to work with any 

roughness value, as discussed in the previous sections. The 

friction coefficient curve can be represented by a series of 

simple power function segments in terms of A/y. Those 

segments are given by the following equation for the given 

ranges of A/y (called Z below): 

F = aO + sO-(|Z-al|/a3)^2^ then ubar = u*/F. 

The equations of the segments can be inverted so that the 

roughness that produces a given friction coefficient (F) can 
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be solved directly. The general equation is as follows for 

the given ranges of F: 

Z = al + s0-a3-(F-a0)^2^ then A = y-Z. 

The constants are listed below for both sets of equations: 

For Z>=1.0 or F>=.23529, 

sO = 1, 

aO = O', 

al = 0, 

a2 = 1, 

a3 = 4.25; 

for 1.0>Z>=.251187 or .23529>F>=.110935, 

sO = -1, 

aO = 0.39349, 

al = 1.341915, 

a2 = 0.5, 

a3 = 13.662116; 

for .251187>Z>=.079432 or .110935>F>=.081426, 

sO = 1, 

aO = .024668, 

al = 1.0-10-6, 

a2 = .363636, 

a3 = 212.045; 

for .079432>Z>=.003981 or .081426>F>=.050483, 

sO = 1, 

aO = .02875, 

al = -.00062, 

a2 = .3096, 

a3 = 1069.89; 

for .003981>Z>=1.0-10-6 or .050483>F>=.024668, 
sO = 1, 

aO = .024668, 
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al = 1.0-10-6, 

a2 = .25773, 

a3 = 5830.44; 

and for Z<1.0-10"6 or F<.024668, 

sO = 1, 

aO = 0, 

al = 0, 

a2 = 1, 

a3 = 4.0538-10-5. 

Roughness Domains 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Rahuel et al. (1989), Karim and Kennedy (1981), l̂ cLean 

(1986), Collinson and Thompson (1989), and Leeder (1983). 

It occurs in STRMTRN:bfsat and STRMTRAC:friction. 

The bed surface is divided into areas over which 

roughness elements control the turbulent velocity profile 

above them. Elements of the area include features on the 

bed surface such as vegetation, bedforms, and exposed grainy 

surfaces (armored or not). Separation cells are considered 

a direct effect of turbulent eddies behind major bed fea

tures, and the bed area covered by the cells derived from 

one kind of feature are considered part of that feature's 

control area. 

Features are accounted for on the bed surface in the 

following order: 

1. Primary vegetation, 

2. Deadfall from primary vegetation, 

3. Secondary vegetation, 

4. Deadfall from secondary vegetation, 

5. Bedforms and armored surfaces between them, 

6. Grainflow surfaces. 
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It is possible that vegetation and its separation cells 

could completely cover the bed area, in which case the 

surface is considered protected from scour. Any part not so 

covered is exposed to bedform formation, and a portion of 

that area will be protected by separation cells attached to 

bedforms. 

It is assumed that a roughness element produces 

frictional drag proportional to and represented by the 

inverse of the friction factor (von Karman velocity 

coefficient, Karim and Kennedy, 1981) integrated from bed to 

surface. The area of influence of such an element is the 

the sum of its cross-sectional area and the bed surface area 

beneath its separation bubble. The effect of different 

roughness domains together in one flowing stream can be 

approximated by taking the area-weighted average of the 

frictional drag terms (F) all using the same water depth and 

slope, and using its inverse as a representative bed 

roughness of the whole bed surface. This is analogous to a 

series electrical resistance model, as mentioned previously. 

The method just described contrasts from Einstein 

(1950) . He found the hydraulic radius over the bed to be 

composed of components (Rb' and Rb'') representing flow 

across a flat grainy bed surface (Rb') and flow at the same 

rate across a surface having bedforms (Rb''). These were 

brought together iteratively in a linear combination to 

determine the whole bed flow behavior. The Einstein (1950) 

method assumes that the whole bed hydraulic radius is 

divided into components representative of its roughness 

domains (bedforms, grains, and walls). The method presented 

in this work assumes that each domain possesses a 

characteristic hydraulic radius, and that the representative 

value of the whole is a weighted average of those of its 

parts. The weighting parameter is bed surface area, and the 

averaged parameter is frictional drag (F). Thus 
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F = 1/(friction factor), a function of R and roughness 

Favg = al-Fl + a2-F2 + + an -Fn, 

where 'a' values are area fractions of domains (l,2,...,n) 

and 'F' values are associated friction terms. Given R, a 

representative roughness can be found by inverting the 

turbulent velocity profile function. The process of 

arriving at a consistent pair of R and representative 

roughness is iterative in a manner similar to Einstein's 

method, but it includes the option to develop bedforms as a 

function of flow parameters and sediment load. Einstein's 

method does not allow such flexibility. 

Vegetation Roughness 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMTRAC:friction and STRMHY:set_k. 

The roughness caused by a standing plant or a lying 

dead one is assumed to apply to a surface area defined by 

the area covered by the object itself plus the area over 

which a separation cell downstream of it is formed. The 

size of that cell depends on water depth and height of the 

obstruction above the ground level. This height may be the 

plant's height or width depending whether it is alive or 

dead, or it may be the representative sediment grain size if 

that is greater than the plant dimension. The width of the 

obstruction is either the plant width for standing plants, 

or "log length" for dead ones. Deadfall is always assumed 

to remain in place. 
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Separation Cells Near Plant Matter 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMTRAC:friction. 

Let 

n = number of stems, 

Wv = vegetation width, 

Hv = vegetation height, 

6s = angle of separation, 

Lsep = length of separation cell influence, 

Asep = area of separation cell influence. 

For standing plants, 

Lsep = 0.5-Wv-tan(6s) and 

Asep = n-(Wv2 + Lsep-Wv). 

For plant deadfall (logs), 

Lsep = Hv-tan(6s) and 

Asep = n-(Hv-Wv + 0.7-Wv-Lsep). 

It is assumed on average that logs lie at 45 degrees to the 

flow direction. 

Hydraulic Separation Angle 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. Its background has been discussed 

by Allen (1984). It occurs in STRMTRN:transport. 

This measure is intended as a means to estimate the 

length of a separation bubble behind an obstruction to flow. 
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The angle is measured up in the downstream direction from 

vertical, at the point of greatest obstruction. The angle 

(6s) is given by 

6s = 0.5-7C- (1 - e-u*/uO) . 

The quantity uO is taken as 1 ft/sec, but it may be changed 

by user input. When 6s is less than the angle of repose for 

bedforms, it is assumed that no separation occurs. 

Laminar Surface Flow Depth and Velocity 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Horton (1945), Summerfield (1991), Kirkby (1985), and 

Gregory (1992a). It occurs in STRMENV:soll_mob. 

The ideal laminar flow velocity across a flat surface 

is given by the following function (Allen, 1970): 

to = l̂-du/dy or pf-g-y-Senv = p,-du/dy. 

Here y is the total depth and du/dy is the velocity grad

ient. If the relationship is expressed in terms of depth 

measured up from the bed (Z), then the following integral 

equation is formed: 

u = (g-Senv/v)-{(y-Z)-dZ. 

Solving this equation yields the following expression for 

velocity as a function of depth Z (velocity profile): 

u = (Z-y - z2/2)•(g-Senv/v). 

The mean velocity from bed to surface is found by further 

integrating, which gives 
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ubar = ' (g-Senv/v)-y2/3. 

The relationship of velocity to depth is also expessed by 

continuity thus 

ubar-y = q-Lenv, 

where q is rainfall rate and Lenv is distance in the 

downslope direction. These equations can be solved 

simultaneously to obtain the following expressions for depth 

and velocity: 

y = (Zl-Z2)l/3, and 

ubar = (Zl2/z2)l/3 = Zl/y, 

where 

Zl = q*Lenv, in units of ft2/sec 

Z2 = 3-v/(g-Senv), in units of ft-sec. 

The distinction between laminar and turbulent flow is based 

on the flow Reynold's number derived from the laminar flow 

expression thus 

Re* = Lenv-q/v = Zl/v. 

If Re*>600, then flow is turbulent, and a turbulent flow 

rate equation must be used to obtain depth and mean velocity 

(Chaudry, 1993). Figure 2.12 shows an example of a laminar 

velocity profile. It should be compared to the turbulent 

profile in Figure 2.8. 
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Laminar Flow Blockage 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMENV:soil_mob. 

When laminar flow occurs over a rough surface, 

generally the flow is partly blocked by the rough features, 

diverting flow and restricting the cross sectional area of 

it. An increase is applied to the laminar depth so that the 

cross sectional area remains fixed, based on the composite 

surface roughness and assuming a saw-tooth shape of 

roughness elements. The mean velocity is reduced 

proportionately. 

Composite Conveyance 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Chaudhry (1993). It occurs in STRMNX:Kbar and KbarS. 

Conveyance (K) is defined as the capacity for a channel 

to flow water under the influence of an applied slope within 

the earth's gravity field. Thus the flow rate is given by 

Q = K-Se 0.5 

with K in the same units as Q. For the composite fluvial 

environment, the total conveyance is the sum of those of its 

parts, if the slope is fixed. Since the channel is allowed 

to have sinuosity in the model, its slope is given by 

Sc = Senv/sinuosity. 

Hence, the composite conveyance can be written thus 

K = Kf + Ka + Kc/sinuosityO-5. 
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Composite Flow Energy 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Chaudhry (1993). It occurs in STRMNX:Usqr. 

Composite flowing energy is determined in a way 

analogous to composite conveyance for a fluvial environment 

The flow energy head is given by 

Eh = a-ubar2/(2-g) , 

where 

a = velocity coefficient (assumed = 1) 

Eh = kinetic energy expressed as head. 

Observe that conveyance and velocity can be related thus 

Q = A-ubar = K-SeO.5^ 

which can be rearranged into 

ubar2 = Se-(K/A)2. 

The last expression is proportional to energy. The compo

site flow energy is calculated from a combination of mean 

velocities similar to composite conveyance, thus 

ubar2 = Se-[af•(Kf/Af)2 + aa-(Ka/Aa)2 + 

ac-(Kc/Ac)2/sinuosity]. 

This expression uses the flow cross-section area fraction of 

each fluvial environment (ac, aa, and af). The. expressions 

of K/A are evaluated from the hydraulic and geometric 

parameters of the environments separately. When the 

velocity squared is divided by 2-g and added to actual water 

depth above the datum, total energy head is obtained. 
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Normal Depth 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Chaudhry (1993). It occurs in STRMNX:Ynorm. 

Normal depth is found by an iterative process which 

matches a known discharge to that calculated from composite 

conveyance. The governing equation is as follows: 

Q = K-SeO.5. 

Water depth in the deepest part of the channel is the 

value which is varied to seek a solution. A discharge 

tolerance is specified in.input parameters as a fraction of 

the total discharge. A numerical solution can always be 

found unless the number of iterations is exceeded, in which 

case a message appears and the procedure returns the last 

depth considered. Figure 2.13 illustrates the variation of 

normal depth with discharge for different values of bed 

roughness. 

Critical Depth 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Chaudhry (1993) . It occurs in STRMNX:Ycrit. 

Critical depth is found by an iterative process which 

seeks the shallowest depth in which a minimum in energy head 

is found. The governing equation for specific energy is as 

follows: 

Eh = y + a-ubar2/(2-g), 

where y = depth and it is assumed that a = 1. Mean flow 

velocity is found using known discharge and composite 

conveyance. Constant depth steps of 1 foot are used until a 

minimum is crossed. Steps of 0.1 foot are then applied in 

reverse direction to find the depth to a tolerance of 0.05 
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foot. Figure 2.14 shows an example of the specific energy 

function plotted against depth for a rectangular channel. 

Bankfull and Mean Flow Estimation 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Leopold and Maddock (1953). It occurs in STRMHY:hydroQ. 

Bankfull flow is assumed to occur at the 99th 

percentile flow rate. This would occur 3 or 4 days per year 

on average. Its value can be estimated from the time 

dilated flow rate for the first time domain. The rate must 

be corrected for evapotranspiration and groundwater effects. 

The flow histogram for the system is assumed the same 

shape as the rainfall histogram (having the same 

characteristic time). The general equation for a flow rate 

histogram is as follows: 

Q = QO-e-t/tchar^ 

where QO = sum of flow in all fluvial environments, and t = 

time (equivalent to length of a time step). If this 

equation is integrated from zero to t, the average value of 

Q is given as follows: 

Qavg = QO-(tchar/t)•(i-e-t/tchar). 

The flow rate equivalent to any selected percentile can be 

estimated from the equation of the histogram above, modified 

to sample it at the desired point. If %ile is the percent 

value of the sample point in percent units, then the 

corresponding flow rate is given as follows: 

Qpct = Q0-e-(^il®/100 - l)«t/tchar. 
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Under arid conditions, the 99th percentile flow rate may not 

be a representative value of high flow conditions, therefore 

bankfull flow is taken as the maximum of Qavg and Qpct. 

Figure 2.15 shows the variation of mean and bankfull flow 

rate with the ratio tchar/dt. The ordinate scale is 

relative to the peak flow value, QO. 

Water Surface Profile 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Chaudhry (1993). It occurs in STRMNX:WSP. 

Water surface types have been recognized for many years 

by hydrologists. Figure 2.16 shows the standard types from 

Chaudhry (1993). For the purposes of this work, only the 

tranquil drawdown (Types M2, H2, and A2) and tranquil 

backwater (Type Ml) will be modeled numerically using the 

standard step method. The others can be simplified for long 

reaches to a level backwater from critical depth at a 

spillway or a known depth, or normal depth. 

Standard Step Method 

The background of this submodel has been discussed in 

the manual for HEC-2 (1990). It occurs in STRMNX:stdstep. 

The standard step water surface profile method is based 

on conservation of energy within gradually varied flow. It 

allows for gradual changes in the river morphology between 

given survey stations. It is used to calculate steady-state 

flow conditions. In this model, the channel morphology is 

not considered changing through a reach, except for the 

differences due to changing water depth. 

The calculation begins at the cell foot with a given 

water surface elevation. The initial distance step is 11 

feet. This is increased by a factor of 1.5 with each step. 

When the midpoint of the cell is reached the values of depth 

and water surface slope are stored as representative of flow 
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throughout the cell. Only composite conveyance is used, 

rather than separate calculations for each fluvial 

environment. Therefore, the water slope is an average one 

for all of the environments. It is applied as is for the 

floodplain and alluvial ridge, but it is divided by 

sinuosity for the channel. Depths in all environments are 

keyed from the deepest point of the channel at the cell 

midpoint. The water surface calculation is continued to the 

head of the cell to determine backwater elevation for the 

next cell upstream. 

Physical Properties Models 

Kinematic Viscosity 

This submodel is original with this work. It is based 

on water property data from the Handbook of Chemistry and 

Physics (Chemical Rubber Company, 1969). It occurs in 

STRMTRAC:kvis. 

Kinematic viscosity of water is approximated by the 

following function of temperature: 

V = (aO + al-e-^2»T)/pf ĝ cm2/sec, 

where T = temperature in degrees F and pf = water density in 

gm/cc. The constants in the formula are as follows: 

aO = 0.004115, 

al = 0.028927, 

a2 = 0.0233666. 

This curve is shown in Figure 2.17. 

Settling Velocity 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Hallermeier (1981), Gibbs et al. (1971), Komar (1981), 
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Einstein (1950), and Rubey (1933). The various parts occur 

in STRMHY:Gibbs, Haller, and Rubey. 

Settling velocity curves have been published by various 

workers, but the three shown in Figure 2.18 are considered 

the most appropriate here. Rubey's curve was used by 

Einstein, because no others were available at the time. The 

Gibbs curve is for spheres of varying density. The 

Hallermeier curve is for real quartz sand grains. The user 

may choose any of the three curves for use in the program. 

The Gibbs formula is designed for spherical grains of 

any density in fluid of any density. It is semi-empirical, 

and requires the correct units. Grain radius (r) is in cm; 

the diameter (D) is in mm; grain and liquid densities are in 

gm/cc; the gravity constant is in cm/sec2; and viscosity is 

in gm/cm-sec. First, two terms are calculated as follows: 

Zl = (0.015476 + 0.19841-r)- (ps-pf) -pf•g-r2 

Z2 = pf-(0.011607 + 0.14881-r). 

The settling velocity is found thus 

COQ = [(Zl + 9-̂ ,2)0.5 _ 3.p,]/z2 as cm/sec. 

A correction factor is needed because of a typographical 

error in the original text. It is given by Komar (1981) as 

follows: 

Z = 1.05642 + .0199556-D, 

and the factor (Z) is applied as follows: 

cocor = COG/Z. 
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The Rubey formula is the oldest of the three shown. It 

is theoretical, but agrees well with data for real quartz 

grains in the larger size range. Necessary parameters are 

in English units: grain diameter is in feet and the gravity 

constant is in ft/sec2. Calculate the settling velocity as 

follows: 

COR = [g-D- (sg-1) ]0.5. 

Here, sg is the specific gravity of the grains. 

The Hallermeier formula is intended for use with real 

quartz grains. It is based on a dimensionless ratio, the 

Archimedes number (Arch). Its performance is a compromise 

between the other two curves. Necessary parameters are the 

same as for the Gibbs calculation, except that grain diame

ter (D) is in cm. First, calculate the Archimedes number as 

follows: 

Arch = pf-(ps-pf)-g-D3/^2 

Next, calculate the settling Reynold's number (Re) as a 

function of different ranges of Arch as follows: 

If Arch<=39 then Re = Arch/18, otherwise 

if Arch<=1.0-10^ then Re = ArchO-7/6^ otherwise 

Re = 1.05-ArchO-5. 

The settling velocity is derived from Re by the following 

equation: 

©H = Re-Jl/(D-pf) . 
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Claylikeness and Fine-Grained Behavior 

These submodels are original with this work. They are 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMTRAC:ciness and 

fgness. 

Claylikeness is meant to represent the behavior of a 

specific grain size as a relative degree of likeness to the 

behavior of pure clay for calculations involving 

consolidation, cohesive strength, porosity, and particle 

dispersion during transport. Claylikeness is a relative 

measure from zero to one. Fine-grainness is meant to 

represent the behavior of a mixture of different grain sizes 

in terms of its likeness to clay. It is a representative 

grain size that possesses the same claylikeness 

characteristic as the whole mixture. 

Relative claylikeness (cb) is calculated from a single 

grain size (D) in mm, thus 

cb = e"Z, 

where Z = [(logio(CLAYSIZE) - logio(D))/CLAYFAC]2. 

Fine-grainness (in mm) is the grain size which corresponds 

to a claylikeness value which is the-volume-fraction-

weighted mean of the claylikeness values of the individual 

grain size classes. Figure 2.19 shows the variation of 

claylikeness with grain size. 

Consolidation 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMTRAC:consol. 

Consolidation is expressed as a fraction of the maximum 

degree, or relative consolidation from zero to one. The 
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degree is dependent on the quiet time between rainfall 

events (times of disturbance and deepest scour). The 

consolidation curve is an exponential decay curve with a 

decay constant which is a function of relative claylikeness 

of the sediment. The parameter dte is storm period in days; 

cb is claylikeness. 

cons = 1.0 - e-^te/(Cmax.cb). 

The constant Cmax is supplied by input data. 

Cohesive Strength 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Summerfield (1991), Graf (1971), Pall et al. (1982), and 

Rooseboom and Mulke (1982). It occurs in STRMTRAC:coh_str. 

Cohesive strength is given as shear force in lb/ft2 

necessary to produce unconfined shear failure. A minimum 

value is provided for loose sand, and a maximum is provided 

for fully consolidated clay. The actual value is a function 

of both claylikeness (fg) and degree of consolidation. 

Tcoh = tmin + (xmax-xmin)-fg-cons'^ow^ 

The values of the constants imax, tmin, and tpow are 

supplied from input data. Figure 2.20 shows curves of 

cohesive strength versus grain size for varying degrees of 

consolidation. 

Cohesive strength can be correlated with the fraction 

of fine-grained material in a sediment analysis, or 

"muddiness." Muddiness may be interpreted in different 

ways: (1) fraction of clay-size material, (2) fraction of 

silt and clay sized material, or (3) in this study, the 

claylikeness index of the analysis. All three of these are 
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plotted in Figure 2.21 against cohesive strength of several 

test compositions, based on full consolidation. 

Clastic Permeability Estimation 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMTRAC:perm. 

Permeability in clastic sediments in fluvial 

depositional environments is highly variable. It is assumed 

here that the fluvial processes tend to segregate coarse and 

fine elastics into discrete layers. The permeability of the 

coarser layers is modeled with no attempt to correct for the 

distribution of fine layers. The user must supply the 

percentile value SEDSPLIT, which divides the coarse from the 

fine fraction (using the constants SEDSPLa, SEDSPLc, and 

SEDSPLf). 

The whole sediment composition is first split at the 

SEDSPLIT percentile; the coarser fraction being further 

analyzed. The width of the remaining distribution is 

represented by the following expression: 

Ags = (D50 - D05)/D50. 

The pore neck diameter is estimated as one third of the D05 

grain size. All sizes are in millimeters. Next, the 

permeability is estimated from the following transform 

function: 

In(Kbase) = perml + perm2-In(neck size). 

Finally, a correction for coarseness is added thus 

In(Kmodel) = In(icbase) + In (perm3 + Ags-perm4). 
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The values of the four constants must be supplied by the 

user as input data. Figure 2.22 shows the variation of 

permeability with the median grain size, for different 

values of 5th percentile grain size. 

Clastic Porosity Estimation 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMTRAC:porosity.. 

Porosity in clastic sediments in fluvial depositional 

environments is highly variable like permeability. The 

assumed segregation of coarse and fine elastics into 

discrete layers is applied to porosity likewise. The 

average porosity of the coarser layers is modeled with the 

volume of fine layers excluded. 

The whole sediment composition is first split at the 

SEDSPLIT percentile; the coarser fraction being further 

analyzed. The width of the remaining distribution is 

represented by the following expression: 

Ags = (D90 - D10)/D50. 

The p o r o s i t y of the consol idated mixture i s given by 

<l)con = p o r l - e - ^ g s . p o r 2 . 

The porosity of unconsolidated mixture is given by 

<t)unc = <|)con + (por3-<|)con) -cb, 

where cb is the claylikeness of the coarse fraction. The 

consolidation-corrected porosity is given by 

^ = cons-<|)con + (1-cons)-<t)unc. 
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The values of the three porosity constants must be supplied 

by the user as input data. Figure 2.23 shows the variation 

of porosity with the 90th percentile grain size, for 

different values of 10th percentile grain size. These are 

based on unconsolidated sediment with a median grain size of 

0.25 mm. 

Angle of Repose 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Graf (1971) and Collinson and Thompson (1989). It occurs in 

STRMTRAC:repose. 

Bedform lee slopes ideally rest at the angle of repose 

(rest angle) for loose sediment immersed in water. Actual 

cases can differ from the ideal, and a lesser angle is 

frequently observed. Cross bedding, representing the 

inclination of the slipface surfaces of bedforms, gradually 

tends toward a tangential relationship with the depositional 

base (Collinson and Thompson, 1989) . At the present time, a 

single value of 15 degrees is used to represent the average 

slope on the lee of any kind of bedform. 

Mohr Angle of Internal Friction 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Summerfield (1991) and Gregory (1992a). It occurs in 

STRMTRAC:mohr. 

This measure characterizes the variation of shear 

failure with applied stress. At the present time, this 

angle is assumed to be 29 degrees. In the soil erodibility 

expression, the strength term is given by 

N = [tan(6f) - 0.271]/127, 

where 6f = internal friction angle in radians. 
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Raindrop Size 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Gregory (1984a, 1984b, 1992a, 1992b). It occurs in 

STRMENV:rdrop_egy. 

Gregory (1992a) gives the following equation for 
raindrop size: 

Dr = [(1 - 0.5-RH0.9).Tc-RI]0.222 as mm diameter, 

where 

RH = relative humidity, decimal fraction, 

Tc = temperature in degrees C, 

RI = rainfall intensity in in/hr. 

Raindrop Fall Velocity 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Gregory (1984a, 1984b, 1992a, 1992b). It occurs in 

STRMTRAC:get_vt. 

Gregory (1992a) gives the following equation for 

raindrop fall velocity: 

vf = 4.43-hf0-5.(1 - e-l-6'Z) as m/sec, 

where Z = (Dr/hf)^-^ and hf = fall hieight in m. For natural 

rain, terminal velocity is reached in about 20 meters. 

Water Saturation Estimation — (STRMTRAC:wtr_sat) 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Hanks (1985). 

Water saturation is taken as a function of relative 

humidity and mean annual rainfall thus 

Sw = 1 - e-Swfac.Z^ 
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where Z = RH + Rann-SwRfac. 

Relative humidity (RH) is given as a decimal fraction, and 

annual rainfall (Rann) as in/yr. This curve is shown in 

Figure 2.24. 

Orders of Grain Size 

The basis of this submodel was developed by Wentworth 

(1922). It occurs in STRMTRAC:fgness, STRMTRN:capacity, and 

STRMERO:rck_prop. 

The order of grain size (phigr) is defined as logio of 

grain diameter in millimeters. The Wentworth scale uses 

log2 instead. Otherwise the two scales are analogous. 

Table 2.1 lists the sizes that are sug.gested as class 

divisions for developing STRMNX model input data. Notice 

that the class sizes are about 1/2 to 2/3 of one order of 

magnitude each. Convenient class names are also suggested. 

Water Temperature 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMENV:cell_src. 

The landscape and all water derived from it within a 

cell are considered to be at a temperature given by input. 

Flowing water temperature is taken as the flow-rate-weighted 

average of the temperatures of all contributions to the 

cell. Dilated flow rates are used. For tributaries, the 

temperature and dilated rate of water in the image cell are 

used. 

Geometric Models 

Alluvial Ridge Plan Geometry and Meander Curvature 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMGEOM:width ar and STRMERO:curvature. 
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In a meandering stream system, the alluvial ridge 

environment is assumed to occupy the band in which channel 

meanders occur. Its width is calculated as the room 

necessary for meanders having the values of sinuosity, 

wavelength, and channel width provided in the model. 

Meanders are assumed to be circular segments joined in 

opposite curves. Two cases occur: (1) If sinuosity is less 

than 7C/2, the curve segments circumscribe less than 180 

degrees, and they are joined directly at inflection points 

in the center of the alluvial ridge band. (2) If sinuosity 

is greater, then the curves are a full 180 degrees of arc, 

and they are joined by enough straight channel to make the 

channel length equal to the product of sinuosity and cell 

length. Figure 2.25 shows these two cases in plan. A 

radius of curvature (Rac) is calculated for any sinuosity 

greater than unity. 

Channel Geometry Based on Sediment Composition 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Leopold and Maddock (1953), Leopold and Wolman (1957), and 

Allen (1984). It occurs in STRMERO:ch_geom and get_chan. 

When the flow rate in the channel exceeds mean flow 

rate, then it can be expected that morphologic changes to 

the channel could occur. In reality, these changes are 

taking place at all times, but the substantial ones occur at 

high flow rates, so that the general character of the 

channel is a function of the higher flow conditions on 

average (Schumm, 1977). Several published works show 

relationships between channel parameters and flow rate 

(usually mean annual flow). However, there is an inherent 

assumption in them of the characteristics of the bed and 

bank material. Allen (1984) presented formulas for several 

channel parameters which contain a bank muddiness term (see 

individual submodels below). 
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In this work, the composition of material present in 

and next to the channel is used to control new channel 

parameters. This composition depends on the nature of the 

change which is under consideration, and the morphology at 

the time (including proximity to underlying bedrock). For 

ordinary channel reshaping at above-average flow rates in 

abundant sediment cover, the channel and alluvial ridge 

sediments are added together. For channel avulsion, 

normally to a different place in the valley, the composition 

used is the sum of all alluvium in the cell at which 

avulsion takes place. 

Meander Length 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Leopold and Wolman (1957) and Allen (1984). It occurs in 

STRMERO:meander. 

The following formula is used for meander wavelength as 

a function of mean flow rate and percent mud in the bank, 

based on the formula given by Allen (1984): 

Lm = 1295.93-Qavg0-48/z in feet, 

where 
Z = pcf0.74 + 4. 

Here, pcf is percent mud (fines) in the bank, and Qavg is 

flow rate in m^/sec. This relationship is illustrated in 

Figure 2.26. The diagram shows curves for various bank 

compositions, labeled according to their interpreted 

cohesive strength (corresponding to muddiness). 
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Bankfull Channel Width 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Leopold and Maddock (1953) and Allen (1984). It occurs in 

STRMERO:chan_wdth. 

The following formula is used for bankfull channel 

width as a function of bankfull flow rate and percent mud in 

the bank, based on the formula given by Allen (1984): 

wc = 108.6-QbO.58/2 in feet, 

where 
Z = pcf0.66 + 4. 

Here, pcf is percent mud in the bank, and Qb is flow rate in 

ft3/sec. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 2.27. 

The diagram shows curves for various bank compositions, 

labeled according to their interpreted cohesive strength. 

Channel Aspect Ratio 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Allen (1984) . It occurs in STRMERO:aspect. 

The following formula is used for the ratio of channel 

wall height over width (AR) as a function of cohesive 

strength of the bank material. It is based on a formula 

given by Allen (1984): 

AR = .0039216-csl-08. 

Cohesive strength (cs) must be in Ib/ft^. This relationship 

is illustrated in Figure 2.28. 

Transverse Bed Slope 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Allen (1984). It occurs in STRMERO:crssip. 
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The following relationship is used for transverse bed 

slope (cross slope angle) of alluvial channels, as a 

function of meander curvature. It is based on plots shown 

by Allen (1984) of calculated relationships between 

transverse profiles and sinuosity for various hydraulic 

conditions. In this work, radius of curvature is used as 

the independent parameter, because it is correlated with 

sinuosity. The formulas used are as follows: 

and 

tan(6) = 5.0/Rac0.8 for Rac > 500 feet. 

tan(6) = 0.6 - 5.05986e-5-Rac for Rac <= 500 feet. 

Here, 6 is the cross slope angle. Radius of curvature (Rac) 

must be in feet. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 

2.29. 

Sinuosity 

This submodel is original with this work. It is based 

on the author's intuitiorl plus a small amount of data. It 

occurs in STRMERO:sinuosity. 

The relationship of sinuosity to valley parameters is 

based on data from the Brazos River in Texas and the lower 

Mississippi River. Sinuosity values'were computed from map 

measurements of channel length divided by straight course 

length for segments about 10 to 20 miles in length. These 

data are shown in Figure 2.30. The curve is fitted by eye. 

It is assumed that the composition of valley sediments 

generally controls the sinuosity, but that the measured data 

demonstrate the functional relationship of sinuosity to 

valley slope at a fixed sediment composition. The estimated 

effect of composition is expressed as a function of cohesive 

strength, derived from the composition analysis and general 

depositional conditions. It has been superimposed on the 
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slope relationship. The composition used as a tie point for 

the combined relationship is from sieve analysis of a 

floodplain soil sample from the Brazos River near Marlin, 

Texas. 

Figure 2.31 shows sinuosity plotted versus valley slope 

for different values of cohesive strength. The formula used 

is a function of slope and percent mud (pcf) in the valley 

sediments as follows: 

sinu = 1 + sfac-(-logio(S))2, and 

sfac = .94-pcf0-25, 

Channel Fill Limitations 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMERO:ch_ovrf1. 

In the STRMNX code, when sediment is deposited in the 

channel, there is no constraint on how much may be laid 

down. A condition may arise in which the elevation of the 

channel bed after sediment deposition is higher than the 

surrounding banks. In a true 2-D river model, such a 

condition could automatically be resolved, but in this case, 

an artificial correction must be made. 

If the higher side of the channel bed exceeds the 

alluvial ridge elevation after any time domain, then the 

volume of sediment which is in excess is distributed over 

the top layer of the ridge area. This distribution proceeds 

downward through the layers of sediment composing the 

channel bed until satisfactory elevations are achieved. If 

bedrock is reached before the process reaches its 

conclusion, then either channel reconfiguration or avulsion 

is forced to occur. 
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Channel Configuration Changes 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMGEOM:ch_config. 

The geometry of the channel can be altered at the close 

of any time domain (except for the first one) if the flow 

rate is great enough. The domain zero is excluded because 

its conditions occur for short periods of time, followed by 

much longer periods with less extreme hydraulic conditions. 

That is, the very highest rates in a flood are not usually 

attributed control over the channel shape, but rather the 

more average conditions (Allen, 1984). Therefore, if the 

flow rate in any domain later than the first either overtops 

the banks or exceeds average flow rate, then a configuration 

change can occur. Whether the channel will change depends 

on other factors. 

When conditions are suitable for a channel change, then 

the ideal configuration is calculated, based on the flow 

rate, valley geometry, and the sediment composition. The 

resulting action depends on the present configuration and 

proximity to bedrock. Several cases can be recognized: 

1. Bedrock channel: The channel is deeper than the 

elevation of bedrock in the alluvial ridge area. 

a. Case CR: The ideal channel width is narrow 

compared to the existing width. Wall impingement 

may occur. 

(1) Subl: Bedrock of the floodplain area is 

higher than the bank elevation. 

(2) Sub2: It is lower. 

A new channel system develops in the existing 

channel bed area. 

b. Otherwise, no changes. 

2. Alluvium channel: 

a. Bedrock canyon: The channel is deeper than the 

elevation of bedrock in the floodplain area. 
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(1) Case RR: The ideal canyon width is small 

compared to the existing width. A new 

channel system develops in the existing 

canyon bed area. 

(2) Case B: The ideal canyon width is somewhat 

less than the existing width. The new 

channel fits within the existing canyon area. 

(3) Case C: The ideal canyon width is wider than 

the existing width. 

(a) Case CC: The ideal channel is narrower 

than the existing canyon area. Wall 

impingement occurs. 

(b) Case CS: The ideal channel is wider 

than the existing canyon area. The cell 

length must be increased. 

b. Alluvium-filled valley - Case D: 

(1) Subl: The ideal channel is wider than the 

existing floodplain. The cell length must be 

increased. 

(2) Sub2: The ideal ridge area is wider than the 

existing floodplain. Wall impingement 

occurs. 

(3) Sub3: Ideal channel and ridge fit within the 

floodplain. 

The resolution of each type of change is not discussed 

in detail here. Many of the changes are only approximations 

or gross generalities, and could be made much more realistic 

with further labor. The reader is referred to the actual 

code files, which are recorded disks available from the 

author. Case names are annotated in the code. 

Valley Wall Impingement 

This submodel is original with this work. 

STRMERO:impingement. 

It occurs in 
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When a channel is forced to flow in a valley narrower 

than the ideal size for its flow rate and valley geometry, 

then it spreads to occupy the whole valley bottom. Meanders 

can only partially form, because they impinge on the valley 

wall without being able to complete a sinusoidal curve 

shape. Figure 2.32 shows the plan view of such a situation. 

Wall impingement foreshortens the meander cycle length 

and changes the sinuosity. It is assumed that the radius of 

curvature remains fixed, but the other shape parameters are 

adjusted to fit. The angle between the channel direction 

and the wall orientation is calculated from the ideal 

geometry and the actual width of the valley. Figure 2.33 

shows an example of the variation of impingement angle with 

narrowed valley width for a given channel size. Figure 2.34 

shows the corresponding meander lengths, and Figure 2.35 

shows the adjusted sinuosity. For these examples, the ideal 

geometric values are listed below, attribute first, then 

value: 

Channel width 

Valley width: 

Length: 

Sinuosity: 

100 feet, 

3673 feet, 

5000 feet, 

2.0. 

Note that the meander length would always be shortened, but 

that sinuosity may increase or decrease. 

The concept of wall impingement and radius of curvature 

offer an area of improvement in channel reshaping and 

migration modeling. The scouring forces applied to the 

channel wall in a bend or to the valley wall at an 

impingement point can be related to the flow rate and to the 

geometry of the change of flow direction, so that a rate of 

wall erosion could be calculated. 
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Avulsion 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMGEOM:avulsion. 

Avulsion is the process by which a stream alters its 

course because the existing channel cannot contain the flow 

within it. This could occur because the alluvial ridge area 

is elevated too much above the plain area, hence any breach 

in the levee would likely allow the river to escape to lower 

ground. It could also occur because the existing channel 

becomes choked with sediment, and too much of the flow is 

overbank, permitting the scouring of a new course by chance 

(Allen, 1977, 1978). 

In STRMNX code, avulsion can occur at any time. It is 

'triggered when the elevation of the channel bed is higher 

than the floodplain elevation. When conditions are 

suitable, then the ideal configuration is calculated, based 

on the flow rate, valley geometry, and whole-valley sediment 

composition. The resulting action depends on the present 

configuration and proximity to bedrock. Three basic cases 

can be recognized, as listed below: 

Subl: The ideal channel is wider than the existing 

floodplain. The cell length must be increased, 

Sub2: The ideal ridge area is wider than the existing 

floodplain. Wall impingement occurs, 

Sub3: Ideal channel and ridge fit within the existing 

floodplain. 

The resolution of each type of change is not discussed 

in detail here. The cases of avulsion are a subset of the 

cases for channel reconfiguration, but the ideal 

characteristics are based on a different sediment 

composition. The reader is referred to the actual code 
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files, which are recorded on disks available from the 

author. Case names are annotated in the code. 

Tributary Backwater Calculation 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMTRN:trib_supply. 

Tributaries are considered to attach at the junction 

cell head. The backwater elevation for the cell is applied 

to the foot of the tributary with its elevations datumed to 

match the junction cell. Elevation is matched by comparing 

mean cross section elevation of the alluvial surface, at the 

points which are to be attached. The backwater elevation is 

then directly transferred from the junction head to the 

tributary foot. 

Hypsogram versus Linear Profile of Landscape 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMENV:morphology and STRMUTIX: rd_Hyps . 

The hypsogram is an histogram of the area distribution 

of elevation in a cell. The data used to define an 

hypsogram include representative linear profiles from the 

river bed to the highest point in each cell. A transform 

function is used to convert a linear profile to an area 

distribution (hypsogram). 

Input data include the number of subdivisions within a 

profile curve, and the abscissa values of those points on a 

scale of zero to one. Zero represents the lowest point, and 

one is the highest. Normally, the points on the abscissa 

would be evenly spaced. If the profile curve is to be 

converted into an hypsogram curve, the abscissa positions of 

the data points must be changed according to the shape of 

the land surface. 
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Positions on the linear profile are referred to here as 

gpos-values. Positions on the hypsogram curve are called 

hpos-values. The transform function has the following form: 

hpos = 1 - (1 - gpos)l/Hpow^ 

where Hpow is a parameter input for each cell. Figure 2.36 

shows the shape of the transform function for different 

values of Hpow (0.5, 1, and 2). The landscape that 

corresponds to a value of 1 is a rectilinear watershed with 

a river passing entirely through the center of it. For a 

value of 2.0, the shape is semicircular, with the river 

having its headwater at the edge of the circle, and flowing 

to the center. In both examples land slope is held 

constant. Real landscapes should be similar to these 

examples, with intermediate Hpow values. 

The user must decide input values for Hpow based on 

watershed shapes within each cell. Actual hypsograms and 

linear profiles could be made from topographic maps, and 

different values of Hpow examined for a best fit. This is a 

time-intensive process, and care should be exercised in 

selecting representative examples. The functional 

relationships of hpos to gpos values remain constant 

throughout the simulation. 

Composite Land Datum Changes 

This submodel is original with this work, although 

discussion on the subject has been given by Kirkby (1985) . 

It occurs in STRMGEOM:T_morph. 

Land datum changes are changes to the hypsogram 

elevation points (levels) that occur because of soil 

erosion. The process of calculation of these changes begins 

with exposure of the bedrock types within each hypsogram 

level to climatic conditions during a time domain. That 
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exposure produces a soil layer, of which some may be 

loosened and transported downslope by storm events. The 

mass exchange from high points downward in the landscape 

(cell by cell) is the driving force in topographic evolution 

in the model. 

Application of hypsogram level changes is accomplished 
in the following manner: 

1. Hypsogram intervals are halved. 

2. Datum changes are determined from stratigraphic layers, 

and the soil horizons over them, exposed in each half-

interval. Losses are based on soil mobilization and 

transport under cell climatic conditions. 

3. Midpoints of neighboring half-intervals are averaged to 

obtain new hypsogram points. 

4. The hypsogram is "stabilized" by assuring that each 

level is at least 0.5 foot higher than the next one 

down-slope. The lowest level is tied to the floodplain 

elevation at mid-cell. In this way, land always slopes 

toward the river system. 

This adjustment does not preserve the volume of sediment in 

the landscape soil horizons, but it does provide a steady 

supply of particulate matter to the river system that is 

directly tied to geologic strata in the cell, and driven by 

cell relief and geometry. 

Hypsogram Geologic Interaction 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMENV:cell_src and STRMGEOM:T_morph. 

When a land surface is analyzed for soil formation, 

each geologic layer is considered independently as an whole. 

When soil erosion and transport are determined, only the 

portions of layers that appear within the hypsogram 

elevation range are used. 
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The land surface is considered one hypsogram interval 

at a time. The amount of soil available for mobilization is 

based on soil layer characteristics for the stratigraphic 

layers that occur within the particular hypsogram interval 

under consideration. Soil characteristics are linearly 

combined in the same proportions as the surface exposure 

areas of the stratigraphic layers from which each soil type 

is derived. Surface slope (which drives soil transport) is 

based on the elevation change and linear profile length 

within the hypsogram interval, and the changes in these 

geometric parameters are controlled by the erosion 

characteristics of the geologic layers exposed in the 

interval. 

Land Drainage 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Horton (1945), Hayward and Fenwick (1983), and Gardiner 

(1983). It occurs in STRMENV:cell_sre. 

Horton gives two parameters for land drainage 

characterization: 

Dd = ZLs/Adr, drainage density in mi"^, and 

Lenv = 0.5/Dd, slope length in miles. 

where Ls = length of each individual stream channel and 

Adr = drainage area in mi2. 

The sum of channel lengths must be as accurate a 

representation as possible of channelized flow courses on 

the landscape, exclusive of rill channels. Any area in the 

cell that has either closed drainage (into potholes or 

playas, for example) or is otherwise undrained by stream 

watersheds must be excluded from the drainage area. 
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Soil Models 

Soil Energy Exposure Factor 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Gregory (1992a, 1992b) and Horton (1945). It occurs in 

STRMENV:rdrop_egy. 

Energy exposure is represented by two terms, energy 

availability and exposure efficiency. Availability is based 

on raindrop impact on open ground (terminal velocity). The 

kinetic energy from a single raindrop is expressed thus 

Er = Mr-vt2/2, 

where vt is terminal velocity and M^ is raindrop mass. 

Exposure efficiency takes into consideration all of the 

geometric factors associated with vegetation cover, alive 

and dead. It is expressed as follows: 

Efac = ( (1-fc)-Eopen + fc-Ecanopy)-RFac' 

RFac is determined by vegetation residue characteristics. 

Eopen = (l-fc2) + fc2-(1-fsf2)-Ev2. 

Here fc and fc2 are canopy cover fraction for primary and 

secondary plants (fc2 must be corrected for impact power), 

and Ev2 is the velocity fraction for secondary plants. 

Ecanopy = (1-fsfc)•[(l-fc2)-Ec + fc2-(l-fsf2)-Ev2], 

where fsfc and fsf2 are fractions of stem flow for primary 

and secondary plants, and Ec is the velocity fraction for 

primary plants. Velocity fractions are expressed thus 

Ec = (vc/vt)2 and Ev2 = (v2/vt)2. 
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where vc and v2 are raindrop fall velocities from primary 

and secondary plants. 

Raindrop Impact Exposure Factor 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMTRAC:get_Fx. 

Raindrop energy exposure must be corrected for the 

geometry of cover by plants, surface residue, and standing 

water. The factor which represents the secondary plant 

cover must be further corrected for the degree to which 

falling rain can penetrate through that cover, due to its 

impact power. It is assumed that primary plants always stop 

rainfall which they intercept, that is, there is no 

penetration of impact energy through their canopy. The 

resistance of secondary plants to such penetration is 

obtained from their height. A correction factor applied to 

the secondary fraction of cover term (fc2) is calculated as 

follows: 

Fxfac = 1 - (l-e-H/3)•PF/1200. 

Fxfac is the correction factor, and PF is a power factor 

defined as follows: 

PF = vt^-Ri, 

where vt is raindrop velocity in m/sec and Ri is storm 

rainfall intensity in in/hr. The values of PF normally will 

not exceed 1200, but values in excess are treated as equal 

to 1200. 
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Soil Water Absorption 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Horton (1945), Hayward and Fenwick (1983), Kirkby (1985), 

and Yair and Lavee (1985). It occurs in STRMENV:soil_mob. 

Soil water absorption is calculated for single rainfall 

events. Only initial infiltration is considered, because 

this work does not include an integrated groundwater model. 

An estimation of mean soil water saturation is calculated, 

and the unfilled pore space is assumed available for 

infiltration. No correction is made for the time necessary 

for infiltration to occur. The total soil water absorption 

is calculated for an entire time domain, and this is 

subtracted from total rainfall to obtain net runoff volume. 

This calculation is made for the exposed surface area of 

ea'ch stratigraphic unit in each cell. Runoff from an upper 

level layer is passed to the next layer below as surface 

water in addition to rainfall. 

Soil Loosening Rate 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

many workers, the following is to name a few: Blackburn et 

al. (1992); Gregory (1984a, 1984b, 1992a, 1992b); Gregory 

and Gregory (1992); Horton (1945); Summerfield (1991); 

Walling and Webb (1983); Chang et al. (1982); Tacconi et al. 

(1982); and Chinnamani et al. (1982). It occurs in 

STRMENV:soil_trns. 

This submodel contains the essence of the Universal 

Soil Loss Equation, and has been discussed in Chapter I. 

The expression for rate of soil material agitation during 

storms per unit of plot width (Xa), is as follows: 

Xa = 1.826-10-5-Z-RI-Er-Efac-Psf-Lenv-cos(6env)/(N-t) 
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where 

Z = ys- (1 - (l)s), 

RI = rainfall intensity during a storm in in/hr, 

Lenv = downslope length of exposured area in ft, 

Er = 0.5-Ys-vt2/g = raindrop kinetic energy, 

Efac = energy exposure factor, 

Psf = tillage factor, 

Oenv = land slope angle, 

N = soil strength factor, 

t = soil unloaded shear strength in Ib/ft^, 

with g in ft/sec2, vt in m/sec, ys in Ib/ft^, and where Oenv 

is the slope angle = arctan(Senv) . The numeric constant is 

a calibration and units conversion constant. The value Z 

gives the specific weight of soil in its natural condition. 

The factors RI, Er, and Efac are energy supply terms based 

on rainfall and surface protection. Psf is a shielding term 

based on depth of surface water ("tillage factor" of 

Gregory, 1992a). The next two terms represent the amount of 

exposed surface. The composite term in the denominator 

quantifies the soil's ability to resist erosion. Its 

inverse is referred to as "erosivity." The shear strength 

term (t) is composed of two parts, one for the soil's 

unloaded strength and the other for the effect of interlaced 

surface roots. 

The quantity above is multiplied by the exposed area 

width and the total exposure time to storm action (during 

the time domain under consideration), which gives the total 

supply of loose material derived from the plot under 

consideration (not including material transported off 

neighboring uphill land — other stratigraphic horizons, for 

example). 

The submodel was roughly calibrated by using data for 

rangeland in the Edwards aquifer region of central Texas 
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given by Blackburn (1992). The constant above was adjusted 

to match the calculated sediment yield to that reported in 

the cited reference. More work should be done to relate the 

calibration factor to soil and vegetation properties of 

different kinds of landscapes (Gregory, 1984a, 1992a). 

Soil Strength Factor 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Gregory (1984a), Gregory and Gregory (1992), and Horton 

(1945) . It occurs in STRMENV:soll_trns. 

This quantity (the N-factor) represents the response of 

exposed soil to the shear stress applied by raindrop impact, 

based on the angle of internal friction (6f) for the soil 

composition. It is multiplied by the total unloaded shear 

strength (from cohesion and roots) to get the effective 

shear strength or erosion resistance of the soil. 

The total cohesive strength of soil exposed to erosive 

forces is the unloaded wet shear strength plus an additional 

amount provided by the effects of interlaced roots near the 

surface. 

Tillage Factor 

This submodel is original with this work. See also 

Gregory (1992a). It occurs in STRMENV:soil_mob. 

This submodel is based on overland flowing water depth. 

It is assumed that the energy of raindrops making impact on 

a water-covered surface is dissipated in relation to the 

ratio of water depth to raindrop size. 

If Z = 0.5-y/Dr (both in same units), then 

Psf = 0.1 + 0.9- (1 - e-Z) . 
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The tillage factor is multiplied by the energy supply in 

soil mobilization. It is assumed that at least 10 percent 

of the energy of raindrops reaches the surface regardless of 

water depth, because natural surfaces are irregular, and 

water depth is not uniform all across a plot. 

Overland Transport Efficiency 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Horton (1945) and Gregory (1992a, 1992b). It occurs in 

STRMENV:soil_trns. 

This submodel is a completion of the Universal Soil 

Loss Equation. It is based on the ratio of mean surface 

flow velocity and critical transport velocity. The method 

here is for sheet flow only, as is considered adequate for 

calculation of sediment supply to a river system. 

Critical transport velocity (um) is determined from 

particle settling velocity (©). The value necessary to 

carry soil particles off a plot is calculated thus 

um = 0.5-Lenv-Q)/y. 

This is the average to cross half the plot length, assuming 

transport occurs uniformly in all parts. No consideration 

is given to the effects on transport" efficiency of material 

brought into the plot from uphill. That material is added 

to mobilized soil from the plot surface. The method of 

Einstein (1950) could better account for the transport of 

sediment in a rill system. 

Soil Mantle 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Birkeland (1984) and Summerfield (1991). It occurs in 

STRMERO:rck prop. 
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The soil mantle that forms over any type of bedrock is 

determined from the climatic conditions, land slope, rock 

composition, and exposure time. For this work, it is 

assumed that the soil layer is renewed for the beginning of 

each time step. The thickness of it is a function of the 

length of the time step. This soil layer is eroded and 

modified by loosening and transport downslope only, 

throughout the time domains of the step. 

A separate calculation of soil thickness is made for 

each stratigraphic horizon present in the cell. Only the 

portions that are intercepted by the hypsogram curve 

contribute to the land surface soil description, in 

proportion to the amount of surface area exposed in each 

stratum.. 

Soil Layer Thickness 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. General principles have been 

discussed by Birkeland (1984). It occurs in STRMERO: 

rck_prop. 

Equilibrium soil layer thickness is determined by a 

combination of properties of the primary and secondary rock 

types, in each stratigraphic layer separately. The main 

factors in determining the soil thickness are mean 

temperature, temperature variation, and yearly rainfall. 

Temperature deviation determines the peak thickness possible 

under ideal climatic conditions, and the sensitivity to 

subfreezing temperatures. These parameters along with 

characteristics of the rock type define a thickness versus 

temperature function. Figure 2.37a, b, and c show examples 

of this function versus temperature for different degrees of 

variation. The three parts show the differences for three 

major rock types, shale, limestone, and granite. Two rock 
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characteristics control the shape of the curve, the peak 

soil thickness possible (SpO) and the thickness under 

freezing conditions (frzrat-SpO). 

The actual thickness is modified by rainfall and 

exposure time. The rainfall correction function is 

illustrated in Figure 2.38, for three different rock types, 

limestone, sandstone, and granite. The maximum point is 

defined by the temperature function. The shape of the 

rainfall function is controlled by rock type 

characteristics. Its equation is as follows: 

SMeq = Smax-(1 - e~^) , 

where Z = (Rann/RkO)^-Q. 

Here Rann = annual rainfall in in/yr, 

RkO is a rock characteristic, 

Smax is the temperature function, 

SMeq is equilibrium soil thickness given infinite time. 

The effect of time on soil thickness development is 

given by the following equation: 

Sthk = SMeq-(l - e-^t/dtfac)^ 

where dt is time step length in years and Sthk is actual 

soil thickness in feet. The quantity dtfac is a time factor 

given by the following equation: 

dtfac = ER-TRL, 

where ER is the erosion resistance of the bedrock and TRL is 

a constant supplied by the user. It is assumed that the 

equilibrium soil thickness can reasonably be attained in 
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1000 to 100,000 years, based on the rock properties involved 

and climatic conditions. 

Soil Composition Descriptors 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMERO: rck_prop. 

Three descriptors are calculated for the soil 

components derived from any given rock type code (RC). 

These represent three points on a composition histogram for 

the soil, thus 

Dmin = smallest grain size present, 

Dmid = grain size mode value, 

Dmax = largest grain size present. 

The Dmin and Dmax points are the ends of a triangular 

distribution function, with its peak at Dmid. All grain 

sizes are in mm. Figure 2.39 illustrates the form of the 

distribution. The values of the points depend on the 

geologic characteristics of the strata which produce the 

soil. The amount of soil produced depends on the amount of 

bedrock decayed by exposure to climatic conditions. 

Transport Models 

Threshold of Motion 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Yalin (1977) and Graf (1971). It occurs in STRMTRAC:get_Dt. 

The threshold of motion is a grain size that marks the 

largest grains that can be lifted and transported by a given 

hydraulic condition (depth, velocity, viscosity, etc.). It 

is used in this work to determine the fraction of a sediment 

mixture that is capable of forming an armor layer on the bed 

surface. 
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Yalin (1977) published a graph showing the critical 

conditions in which sediment grains are lifted from the bed 

surface by flowing water. Figure 2.40 illustrates this 

curve. The abscissa is the "Yalin parameter" (H) as 

follows: 

E = df-g-D3/v2, 

where df = ps/pl. 5 is usually expressed as logio(^0-5)^ 

The ordinate is a logarithmic scale of the "Shields 

parameter" or dimensionless shear stress (0) , thus 

0 = u*2/(df-g-D). 

The lowermost point in the curve (marked "B") occurs at 

the transition from particles immersed in a laminar flow 

field (to the left) to particles exposed to turbulent forces 

(to the right). The inclined line to the left identifies a 

contour of critical shear velocity (u^r)/ below which no 

particles will move. For the purposes of this work, an 

horizontal line (dashed) from the B-point to the left is 

used for determination of threshold of motion in 

cohesionless materials (from the Hjulstrom diagram 

illustrated in Graf, 1971). Actually, below u^r essentially 

no grains will move at all, so the orientation of this line 

is immaterial. 

Armor Layer Thickness 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Rahuel et al. (1989), Misri et al. (1984), and Sutherland 

(1987) . It occurs in STRMTRN:armor. 

Armor material is the part of the sediment disturbed by 

bed scour that is larger than the threshold of motion grain 

size. If any such material exists, its 65th percentile size 
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is calculated as representative of that material. The mass 

of a layer covering the entire bed surface one grain thick 

is compared to the amount available. If enough is present, 

then armoring is assumed to occur. 

The amount of bed sediment necessary to produce a 

single-grain armor layer is determined as a limit of scour. 

When bed scour mobilizes that much sediment, the coarse 

material becomes enough to armor the bed against further 

scour. The thickness of this much bed sediment in its 

undisturbed condition (consolidation and porosity) is 

referred to as the "armor limit." 

Einstein Figure 7 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Einstein (1950) and Misri et al. (1984) . It occurs in 

STRMHY:fig7 and STRMTRAC:misri. 

This submodel is the essence of Einstein's Figure 7 

entitled "Pressure reduction in sublayer." It refers to the 

hiding effect of small particles which are immersed in the 

laminar sublayer. Einstein illustrated this relationship in 

a graph of logio ̂5) versus logio(D/X), where 

^ = "masking factor", 

D = grain size class diameter in mm, 

X = Einstein (1950) "characteristic depth," which is 

calculated as follows: 

If A/6>1.8 then X = 0.77-A, otherwise X = 1.386-6, 

where the Greek letters are hydraulic roughness and laminar 

layer thickness, both in the same units. The value of X is 

supposedly a representative depth for which the turbulent 

mean velocity profile function gives the transport velocity 

of grains in motion. These grains make short hops 
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("saltation," Bagnold, 1960), and then rest for a period of 

time represented by a statistical distribution (Einstein, 

1950) . The resulting mean mass movement is characterized by 

the transport intensity curve (Figure 2.43). 

Misri et al. (1984) give an alternative method for 

calculating the masking factor based on a model of effective 

shear stress on grains of different sizes. They use as a 

reference grain size the arithmetic mean grain size (Da)/ in 

this work taken as the median size. Next, the following 

calculation is made for the i^^ grain size class: 

%0 = Di/Da'-

if 5o<=l then ^ei = ̂ O' 

otherwise ^ei = 

logio[30.2-(^0-0-5)] 

logio(15.1) 

The calculation of ê is based on theoretical considerations 

only, and flume tests have been used to calibrate it for 

known data sets. The value of ê (Misri et al., 1984) is 

equivalent to the inverse of ^ (Einstein, 1950). In this 

work, the inverse of the theoretical form can be used in 

place of 5 in the Einstein (1950) bed load calculation. 

Figure 2.41 shows an example of the two parameters (̂  and 

l/^e) plotted together versus grain size. 

Einstein Figure 8 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Einstein (1950) and Diplas (1987). It occurs in STRMTRAC: 

fig8. 

This submodel is the essence of Einstein's Figure 8 

entitled "Pressure correction in transition to a smooth 
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bed." It refers to the correction to particle lift as a 

function of hydraulic smoothness. Figure 2.42 shows this 

graph as logio(Y) versus logio(k/6') where 

Y 

k 

6' 

= "lift factor", 

= bed roughness, 

= laminar layer thickness over hypothetical flat bed 

with only mobile grain surface. 

It should be noted that the curve looks remarkably like 

the inverted shape of the Yalin (1977) graph of logio(0) 

versus logio (SO. 5). '^^^ lift factor is a representation of 
lift force as is the Shields parameter (0). The Yalin 

parameter (5) is essentially a function of grain size, 

whereas the abscissa ratio in Einstein's Figure 8 is a 

relation that is proportional to bed roughness, a concept 

not at all dissimilar to the threshold grain size of the 

Yalin curve. Yalin (1977) actually discussed how bed 

roughness is a better parameter to use for his curve than 

grain size. 

Einstein Figure 10 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Einstein (1950) and Diplas (1987). It occurs in STRMTRAC: 

figlO. 

This submodel is the essence of Einstein's Figure 10 

entitled "O* — *F* Curve." It is the relation of 

logio(^*)f t̂ ® dimensionless transport intensity, to 

logio (*!'*) f ̂  dimensionless flow intensity term (actually 

the inverse of flow intensity). Figure 2.43 shows this 

curve over the ranges of values Einstein considered normal 

for rivers. In this work, extrapolated values may be needed 

for extremely quiet water (time domain 3) or during the most 

intense parts of storm periods (time domain 0). 
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The flow intensity term is expressed as follows 

"¥* = ^.Y- (P/Px)2.^, 

where 

P = logio(10.6), 

Px = logio(10.6-X/A') , 

"¥ = (sg-1) -D/(R' -Se) . 

Here, sg is the specific gravity of the grains, Se is the 

water surface slope, and the symbols R' and A' are the 

hydraulic radius and hydraulic roughness for a flat bed of 

mobile grains. 

Einstein Bed Load Capacity 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Einstein (1950), Einstein and Chien (1953), Einstein and 

Chien (1955), Gomez and Church (1989), Low (1989), and 

Wilberg and Dungan-Smith (1989). It occurs in STRMTRN: 

capacity. 

Einstein (1950) gives the following equation for bed 

load transport rate (IBqB) as lb/sec per foot of channel 

width: 

IBqB = O*'-ib-Di-COi-ps-g, 

where ib, IBqB, and the subscripted terms are for the i^^ 

grain size class, and O*' is the transport intensity at the 

bed surface for a flat bed of mobile grains. 

Suspended Load Capacity 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Einstein (1950), Rouse (1938), and Einstein and Chien 

(1953). It occurs in STRMTRN:capacity. 
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Given the bed load transport rate, the concentration of 

a grain size class at the bed surface (Ca) can be calculated 

for the i^^ class as follows: 

Cai = iBqB/(11.6-ai-u*') as Ib/ft^, 

where u*' is the shear velocity for a flat bed of mobile 

grains (diameter Di), and ai = 2-Di, which is an estimate of 

the depth to which this concentration applies. The 

calculation applies to each individual grain size class with 

its own representative depth based on a bed layer that is 

two grain diameters thick. A substantial change in the 

calculated relative concentrations of particles could be 

expected if the same bed layer thickness were used for all 

grains size classes. Einstein specifically states that "it 

is necessary to introduce a separate bed-layer thickness for 

each grain size," (1950, p.25). 

The distribution of grains (of the i^^ grain size 

class) upward into a turbulent flowing stream has been 

quantified by Rouse (1938) in the following equation: 

Cy = Cai' 

(d-y)-ai 

y(d-ai) 

Zi 

where 

y = 

ai 

d = 

Cy 

Ca 

Zi 

depth within stream measured from bed surface, 

= reference depth within stream, 

total depth of stream, 

= concentration at depth y, 

= concentration at reference depth a, 

= KO-CDi/u*, 
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in which KO is the inverse of the Karman constant. The 

exponent z (or zi) has been found to vary from the ideal 

definition in gravelly rivers by the following correction 

(Graf, 1971) : 

Zcor = z " dz, 

where for z<4.2, dz = 0.031178 -z2.514, 

otherwise dz = 0.6875-z - 1.7375. 

Since Zi is a function of .the class grain size, it is 

acceptable to use the correction for all sediment mixtures. 

Those without a coarse fraction will not be appreciably 

affected by the correction. 

Integration of Concentration Profile 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Rouse (1938). It occurs in STRMTRAC:int_qs and int_FlF2. 

The suspended load (iSqS) for a given grain size class 

is calculated by numerically integrating the suspension 

function, and multiplying the bed load concentration. The 

lower limit of integration is the bed layer thickness for 

that class, and the upper limit is the water surface. 

Therefore, for the i^^ class. 

iSqS = Cyi-Uy-dy as Ib/sec-ft 

ai 

Numerical integration of this function is given by Einstein 

(1950) in two tables for parts of the integral which must be 

combined in an equation for the whole iSqS value. In this 

work, the computer easily integrates the original equation. 
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given a means of selecting integration steps that depends on 

the range of depths and the z-exponent. 

Plots of suspension profiles are shown in Figures 2.44 

and 2.45. The first is for a uniform velocity distribution 

from bed to surface, to show the nature of the suspension 

function of Rouse (1938). The second is the product of the 

Rouse function and the turbulent velocity profile, giving 

the vertical distribution of sediment flux, as viewed from a 

point on the bank of the river. Both plots show curves for 

different z-values. 

Clay Dispersion 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMTRN:capacity. 

Coarse particles are assumed to be drawn up into a 

turbulent flow field in proportion to the amount of bed area 

over which they occur. That is, they are assumed to 

disperse straight upward into the flow. Fine particles, on 

the other hand, are assumed to disperse laterally, forming a 

plume that grows wider upward into the flow. Since it is 

beyond the scope of this work to model in detail advection 

and dispersion of matter in a flowing field, a simple 

dispersion model is used which is based on grain size and 

the supposed affinity of finer material to disperse more 

readily than coarser material. 

The effective bed area for upward dispersion (by the 

Einstein [1950] method, using the Rouse [1938] concentration 

function), is modified by a factor based on the claylikeness 

of the grains considered. The wet perimeter of the bed is 

subdivided according to fractions of surface roughness 

types. The fraction of it attributed to mobile grain flow 

processes (fgrn) is multiplied by the total perimeter (penv) 

to give the exposed grain perimeter (pg). The expression 
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for effective perimeter adjusted for claylike dispersion 

effects is as follows: 

pei = pg + (penv-pg)-claylikenessi 

for the ith grain size class. The dispersion is allowed to 

apply only to the difference between the actual bed area 

with exposed mobile grains and the whole bed area. 

Clay Suspension 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMTRN:capacity. 

All grain size classes are used to calculate Einstein 

(1950) suspended load capacities (iSqS) based on their bed 

load capacities (IBqB). If fine material that exhibits 

claylike behavior is present, another capacity term is 

calculated based on the affinity of water to carry nearly 

unlimited amounts of true clay in suspension, without 

relation to the amount of the material in the bed load. Two 

terms are employed in this capacity number, the Froude 

number (Fr) of the flow and the claylikeness (cb) of the 

grain size class. A factor based on Froude number is 

calculated as follows: 

Now Fr = ubar/(yg) 0-^, and 

Zl = e _ ^-Z2 

where Zl = Froude number factor and Z2 = [logio(Fr)]2. The 

expression for Zl is under 1 when Fr<l. A maximum of 1 is 

applied for all Fr>=l. The alternate grain class suspended 

capacity (Ids, as total tons for the time domain) is given 

by the following equation: 
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Idsi = wt-ib-Zl-cbi-pei/penv 

for the i^h grain size class, where wt is the total tons of 

sediment in the mobile bed material, and ib is the weight 

fraction of the i^^ grain size class. 

Capacity Fraction 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. The subject has been discussed by 

Rahuel et al. (1989). It occurs in STRMTRN:transport. 

It is here assumed that during a period of active bed 

scour, a river will attempt to reach an equilibrium in which 

the depth of disturbance into the bed layers is in balance 

with the ability of the flow to carry mobilized sediment. A 

so-called "mixed layer" will form which is not wholly 

mobilized, but from which grains which can be carried by the 

flow are extracted. The question of interest becomes, "How 

thick is this layer?" Rahuel et al. (1989) proposed a 

fraction of water depth about 0.1 to 0.2, which could be 

limited by the formation of armor. 

In this work, the limit by armor is honored with an 

armor development submodel, but the depth of scour (or 

rather disturbance) is allowed to depend also upon the 

reaching of transport capacity in the various grain size 

classes. The representation of that composite capacity 

condition is the class-volume-weighted average of the ratio 

of available grains over the transport capacity of that 

class (determined by the Einstein, 1950, method). 

Availability is defined as the amount of that grain size 

class within the disturbed layer. In some cases, there 

could be more of a particular size than its capacity 

requires, in which case the ratio for that class is limited 

to unity. The composite ratio is referred to here as a 
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"capacity fraction." It quantifies how close the disturbed 

layer allows the transport process to approach actual full 

capacity. 

Supposedly, there should be some upper limit less than 

unity which the capacity fraction could reach to "satisfy" 

the flow conditions. It is doubtful that it is much below 

unity, but the value is unknown. Experimental work would be 

necessary to determine whether such a principle is 

reasonable, and after that, what the limiting value should 

be and upon what it depends. For this work, the value is 

taken to be 0.9 universally (the constant CAPFRAC). This is 

expected to be stable, because with greater scour 

penetration into a sediment layer, there comes a greater 

probability of two terminating conditigns: (a) armor 

development, and (b) exhaustion of supply (i.e., scour to 

bedrock). 

Erosion Models 

Armor Development Time 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Rahuel et al. (1989) and Sutherland (1987). It occurs in 

STRMTRAC:top_lyr. 

Armor is assumed to form whenever grains larger than 

the threshold of motion exist in the mobile bed material 

(disturbed layer). It takes a certain amount of such 

material to form a complete armor layer, and it takes a 

certain amount of time for that to happen. 

During the administration of any time domain, incoming 

sediment load into a cell is allowed to respond to the flow 

conditions first, before bed scour takes effect. An amount 

of time is used up "sorting through" this material, and any 

time leftover is considered available for bed scour. It is 

assumed that the amount of armor developed occurs during the 

hydrograph peaks from storm events, and that an equal amount 
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comes from each storm. The amount of armor material 

encountered in the sediment from one such event is expressed 

as a fraction (frarm) of the complete armor layer that would 

develop from that material. The number of events necessary 

to just complete the armor layer (Nsteps) is the inverse of 

frarm. 

Within one time domain, storm hydrographs are not 

accounted for individually. Rather, an estimation is made 

of the cumulative effects of all storms that occurred during 

that domain. During the first storm, the whole bed is 

exposed to scour. After it is over, the bed is covered in 

part by armor, excluding 1/Nsteps of it from further 

exposure. In other words, one of Nsteps "armor-elements" 

(noncontiguous patches of bed surface area) has been covered 

up, leaving Nsteps-1 of them for exposure to the next storm. 

These elements are each exposed to bed scour during a single 

event, and each one occupies 1/Nsteps of the bed surface. 

The total number of armor-elements (Na) that permit bed 

scour before complete armor occurs depends on whether there 

is enough time to develop a complete armor layer. If there 

is, then 

Na = 0.5-(Nsteps2 + Nsteps). 

Figure 2.46a illustrates the relationship of the different 

factors in this calculation for the complete armor layer 

case. If there is not enough time, then 

Na = 0.5-[(Nsteps2+Nsteps) - (Z^+Z)] , 

where 
Z = Nsteps - Nev, and 

Nev = number of storm events in the time step. 
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Figure 2.46b illustrates the relationship for the incomplete 

armor layer case. 

Each element represents an amount of time corresponding 

to one storm event period, that is, the portion of it that 

falls into the time domain under consideration. There is a 

total possible number of such elements equal to Nev-Nsteps 

within the whole time domain. Therefore, the total amount 

of substrate scour time in the whole time domain is given by 

the following: 

dtx = dte-Na/(Nsteps.Nev) , 

where dtx is the scour time, and dte is the length of the 

time domain. 

Limit of Cohesive Scour 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Horton (1945), Graf (1971), Pall et al. (1982), and 

Rooseboom and Mulke (1982). It occurs in STRMTRAC:coh_lim. 

As scour forces act on the bed surface, energy is 

dissipated in removing particles from the surface in 

relation to the cohesive strength of the material. An 

analogy with electrical current is as follows: For current 

(I), electropotential force (E), and resistance (r), 

I = E/r (Ohm's law). 

Current is the rate at which electrical charge is passed or 

stored, thus 

I = Ac/At, or Ac = I-At, 

where Ac is the charge passed and At is the time interval. 
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Therefore, 

Ac = E-At/r 

gives the amount of charge that can flow within a given 
time. 

The analogy is applied to cohesive erosion resistance 

in the following way: 

tc = CI-dtx/Tcoh, 

where tc is thickness of bed material scoured. It is 

applied as a limit below which scour processes cannot 

excavate, because of time constraint. CI is the corrasive 

intensity as energy dissipation per unit surface area per 

unit time, which equates to electropotential force; dtx is 

the amount of time the bed surface is exposed to scour; and 

Tcoh is the energy per unit volume of bed material necessary 

to break up and mobilize it, corresponding to electrical 

resistance. Corrasive intensity is a power per unit area 

quantity, given by 

CI = to.Ud, 

where to = pf•u*^ = shear stress on the bed, and u^ is the 

drag velocity applied to the cohesive surface. This 

velocity is taken as the mean turbulent profile value at two 

grain diameters above the bed, using the representative 

grain size of the bed sediment (055). The resistance term 

is the cohesive strength of the sediment in its undisturbed 

state, multiplied by a calibration constant (Tfac). 
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Rock Scour 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Ahnert (1970, 1988), Foley (1980a, 1980b), Birkeland (1984), 

and Summerfield (1991). It occurs in STRMERO:scour_rck. 

In most river sediment transport models, only loose 

sediment is considered in the evolution process. Real 

rivers scour bedrock as well, and that process is the focus 

of this submodel. Bedrock scour is difficult to quantify, 

because the time scale is too long for human observation to 

provide direct evidence. We must rely on stratigraphic and 

geomorphic interpretations to calibrate theoretical 

relationships. 

The main process considered here is the expenditure of 

particle collision energy as abrasion. River sediment is 

assumed to be entirely composed of quartz particles. 

Bedrock is composed of a mixture of rock types given in 

input data. Three factors mostly control mechanical bedrock 

decay: (a) hardness difference between the abrading 

particles and thie abraded surface, (b) brittleness of the 

surface, and (c) transfer of particle kinetic energy to the 

abrasion process. Chemical decay can occur also, but it is 

not included in this work. The first two of these are 

combined into the "erosion resistance" of the rock type. 

The energy of moving particles is given as follows: 

Eg = Mg-ug2/2, 

where 

Eg = individual grain energy, 

Mg = mass of a single grain, 

ug = velocity of the grain. 

Grain mass is obtained from the representative grain size of 

the bed load. Velocity is the mean water velocity from the 
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bed up to two such grain diameters, equivalent to the 

Einstein (1950) bed load layer thickness. It is assumed 

that all grains of the entire volume of bed load are the 

representative size moving at the calculated water velocity 

when impact occurs. An assumed path distance from lift to 

impact for each grain is provided by the user from input 

(the constant GRPATH), in terms of grain diameters. From 

these parameters, the total grain energy within a reach can 

be calculated. It is divided by a term that quantifies the 

amount of collision energy expended per unit volume of 

broken up bedrock. This term is a combination of the rock 

type erosion resistance property and a calibration factor 

supplied by the user (the constant RDfac). 

Maximum Rock Loss 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMENV:soil_mntl. 

This submodel quantifies the amount of bedrock that 

decays into soil in the landscape region of a ceil. The 

soil is assumed to approach an equilibrium thickness for the 

climatic conditions and rock type, given enough time. A 

fraction of that thickness (SMt) is determined by the length 

of the time step. Any existing soil layer of thickness SMo 

is compared to the permissible value. The amount of rock 

that decays into new soil (TDn) is determined as follows: 

If SMt>SMo, then TDn = SMt - SMo, 

otherwise TDn = 0. 

This rock thickness is converted into soil thickness by the 

properties that define the grain size distribution and 

preserved volume of decayed rock. This material is mixed 
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with existing soil into an homogeneous mixture with its own 

porosity and volume, and therefore a determined thickness 

over the land area characterized by that rock type. 

Vegetation Models 

The purpose of vegetation submodels is to incorporate 

into hydraulic calculations the surface friction components 

9f a vegetated landscape. Amounts of live and dead 

vegetable matter, as well as plant dimensions, are needed 

for all of the surface environments. Only equilibrium 

values of these parameters are estimated and used during 

each time step. 

The user has a choice whether to designate the 

secondary plant to always be grass, or to be dependent on 

the dimensions of primary plants. The same proportions of 

primary to secondary biomass are used in either case. Grass 

covers the surface more completely, but it is shorter and 

weaker in its resistance to erosive force per individual 

stalk. Generally, a given amount of biomass as grass cover 

will protect the land surface better than larger plants, 

because of the much greater stem density per unit area that 

it possesses. 

Maximum Bulk Biomass 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Blackburn et al. (1992), Huff and Swank (1985), and Chang et 

al. (1982) . It occurs in STRMENV:vegcover. 

The maximum amount of biomass (BMO), expressed as 

pounds of live plant matter per 100-foot square of land, is 

modeled as an humped function with its peak at a temperature 

specified by the user. The following equation is used: 

BMO = Bpeak-e-Z, 
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where Z = [(T-TvO)-Bfac/TBdev]2. 

Here T is the mean surface temperature Fahrenheit, Bpeak is 

the peak curve value, and TBdev/Bfac is the width of the 

temperature distribution of biomass values. The following 

equations determine the above-mentioned quantities: 

TBdev = dTB-Tvar + TBO, 

Bpeak = BpO-e-Tvar/Bda^ and 

Bfac = e-0.0065MT-TvO) . 

Bfac is limited to values less than or equal to unity. Tvar 

is the temperature variation throughout the seasons in 

degrees Fahrenheit. It should be calculated as twice the 

standard deviation of daily mean temperatures. The 

constants used in these equations (TvO, dTB, TBO, BpO, BdO) 

are specified from input data. An example of this 

relationship versus temperature is illustrated in Figure 

2.47 for different degrees of temperature variation. 

Rainfall-Corrected Biomass 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Blackburn et al. (1992), Birkeland (1984), Summerfield 

(1991), Huff and Swank (1985), and Chang et al. (1982). It 

occurs in STRMENV:vegcover. 

The value of BMO should be considered the biomass that 

corresponds to the ideal amount of rainfall. It is assumed 

that, except for flooding interference, more rainfail is 

always better for vegetation in any setting. The rainfall-

corrected biomass (BMx) is calculated as follows: 

BMx = BMO-(1 - e-Z), 
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where Z = (Rann/RF0)RFp. 

Here, Rann is the annual rainfall (in/yr) in the cell, and 

RFO and RFp are constants specified determined by fluvial 

environment as follows: 

1. For the channel — 

RFO = 180 and RFp =1.2. For live vegetation, BMO is 

reduced to 50%, but for vegetation-free BMO = 0. 

2. For the alluvial ridge — 

RFO = 200 and RFp =1.4 for active channel plants, 

RFO =160 and RFp =1.0 for channel plants absent. 

3. For the floodplain — 

RFO = 200 and RFp =1.4. 

4. For the cell landscape — 

RFO = 225 and RFp =1.6. 

For the landscape case, the peak biomass value is corrected 

for soil thickness as follows: 

BMcor = BMO-[0.1 + 0.9-(1 - e-SMa/BTfac)]^ 

where SMa is average soil thickness and BTfac is a constant 

supplied by the user as input. An example of this 

relationship versus annual rainfall is illustrated in Figure 

2.48 for the different fluvial and landscape environments. 

Biomass Subdivisions 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Blackburn et al. (1992). It occurs in STRMENV:vegcover. 

Plants are represented in two forms, primary (large 

ones) and secondary (small ones). The ratios of their 

dimensions are physical constants that must be given as 

input data. The mass fraction of secondary plants is the 

constant BR, hence 
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BMs = BR-BMx for secondary, and 

BMp = BMx - BMs for primary. 

The biomass subdivision ratio values are dependent upon 

fluvial environment. The constant BRbase is supplied by the 

user to control the individual BR values. BRbase should be 

on the order of 0.01. The following list shows how the 

BR-values vary for the different environments: 

Channel: 

Alluvial ridge: 

Floodplain: 

Cell landscape: 

BRbase, 

BRbase, 

2-BRbase, 

4-BRbase. 

All BR-values are held to a maximum of 0.333. If grass is 

selected as the secondary plant type, the BR-value is 

calculated as follows: 

BR = BRbase-e(0.8 - Rann/350). 

Plant Dimensions 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It is somewhat arbitrary, and 

open to the user's interpretation. It occurs in STRMENV: 

vegcover. 

The height of primary plants is a function of 

temperature and total primary plant biomass thus 

Hvp = Hfac-BMpO-3704^ 
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where Hvp is primary vegetation height in feet, Hfac is an 

environmental factor, and BMp is the plant biomass. The 

height of primary plants is held to a minimum of 1.0 foot. 

Hfac = 0.5 + 2[(T-65.0)/65 - 1] 

for the alluvial ridge area, or 

Hfac = 0.5 + 2[(T-90.0)/65 - 1] 

for other environments. 

The height of secondary plants other than grass is 

given by 

Hvs = Hvp-HR, 

which is held to a minimum size specified by user input (the 

constant VO). For grass, the height is the constant VO. 

The width of primary plants is given by 

Wvp = height-ARp, 

and the width of secondary plants is given by 

Wvs = Wvp-WR. 

In these expressions, HR is the secondary/primary height 

ratio, ARp is the primary width/height ratio, and ARs is the 

secondary width/height ratio. Of these constants, only ARp 

is specified from input. The other two are calculated, thus 

HR = 0.10 + o.40-e-0-08'Hvs 
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and ARs = Vfac + e"Hvs/3^ 

where Vfac is specified by user input. 

The width of a plant is intended to mean the width of 

the obstruction it is to water flow. A representative 

specific weight is assigned to primary plant matter from 

input data, which applies to this "obstruction volume." 

Shapes of plants are not realistically modeled. Each one is 

considered to occupy a rectangular volume of given height 

and width. After the dimensions and density of the plant 

volumes are determined, the total number of each kind of 

plant can be calculated as stem frequency per lOO-foot 

square of land (referred to as stem density). 

Plant Mass Density 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMENV:vegcover. 

Primary plants tend to be woody and slender, so their 

density is similar to that of wood, about 50 lb/ft3. 

Secondary plants tend to be grassy or brushy, and command a 

volume of space much larger than their mass would suggest. 

Their density is much less, perhaps 1/4 or 1/3 as much as 

that of primary plants. The specific weight of primary 

plant matter is given by user input (the constant gw). The 

density of open brush is given as the constant gs. The 

actual density of secondary plants (gsx) is dependent on 

their height, and is related to gs, thus 

gsx = gs-(ARp/ARs)1-2 in lb/ft3. 
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Canopy Dimensions 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMENV:vegcover. 

All plants are considered to spread with height. The 

canopy width (Wean) is modeled thus 

Wcani= Wcmax- (1 - e-h^ig^^^i'Zi/HvO) ̂  

where the subscript i is the plant type. The constants 

Wcmax and HvO are specified from input data. The constant Z 

is unity for primary plants, and 2.5 for secondary plants. 

This means secondary plants tend to be broader and stockier 

than primary plants of the same height. The projection of 

the canopy onto the land surface covers a circular area 

given by 

Aci = 0.785-Wcani2 for plant type i 

This area applies to each plant individually, primary or 

secondary. 

Raindrop Fall Height 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Gregory (1984a, 1984b, 1992a, 1992b). It occurs in STRMENV: 

rdrop_egy. 

Fall height for terminal velocity is about 20 meters. 

Anything less gives a lesser velocity. Under a vegetation 

canopy, the plant height dictates the fall height. It is 

assumed drops fall from 0.7 times the height of the plants 

considered (primary or secondary). 
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Fraction of Stem Fl ow 
The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Gregory (1992a, 1992b). It occurs in STRMENV:rdrop_egy. 

The funnel shape of many plants routes water from 

leaves toward the stem in varying degrees. This water 

essentially loses all of its soil loosening power, because 

drops do not fall from the plant to the ground directly 

(Gregory, 1992a). Different kinds of plants have widely 

varying abilities to funnel water this way, but the 

characteristic is considered to decrease with height, thus 

for plant type i, 

fsfi = 1.0-e-Hvi^ 

where fsf is the fraction of water removed from ground 

impact, and Hv is plant height in ft. 

Fraction of Vegetation Cover 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Schumm (1977) and Gregory (1982). It occurs in STRMENV: 

rdrop_egy. 

The fraction of surface area covered by all plants of 

type i is called "fraction of canopy cover," calculated thus 

fci = 1 - Z-Dvi, 

where Dv is "stem density" or number of stems per 100-ft 

square of land, and 

Z = 1 - Aci/10000, 

in which Ac is the canopy area of a single plant as ft2. 
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Vegetation Residue Cover 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Gregory (1982), Gregory et al. (1985), and Ghidey et al. 

(1985). It occurs in STRMENV:rdrop_egy. 

Vegetation residue on the ground effectively shields 

the ground surface from raindrop impact. The fraction of 

ground surface thus excluded from soil loosening effects is 

given by 

fresi = 1 - zlogd^^i, for plant type i, 

where logden is the frequency of dead residue fragments 

(logs) per lOO-foot square of land, and exrat is given by 

Z = 1 - Alogi/lOOOO, 

in which Alog is the land surface area covered by a single 

plant fragment as ft2. 

The amount of dead matter on the ground is represented 

by two ratios given as input data: BDR is the ratio of 

dead/living primary plant biomass which is lying on the 

ground at any time on average. It must be multiplied by BMp 

to get the dead biomass in Ib/lOOftsq. The equivalent term 

for secondary plants is BDR2. 

The residue shielding effect is affected by decay which 

is a function of climatic factors and vegetation 

characteristics. Gregory et al. (1985) proposed the 

following residue factor to be applied to the U.S.L.E.: 

RFac = (1-fres)/(I + Kres-fres)2, 

where Kres is a constant determined experimentally. He 

suggested a value of 0.71 for ordinary conditions. 
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Channel Vegetation 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 
STRMTRN:transport. 

Vegetation evolves relatively gradually as climatic 

changes occur, but occasionally a catastrophic event makes 

an abrupt alteration in the course of that evolution. In 

this work, channel vegetation is either enabled by continued 

dry conditions, or halted by the passage of a flow condition 

strong enough to kill anything growing in its path. For 

living vegetation in the channel, the killing criterion is 

as follows: 

ubar-Z > Ukill-Hvp, 

where Z is the lesser of water depth and plant height, and 

Ukill is taken from input. Growth restarts if ustar<0.01 

ft/sec and depth<0.5 feet. These tests are made only during 

the high- and low-flow time domains. During the low-flow 

domain, vegetation may also be killed if depth exceeds 90% 

of its height. During the low-flow domain, vegetation may 

only restart if there are no more than 10 storms per year. 

Vegetation Evapotranspiration 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Thompson (1994), Lockwood (1983), and Huff and Swank (1985) 

It occurs in STRMHY:GWevap. 

The simple model used here for evaporation rate from 

plants is dependent on total biomass (BM, primary plus 

secondary, as lb/10000 ft2) and relative humidity (RH, 

decimal fraction). The water exchange rate, as ft3/day, is 

expressed thus 

BMevrt = BXO•66667.(I_RH)BMRHPOW^ 
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where Bx = BMRTFAC-BM-Ae/10000. 

Ae is the land surface area in ft2 and BMRTFAC and BMRHPOW 

are constants supplied by the user from input. 

Strength of Roots 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMENV:vegcover and 

STRMTRAC:Optveg. 

The effect of vegetation on a land surface is to 

protect it from erosion because of three factors: (1) the 

deflection of impact energy, (2) absorption of surface water 

(preventing runoff and transport), and (3) an increase in 

the strength of the soil in resisting erosive forces. The 

last of these is effected by the network of intertwined 

roots near the surface. This submodel quantifies the 

strength of roots in terms of additional cohesive strength 

of the soil. 

It is assumed that, under the best conditions, greater 

living biomass gives greater root strength. The maximum 

added strength (Elx in lb/ft2) is derived from factors 

related to biomass (Ib/lOOftsq) of each plant type i by the 

following equation: 

Elxi = Exfac-(1 - e-BMi/1000)^ 

where Exfac is a constant supplied by the user (with 

suggested value of 900). 

It is assumed that the most effective root system is 

possessed by plants up to 6 feet high, like wild brush. 

Larger plants have much of their root system deeper than the 

surface soil, and do not protect the soil as well because of 

their lack of a surface root mat. Therefore, an 
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effectiveness correction is applied to the ideal root 

strength for each plant type i thus 

Bfi = Elxi-(-25 + .75*Z), 

where, for heights less than HxO, 

Z = (1 - (1- Hvi/Hx0)2)0.5^ 

otherwise Z = [(Hvi-HxO)/Hxfac]2. 

The constant HxO is the plant height for which the optimum 

surface root strength occurs. The term Hxfac is a user 

constant which scales the width of the falloff of strength 

with increasing height. Suggested values for these 

constants are 6.0 and .04, respectively. The biomass factor 

terms (Bf) for both plant types are added to cohesive 

strength for determination of soil mobilization resistance. 

Surface Protection Factor 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMENV:vegcover. 

In this work, soil on the landscape is exposed to 

erosive energy, which is regulated by a complex shielding 

model dependent on the nature of vegetation cover (canopy 

configuration, fraction of cover, raindrop impact energy, 

fraction of runoff, to indicate a few of its parts). This 

regulation is provided to the fluvial environments by a 

simplified surface protection factor, based on the quantity 

and size of plant cover. It is assumed that the degree of 

shielding from the erosive force of river flow is related to 

the fraction of the land surface occupied by stem cross 

sectional area. This effect is not the same as the 
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additional soil strength due to roots, but derives from the 

sheltering of land area from erosive energy. This fraction 

is calculated for each cell and environment as follows: 

SPfi,env = 0.0001 • (Dp-Wvp2 + Ds-Wvs2) in decimal units, 

where Dp and Ds are stem densities of primary and secondary 

plants as stems per lOO-foot square of land surface. Wvp 

and Wvs are the plant widths in feet. 

The surface protection factor (Bsp) is obtained from 

the stem cover fraction (SPf above) by the following 

function: 

Bsp = 1 - exp(-SPf/.08)2). 

A scaling factor is applied, and the resulting quantity is 

added to soil cohesive strength in the calculation of a 

cohesive scour limit for mobilizing fluvial sediment. 

Figure 2.4 9 shows the surface protection function versus 

fraction of stem cover. 

Geologic Models 

Rock Type Codes 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMERO:rck_prop. 

Rock type codes (RC) describe the representative 

geology of each cell layer by layer. Rock types of 

stratigraphic layers are designated by two codes and a 

ratio, which describe the major and minor rock components 

and the fraction of the whole which is the major type. The 

general kind of rock is specified by the first digit of the 

code, and grain size and erosion resistance information are 

specified by the fractional part of the code. 
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The following describes the different code classes and 

descriptive options. The user must define rock type codes 

(and other geologic information as well) in the 

stratigraphic input data file STRMIN.LYR. 

Crystalline Rocks. (RC from -1 to 0): Use the 

following list as a guide for the properties of different 

crystalline rocks. 

Granite: 
Gneiss: 

Schist: 

Phyllite: 

Serpentinite: 

Slate: 

-1.0, 

-0.8, 

-0.5, 

-0.3, 

-0.2, 

-0.1. 

A value less than -1 should be used for man-made inerodible 

material (such as a dam, for example). 

Clastic Rocks. (RC from 0 to 1): Use the following 

list as a guide for the properties of different clastic 

rocks. 

Conglomerate: 

Clean sandstone: 

Shaly sandstone: 

Shale: 

0.0, 

0.5, 

0.75, 

1.0. 

Figure 2.50 shows the variation of the median grain size as 

logio(grain size in mm), and the fraction of shale, as 

functions of RC. 

Shaly Limestones. (RC from 1 to 2): Use the following 

list as a guide for the properties of shaly carbonates. 

Shale: 

Marl: 

1.0, 

1.25, 
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Mudstone: 

Wackestone: 

Packstone: 

Mud-lean packstone: 

Grainstone: 

1.5, 

1.6, 

1.8, 

1.95, 

2.0. 

Figure 2.51 shows the variation of the fraction of shale and 

the fraction of carbonate grains as functions of RC. 

Dolomitic Limestones. (RC from 2 to 3) : Use the 

following list as a guide for the composition of pure 

carbonates. 

Limestone: 

Dolostone: 

2.0, 

3.0. 

The fraction of dolomite is simply 3.0 - RC. These rocks 

are considered entirely grainy. If you must model a 

dolomudstone, use code 1.5. 

Anhydritic Dolostones. (RC from 3 to 4): Use the 

following list as a guide for the composition of anhydritic 

carbonates. 

Dolostone: 

Anhydrite: 

3.0, 

4.0. 

The fraction of anhydrite is simply 4.0 - RC. These rocks 

are considered to have ordinary carbonate porosity, partly 

or entirely filled by anhydrite. Preserved porosity is the 

amount in excess of the fraction of anhydrite. 

Evaporites. (RC from 4 to 5): Use the following list 

as a guide for the composition of evaporites. 

Anhydrite or Gypsum: 

Halite: 

4.0, 

5.0. 
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The fraction of halite is simply 5.0 - RC. These rocks are 

considered nonporous. 

Rock Porosity 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMERO:rck_prop. 

Rock porosity is derived from geologic age for coarse

grained clastic rocks and carbonates only. All other rock 

types are considered nonporous. Figure 2.52 shows the 

correlation of porosity versus age for pure sandstones and 

carbonates. The carbonate curve is given by the following 

equation: 

<|)C03 = 20.934-e-ageMY/300. 

The sandstone curve is as follows: 

<l)sand = 38.955-e-ageMY/450. 

For clastic rocks, porosity is proportional to the fraction 

of shale present. For shaly and anhydritic carbonates, the 

porosity is partly or entirely filled by the shale or 

anhydrite. 

Specific Weight of Rock 
This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMERO:rck_prop. 

When rock is eroded, the quantity of measure is 

thickness. To determine the amount of material eroded, 

thickness must be converted to mass or weight, for which the 

specific weight of the rock type (SWt) is needed. Since all 

detrital material is considered to have the same density as 

quartz grains, the specific weight is given by 
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SWt = (1 - <t)r/100) -ys, 

where (j)r is the given rock porosity in percent, and ys is 

the density of quartz as lb/ft3. 

Erosion Resistance Parameters 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMERO:rck_prop. 

The resistive strength (ER) of different rock types is 

expressed as a relative term. Most rock types fall between 

zero and ten on this subjectively assigned scale. 

Inerodible man-made material is given a value of 100. 

Resistance values are derived from the rock type codes (RC) 

and other rock properties as given below. Values of the 

various fractions of rock components must be given (frsnd, 

frsh, frC03, frgyps, and frsalt). Other supplied factors 

include geologic age in m.y., rock porosity in percent ((()r) , 

water saturation of the soil layer in percent (Sw), and 

biomass concentration in lb/10000 ft2 on the land surface. 

Figure 2.53 shows the variation in erosion resistance with 

rock type code for different geologic ages. 

Crystalline Rocks. (RC from -1 to 0): 

ER = 2.0 - 8.0-RC. 

This value is multiplied by Bsmtfac, which depends on the 

presence of water and vegetation. It is always less than 

unity. 

Bsmtfac = Bslev + (1-Bslev)•e-3*BMfacSw^ 

in which Bslev = 0.2 + 0.8•(RT+1)2•585^ 

and BMfac = 1 - e'BM/lOOOO. 
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Here, BM is the amount of live biomass per lOO-foot square 

of ground and Sw is the water saturation fraction of the 

soil. This correction quantifies a tendency for crystalline 

rocks to decay more easily with exposure to moisture and 

plant growth. The effect is most prominent in the more 

granular feldspathic rocks. 

Clastic Rocks. (RC from 0 to 1) : 

ERsnd = 1.0 + 0.9- (1 - (l)r/20) 2.04^ 

ERsh = 0.5 + 1.5- (0.001-ageMY)1-58^ 

then ER = frsnd-ERsnd + frsh-ERsh. 

Shaly Limestones. (RC from 1 to 2): 

ERsh is the same as above, 

ERC03 = 1.0 + 10.0-CO3fac- (1 - (t)r/15) , 

then ER = frC03-ERC03 + frsh-ERsh. 

The quantity, C03fac, depends on moisture and vegetation in 

a manner similar to the correction for crystalline rocks. 

C03fac = Tcarb-e-S BMfac Sw^ 

where BMfac and Sw have the same meaning as for crystainne 

rocks (above). Tcarb is a constant supplied by the user. 

Dolomitic Limestones. (RC from 2 to 3): 

ER = ERC03, as above. 

Anhydritic Dolostones. (RC from 3 to 4): 

ERC03 is the same as above, 

ERgyps = 1, 

so ER = frC03-ERC03 + frgyps. 
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Evaporites. (RC from 4 to 5) : 

ERsalt =0.5 and ERgyps = 1, 

so ER = frgyps + frsalt/2. 

Grain Sizes of Derived Sediment 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMERO:rck_prop. 

When bedrock is decayed to form a soil horizon or 

scoured at the river bed, a description of the distribution 

of grain sizes that are formed must be provided. That is 

done in the form of a triangular histogram, and only three 

data points are needed to define it, the two endpoints and 

the mode (peak value). These are referred to as Dmin, Dmax, 

and Dmid. The values of these descriptors are determined by 

the rock type code of each component of the stratigraphic 

layer under consideration. The following paragraphs show 

how the descriptors are obtained from rock type codes (RC). 

Figure 2.54 shows the variation of Dmax, Dmid, and Dmin 

versus rock type code. 

Crystalline Rocks. (RC from -1 to 0): The formulas 

are as follows: 

Let Z = CLAYSIZEO-5, then 

Dmid = Z - (31.6-Z)-RC, 

Dmin = CLAYSIZE - (1 - CLAYSIZE)-RC, 

Dmax = 1 - 999-RC. 

Clastic Rocks. (RC from 0 to 1): The formulas are as 

follows: 

Dmid = 10-phigr, 
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Dmin = (Dmid/2 - CLAYSIZE) • frsnd"̂ , 

Dmax = 4.0-Dmid, 

where phigr is the order of grain size for sand and frsnd is 

the sand fraction. These values are determined from the 

rock type code. 

Shaly Limestones. (RC from 1 to 2): The formulas are 

as follows: 

Dmid = CLAYSIZE - (31.6 - CLAYSIZE) • frC03'̂ , 

Dmin = CLAYSIZE - (1 - CLAYSIZE)•frC034, 

Dmax = 1000, 

where frC03 is the value of carbonate fraction determined 

from the rock type code. 

Dolomitic Limestones. (RC from 2 to 3): The values 

are constants as follows: 

Dmid = 31.6, 

Dmin = 1, 

Dmax = 1000. 

Anhydritic Dolostones 

are as follows: 

(RC from 3 to 4) The formulas 

Dmid = 31.6, 

Dmin = 1, 

Dmax = 31.6 + frC03-968.4, 

where frC03 is the carbonate fraction. 

Evaporites. (RC from 4 to 5) For these rocks, no 

clastic material is developed. 
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Rock Decay Loss Ratio 

This submodel is original with this work. It occurs in 

STRMERO:rck_prop. 

When rock is decayed by erosive forces, not all of it 

may become clastic sediment in soil or river bed material. 

Especially if it has a component of evaporites, some or all 

of the volume could be lost from the detrital system by 

solution in the water. The parameter that describes how 

much volume is preserved after erosion is the weight ratio 

(wtrat) of preserved/original, as a function of rock 

characteristics. The values of frC03 and frsh must be 

supplied. C03PRES is a constant supplied by the user, which 

represents the fraction of carbonate mass preserved during 

soil formation. 

Crystalline Rocks. (RC from -1 to 0): 

wtrat = 1. 

Clastic Rocks. (RC from 0 to 1) : 

wtrat = 1. 

Shaly Limestones. (RC from 1 to 2) 

wtrat = frsh + C03PRES-frC03. 

Dolomitic Limestones. (RC from 2 to 3): 

wtrat = C03PRES. 

Anhydritic Dolostones. (RC from 3 to 4) 

wtrat = C03PRES-frC03. 
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Evaporites. (RC from 4 to 5): 

wtrat = 0. 

Soil Development Parameters 

This submodel is original with this work. It is 

primarily based on the author's intuition, rather than 

laboratory data analysis. It occurs in STRMERO:rck_prop. 

The layer of soil that forms from decaying bedrock is 

in part controlled by three parameters that are functions of 

the rock type codes. The soil thickness model explains the 

development of a soil layer based on climatic conditions. 

It makes reference to SpO, the maximum thickness the soil 

layer could attain; frzrat, the fraction of peak thickness 

that occurs for a mean temperature of 32 degrees F; and RFO, 

the curve shape decay constant for the function of thickness 

versus rainfall. The following paragraphs show how these 

values are obtained from rock type codes (RC). Figure 2.55 

shows the variation of erosion-derived soil thickness versus 

rock type code for different geologic ages. 

Crystalline Rocks. (RC from -1 to 0): 

SpO = 5.0 + 3.0-RT, 

frzrat = 2.0, 

RkO = 200.0 - 300.0-RT. 

Clastic Rocks. (RC from 0 to 1) : 

SpO = 5.0 + 60.0-frsh-shlfac, 

frzrat = 1.0, 

RkO = 100.0 + 250.0- (1-frsh) . 
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Shaly Limestones. (RC from 1 to 2): 

SpO = 5.0 + 15.0-frCO3 + 60.0•frsh-shfac, 

frzrat = 0.5 + 0.5-frsh, 

RkO = 100.0 + 150.0-frsh. 

Here, shfac = e-sgeMY/65^ and frC03 and frsh are the 

fractions of carbonate and shale. 

Dolomitic Limestones. (RC from 2 to 3): 

SpO = 20.0, 

frzrat = 0.5, 

RkO = 100.0. 

Anhydritic Dolostones. (RC from 3 to 4): 

SpO = 30.0 - 10.0-frCO3, 

frzrat = 0.5, 

RkO = 20.0 + 80.0-frCO3, 

where frC03 is the value of carbonate fraction determined 

from the rock type code. 

Evaporites. (RC from 4 to 5) : 

SpO = 30.0 + 20.0-frsalt, 

frzrat = 0.4, 

RkO = 5.0 + 15.0-frgyps, 

where frgyps and frsalt are fractions of gypsum and halite 
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Bedform Models 

Bedform Height versus length 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Collinson and Thompson (1989), Graf (1971), and Leeder 

(1983) . It occurs in STRMTRAC:get_H. 

The basis for this submodel is a graph of logiQ(length) 

versus logio(height) taken from Graf (1971). The sample 

data scatter, and the line used for modeling the correlation 

is to the lower right on Graf's graph. It is supposed that 

lesser heights will primarily be due to confinement in 

shallow water. 

A maximum height is read from the following 

relationship: 

logio(Hb) = 0.86-logiQ(Lb) + 1.026. 

Figure 2.56 is a plot of the maximum height versus length in 

linear units (cm). The actual height is calculated by 

applying the following correction: 

Hcor = H^-[l-e-(y/Hb)]. 

Bedform Types and Lengths 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Allen (1970, 1984), Bagnold (1960, 1980), Collinson and 

Thompson (1989), and Leeder (1983). It occurs in 

STRMTRN:bedform. 

Charts of the stability fields of bedforms as a 

function of depth and grain size (or something equivalent) 

are well known. At Froude numbers greater than unity, it is 

assumed that upper flow regime plane beds form. No attempt 

is made to model antidunes. Since antidunes are in-phase 

bedforms, it is thought that their shape does not contribute 

substantially to flow friction. 
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At very low rates, lower flow regime plane beds would 

be expected to occur. These are not accounted for 

specifically in this work. Rather, since very little 

sediment moves at low flow rates, it makes little difference 

what bedform characteristics may result from dune or ripple 

dimension equations. 

The distinction between lower flow regime dunes and 

ripples is important for the crest-to-crest spacing 

criterion (Graf, 1971). The flowing Reynold's number (Re*) 

is used to separate these types, and to evaluate a 

transition zone between their stability fields. Values of 

Re*<20 characterize ripples, where the length is given by 

the following equation: 

Lr = 1000-D50, 

where Lj- is the crest-to-crest distance and D50 is the 

median grain size of mobile sediment. This is taken to be 

the bed load plus the residual bed material of the mobile 

bed layer. Values of Re*>1000 characterize dunes, where the 

length is given by 

Ld = 5.0-y, 

where L^ is the length and y is water depth. For Reynold's 

numbers between 20 and 1000, a linear interpolation of 

In(Re*) is used to obtain an intermediate length. All 

bedforms are assumed to be linear transverse bedforms of 

constant aspect ratio throughout the reach. 

Bedform Saturation Volume 

The background of this submodel has been discussed by 

Allen (1984). It occurs in STRMTRN:bfsat and STRMTRAC: 

get_LH. 
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Bedforms are composed of mobile sediment on the bed 

surface. If there is enough, they will completely cover the 

bed. If the bed is sediment-starved, however, it is assumed 

that the crest-to-crest distance will remain fixed, but the 

height will diminish until the volume of the bedforms just 

uses up the available sediment. The aspect ratio is held 

constant at the value for the "sediment saturated" 

condition, therefore armored or bare bedrock surfaces will 

be left between active bedforms. This condition is referred 

to as "undersaturated." Figures 2.57 and 2.58 show the 

general morphology of these two conditions. 
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Table 2.1. Grain Size Designations 

Size 

2.0 

11.3 

64.0 

0.2 

0.5 

1.5 

6.0 

30.0 

5.0 

20.0 

60.0 

mic 

mic 

mic 

mm 

mm 

mm 

mm 

mm 

in 

in 

in 

Clast Type 

clay 

fine silt 

silt 

fine sand 

medium sand 

coarse sand 

grit 

gravel 

cobble 

small boulder 

large boulder 

giant 

phigr 

-2.70 

-1.95 

-1.20 

-0.700 

-0.301 

0.176 

0.778 

1.48 

2.10 

2.70 

3.18 
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CHAPTER III 

USER'S GUIDE TO MODELING PROGRAMS 

Introduction 

General Program Overview 

The STRMNX program simulates stream flow and sediment 

migration in one dimension for a single watershed. It 

accounts for the changes in alluvial stratigraphy in three 

layers for each of three fluvial environments, the channel, 

alluvial ridge, and floodplain. Geologic stratigraphy is 

employed to supply the system with sediment by means of a 

crude geomorphic landscape evolution model, and if bed scour 

reaches through the alluvium, bedrock scour is controlled by 

the same geologic stratigraphy. 

STRMNX is a finite-difference, explicit water and 

sediment flow simulator. It contains iterative techniques 

for solving algebraic equations in which the desired 

quantities cannot be solved for explicitly, and for which 

complex sets of conditions must be satisfied simultaneously. 

Matrix algebra methods are not employed, because many of 

these conditions involve discontinuities of one kind or 

another that severely limit the scope of differential 

equation numerical solution methods. Indeed, one of the key 

assumptions in this model is that in all cells, only steady-

state conditions apply! 

Examples of the input and output data files are shown 

in Chapter V. The format of this chapter is based on 

publications on the U. S. Dept. of Energy Petroleum 

Simulator, BOAST for the PC (Fanchi et al., 1982; Stapp and 

Allison, 1989; Chang et al., 1992). 

Program Files 

The STRMNX C++ code and header files, executable file, 

and data files are provided on two 3.5-inch diskettes (high-
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density IBM-compatible format). These disks also contain 

several post-processor executable files. All of the 

discussion in this text is about the version of the code and 

compiled executable file provided on the diskettes. Any 

modifications suggested or improvements mentioned are to be 

implemented at the user's discretion and responsibility for 

correct operation. This author has made an earnest attempt 

to accurately record all of the information necessary for an 

informed C++ programmer to modify and experiment with the 

procedures supplied in the program code modules. 

The following list names the program code modules: 

STRMNX.CPP: 

STRMENV.CPP: 

STRMHY.CPP: 

STRMTRN.CPP: 

STRMERO.CPP: 

STRMGEOM.CPP: 

STRMTRAC.CPP: 

STRMUTIX.CPP: 

STRMUTIL.CPP: 

STRMIPT. CPP:-

STRMOPT.CPP: 

STRMARR.CPP: 

Main program structure plus water surface and 

fluvial geometric procedures. 

Land sediment source and stratigraphic 

procedures. 

Hydraulic procedures. 

Sediment transport procedures. 

Erosion and geologic procedures. 

Stream course geometry changes. 

Physical properties calculations. 

Land surface geometric procedures. 

Array processing procedures. 

Data input procedures. 

Data output procedures. 

Definitions of large arrays. 

Look in Appendices B and C for details of the code in each 

of these code files. 

Also included with the code files are header files 

which contain memory allocation information and procedure 

declarations. They are listed as follows: 
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STRMNX.HPP: 

STRMENV.HPP: 

STRMHY.HPP: 

STRMTRN.HPP: 

STRMERO.HPP: 

STRMGEOM.HPP 

STRMTRAC.HPP 

STRMUTIX.HPP 

STRMUTIL.HPP 

STRMIO.HPP: 

COMVAR.HPP: 

DEFN.HPP: 

Header file for STRMNX.CPP, 

Header file for STRMENV.CPP, 

Header file" for STRMHY.CPP, 

Header file for STRMTRN.CPP, 

Header file for STRMERO.CPP, 

Header file for STRMGEOM.CPP, 

Header file for STRMTRAC.CPP, 

Header file for STRMUTIX.CPP, 

Header file for STRMUTIL.CPP, 

Header file for STRMIPT.CPP and STRMOPT.CPP, 

General external references for .CPP files 

other than STRMNX.CPP, 

Compiler symbol definitions. 

The disks also contain the executable file STRMNX.EXE 

and input data files for the Navasota River example (see 

Chapter V), which are listed as follows: 

STRMIN.CON 

STRMIN.DAT 

STRMIN.STP 

STRMIN.HPS; 

STRMIN.LYR: 

STRMIN.SED: 

STRMIN.OCF; 

RANDOM.TBL; 

Values of constants used in processing. 

River course descriptive data for cells. 

Time steps data. 

Landscape elevation data for cells. 

Geologic horizon descriptive data for 

cells. 

Initial fluvial sediment layer composi

tions in cells. 

Output control parameters. 

Table of 200 random numbers, 0 to 99. 

The Data Input section which follows below details the 

contents of each of these files. 
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Computer System Rec^uirements 

The computer used to develop and test the program code 

was an IBM-type 486-DX PC. Later, the code became too large 

and unwieldy for the 486 running Windows 3.1, and the 

project was continued on a Pentium 133 PC running Windows 

'95. The settings used in the compiler require at least a 

386 microprocessor with a math coprocessor, at least 640KB 

of RAM, and a 3.5-inch disk drive. These requirements apply 

only to the C++ compiler used by the author. If you 

recompile the code on your own computer, you may of course 

choose the settings you please. It should be noted that the 

author used Borland C++ 5.01 for Windows '95 to compile the 

executable file. It was found that compiling was successful 

using Borland C++ 4.5 under Windows 3.1, but the 486 system 

could not run the executable because it was too big. The 

code will not compile at all on Borland C++ 3.1, because of 

memory management issues not handled adequately by that 

version. Some of the code conventions may not be the same 

for other brands of C++ compilers. 

Some of the C++ settings used by the author are listed 

below: 

Processor type: 

Math processing: 

Memory model: 

Data segmentation: 

Far data threshold: 

Target Windows version: 

Application type: 

Pentium processor fault: 

Pentium, 

fast floating point, 

large, 

automatic far data, 

1024, 

3.x (16-bit), 

Easywin, 

correction on. 

The "automatic far data" setting is essential. There are 

several large arrays which must be accessed simultaneously 

during processing, and they cannot be allocated "near." 
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It is the user's responsibility to be sure that object 

files made by the compiler are no bigger than 65535 bytes in 

size. If one becomes larger, no apparent difficulty will 

arise unless the program ever attempts to access the part of 

it beyond 65535 bytes. (Actually, that part does not really 

exist; it is never created.) Such an event has the 

characteristics of a "wild pointer." If that occurs, a 

major and bizarre system crash could possibly occur. 

Usually, such an accident causes the computer to "freeze." 

However, such crashes have been known (by personal 

experience of the writer) to permanently reprogram the 

keyboard or to disable the hard disk drive. 

The example data supplied was run on the above 

mentioned Pentium computer, which operates at 133MHz and has 

abundant RAM (32 MB). Run from the Borland C++ 5.01 IDE, 

the data run required about 18 seconds to complete a single 

time step. This does NOT include any output processing, nor 

any manual interaction with the program. It is strongly 

recommended to run STRMNX.EXE on the fastest computer 

available to the user. 

How to Use the Program 

To use the executable file STRMNX.EXE, the user must 

copy it into a directory on the hard disk, along with all 

seven of the input data files. This directory will be the 

one to which output files are written. Do not attempt to 

run the program directly from the diskette, nor from a DOS 

prompt. 

In order to run STRMNX.EXE from Windows 3.x, open the 

'"File Manager" and select ''Run." Next, designate the path 

and file name of the program. Output will be generated in 

this directory. For Windows '95, the directory requirements 

are the same. Click the ''Start" button and select "Run." 

Next, designate the complete path and file name of the 
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program. You may need to modify some of the system settings 

on your computer to cause Windows '95 to run .EXE files with 

data files in a user-specified directory. 

When the run starts, you will be prompted for some run 

information, and some input confirmation messages will flash 

across the screen. When time step processing occurs, a 

simple message shows what the cumulative model time is 

currently, and which time domain is currently active. 

Messages showing successful completion of the major 

procedures will also appear. At the end of a run, an 

appropriate end message occurs. If the run fails, there may 

be a message indicating which procedure intercepted the 

error, but the error may occur at a place where only a 

cryptic system message is produced. It is not likely, but 

possible, that an infinite loop may occur. In that case, 

the computer will appear to "freeze." The proper way to 

exit this situation is with the CTRL-ALT-DEL key 

combination. This should cause the system to return to the 

startup mode. You will have to begin again from Windows to 

continue. If the system, remains frozen, you will have to 

hard boot the computer to regain control. If this becomes 

necessary, there will be no danger to the input data files, 

nor to the executable file. Incomplete output file data 

would be generated under such conditions, however. 

You may wish to make changes in one or more of the 

input files and try running them again. This is most easily 

done from any editor program. Be sure not to alter the 

format of any of the files. The Borland C++ 5.01 IDE makes 

running, editing, and observing the output convenient. You 

may open and leave open any or all of the files while 

running the program. Editing and running are accomplished 

by only a click of the mouse. 
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Data Input 

General Requirements 

Data files for the STRMNX program fall into three 

categories, which are discussed separately: (1) 

initialization data, (2) recurrent data, and (3) input/ 

output control data. Of the last two types, there is only 

one of each. 

All of the files are read in free format; data items 

are separated only by blank spaces. Only the order of the 

items read is important, not their position. In fact, long 

strings of numbers can freely be divided into separate lines 

of numbers, as long as no intervening characters occur. 

Several of the files have a numeric value beginning a line, 

followed by a text description. In these cases, only the 

first item is read, and the text is skipped. 

A serious runtime error occurs if the wrong kind of 

data is read. For example, if a line is to contain one 

integer followed by two floating point numbers, the 

following line forms are acceptable: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

3 .334 
5 

0 

3 . 0 e - 9 

9 .9 
10 

- 4 . 6 

.005 
extra text extra text 

The following examples would cause program run failure, 

however: 

1.0 

2 

3.55 

6.7 

6.9 

The decimal point in the first item of the first line would 

fail, because the first item read is expected to be an 
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integer (no decimal point). The second line would fail upon 

reaching the hyphen character. 

If a value must be absent from its place in the file, 

it must be substituted by a suitable kind of value than can 

be later recognized as invalid data (zero or -9999, for 

example). A missing value in the data string will cause 

data item misalignment in what follows. A stray character 

will be read as a data item, and either cause a crash 

because of type misfit, or cause alignment failure. It is 

possible for alignment failure to go unnoticed by the 

program, but produce senseless output. The user must take 

full responsibility for the condition of the input data. 

Initialization Data Files 

Initialization is the process of loading starting 

values into all of the memory locations (variables) that the 

program will use. This is an involved process for STRMNX, 

requiring eight separate files and several initiation 

procedures. Input data are separated into different files 

for clarity to the user as to what is being loaded. In a 

large simulation model, these files can become unwieldy, and 

absolute accuracy is essential. 

STRMIN.CON — Constants File. This file contains 87 

floating point values on 85 lines of data. Each value is 

followed by text description on the same line. The last 

line has three data values on it, followed by text. There 

is no termination line or symbol. Nine text lines occur 

above the first data item. These can be dummied out by the 

user, but all nine of them must be present. The purpose of 

this file is to provide easy access for the user to many of 

the physical constants that could be tweaked to control 

model performance. The code does not need to be recompiled 

when constants are altered. The values included are the 

author's selections. Many of them are based on subjective 
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opinion. A complete listing of all of the data items in the 

required input order, and the values supplied by the author, 

is given in the Symbols List. 

STRMIN.DAT — Hydraulic Geometry File. This file 

contains input fields for grain size class definition, 

general elevation datums, tolerances, and individual cell 

values of many geometric and hydraulic parameters. Note 

that values are separated by a blank space, and all items 

described on one line can be broken into separate lines as 

long as no intervening characters occur. 

The first numeric value occurs in the 11th line. All 

lines above that are text, and can be dummied out. The 

following description gives each line of data and its 

necessary type and number of values. Variable names are 

given in italic type, where referenced: 

1. Five process control flags (integers, 0 or 1 only) on 

one line, separated by spaces. For each, a value of 

zero means the feature is active, and a value of unity 

means the feature is turned off. They are described as 

follows: 

a. Cell landscape sediment supply to the river. 

b. Tributary sediment supply to the river. 

c. Incoming sediment load from the upstream cell. 

d. Sediment transport calculation. 

e. Rock decay calculation for bedrock scour. 

Skip two lines. 
2. Number of grain size classes, gscl (integer) 

Skip two lines. 

3. Values of all grain size class divisions in mm, gscl-1 

of them (floating point) 

Skip two lines. 
4. Values of grain size class centers in mm, gscl of them 

(floating point). 

Skip one line. 
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5. Number of cells, ncells (integer). 

Skip one line. 

6. Number of time domains, ndom = 4 (integer). 
Skip one line. 

7. Initial mean sea level elevation in feet, (integer). 

Skip one line. 

8. Elevation of river channel bottom at foot of last cell, 

farthest downstream (floating point). 

Skip one line. 

9. Tangent of cross-channel bed slope (floating point). 

Skip one line. 

10. Time dilation power and factor (2 floating point 

values) . 

Skip one line. 

11. Tolerance in area calculations, decimal fraction 

(floating point). 

Skip one line. 

12. Tolerance in discharge calculations, decimal fraction 

(floating point). 

Skip one line. 

13. Tolerance in water surface elevation calculations, 

decimal fraction (floating point). 

Skip two lines. 

Now begins the input of individual cell values. All of 

these are floating point numbers except as indicated. They 

are listed in order from cell zero at the upstream end of 

the system to the downstream end. There are always ncells 

of these values in each group. 

14. Hypsogram exponents. 

Skip two lines. 

15. Tributary image cell numbers (integers). Zero means no 

tributary connection occurs at the cell. 

Skip two lines. 
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16. Channel vegetation flag numbers (integers, 0 or 1 

only). 

Skip two lines. 

17. Initial aridity values. 

Skip two lines. 

18. Drainage area, mi2. 

Skip two lines. 

19. Total length of stream channels in cell, miles (does 

not include main river course). 

Skip two lines. 

20. Average annual land temperature, degrees F. 

Skip two lines. 

21. Normal variation in mean daily temperature values. 

This is not the variation in temperature within a day, 

but the variation in daily mean throughout the year. 

Skip two lines. 

22. Initial elevation of the channel bottom at its deepest 

point at the cell head, feet. 

Skip two lines. 

23. Cell length, miles.-

Skip two lines. 

24. Channel sinuosity (= channel length / cell length). 

Skip two lines. 

25. Initial meander wavelength, miles. 

Skip two lines. 
26. Channel wall height from the deepest point, feet. 

Skip two lines. 
27. Alluvial ridge height above the floodplain, feet 

(negative for alluvial terrace). 

Skip two lines. 

28. Initial channel width, feet. 

Skip two lines. 

29. Floodplain width, miles. 

Skip two lines. 
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30. Default roughness of channel, feet. 

Skip two lines. 

31. Default roughness of alluvial ridge, feet. 

Skip two lines. 

32. Default roughness of floodplain, feet. 

Note: Roughness values cannot be zero. A minimum of 0.05 

is suggested. 

Skip two lines. 

33. Cell evaporation factor (not implemented, but values 

must be present). 

Skip two lines. 

34. Initial values of channel cross slope angle, tangent. 

35. Data termination line having * in first column. 

STRMIN.HPS — Landscape Elevation File. This file 

contains input fields for hypsogram data in the form of a 

representative linear elevation profile at the cell 

midpoint, which could be measured from a map. The first 

value is the lower end of the profile, which should 

correspond to the floodplain elevation from STRMIN.DAT 

projected to the midpoint of the cell. Each value 

thereafter is a land elevation that must be higher than the 

previous one. All of these are floating point numbers. 

Each line contains NDIV of these numbers, which is the 

number of hypsogram divisions specified in DEFN.HPP. 

The first numeric value occurs in the 13th line. All 

lines above that are text, and can be dummied out. Each 

line begins with an integer corresponding to the cell 

number, followed by the NDIV profile values. The cells must 

be listed in ascending order beginning with zero. There are 

no text lines between data lines. A terminating line 

contains ** in the first two column positions. 

STRMIN.LYR — Geologic Stratigraphy File. This file 

contains input fields for geologic data about the 

stratigraphic layers encountered in the cell. Ten text 
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lines occur before reaching the first data block. There is 

one block of data for each cell, beginning with zero and 

ascending in order. All blocks are identical in structure. 

The data file ends with a terminating line having ** in the 

first two column positions. 

A data block consists of the following units in order: 

1. A text line is given stating the cell number. This is 

not read, but is useful for the user to keep data in 

order. 

2. A text line is given specifying the data items in 

order. It reads as follows: 

lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY. 

3. The data items are next listed in the order mentioned 

above on a single line. Additional text may follow the 

last data item on any line, but it may not go past the 

end of the single line. There is one such line for 

each of the four stratigraphic layers, and they must be 

listed in ascending order from zero through 3. This 

composes a single block. There is no space nor text 

between blocks. The data items are described as 

follows: 

a. lyr# is the number of the stratigraphic layer 

(integer). 

b. LTl is the rock type code for the major rock type 

in the layer (see Chapter II, rock properties). 

c. LT2 is the rock type code for the minor rock type 

in the layer. There may be two kinds of rock 

interbedded in a layer. Each is described by a 

code. If the second one is not used, simply 

repeat the first. A valid type code must be 
provided for LT2. 
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d. fracl is the decimal fraction of the layer 

corresponding to rock type LTl. 

e. ageMY is the geologic age of the layer in millions 

of years before present. 

STRMIN.SED — Alluvium Description File. This file 

contains input fields for sediment composition and quantity 

data for the alluvium layers (LDl, LD2, and LH) in the three 

fluvial environments on the valley floor (channel, alluvial 

ridge, and floodplain). There are two data blocks for each 

of the nine above combinations. The first block begins 

after nine text lines. The layers are presented in order as 

follows: 

1. All LDl layers beginning with channel, then alluvial 

ridge, and lastly floodplain. 

2. All LD2 layers beginning with channel, then alluvial 

ridge, and lastly floodplain. 

3. All LH layers beginning with channel, then alluvial 

ridge, and lastly floodplain. 

A terminating line having * in the first column position 

ends the file. There are no spaces before nor after 

individual blocks. 

The first block begins with three lines of text, 

followed by one data line for each cell. The block contains 

the composition fractions of the gscl grain size classes 

listed sequentially, beginning with class zero (the largest 

grains). The line of values may be broken if necessary. 

The fractions must sum to exactly unity in each line. 

Consistency in this is the user's responsibility. (A 

failure to quality check this data file will most likely 

cause a program crash!) A data line begins with the cell 

number (integer) followed by the gscl composition fractions 

(floating point). Cell numbers must be in ascending order 

from zero, with no spaces nor text between lines. 
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The second block begins with two lines of text, the 

next line contains ncells floating point values which are 

the total weight of sediment (Ib/ft^) in each of the cells 

in the layer under consideration. These are listed in 

sequential order beginning with cell zero. Most likely, 

this line will have to be broken into two or more adjacent 

pieces. 

This file becomes very large as the number of cells and 

grain size classes increases. The example shown is for 24 

cells and 12 grain size classes. Since there are three 

fluvial environments each having three alluvium layers, the 

total number of values of sediment composition data in the 

file is 24-12•3-3 = 2592 floating point numbers — a bulky 

file for a model with only 24 cells! 

Recurrent Data File 

STRMIN.STP — Time Steps File. This file contains 

information that can change with each time step, as well as 

the time step definition. Eight text lines are followed by 

as many blocks of time step data as the user desires. A 

terminating block must occur at the end. 

Each data block has the following units: 

1. A single text line indicating the top of the block. 

Skip one more line. 

2. Number of individual time steps in the group (integer), 

followed on the same line by the length of a single 

step in years (floating point). 

Skip one line. 

3. Tectonic uplift rate in feet per 1000 years (floating 

point number, could be negative for subsidence). This 

is followed on the same line by a vegetation type flag 

(integer, 0 or 1 only). This flag is set to zero to 

allow secondary vegetation to be determined by the 
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characteristics of primary vegetation. A value of 

unity forces secondary vegetation to be grass. 

Skip one line. 

4. Cell aridity values (floating point). These occur on 

one line in sequential order beginning with cell zero. 

Skip one line. 

5. Cell sporadicity values (floating point). These are 

arranged as aridity values are. 

Skip one line. 

6. Cell aquifer factors (floating point). These are 

arranged as aridity values are. This feature is not 

implemented, but the values must be present. This 

composes the block. There is no terminating line, nor 

space, nor text before the next block. 

The terminating block must be the last block in the 

file. It has the following form: 

* last time step * 

text line 

0 0.0 
• • 

Output Control Data File 

STRMIN.OCF. This file contains- information used to 

prepare output files. The kinds of these files are listed 

as follows: 

Time convergence file. 

Distance convergence file. 

Grain size convergence file. 

Elevation parameter file, 

Stratigraphic evolution file. 

Grain size evolution file. 

Load evolution file. 
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Hydraulic parameter file. 

Reservoir parameter file. 

Elevation datum changes file. 

The output files need not all be used at once, but their 

specifications must be given in the .OCF file. In the 

following list, an activation flag indicates that a 

particular output file will be used. These flags must have 

values of 0 or 1 only. 

The .OCF file is composed of eleven text lines followed 

by the structure here described: 

1. Four integer values specify the time step numbers for 

which output is produced for hydraulic parameters, 

reservoir parameters, load evolution, and datum 

changes. 

Skip one line. 

2. A single integer indicates the frequency of output time 

steps for the stratigraphic and grain size evolution 

files. A value of 10 indicates that every tenth step 

will produce an output data block. 

Skip two lines. 

3. Time convergence control values, consisting of three 

integers. The first is the activation flag, the second 

is the time step number for which output is generated, 

and the third is the run number which appears in the 

output file name. 

Skip two lines. 

4. Length convergence control values, consisting of three 

integers analogous to those for time convergence. 

Skip two lines. 

5. Grain size convergence control values, consisting of 

three integers analogous to those for time convergence. 

Skip two lines. 
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6. 

Skip 

7. 

Skip 

8. 

Skip 

9. 

Skip 

10. 

Skip 

11. 

12. 

Skip 

Elevation evolution file control, consisting of the 

activation flag only, 

two lines. 

Stratigraphic evolution file control, consisting of the 

activation flag only, 

three lines. 

Grain size evolution file control values, consisting of 

three items. The first is the activation flag 

(integer). The second is a code letter for 

presentation of the total weight. Use "T" for total 

pounds per square foot in the fluvial environment, or 

use "F" for the weight fraction. The last is the layer 

code for the data to be recorded: 0 = all alluvium 

layers together; 1 = layer LDl only; 2 = layer LD2 

only; and 3 = layer LH only, 

three lines. 

Load evolution file control values, consisting of two 

items. The first is the activation flag (integer). 

The second is a code letter for presentation of the 

total weight, the same as for the grain size evolution 

file. 

two lines. 

Hydraulic parameters file control, consisting of the 

activation flag only, 

two lines. 

Reservoir parameters file control values, consisting of 

two integers. The first is the activation flag, and 

the second is a code for averaging alluvial layers 

together. Use 1 for layer LH only, use 2 for LH+LD2, 

or use 3 for LH+LD2+LD1. 

Datum changes file control, consisting of the 

activation flag only, 

two lines. 
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13. The file ends with a terminating line having ** in the 

first column position. 

Random Number File 

RANDOM.TBL. This file contains 200 two-digit random 

integers for use by stochastic procedures. The values were 

obtained from the last digits of market commodity prices in 

a major newspaper. Since the commodities are listed in 

alphabetic order of their sellers, it is assumed that their 

prices are unrelated when taken in sequential order. The 

user is free to use whatever values are desired in this 

table, but they must occur in the same format. That is ten 

rows of 20 integers separated by blank spaces. There are no 

spaces nor other characters either before or after the 

numeric values. 

Output 

The STRMNX program produces files that are actually not 

intended for user interaction. They are to be processed by 

a series of programs that make plot files from them, 

suitable for use in different kinds of graphics software. 

The user has a choice at runtime of whether the program 

produces a set of new input files that capture the condition 

of the model at the termination of the run. These are 

referred to as "termination files." 

Direct Output Files 

These files are produced directly by STRMNX. They are 

controlled by settings in the output control file 

STRMIN.OCF. They are designed for processing by several 

post-processor programs described in a subsequent section. 

All of these files end with the .PST extension when the 

appropriate activation flag is set to unity. If it is not, 

a null file is created with zero bytes of contents, and 
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having ".0" as the extension. The .PST files are 

specifically formatted for the post-processor programs, and 

should not be altered in any way whatsoever by the user. 

They may be used in other programs the user could prepare, 

however. 

When .PST files are produced, their names contain 

information which is used by the post-processors. The 

original files should not be renamed. This information can 

be used to collect related files together into groups (in 

their own directories, perhaps). They can be saved under 

other names, as long as the original names are returned if 

the post-processors are to be applied. Table 3.1 gives the 

names of the direct output files, together with the kind of 

information they contain, and the post-processor program 

that operates on each one. 

The post processor programs are Windows 3.x 

applications. In order to run one of them, the .PST file on 

which it operates must be in the same directory as the 

program .EXE file. To run from Windows 3.x, open the "File 

Manager" and select "Run." Next, designate the path and 

file name of the post processor program. Output will be 

generated in the same directory. For Windows '95, the 

directory requirements are the same. Click the "Start" 

button and select "Run." Next, designate the complete path 

and file name of the program. You may need to modify some 

of the system settings on your computer to cause Windows '95 

to run .EXE files with data files in a user-specified 

directory. 

Termination Files 

These files are produced at the very close of 

processing. They collect the parameters necessary to make a 

complete set of input files, which could restart the 

simulation at the point it has just reached. These files 
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have the same structure as the original input files, but 

their names begin with "STRMEND." The extensions are the 

same as for the corresponding input files. In order to 

carry on the simulation, the first name of "STRMIN" must be 

substituted, and file STRMIN.OCF must be prepared with the 

proper settings to continue the simulation. The election to 

create termination files is made by answering a question at 

runtime. They are made in the same directory from which 

STRMNX is run. Any files of the same name in that directory 

will be overwritten without warning. 

Post-Processor Programs and Final Output Files 

The following discussion describes the structure, 

naming conventions, and interrelationships of direct output 

files, post-processor programs, and final output files. 

Final output files are produced by the post-processors 

provided in this project. These files end with the .DAT 

extension. Their purpose is for graphical display of output 

from STRMNX. 

The .DAT files are prepared with text header lines, 

followed by pure numeric data in up to five uniform columns 

which are not aligned. No trailer characters occur in .DAT 

files. The numeric data are separated by varying numbers of 

blank spaces only. The design is compatible with direct 

input to Golden Software "Grapher." Most versions of 

Microsoft "Excel" can read the data in "space delimited" 

format. Then columns can be copied and pasted into blocks 

which the user may plot directly onto the spreadsheet. 

Convergence Test Data. The three kinds of convergence 

test which ought to be run on any STRMNX model are 

accommodated by the three convergence post-processors and 

their associated .PST files. Data for convergence tests is 

produced only at the first designated output time step 

number in STRMIN.OCF. Further, only one kind of convergence 
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data run can be made at a time, and that for only a single 

setting of the independent parameter. Numerous repeated 

runs are necessary in carefully planned succession to 

logically conduct a convergence evaluation. 

The data used to test convergence quality must allow 

comparison of the same results for different values of a 

discretization parameter. The purpose is to see at what 

level of detail (fineness of subdivision) of the independent 

parameter, the results are no longer affected by the size of 

the discrete steps. Coarser discretization produces 

unstable behavior, which can be seen on a graph in which the 

results of all of the tested step sizes are plotted 

together. It is important that the test be designed so that 

the same total amount of the independent parameter is 

compared using different subdivision sizes. For time, all 

of the test cases should be for the same amount of time, 100 

years, for example. The user may compare discrete sizes of 

1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 years. It may be that divisions finer 

than five years yield no change in the results. This result 

would indicate that time steps of five years are appropriate 

for modeling. Step sizes appreciably greater would yield 

uncontrollable errors. 

The three post-processor programs which prepare data 

for convergence monitoring, all take the difference between 

the test's final output and the initial condition. The 

independent variable is time for ST_Tn.PST, distance along 

the river course for ST_Xn.PST, and number and distribution 

of grain size classes for ST_Gn.PST. The data occur in the 

same format in all three of these files. The structure is 

as follows: 

1. Each .PST file has a header line which contains title 

and descriptive information for the user's convenience. 

2. Number of cells followed by step size. For the time 

convergence file, it is the time step length in years. 
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For distance, it is the distance step in miles. For 

grain size, it is the number of grain size classes. 

3. A single set of data lines, all alike, containing the 

following in each: 

a. Distance along river course in miles from source 

point. 

b. Elevation of deepest point in channel at cell 

midpoint, in feet. 

c. Elevation of alluvial ridge at cell midpoint, in 

feet. 

d. Elevation of floodplain at cell midpoint, in feet. 

e. Total alluvial sediment in lb/ft2 in the channel. 

f. Total alluvial sediment in Ib/ft^ in the alluvial 

ridge. 

g. Total alluvial sediment in lb/ft2 in the 

floodplain. 

4. There is no end record. 

The initial conditions file has the same format, except that 

the step size is zero. 

It should be noted that one file is made for a single 

choice of step size. This choice must be administered by 

its own run of STRMNX, using its own set of input files 

(remember, for different step sizes, many of the input 

parameters must be changed) . This output file is named 

according to a run number supplied by the user in the 

STRMIN.OCF file. The user must keep track of these run 

numbers. By using different ones, the results of different 

choices of step size will be stored under different file 

names, which must be recalled during use of the post

processors. 

The post-processors treat the different convergence 

.PST files the same way for each convergence test type. 

Each one produces two output files, one for elevation data 

and the other for total alluvium. Elevation files are named 
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Cm_En.DAT, where m is "T," "X," or "G" for the step type, 

and n is the step size number. This size number is obtained 

from the .PST file, which is identified by its run number. 

Alluvium files are named Cm_Sn.DAT, using the same 

convention. Therefore, the step size value is actually part 

of the .DAT file name. This fact should help the user in 

keeping data together and identifiable without having to 

look at the contents of each file repeatedly. 

The convergence .DAT files have the following format: 

1. Two header lines giving data type, units, and step 
size. 

2. Data lines consisting of the distance along the river 

course in miles, followed by the elevation or alluvium 

amount for the channel, alluvial ridge, and floodplain 

in the next three adjacent columns. 

3. There is no end record. 

Elevation Evolution Data. The modification to 

elevation points along the river course through time shows 

how the landscape responds to the erosive and depositional 

processes of the stream system. Basically, this kind of 

data records the stream elevation profile at a point in 

time, but for all three of the fluvial environments and the 

high points of the drainage area of each cell as well. 

Output is produced for the initial condition, plus times 

designated by the four output time step numbers in 

STRMIN.OCF. The data are recorded at the end of the 

selected time steps. 

The post-processor program DATA_EV.EXE, which prepares 

data for elevation monitoring, takes the actual elevation 

values representative of the cell boundaries and centers. 

It reads the file STRM_EV.PST, which consists of a set of 

data blocks in series. Each block has the following format: 

1. A header line contains descriptive information about 

the items recorded. 
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2. The number of cells in the model, ncells. 
3. A set of 2*ncelis+l data lines, all alike, containing 

the following in each: 

a. Distance along river course in miles from source 

point. 

b. The cumulative years elapsed since the beginning of 

the simulation (called cumtim). 
c. Elevation of deepest point in channel at the 

distance point, in feet. 

d. Elevation of alluvial ridge at the same distance 

point, in feet. 

e. Elevation of floodplain at the same distance point, 

in feet. 

f. Elevation of the highest hypsogram point (hill top 

elevation) at the same distance point, in feet. 

4. An end record which appears as follows: 

XXX 

-9 -9. 

There are as many data blocks as there are time step 

designations which are actually modeled. There are no extra 

spaces nor stray characters between the data blocks. 

Elevation output files are named STRM_EV0.DAT for the 

initial conditions case, and STRM_EVx.DAT for subseĉ uent 

time samples. Here, x is the time step output number 

designated in STRMIN.OCF. 

The elevation .DAT files have the following format: 

1. Two header lines giving data type and cumulative time. 

2. Data lines consisting of the distance along the river 

course in miles, followed by the elevations of the 

channel, alluvial ridge, floodplain and hill tops, in 

feet above mean sea level. 

3. There is no end record. 
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There will be zero-byte .DAT files produced for missing time 

step blocks in STRM_EV.PST. 

Stratigraphic Distribution Data. The distribution of 

the thicknesses of alluvial stratigraphic layers along the 

river course through time shows how sediment migrates 

through the evolving stream system. The values are 

collected at a point in time for all three of the fluvial 

environments (channel, alluvial ridge, and floodplain) from 

the STRM_ST.PST file. Output is produced for times 

designated by the four output time step numbers given in the 

first data line in STRMIN.OCF, plus at a regular frequency 

throughout the simulation determined by the second data line 

in STRMIN.OCF. 

The data are recorded at the end.of the selected time 

steps. Since an unlimited number of time samples may be 

collected, the user is presented with a list of those 

present in the .PST file, from which choices are made 

manually. Each choice of output time step produces its own 

set of .DAT files, and up to four of them can be processed 

with a single run of DATA_ST.EXE. Other choices of time 

steps can be processed by running DATA_ST.EXE again and 

making different selections. With each time step processed, 

a set of three output files is made, one for each fluvial 

environment.' 

The post-processor program takes calculated values of 

lb/ft2 of sediment from each of the layers (LH, LD2, and 

LDl) from the file STRM_ST.PST. These units are 

proportional to sediment thickness, provided the density is 

constant throughout all of the layers. This is not strictly 

so, but near enough to give a good representation of 

thickness on average. The .PST file consists of a set of 

data blocks in series for each time step number. Each block 

has the following format: 
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1. A header line contains descriptive information about 

the items recorded. 

2. The number of cells in the model, ncells. 
3. A set of nceiis data lines, all alike, containing the 

following in each: 

a. Distance along river course in miles from source 

point. 

b. The cumulative years elapsed since the beginning of 

the simulation. 

c. Sediment of layer LDl (the deepest) for the fluvial 

environments in order, channel, alluvial ridge, 

and floodplain. 

d. Sediment of layers LD2+LD1 in similar fashion. 

e. Sediment of all three layers added together in the 

individual environments. 

4. An end record which appears as follows: 

XXX 

-9 -9. 

There are as many data blocks as there are time step 

designations which are actually modeled. There are no extra 

spaces nor stray characters between the data blocks. Output 

files for the fluvial environments are named as listed 

below: 

STx_C.DAT for the channel, 

STx_A.DAT for the alluvial ridge, 

STx_F.DAT for the floodplain, 

where x is the output time step number. All of these files 

have the following format: 
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1. Two header lines give data type information and the 

layer combination and the cumulative years of 

simulation. 

2. Data lines consisting of the distance along the river 

course in miles, followed by the sediment values for 

the appropriate environment, in lb/ft2. 

3. There is no end record. 

Alluvial Layer Grain Size Distribution Data. The 

distribution of the compositions of alluvial stratigraphic 

layers along the river course through time shows how 

conditions of deposition respond to the evolving stream 

system. The values are collected at a point in time for the 

three fluvial environments (channel, alluvial ridge, and 

floodplain) from the STRM_GR.PST file. Output is produced 

for times designated by the four output time step numbers 

given in the first data line in STRMIN.OCF, plus at a 

regular frequency throughout the simulation determined by 

the second data line in STRMIN.OCF. 

The data are recorded at the end of the selected time 

steps. Since an unlimited number of time samples may be 

collected, the user is presented with a list of those 

present in the .PST file, from which choices are made 

manually. Each choice of output time step produces its own 

set of .DAT files, and up to four of them can be processed 

with a single run of DATA_GR.EXE. Other choices of time 

steps can be processed by running DATA_GR.EXE again and 

making different selections. With each time step processed, 

a set of three output files is made, one for each fluvial 

environment. 

The post-processor program takes total weight of 

sediment from the selected alluvial layers (LH, LD2, LDl, or 

all together) from the file STRM_GR.PST, and separates it 

into four grain size segments as shown in Table 3.2. 
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The amounts of the classes are given in cumulative form 

beginning with gravel. The output files express these 

classes in units chosen by the user in the STRMIN.OCF file. 

The units choices are lb/ft2 (which is approximately 

proportional to sediment thickness) and decimal fraction of 

the whole amount of sediment within the environment in the 

cell. The user also selects in the .OCF file which 

combination of layers to process. 

The .PST file consists of a set of data blocks in 

series for each time step number. At the top of the file 

there is a label telling the units chosen, either "TOTAL" 

(lb/ft2) or "FRACTION." This label is not repeated. 

Thereafter, each block has the following format: 

1. A header line contains descriptive information about 

the items recorded. 

2. The number of cells in the model, ncells, followed by 

the layer combination code. 

3. A set of ncells data lines, all alike, containing the 

following in each: 

a. Distance along river course in miles from source 

point. 

b. The cumulative years elapsed since the beginning of 

the simulation. 

c. Sediment class values (gravel, gravel+sand, gravel+ 

sand+silt, then all classes combined) for the 

channel environment. 

d. Sediment classes of the alluvial ridge environment 

listed in similar fashion. 

e. Sediment classes of the floodplain. 

4. An end record which appears as follows: 

XXX 

-9 -9. 
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There are as many data blocks as there are time step 

designations which are actually modeled. There are no extra 

spaces nor stray characters between the data blocks. Output 

files for the fluvial environments are named as listed 

below: 

SGx_C.DAT for the channel, 

SGx_A.DAT for the alluvial ridge, 

SGx_F.DAT for the floodplain, 

where x is the output time step number. All of these files 

have the following format: 

1. Two header lines give data type information, the layer 

combination and units, and cumulative years of 

simulation. 

2. Data lines consisting of the distance along the river 

course in miles, followed by the sediment class values 

for the appropriate environment, in the selected units. 

They appear in the same order that they are read from 

the .PST file. 

3. There is no end record. 

Load Grain Size Distribution Data. The distribution of 

the compositions of fluvial sediment load components along 

the river course through time shows how conditions of 

transport respond to the evolving stream system. The values 

are collected at a point in time for the three fluvial 

environments (channel, alluvial ridge, and floodplain), and 

for the sediment washed from the cell drainage area, from 

the STRM_LD.PST file. Output is produced for times 

designated by the four output time step numbers given in the 

first data line in STRMIN.OCF. With each time step 

processed, a set of four output .DAT files is made, one for 

each environment. 
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The data are recorded in the .PST file at the end of 

the time domains, and chosen for output by the user at 

runtime, for the selected time steps. Each choice of time 

domain produces its own set of output files, so all four of 

the domains can be processed without need to change file 

names manually. 

The post-processor program DATA_LD.EXE takes from the 

file STRM_LD.PST, the total weight of sediment from the 

fluvial load components from the surface environments. It 

then separates the sediment into the same four grain size 

segments as are used by DATA_GR.EXE. The amounts of the 

classes are given in cumulative form beginning with gravel. 

The output files express these classes in units chosen by 

the user in the STRMIN.OCF file. The units choices are 

lb/ft2 (which is approximately proportional to sediment 

thickness), total tons of sediment passing through the cell 

environment, and the decimal fraction of the whole amount. 

The .PST file consists of a set of data blocks in 

series for each time step number. At the top of the file 

there is a label telling the data type chosen, either 

"TOTAL" or "FRACTION." This label is not repeated. 

Thereafter, each block has the following format: 

1. A header line contains descriptive, information about 

the items recorded. 

2. The number of cells in the model, ncells, followed by 

the data units code. 

3. A set of ncells data lines, all alike, containing the 

following in each: 

a. Distance along river course in miles from source 

point. 

b. The cumulative years elapsed since the beginning of 

the simulation. 

c. The time domain number. 
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d. Sediment class values (gravel, gravel+sand, gravel+ 

sand+silt, then all classes combined) for the 

channel environment. 

e. Sediment classes of the alluvial ridge environment 

listed in similar fashion. 

f. Sediment classes of the floodplain. 

g. Sediment classes of the cell drainage area. 

4. An end record which appears as follows: 

XXX 

-9 -9. 

There are as many data blocks as there are time step 

designations which are actually modeled. There are no extra 

spaces nor stray characters between the data blocks. Output 

files for the different environments are named as listed 

below: 

SLx_C.DAT for the channel, 

SLx_A.DAT for the alluvial ridge, 

SLx_F.DAT for the floodplain, 

SLx_S.DAT for the drainage area, 

where x is the output time step number. All of these files 

have the following format: 

1. Two header lines give data type information and units, 

followed by cumulative years of simulation and the time 

domain selected. 

2. Data lines consisting of the distance along the river 

course in miles, followed by the sediment class values 

for the appropriate environment, in the selected units. 

They appear in the same order that they are read from 

the .PST file. 

3. There is no end record. 
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Hydraulic Parameter Distribution Data. The 

distribution of the hydraulic parameters (water flow rate, 

steady-state depth, and mean velocity) along the river 

course through time shows how the river dynamics respond to 

stream system evolution. The values are collected at a 

point in time for all three of the fluvial environments. 

The cell drainage area water and sediment supply rates and 

the mean annual rainfall can be monitored with this data 

processing option also. Output is produced for times 

designated by the four output time step numbers given in 

STRMIN.OCF. 

The data are recorded in the .PST file at the end of 

the time domains, and chosen for output by the user at 

runtime, for the selected time steps. Each choice of time 

domain produces its own set of output files, so all four of 

the domains can be processed without need to change file 

names manually. The user must select the type of data to be 

recorded in the output files by means of an output code 

entered at runtime. Each data combination builds its own 

set of .DAT files, but they are created by separate runs of 

the post-processor on the same .PST file. 

The post-processor program DATA_PA.EXE takes collected 

data from the file STRM_PA.PST. The following list shows 

choices of output data for the allowed codes: 

Code 0 

Code 1 

Code 2 

Code 3 

Annual rainfall, in in/yr 

+Local sediment supply, in lb/ft2 

+Local sediment supply, in tons 

+Local water supply rate, in ft^/sec. 

Effective flow rate, in ft^/sec. 

Flowing depth, in ft, 

Mean water velocity, in ft/sec. 
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The .PST file consists of a set of data blocks in 

series for each output time step number. Each block has the 

following format: 

1. A header line contains descriptive information about 

the items recorded. 

2. The number of cells in the model, ncells. 

3. A set of ncells data lines, all alike, containing the 

following in each: 

a. Distance along river course in miles from source 

point. 

b. The cumulative years elapsed since the beginning of 

the simulation. 

c. The time domain number. 

d. Sediment supplied from the ce.ll drainage area 

divided by the landscape surface area. 

e. Total sediment supply from the drainage area. 

f. Water supply rate from the drainage area. 

g. Effective water flow rate for the time domain for 

the channel, alluvial ridge, and floodplain, in 

three adjacent columns in order, 

h. Flowing water depth representative of the time 

domain for the same distribution of environments, 

i. Mean water flow velocity during the time domain for 

this fluvial environments. 

j. Mean annual rainfall in the cell. 

4. An end record which appears as follows: 

XXX 

-9 -9. 

There are as many data blocks as there are time step 

designations which are actually modeled. There are no extra 

spaces nor stray characters between the data blocks. Output 

files are named Sx Dm Cn.DAT, where x is the time step 
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number, m is the time domain number, and n is the data type 

code number. Because of these naming components, the same 

.PST file can be used to build up to 64 output files, all 

uniquely named automatically. 

The hydraulic parameter files have the following 
format: 

1. Two header lines give data type combination, the 

cumulative years of simulation, and the chosen time 

domain. 

2. For output codes 1, 2, and 3, there are data lines 

consisting of the distance along the river course in 

miles, followed by the chosen parameter for the 

channel, alluvial ridge, floodplain, in the units 

previously stated. For code zero, the data following 

distance are rainfall, sediment supply in lb/ft2 and 

then tons, and finally the water supply rate. 

3. There is no end record. 

There will be zero-byte .DAT files produced for missing time 

step blocks in STRM_PA.PST. 

Reservoir Parameter Distribution Data. The 

distribution of the reservoir parameters, porosity and 

permeability of user-selected alluvium layer or layers, 

along the river course through time shows how the sediment 

character responds to stream system evolution. The values 

are collected at a point in time for all three of the 

fluvial environments, in the same manner as for STRM_PA.PST, 

the hydraulic parameters file. Output is produced for times 

designated by the four output time step numbers given in 

STRMIN.OCF. The combination of layers to be analyzed is 

specified in the .OCF file also. 

The data are recorded in the .PST file at the end of 

the time domains, and chosen for output by the user at 

runtime, for the selected time steps. Each choice of time 

domain produces its own set of output files, so all four of 
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the domains can be processed without need to change file 

names manually. The user must select the type of data to be 

recorded in the output files (porosities or permeabilities). 

Each type has its own set of .DAT files, but they are 

created by separate runs of the post-processor on the same 

.PST file. 

The post-processor program DATA_RS.EXE takes calculated 

porosities and permeabilities from the file STRM_RS.PST. 

Permeability is in millidarcies, and porosity is the decimal 

fraction. The .PST file consists of a set of data blocks in 

series for each output time step number. Each block has the 

following format: 

1. A header line contains descriptive information about 

the items recorded. 

2. The number of cells in the model, ncells, followed by 

the layer combination code from STRMIN.OCF. 

3. A set of ncells data lines, all alike, containing the 

following in each: 

a. Distance along river course in miles from source 

point. 

b. The cumulative years elapsed since the beginning of 

the simulation. 

c. The time domain number. 
d. Elevation of deepest point in channel at the 

distance point, in feet. 

e. Porosity values for the three fluvial environments, 

channel, alluvial ridge, and floodplain, in order. 

f. Permeability values for the environments in the 

same order. 

4. An end record which appears as follows: 

XXX 

-9 -9. 
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There are as many data blocks as there are time step 

designations which are actually modeled. There are no extra 

spaces nor stray characters between the data blocks. Output 

files are named either SRPx_Dm.DAT for porosity data, or 

SRKx_Dm.DAT for permeability data, where x is the time step 

output number and m is the time domain number selected for 

the post-processing run. 

Both of the reservoir parameter files have the 
following format: 

1. Two header lines give data type information and the 

layer combination, followed by cumulative years of 

simulation with the chosen time domain. 

2. Data lines consisting of the distance along the river 

course in miles, followed by the chosen parameter for 

the channel, alluvial ridge, floodplain, in the units 

previously stated. 

3. There is no end record. 

Datum Change and Geometric Data. The distribution of 

the surface elevation changes (rise or fall) , scour depths, 

and channel geometric parameters shows how the effects of 

geomorphic processes in the stream system evolve along the 

river course through time. The values are collected at a 

point in time for all three of the fluvial environments 

(where appropriate). Output is produced for times 

designated by the four output time step numbers given in 

STRMIN.OCF. 

The data are recorded in the .PST file at the end of 

the time domains, and chosen for output by the user at 

runtime, for the selected time steps. Each choice of time 

domain produces its own set of output files, so all four of 

the domains can be processed without need to change file 

names manually. The user must select the type of data to be 

recorded in the output files by means of an output code 

entered at runtime. The two data combination options each 
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build their own set of .DAT files, but they are created by 

separate runs of the post-processor on the same .PST file. 

The post-processor program DATA_DD.EXE takes collected 

data from the file STRM_DD.PST. The following list shows 

choices of output data for the allowed codes: 

Code 0: Channel scour, in feet 

+Alluvial ridge scour, in feet 

+Floodplain scour, in feet 

+Channei sinuosity, decimal fraction, 

Code 1: Alluvial datum changes, in feet 

+Channei meander length, in feet. 

The .PST file consists of a set of data blocks in 

series for each output time step number. Each block has the 

following format: 

1. A header line contains descriptive information about 

the items recorded. 

2. The number of cells in the model, nceiis. 

3. A set of ncells data lines, all alike, containing the 

following in each: 

a. Distance along river course in miles from source 

point. 

b. The cumulative years elapsed since the beginning of 

the simulation. 

c. The time domain number. 

d. Channel sinuosity. 

e. Scour depths for the channel, alluvial ridge, and 

floodplain, in three adjacent columns in order. 

f. Surface datum changes for the present time domain, 

for the environments in the same order. A 

positive value is a rise, and a negative one is a 

fall in the surface elevation. 

g. Channel meander wavelength. 
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4. An end record which appears as follows: 

XXX 

-9 -9. 

There are as many data blocks as there are time step 

designations which are actually modeled. There are no extra 

spaces nor stray characters between the data blocks. Output 

files are named SDx_Dm_n.DAT, where x is the time step 

number, m is the time domain number, and n is the data type 

code number. The value of n is "D" for the datum change 

combination, and "W" for the scour depth combination. 

Because of these naming components, the same .PST file can 

be used to build up to 32 output files., all uniquely named 

automatically. The output files have the following format: 

1. Two header lines give data type combination and units, 

the cumulative years of simulation, and the chosen time 

domain. 

2. Data lines consisting of the following items: 

a. Distance along the river course in miles. 

b. The chosen parameter for the channel, alluvial 

ridge, floodplain, in the units previously stated. 

c. The parameter associated with channel geometry. 

3. There is no end record. 

As the user, you are welcome to process the .PST files 

or the .DAT files further at your own discretion. This is 

why they have been described in detail. 

Memory Space Allocation 

The use of memory is under the control of the user by 

setting data structure sizes in the file DEFN.HPP. For 16-

bit Windows 3.x applications, the limit of global data size 

is 640 kilobytes. In order to help the user plan the use of 

space wisely. Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of data 
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types in the various data structures. There is a total at 

the bottom of the listing, showing total bytes and kilobytes 

(equal to 1024 bytes each). The example in the figure is 

the space allocation used in this study for the Navasota 

River. 

Hints for Program Use 

The following paragraphs provide helpful pointers for 

efficient management of modeling projects using STRMNX. 

Since input files have specific names, it is best to 

keep separate sets of files for different projects in their 

own directories. Write a simple text file that acts as a 

packing list of the files in the project, together with a 

description of any special data conditions or processing 

needs. Use this file as a diary, keeping important 

information about the evolution of the project. 

Put a reference into your AUTOEXEC.BAT file that makes 

STRMNX.EXE (as well as the post-processor programs) 

accessible from any directory. Run your data from the 

project directory, and the output will always be placed into 

the same directory. 

Quality check all of your input data with extreme care. 

It is the user's explicit responsibility to be sure input 

data are consistent for the whole model. You would do well 

to plot input profile elevations and sediment composition 

distributions to see that they reflect the geometry and 

sediment character you really want to use. Errors in these 

values can cause the program to crash, or at least produce 

invalid output with no warning. 

The constants file STRMIN.CON and the random number 

file RANDOM.TBL have been constructed with values the author 

believes are reasonable. Many of them are based on 

subjective judgment, however. You should feel free to alter 

them to meet your own requirements. Remember, a change in 
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any one of them will have consequences that will require 

testing to appreciate and understand. Be prepared to do 

such testing at your own discretion. It could be lengthy 

and involved. Such testing should always be conducted in 

the light of model convergence. 

Since output files have specific names for each 

processing run and its conditions, it is wise to keep a list 

of which files were produced from each data run together 

with the input data that produced them. Some file names can 

only be used for a single fun, and will be overwritten by 

the next, so keep a running commentary text file of the 

processing steps and data file names that go with each. 

Routinely rename and save final output data into a safe 

storage directory for your project at each point where that 

data is produced. This will be the time when you are most 

familiar with it, and able to effectively place it with the 

work you have previously done. One of the most discouraging 

situations in data processing is to forget the origin of an 

output data file. 

Assembly of convergence test input files is a time 

consuming and painstaking process. Great care must be 

exercised to be sure all of the parameters in the files are 

exactly alike, except only those describing the different 

levels of discretization. This becomes a problem when 

reducing a data file to a coarser degree, because parameters 

representative of the finer degree must be combined to 

characterize the coarser one fairly. This is a judgment 

call of the user. The quality and validity of the 

convergence assessment will depend on how well this is done. 
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Table 3.1. Post-Processors and Their Data. 

Information .PST file Null file Post-Processor 

Time step 
convergence ST Tn.PST ST TO.O DATA TC.EXE 

Distance step 
convergence ST Xn.PST ST XO.O DATA XC.EXE 

Distance step 
convergence ST Gn.PST ST GO.O DATA GC.EXE 

Initial 
conditions ST In.PST ST 10.0 all of above. 

Elevation 
evolution STRM EV.PST STRM EV.O DATA EV.EXE 

Alluvial stratigraphic 
evolution STRM ST.PST STRM ST.O DATA ST.EXE 

Alluvial grain size 
evolution STRM GR.PST STRM GR.O DATA GR.EXE 

Fluvial load 
evolution STRM LD.PST STRM LD.O DATA LD.EXE 

Hydraulic 
parameters STRM_PA.PST STRM PA.O DATA PA.EXE 

Reservoir 
parameters STRM_RS.PST STRM RS.O DATA RS.EXE 

Datum change 
evolution STRM DD.PST STRM DD.O DATA DD.EXE 

n = processing run number given by the user at runtime 
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Table 3.2. Size Classes of Grain Size Output 

Segment Name Size Division (mm) 

1 Gravel 

2 Sand 

3 Silt 

4 Clay 

1.0 

.002 
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structure 
Symbol 

CLIM 

ELIM 

GRSIZE 

DLIM 

NDIV 

LITHNUM 

string 

table 

Number 

40 

2 

11 

216 

1 

70 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

14 

14 

11 

8 

1 

1 

1 

9 

! Types 
Size 

100 

3 

12 

4 

4 

4 

13 

200 

Bytes 

160 

800 

143 

1728 

1600 

56000 

32 

40 

80 

128 

192 

88 

1456 

33600 

35200 

25600 

10400 

4000 

38400 

259200 

Data Type Bytes 

Data 

Type 

int 

int 

char 

float 

float 

float 

float 

float 

float 

float 

float 

float 

float 

float 

float 

float 
float 

float 

float 

float 

INT 4 

FLOAT 8 

CHAR 1 

Stucture 

Type 

single 

CLIM 

string 

single 

table 

CLIM 

DLIM 

DLIM+1 
NDIV+1 

2*NDIV 

GRSIZE 

GRSIZE-1 

GASIZE = GRSIZE+1 

CLIM*ELIM 

CLIM*(ELIM+1) 

CLIM*LITHNUM 

CLIM*GASIZE 

CLIM*(NDIV+1) 

GRSIZE*CLIM*LITHNUM 

GRSIZE*CLIM*ELIM 

T o t a l 468847 b y t e s 
4 5 7 . 9 Kbytes must be l e s s t h a n 640 

Figure 3 . 1 . Global Memory Space A l l o c a t i o n 
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CHAPTER IV 

APPLICATION 

Convergence, Closure, and Calibration 

Convergence describes a model's ability to fairly 

represent the continuous governing equations between the 

discrete model points. Closure describes the model's 

ability to reach a mathematically stable solution. A model 

cannot have convergence without closure, but closure does 

not imply convergence. Calibration deals with the closeness 

with which the model approximates actual physical 

conditions. 

A good model should perform well under the full range 

of real conditions that can be expected in the environment 

being modeled. There are two main avenues of performance 

control in this work: (a) the division of the continuous 

macroscopic world into discrete pieces (discretization), 

which are the cells, grain size classes, and time steps; and 

(b) the values of physical constants used in the simulation 

(calibration), especially those which control the rates of 

processes or the thresholds at which they become effective. 

The former deals with the issue of convergence. A converged 

model is one in which the solution is independent of the 

size of discretization. 

In order to ensure freedom from dependence on the 

discretization scheme, an exhaustive plan of investigation 

must be assembled which isolates the effects of the 

different dimensions of discretization. This is a problem 

which must be solved implicitly. An initial guess must be 

used as a starting point to explore the sensitivities to 

changes in the discretization scheme. Often, one does not 

have unlimited time to do this. A clue can be had from 

others' attempts to model similar processes. Some 

constraints are placed by the scope of the project. After 
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convergence is achieved, the model can be fine-tuned by 

adjusting constants and matching calibration data. 

In this project, it will suffice to show that the model 

shows a tendency toward numerical stability and that results 

are held within physically reasonable constraints. The 

latter of these is less completely addressed in this work, 

but it is the opinion of the author that adequate control is 

afforded the user. Exercise with real data sets can provide 

the necessary calibration and sensitivity information to 

make this model program a practical tool. Future work will 

be necessary to test the validity and limits of application. 

Physical Processes 

Any model of a physical process must be calibrated with 

real data. Tests were performed to demonstrate that the 

model's composite performance is reasonable in two key 

areas: landscape soil erosion and fluvial sediment 

transport. 

Landscape Erosion. The ability of the model process to 

predict reasonable landscape erosion was tested against some 

semi-quantitative storm observations at the University of 

Texas at Austin, Texas in May, 1996. In summary, the volume 

of soil washed from a plot of open ground was observed three 

times after substantial storms. An approximate 

representation of the storm intensity and soil 

characteristics was entered into the STRMNX program, and the 

volumes of soil washed from the plot (eye estimates) were 

compared to the calculated transport volume. The following 

list gives the parameters which describe the test 

conditions: 

Plot size: 20 by 20 feet. 

Slope: 4% grade (8 inches in 20 feet). 
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Surface cover: One large tree covering about 40 percent 

of the area. The surface is bare soil. 

The lower tree branches stand about 20 

feet above the ground, 

Soil character: Clayey, silty loam. The estimated grain 

size composition was 25% each of sizes 

.06, .02, .006, and .002 mm, 

Rainfall exposure: Storm intensity averaging 1 inch/hour 

for two continuous hours. 

Results: It was "observed that about 1/4 cubic 

foot of soil was mobilized and washed 

from the plot during a storm. 

A puddle below the plot caught the majority of granular 

material removed from the area. Both the plot and the 

puddle are surrounded by paved surfaces, so there was little 

chance of interference from other areas. This is compared 

to a calculated 0.16 cubic feet of sediment removal from the 

plot. 

Several submodels interact in the soil transport 

calculation. The major one is the Universal Soil Loss 

Equation (U.S.L.E.) of Wischmeier and Smith (1965) as 

modified by Gregory (1992a), discussed in Chapter I. 

Several user-controlled constants are involved in these 

calculations. 

Particle Entrainment. The entrainment of sediment into 

flowing water is represented by two separate submodels. The 

more elaborate one is that of Einstein (1950), expressed as 

the relationship of transport intensity to flow intensity 

(see Chapter II, Einstein Figure 10). The other is the 

entrainment criterion shown by Yalin (1977) in Chapter II, 

Figure 2.41. The Yalin criterion is shown by a diagram of 

threshold values of the Shield's parameter and the Yalin 

parameter. These are used to find a representative grain 
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size for defining the fraction of a sediment analysis which 

acts as armor on the bed surface. The Einstein relationship 

is used to calculate the amount of material in any grain 

size class can be moved, either by bed creep or by 

suspension. These two entrainment relationships should 

agree with each other. 

A simple test was conducted to check that the Yalin 

threshold grain size falls at a position on the Einstein 

Figure 10 curve equivalent to the onset of sharply reduced 

transport intensity with a decrease in flow energy (which 

equates to an increase in the Einstein flow intensity 

parameter, 4̂ *) . The maximum size of entrained sediment was 

calculated by the Yalin (1977) relationship for a series of 

bed slopes at a given depth (1 foot). That grain size was 

used in the equation for dimensionless flow intensity from 

Einstein (1950) . The resulting value of 4̂ * was plotted on 

the graph in Chapter II, Figure 2.44. The result is shown 

in Figure 4.1 as a dotted vertical line. The fact that this 

line crosses the curve at the point of steepening shows good 

agreement between the submodels. 

Sediment Transport. Sediment transport calculations 

were tested against published calculations by Einstein 

(1950) . Einstein used data from Sand Creek, Mississippi to 

show in detail his method of calculation. His published 

results include spreadsheets showing results of the many 

steps. Finally, he produced graphs of sediment load versus 

grain size for various flow rates through his test reach. 

Input files for the STRMNX program were prepared from 

data for Sand Creek. A single cell was defined, having 

geometry as similar as possible to the reach described by 

Einstein (1950). Channel walls were made unusually tall to 

force flow to be entirely within the channel environment. 

The bed layer was made unusually thick to avoid the effects 

of insufficient sediment availability. All water supply was 
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from upstream. Water and sediment supplies from the 

landscape into the test cell were set to zero. The 

transport of sediment between cells was also set to zero, 

because only the load capacity calculation was of interest. 

Bed surface sediment was made equal to the sediment analysis 

given by Einstein, shown in Table 4.1. 

The means of calculating hydraulic conditions in this 

work is different fundamentally from that used by Einstein, 

mainly in the modeling of surface roughness elements. 

Einstein subdivided the total hydraulic radius into 

components controlled by the bed roughness, bedform 

friction, and wall roughness. This work subdivides the bed 

surface into regions representing its physical features 

(mobile sand grains, bedforms, armored surface, vegetation, 

exposed bedrock), each characterized by its own roughness. 

Each area is considered to contribute a frictional component 

to the overall effective friction coefficient, from which a 

composite hydraulic radius is determined (see Chapter II). 

The result is that no direct comparison between steps of 

Einstein's spreadsheet and the load capacity calculations 

can be made. However, several "checkpoints" which can be 

compared. One is the bed load capacity in Ib/sec-ft of wet 

perimeter, plotted versus grain size in Figure 4.2. The 

other is the total load capacity in the same units, plotted 

versus grain size in Figure 4.3. 

The graphs show curves joining together the grain size 

fractions from the same flow condition. The sequence of 

curves is for the sequence of seven calculated flow rates 

from Einstein's spreadsheets. The STRMNX program input 

(aridity index, specifically) was adjusted so that the flow 

rate in the channel corresponded to one of those from 

Einstein (1950) . The resulting calculated hydraulic 

conditions and sediment load capacities were then tabulated 

and compared. Table 4.2 shows a summary Einstein's results, 
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followed by the comparable conditions from the present 

study. 

Differences in hydraulic calculations are most 

noticeable for low flow rates, mainly because of the 

stronger influence of roughness in shallower water and a 

difference in calculating the mean velocity in a turbulent 

velocity profile. The graphs in Figure 4.2 show the same 

trends and approximate magnitudes for the given distribution 

of flow rates as do Einstien's calculations. The greatest 

differences are in the lowest rates, for which the 

hydraulics are most different as well. Einstein's 

calculations produce higher transport capacities for finer 

grain sizes. This is attributed to a difference in masking 

functions. This author used the Misri. et al. (1984) masking 

function, which has a stronger hiding effect for finer sand 

grains than does Einstein's function (see Einstein Figure 7 

in Chapter II). The overall assessment is that the 

performance of the STRMNX program is reasonable in 

comparison to the showcase example of Einstein (1950). 

Numerical Stability 

Chaotic Behavior. The concepts of closure, stability, 

and chaotic behavior are closely related. In an natural 

system, when a set of conditions results in no changes, then 

equilibrium has been reached. In a simple nonlinear 1-D 

iterative system described by the general equation, 

Xn+1 = f(Xn), 

stability can be analyzed by looking at a map of x̂-i-i versus 

Xn/ where n is the iteration number. If the function 

crosses the x̂-i-l = ^n lirie, then an equilibrium value of x 

is found, that is, a value which returns itself after an 

iteration. If the first derivative of this map is either 
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greater than 1 or less than -1, then the iterative process 

is unstable, and subsequent iterations will depart from the 

equilibrium point. Values of the derivative between -1 and 

1 produce stable behavior around the equilibrium point. 

Moon (1992) described a simple function of this type which 

has one equilibrium point at zero, and another one which is 

positive. That function, called the "logistic equation," 

has the general form: 

Xn+1 = a-xn - b-x^^, 

with a and b greater than zero. It forms an inverted 

parabola through the origin (Figure 4.3). Different values 

of a and b produce different classes of instability, which 

are interesting for investigating the behavior of models. 

One form of this equation, which is convenient to analyze, 

is as follows: 

Xn+1 = ^-xn* (1 - Xn) , 

in which a = b = X. Ranges of the value of X (>0) can be 

used to separate stability behavior thus: 

1. 0 < A, <= 1: There is a single equilibrium point at the 

origin, which is stable. 

2. 1 < A. < 3: There are two equilibrium points. The one 

at zero is unstable, but the positive one is stable and 

fixed in value. 

3. A, = 3: The two equilibrium points are both unstable. 

Values of x can approach the positive one, but they 

oscillate periodically between two fixed values. 

4. 3 < A < 3.56994...: Values of x oscillate about the 

positive equilibrium point over cycles of increasing 

number of iterations. As the upper limit is 

approached, the period of the cyclical oscillation 
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doubles in ever-decreasing increments of X. Between 

the steps of cyclical complexity (called "orbit 

bifurcations"), the period remains the same, but the 

values of the oscillation points at the iterations 

within the cycle vary. This kind of oscillation is 

common in finite difference models of differential 

equations. When the limits of stable solutions are 

bypassed a little bit, a solution is seen to oscillate 

between a finite number of fixed values with continued 

iterations of the solution finding procedure. 

5. X > 3.56994...: The oscillation points vary 

unpredictably and non-repetitively. Depending how high 

X is, values of x may go to extremes of computational 

capability rapidly, causing a program crash. This is 

chaotic behavior. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the progression of iterations 

toward either closure on a solution (Part a), or numerical 

instability (Part b). The stable case locates an 

equilibrium point at x = 0.655 approximately. The sequence 

of iterations begins at x = 0.9. Successive points are 

joined by a thin solid line. The dashed line is the x^ = 

^n+1 equality. The successive values of x can be seen to 

approach a fixed point. The progression takes a somewhat 

spiraled form in this example, but it could assume a more 

linear approach for different values of the constants in the 

logistic equation. The unstable case begins with a value of 

X very near to the equilibrium point at the origin, but 

slightly lower (-0.001). The proximity to the equilibrium 

does not help stability. The unstable nature of this point 

drives subsequent iterations away from it, is this case, 

more negative. After a few iterations, the new value of x 

becomes too large for the computer to represent, producing a 

runtime error. 
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Chaotic dynamics can be embedded in the mathematics 

used to model a physical process, or it may be a 

characteristic of the process itself. Moon (1992) described 

several chaos experiments a student may perform with simple 

apparatus. The most elegant, perhaps, is a double-pendulum, 

in which two swinging arms of different natural period are 

coupled together. Several toys and desk curiosities are 

designed on this principle. When set into action, these 

items exhibit nonperiodic cyclical motion. 

The situation above in case 3 defines the essence of a 

closure test. The limits of the discretization parameters 

within which bifurcation does not occur are the domain of 

stable solutions. The equilibrium points represent steady-

state conditions in a river model (not just steady-state 

water flow, but steady-state sediment dynamics also). 

Closure is tested by looking at a simple model structure 

having only two cells: one upstream cell, which is held 

fixed in morphology and flow rates of water and sediment; 

and one downstream cell, which is the locus of the test. 

Input parameters are adjusted by trial and error until a 

steady state is achieved in the test cell. By graphing an 

iterated parameter (such as bed elevation) over many 

iterations, it can easily be seen whether a steady state has 

been reached. A graph of x^+i versus x^ shows the shape of 

the nonlinearity of the whole-model function (for the unique 

set of physical specifications) . Of course, an actual 

modeling exercise will not be steady-state, but the same 

closure characteristics should apply. It requires steady-

state conditions to observe them systematically. 

Test of Stability. Four tests were run to observe the 

stability characteristics of the STRMNX program. In each 

case, three cells were defined with the same initial 

geometry, but different sediment characteristics. The 

program was directed to output the channel bed elevation of 
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the middle cell in 25 equal time steps. These samples were 

plotted in iteration diagrams of x̂-i-i versus x^. The stream 

geometry is a bedrock canyon of moderate slope. No flow 

occurs outside the channel walls. All sediment load is 

derived from scour plus input into the head cell only. All 

water supply is from the head cell only. Water supply rate 

and sediment characteristics are held fixed. Only the 

amount and initial distribution of sediment are varied. 

Bedrock scour is disabled, so that a bedrock surface remains 

fixed. Where sediment occurs initially on the bed, it is 

always in the amount of 5000 Ib/sqft, an amount equivalent 

to a soft sediment layer about 40 feet thick. The four 

cases are described as follows: 

Case 1: Fixed head elevation with 1-year steps and low 

sediment input. The head ceil has no sediment on its bed 

surface at the beginning. 

Case 2: Floating head elevation with 1-year steps and 

low sediment input. The head ceil has the same initial bed 

sediment as the other cells, so it experiences scour and 

elevation change. 

Case 3: Saturated sediment load with 1-year steps and 

high sediment input. The amount of input was increased by 

trial and error until the bed elevation in the uppermost 

cell remained essentially constant. In this instance, there 

would be about as much sediment input into the system as 

there is load passing through it. The initial configuration 

was the same as for Case 2. 

Case 4: Saturated sediment load with 10-year steps and 

very high sediment input. The amount of input was increased 

50-fold above that of Case 3. Avulsion was observed to 

occur in the upper and middle cells, indicating that 

sediment-choking occurred in the channel. 

The results of these four runs are shown in Figure 4.5 

(parts a, b, c, and d). It is significant that the trends 
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are always toward the 1:1 line. That is, a stable condition 

is reached in which the elevation is not changing rapidly, 

and there is an approximate state of equilibrium at the 

observed location. It may, however, be changing slowly; 

other factors are involved, such as sediment composition, 

which are not monitored in this test. Case 3 shows a small 

degree of numerical oscillation. The avulsions in case 4 

are a substantial deviation from stability, but a stable 

condition is reached in spite of the interference. All four 

of these tests show that the river is strongly influenced to 

incise its bed and remove sediment from the basin. The 

trend in bed elevation is toward reduction over time. This 

pattern is the commonly accepted one for most of the 

Quaternary period (Bernard et al., 1970), and would normally 

be expected in any upland region. 

Convergence Tests 

The quality of physical convergence was observed for 

variations in distance, grain size, and time discretization 

in a model constructed from real river data. Five test runs 

were made. The first four examine the sensitivity of the 

whole model, cell-by-cell, to variations in the 

discretization scheme. The last one tests the stability of 

surface elevation datums with time step variation. All of 

the tests begin with the same basic data set composed of 5-

mile distance steps with 12 grain size classes. The grain 

size classes range from several-inch-diameter cobbles to 

clay size. They are approximately equally divided on a 

logarithmic scale. No stochastic components were specified 

for the climatic parameters. Grass was specified as 

secondary vegetation. 

This work is preliminary, and the goal is to build and 

present a promising opportunity for research. The job of 

detailed testing will be left to subsequent studies. It 
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must suffice, for the sake of brevity, to choose a few key 

parameters to monitor through an orderly sequence of tests. 

This author has chosen cell head elevation and total 

sediment volume in the three fluvial environments - channel, 

alluvial ridge, and floodplain. These are expressed in 

graphs versus distance along the river course, showing the 

difference from initial conditions at the end of the run. 

The last test shows the relationship of scour depth and 

surface elevation change to time step size. 

Data Preparation. The basic data set used to develop 

and test the STRMNX program is for the Navasota River in 

east Texas. The set consists of 24 cells, the first with a 

length of 3.7 miles, the remainder with a uniform 5-mile 

length. 

Sediment characteristics are based on samples of 

channel bar sand and floodplain silt collected from the 

Brazos River near Mineral Wells, Texas. The sand sample is 

used for all of the initial channel deposits, and the silt 

sample is used for all of the initial alluvial ridge and 

floodplain deposits. The entire river system was 

represented by the same sediment sample analyses for the 

sake of demonstration and simplicity. This would not be the 

case for a real modeling situation. 

Landscape and fluvial geometry were measured from 

U.S.G.S. 7.5-minute topographic maps. Estimates of sediment 

thickness and channel depth are based on field observations 

by the author in December 1995 and January 1996. Geologic 

data were interpreted from the Geologic Atlas of Texas 

published by the Bureau of Economic Geology, University of 

Texas at Austin, Texas. 

To change the distance discretization, data sets were 

assembled with either halved or doubled numbers of cells. 

To keep the model area properties consistent, ceil lengths 

and other properties were adjusted according to the change 
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in cell length with respect to the original data set. In 

such cases, exceptional care must be taken to ensure that 

drainage areas, landscape and fluvial environment 

elevations, amounts of sediment, and hydraulic geometry are 

all consistent with the same initial conditions. The 

effects of changing cell size must be isolated from changes 

in other characteristics. 

To change the grain size discretization, data sets were 

assembled with either halved or doubled numbers of grain 

size classes. All other properties of the data set were 

kept fixed. The spacing of the class boundaries and the 

representative grain sizes must be adjusted so that the 

range of classes covers the same spectrum of grain sizes, 

but with different numbers of classes. All sediment 

compositions must be recast according to the new set of 

classes. 

The simplest discretization parameter to change is the 

time step. The size of the step is defined in the recurrent 

data file (.STP). The only constraint is that the total 

number of years be held fixed for the different 

discretization choices that are compared. 

Spatial Convergence. Distance convergence tests were 

made on data sets having the following numbers of cells and 

cell lengths, shown in Table 4.3. These runs were made with 

the original 12 grain size classes and time steps of 10 

years for 200 years total. 

Figure 4.6, parts a, b, c, d, and e illustrate the 

elevation changes after 200 years of evolution for the 

indicated cell sizes. The graphs of sediment volumes are 

not shown, because they appear essentially the same. It is 

immediately evident that the river is actively downcutting. 

The channel quickly scours to bedrock through about 1 to 1.5 

feet of sand. It remains effectively stabilized at that 

point for all of the cell configurations. The main 
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differences occur in the response of the alluvial ridge and 

floodplain areas. Vegetation on the ridge is denser, and 

scour is more limited there than on the plain. This effect 

is perhaps an artifact of the constants governing vegetation 

growth in those environments. 

Beside the degree of resolution, the most obvious 

difference caused by cell size variation is that larger 

sizes stimulate the excavation of greater volumes of 

sediment in the same amount of time. Depths of scour are 

about equal. The positions of scour events are correlatable 

between the 1.25, 2.5, and 5 mile cell size runs. There are 

differences in some of the peak positions. The 10 and 20 

mile cell size runs have inadequate resolution to recognize 

any correlation in position, except for the beginning point 

of overbank flow at about 35 miles. In spite of the 

differences, this author believes that the resolution of 5-

mile cells is adequate for capturing the variation structure 

apparent in the graphs of smaller cell sizes. The high-

frequency variation revealed by higher resolution is typical 

of chaotic systems and fractals (Moon, 1992). The model 

must be structured to resolve the kinds of variations that 

cause significant responses. This is a judgment call of the 

user. 

Grain Size Class Convergence. Grain size convergence 

tests were made on data sets having 5, 7, 12, and 24 

classes. These runs were made with the original 24 cells 

and time steps of 10 years for 200 years total. 

Figure 4.7, parts a, b, c, and d illustrate the 

sediment volume changes after 200 years of evolution for the 

indicated grain size classes. The graphs of elevation 

changes are not shown, because they are somewhat less 

definitive. It is evident that the results of the 

simulation are strongly dependent on the resolution of grain 

sizes into an adequate number of classes. Over the range of 
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sizes used, the different class structures are occupied by a 

lesser number of grain size fraction for any given sediment 

analysis. Table 4.4 shows how the sand and silt analyses 

used in this test distribute over the classes. 

Model runs with 5 or 7 classes show substantial 

reductions in amount of sediment mobilized, compared to the 

runs with 12 or 24 classes. This is most likely because of 

inadequate development of relationships between the classes, 

so that the effects of different grain sizes together are 

stifled by excessive gaps between representative class 

diameters. This effect would be further aggravated by size 

misrepresentation when the class diameters differ 

substantially from real grain diameters. In the four-class 

case, nearly all of the normal sand grain sizes are 

contained in one class. Therefore, nearly any sample of 

clean sand would be represented by the same class size. 

For practical work, the user should be sure that grain 

sizes used in the simulation run will be subdivided by the 

choice of class sizes and boundaries into several fractions. 

In this case, 10 to 15 classes over the range of sizes 

represented appears to give good definition. 

Temporal Convergence. Time step convergence was tested 

in two parts, a short test of 100 years for time steps from 

1 to 20 years, and a long test of 1000 years for steps from 

10 to 100 years. The original data set having 12 grain size 

classes and 24 cells was used for all of these. 

Figure 4.8, parts a, b, c, d, and e illustrate the 

sediment volume changes in the short test for the indicated 

time steps. The graphs of elevation are not shown, because 

they appear essentially the same. The 5-year case shows the 

result of channel avulsion at 75 to 80 miles downstream. 

The 1-year case has markedly reduced ridge and floodplain 

erosion, but time steps up to 5 years produce exaggerated 

channel scour (probably exaggerated bedrock scour, which can 
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be controlled by a constant). The 5, 10, and 20-year cases 

are quite similar in form, each resolving essentially the 

same pattern of erosion. This indicates that longer time 

steps should be considered. 

Figure 4.9, parts a, b, c, and d illustrate the 

sediment volume changes in the long test for the indicated 

time steps. Avulsion occurs in the 20-year case at 75 to 80 

miles downstream, and in the 50-year case at 55 to 65 miles 

downstream. These discontinuities distract from the 

otherwise apparent similarities. The 100-year case, though 

not affected by avulsion, begins to show significant 

differences in location of erosion patterns, though the 

overall form is similar to those of the shorter time steps. 

It appears that time steps up to 50 years could produce 

reasonable simulations, that could possibly be history 

matched to actual data on a gross scale. Of course, events 

that produce radical changes in the river's form, such as 

avulsion, could not be left to chance in the simulation 

intended for history matching. 

Datum Stability Convergence. The following test 

observes the effect of varying the time step size on scour 

and surface elevation datums. It is a form of time 

convergence test, providing information on the sensitivity 

of the model to different time step sizes. Scour is a 

function of the balance between stream load capacity and 

sediment availability. The amount of time the bed is 

exposed to erosion conditions affects the depth of scour 

when the input of sediment from upstream is insufficient to 

reach load capacity. In this test, supply of sediment from 

the landscape is disabled, so that the bed surface is the 

only source to the system. Scour is therefore enhanced as 

an effective process, and its effects are exaggerated. 

Datum changes to the system occur as a result of 

differences in the amounts of sediment left on the bed 
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surface in each cell after a time step. These changes 

primarily reflect the predominance of erosion or deposition 

processes at each point (cell) during the simulation. In 

this test, it is desired to see the effects of time 

differences, and minimize the effects related to varying 

sediment amounts or characteristics. Therefore, a uniform 

sand bed about 650 feet thick (100,000 ib/sqft) is specified 

as the initial condition in all of the cells. Further, the 

effects of valley geometry are minimized by forcing all flow 

to occur within the channel in a bedrock canyon. Bedrock 

scour is disabled. 

Cases were run using times steps of 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 

20, 25, 40, 50, and 100 years. The largest bed scour 

values and surface elevation changes are shown in Table 4.5. 

The last column gives the cell relief, followed by the cell 

number and time domain number in parentheses). Time steps 

are given in years and the other values are in feet. Figure 

4.10 illustrates the relationships of these data. The three 

elevation values are plotted on a logarithmic scale versus 

time step size. Above 20 year time step length, the change 

to the elevation datum and the scour depth exceed the river 

bed relief in the cell (difference between the upstream and 

downstream bed elevations). A requirement of convergence is 

that corrections be less than the value of the parameter 

being corrected. The results of this test indicate that 

time steps over 20 years exceed the ability of the model to 

compensate stream morphology for elevation changes due to 

scour. 

Conclusions 

Analysis of the Navasota River data set suggests that 

the following limits be placed on the discretization scheme: 
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Distance divisions: Not greater than 5 miles. 

Grain size classes: 10 to 15 classes. Any individual 

composition should occupy at least 4 

classes. 

Time steps: 5 to 50 years. 

The datum stability test sets a limit of 20 years on 

the length of time steps. This value is conservative, 

because scour processes are isolated from deposition 

processes in it. It is this author's opinion that larger 

time steps could be used to investigate general features of 

long term river system evolution. Long term modeling could 

not produce a unique interpretation of the course of 

evolution, but rather a possible and physically consistent 

sequence of changes. The results sought should be of low 

resolution in terms of the discretization scheme. With 

whatever scheme is chosen, it is wise to observe the 

behavior of many of the output parameters during the run for 

signs of numerical instability or poor physical analogy. 

The output controls and files are provided just for this 

purpose. 

The goal of the design of this modeling method is to 

make it possible to test the process of geomorphic evolution 

of a river system. The degree to which it can be done in 

any one case depends on the quality of the data used and the 

judgment of the user in controlling the performance of the 

program. The results can show the trend of changes the 

system could possibly experience as it tries to establish 

equilibrium. 

Equilibrium in Rivers 

The central relationship in the stability of river 

evolution processes is the feedback between elevation (or 

slope) and load capacity. Einstein (1941, 1950) showed that 
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capacity to carry a given grain size increases rapidly with 

increasing flow intensity. The sensitivity and non-

linearity of this process is responsible for chaotic 

dynamics. The erosion process is damped by the presence of 

vegetation, which has a stabilizing effect on land surfaces 

and limits the rate at which loose sediment can become 

available for transport. If the amount of loose sediment is 

exhausted, another limiting factor arises, bedrock scour. 

This process is very slow, and tends to dominate the 

elevation-changing feedback by severely reducing the 

possible rate of erosion. The process of bed surface 

armoring interferes with the ability of a flow condition to 

gain access to loose sediment. That, however, is a dynamic 

process which changes with the flow conditions and sediment 

supply. Water flow rates are largely controlled by climatic 

factors, and a small amount of variability in the source 

rate can strongly affect the timing of hydraulic conditions, 

which in turn drive the sediment carrying capacity. If 

there can be equilibrium in a river, then it must exist in 

the balance of these processes together in an average sense 

over time. Such a balance will be punctuated on occasion by 

sudden changes such as channel avulsion. It can only be 

defined over reaches of the stream with uniform conditions, 

separated by regions of abrupt change such as waterfalls and 

cascades (knickpoints), lakes, or tributary junctions 

(Schumm, 1977). 

A river system cannot truly reach equilibrium, because 

the upland areas are continually being changed by erosion. 

If there were uplift to balance elevation reduction, then 

different rocks would be eroding at different times, and 

this is a violation of the condition of equilibrium. A true 

equilibrium (or graded) state can only be realized if there 

is no interaction with bedrock, but the river flows entirely 

in its own alluvium. For natural rivers, this cannot be 
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true, because there is always a headwater region in which 

alluvium is sourced from erosion of preexisting material. 

An approximate state of grade can exist downstream, if the 

supply of sediment and water remains essentially constant. 

This condition would correspond to a river which carries the 

maximum load possible at all times, or operates at full 

capacity (Einstein, 1950). In the modeling context of this 

work, this condition is called "saturated load." Most 

laboratory flume experiments have been designed to 

demonstrate saturated load conditions. Under such 

conditions, changes in hydraulics stimulate load corrections 

by continuously alternating the processes of bed scour and 

deposition. This balance is precisely that which sediment 

load simulation attempts to model. Continuity, then, is the 

key behind modeling mechanics. Discontinuities must be 

recognized and accounted for in order to achieve a long-term 

simulation. In the test of numerical stability discussed 

above, case 4 demonstrates the handling of a discontinuity, 

channel avulsion. 
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Table 4.1. Einstein Sand Analysis. 

Percent 

by volume 

6.05 

33.40 

41.96 

18.58 

Grain size 

mm 

.175 

.248 

.351 

.495 
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Table 4.2. Comparison of Sediment 
Transport Calculations. 

Flow Rate 

cuft/sec 

Einstein (1950) 

409 

1065 

2820 

5380 

9620 

16550 

30220 

Present Study 

409.3 

1064.5 

2820.0 

5383.3 

9622.5 

16554.2 

30222.2 

Hydraulic 

Radius, .ft 

1.36 

1.76 

2.50 

3.30 

4.14 

5.07 

6.03 

1.22 

1.74 

2.52 

3.21 

4.01 

4.95 

6.24 

Mean Velocity 

ft/sec 

2.92 

4.44 

6.63 

8.40 

9.92 

11.30 

12.58 

4.50 

5.72 

7.24 

8.55 

9.76 

11.03 

12.68 
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Table 4.3. Distance Convergence Divisions 

Cells 

6 

12 

24 

48 

96 

Length (miles) 

20 

10 

5 

2.5 

1.25 

Table 4.4. Grain Size Convergence Classes 

Number of Number of Fractions 

Classes Sand Silt 

5 3 2 

7 4 3 

12 7 6 

24 14 12 
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Table 4.5. Datum Change Convergence Test Results 

Time 

Step 

yrs. 

1 

2 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

40 

50 

100 

Scour 

Depth 

ft. 

1.14 

1.31 

3.96 

8.97 

19.44 

43.74 

90.83 

136.25 

771.75 

807.88 

Datum 

Change 

ft. 

-1.14 

-1.72 

-4.32 

-8.96 

-16.67 

-31.99 

-66.72 

-108.05 

-725.93 

-677.54 

Cell 

Relief 

14 

8 

12 

14 

32 

32 

^ 14 

14 

12 

12 

ft. 

(9,3) 

(23,3) 

(19,3) 

(9,1) 

(5,1) 

(5,1) 

(9,1) 

(9,1) 

(15,2) 

(20,2) 
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Figure 4.4. Logistic Function Behavior 
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CHAPTER V 

SAMPLE APPLICATION: NAVASOTA RIVER, TEXAS 

Introduction 

A data set was assembled to model the Navasota River in 

central east Texas. This river is a tributary of the larger 

Brazos River system, which extends from headwaters in 

northeastern New Mexico about 1000 miles to the Texas coast. 

The Navasota River is about 110 miles in length. It runs 

from north to south, and descends from about 600 to 170 feet 

above sea level. The uppermost part of the valley is cut 

into bedrock, mostly Cretaceous and Tertiary clastic rocks 

which are not strongly cemented. The lower portion 

possesses a floodplain up to one mile across. The river 

channel reaches a maximum size of about 180 feet wide and 40 

feet deep. Figure 5.1 shows the river course in context 

with major geographic and geologic features. 

This river was chosen because it flows through 

relatively uniform geology throughout its length. It has a 

fairly simple profile, suggesting a perched base level in 

the upper one quarter of its course, below which it appears 

to be nearly graded. U.S.G.S. hydrographic data are 

available from at least one gaging station at Navasota, 

Texas (although they are not used in this demonstration). 

Climatic conditions are warm and moderate: Rainfail is 

about 50 inches annually, and mean annual temperature is 

about 68 degrees Fahrenheit. The river valley and local 

landscape are heavily vegetated, and grass is ubiquitous as 

a ground cover. 

Summary of Quaternary and Recent Geology, 
Northwest Gulf of Mexico 

The southeast Texas coast region is characterized by an 

alluvial plain of Quaternary to Recent age, about 50 to 60 
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miles in width. This period of time includes five 

recognized glacial stages shown in Figure 5.2 (from Bernard, 

et al., 1970; after Fisk, 1944), between which small rises 

in sea level produced the named alluvial terraces mapped in 

the Texas and Louisiana coastal areas. These are summarized 

in Figure 5.3 (from Bernard et ai., 1970; after Fisk, 1944). 

The incision of each of these terraces produced a knickpoint 

that is presently migrating upstream in all of the major 

Texas river systems. It is not the purpose of this work to 

explore nor document the positions of these knickpoints. It 

is suggested that most of the knickpoints have coalesced 

approximately at the crossing of the Brazos River with the 

Balcones Fault Zone (FZ on map). They give a structural 

context to. the modeling of any Texas river, for the period 

of the last one million years. 

The present day outcrop limit of the Quaternary 

alluvial plain deposits occurs a short distance downstream 

of the confluence of the Navasota and Brazos Rivers, south 

of Navasota, Texas. Recent alluvium is shown to backfill 

the Brazos River valley approximately to Navasota, according 

to Figure 2 of Bernard et al. (1970). The Brazos occupies a 

broad alluvial valley cut into a broader Quaternary valley 

below Waco, Texas (Geologic Atlas of Texas, Austin Sheet, 

1981; and Waco Sheet, 1979). Upstream of Waco, the Brazos 

has exposed Cretaceous and older rocks in its bed, and 

valley walls are dominantly exposed bedrock (personal 

reconnaissance). The Navasota River valley is cut into 

Quaternary terrace sediments as far upstream as a point four 

miles north-northeast of Groesbeck, Texas, where the Mexia 

Fault Zone is encountered. These relationships are 

summarized on the regional map. Figure 5.1. 
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Preparation of Geologic Model Data 

Surface Geomorphology 

The acquisition of surface descriptive data for 

defining initial model conditions is best done from 

topographic maps scaled from 1:20,000 to 1:50,000. In the 

United States, U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute quadrangles are ideal. 

The river course must be subdivided into ceils on the 

basis of uniformity of conditions. This includes geologic 

structural or stratigraphic complexity that would influence 

fluvial evolution. For larger rivers, it should be easy to 

use 5-mile cells on average. For small rivers, a smaller 

cell length is appropriate. 

Within each cell, the landscape must be described by 

only a few model parameters. The most important are the 

hypsogram values, the valley shape exponent, drainage area, 

and stream length. A reasonable hypsogram can be extracted 

by making cross sections from the river surface up to high 

points in the local watershed. Once a typical cross section 

is obtained, it can be sampled at the points needed for a 

linear profile. To convert it to an hypsogram, the shape 

exponent must be chosen by intuition. Different values may 

be tried, and the resulting areas of different elevations 

can be compared to the exposed land above representative 

contours on the topographic map. This is a painstaking job, 

but it must be done at least enough to acquaint the user 

with reasonable choices of exponents. 

Drainage areas and stream lengths can be picked from 

the topographic map directly. First, the outline of the 

local watershed of each cell must be found. A crude method 

of measuring area is satisfactory, such as counting squares 

on a graph paper overlay. Linear stream length is more 

subtle, because the value must describe the total length of 

all channelized flow paths. Most of this is not marked by 

stream course lines on the maps, but rather the crenulations 
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of contour lines must be interpreted. Air photographs can 

help substantially in this task. It is reasonable to pick 

several representative areas in which to look at detail 

intensely in single square mile tracts. The drainage length 

within a tract can then be applied to other similar 

landscapes. 

The river morphology must be described from ceil to 

cell quantitatively. Channel width is easily extracted from 

the topographic map, except in dammed lakes. Channel depth 

is not generally known, but can usually be guessed 

reasonably, especially if cross sections can be made where 

bars are exposed on the map. Other than that. State or 

Federal hydrographic surveys may be available in some places 

to give channel shape and depth. This information can also 

provide important constraints for climatic description, 

insofar as flood stage values must correlate with hydraulic 

conditions in the model runs. The user may visit the river 

and sound the channel personally from bridges where 

permissible. 

Valley width is a subtle judgment, and should be based 

on the presence of alluvium of any age and on erosion of 

older bedrock. In east Texas, the low relief of the 

landscape makes valley width determination difficult, but 

geologic maps aid in finding limiting points along the 

course. The presence of a levee should be carefully noted. 

Often it can be seen in air photographs at the end of a 

dammed lake. Sometimes it is discernible by the contours on 

the floodplain. 

Sinuosity and meander length can be measured directly. 

The channel length must be carefully measured, which can be 

done with a rolling counter available from most drafting 

suppliers. 
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Substrate Stratigraphy 

Within each cell, the user must describe a geologic 

column which will be hung from the cell center point, and 

extrapolated on horizontal planes throughout the cell area. 

There is freedom in choosing how much detail to employ: 

(a) The number of layers that can be defined per cell is a 

system-level election, and changes must be recompiled. 

Presently, there are four layers available. (b) Each layer 

can be described as a combination of two rock types in 

different proportions. (c) Rock types codes permit 

variation in properties within each class (sandstone, for 

example, is defined to have a given mean grain size and age, 

which determine its weathering response). 

For the example of the Navasota River, maps of the 

Geologic Atlas of Texas (Austin Sheet, 1981; Waco Sheet, 

1979) were used to obtain generalized descriptions of 

formations immediately below the river bed and in the 

drainage areas. Figure 5.4 is a generalized cross section 

along the course of the Navasota River, showing the named 

units from the maps. Interpreted dips and thicknesses are 

apparent, and assuming a general 2-degree basinward 

(southward) slope over all. The crossing of the river 

course with the.Mexia Fault Zone caused a flattening of 

basinward dip locally. 

Layer resolution in the model is by individual 

formation, and lithologic components are based on the 

predominant lithologies described in the map legends. The 

input file for stratigraphic information requires elevations 

of formation tops, so the lowest one is assumed continuous 

downward without end. The user must be careful to describe 

a range of elevation encompassing the highest points in the 

hypsogram for each cell. 

Alluvium cover in the river valley is required in units 

of pounds per square foot of land surface. As a guide. 
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common river sediment weighs about 130 pounds per cubic 

foot. 

The Navasota is interpreted to be scouring bedrock 

throughout its length. Only one foot of sediment was placed 

on the channel bed in the sample model. Generally, the 

bedrock elevation was assumed approximately equal to that of 

the channel bed in the lower 3/4 of the river, where it 

displays a widened floodplain. Upstream, where the valley 

is more juvenile and clearly ungraded, the "floodplain area" 

and "alluvial ridge area" (as defined in model code) were 

given much thinner sediment coats. Figure 5.5 shows 

possible choices of valley cross section configurations. 

The height of the alluvial ridge (levee) above the 

floodplain is designated "ha." The height of the levee 

above the deepest point in the channel (channel wall) is 

called "he." The outer shoulder is the floodplain surface. 

In this portion of the system, the value of ha is defined to 

be negative, giving the valley cross section a broad "V" 

shape, rather than a flat bottom. 

Tectonic Processes 

For the Navasota River model, no tectonic influence was 

applied. It could be used to cause the sea level datum of 

the model to move up or down a fixed amount for each time 

step in an input group. The Navasota River is far enough 

above sea level that it was assumed minor changes in it 

would not be felt. This really is an opportunity for 

further research, because the effects of grading and 

knickpoint migration transmit sea level changes upstream in 

a predictable manner which could be modeled. 
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Input Data 

Introduction 

In this section, each of the input data files used in 

the demonstration run will be analyzed in detail. The 

emphasis is on what the data are and why the particular 

values were chosen, rather than on format or specific 

reasons for using the stated source. Consequences and 

interpretation of resulting effects is discussed in the 

following section. The output control file (STRMIN.OCF) 

will not be discussed, because it contains no data 

processing information. The constants file (STRMIN.CON) is 

described in detail in Chapter III and in the Symbols List. 

Data Files 

STRMIN.DAT. A printout of this file is provided as 

Figure 5.6. 

No null flags have been set for the demonstration run. 

All of the program functionality is activated. 

There are 12 grain size classes used. There class 

boundaries are given in mm in the next section. These 

values were selected to allow for large debris from bedrock 

decay, and to include pure clay as its own class. The 

representative grain sizes in each class are given next. 

These are rough estimates of the geometric average of the 

class boundaries. More precision and accuracy could have 

been used, but with as many classes as are used, it was 

deemed unnecessary. 

There are 24 cells in the Navasota River model. 

STRMNX models must always have four time domains. This 

number is given to the program as data input, however. It 

must never be altered. 

Mean sea level at the beginning of the run can be 

anything the user wants. It is the datum by which ail 
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elevations are defined throughout the simulation. Zero is 

chosen here for convenience. 

MSLbase is the elevation of the deepest part of the 

channel at the mouth of the river. It is the point which 

defines bed slope in the last cell. Here, 170 places the 

foot end of the last cell far above sea level, creating a 

waterfall at the end of the river. This will affect the 

results by producing knickpoint erosion, which must be 

considered a boundary effect. All of the elevations could 

have been reduced, so the end of the simulated river course 

would end at sea level. It was decided to retain actual 

elevations for clarity, however. 

Two values must be given to initiate channel cross-

slopes, and to place a minimum limit on them. Cell-by-celi 

input could be elected, if desired. 

The time dilation effect is controlled by an exponent 

and magnitude factor. The given values are suggestions 

only. The ones used should be matched to flood records when 

possible. 

Tolerances in calculation of areas, flow rates, and 

water depths are given as decimal fractions. The values 

provided resolve solutions from iterative hydraulic 

procedures in about 50 steps. The run time could be 

substantially reduced by relaxing these criteria, but at the, 

cost of poorer hydraulic parameter resolution. This 

resolution is a key control in the accuracy of flow 

allocation among the fluvial environments, and of sediment 

transport calculations. 

The remainder of the data file is partitioned into 

blocks of 24 values, one for each cell, in upstream to 

downstream order. 

Hypsogram exponents control the shape of the landscape 

representative surface profile. The values given are all 

the same, 0.5. This corresponds to a convex-upward slope on 
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average, or a tendency for small streams to collect water 

from semicircular basins. Higher values tend toward long, 

parallel streams with constant valley wall slopes. 

There are no tributaries defined for the Navasota River 

model. All of the tributary codes are set to zero. 

The Navasota River has a sandy bed throughout. 

Vegetation codes are set to zero, indicating the absence of 

channel vegetation. 

Aridity values are defined for this block, but they are 

not read from it. These are dummy values, which must be 

present for data alignment. 

Drainage area values are to represent the area 

supplying rain runoff within each cell. The values given 

were extracted from topographic maps by using a graph paper 

overlay. 

Stream length values correspond to the drainage areas 

from the previous block. They must account for the total 

channelized flow path within that drainage area. These 

values were obtained by comparing the general landscape to 

sample areas in the model region, which were subjected to 

detailed contour crenulation mapping. Hours of tedious 

labor went into selecting and analyzing the representative 

sample areas (one square mile each) . Great care was taken 

in matching parts of the landscape in each cell to these 

samples. The stream lengths were collected from area-

weighed averages of individual drainage density figures. 

Mean annual air temperature is a rough estimate for the 

whole area model area. The temperature variation is 

likewise. These control vegetation biomass and soil 

thickness. Normally, they should not be the same for all 

cells. Those given here are uniform, so that model 

dispersion caused by other factors can be observed. 

Channel bed elevation is referenced to the head 

(upstream) end of the cell at the deepest point in the 
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channel. These values determine bed slope, and should be as 

accurate as possible. Normally, the user will have to 

estimate channel depth where contour lines cross the stream 

on the map. Interpolation between contours is generally 

necessary as well. 

Cell length is at the discretion of the user. This is 

one of the few parameters that do not have to be measured. 

Cell boundaries must be carefully plotted on maps in order 

to measure other geometric parameters. 

Sinuosity is obtained by measuring the length of the 

channel path directly from the map. This should be as 

accurate as possible, because channel slope depends on 

sinuosity. The exact position of every ceil boundary is 

required for this measurement. 

Meander lengths are measured directly from the map. 

The length encompasses a complete "S" bend, and should be 

averaged for each cell from the meander loops within it. 

Channel wall height is the maximum relief from the 

levee surface to the channel bottom. This usually cannot be 

taken from the map, because water depth is not known. 

Direct observation is the most effective means. Depth 

soundings and hydrographic data from gaging stations are 

valuable for individual locations. Invariably, these values 

must be guessed at. Each value should be representative of 

the average within the cell. Be as accurate as possible. 

Height of the levee above the floodplain is easier to 

see on the map, but difficult to measure. ideally, a levee 

will be highest immediately next to the channel, and the 

average floodplain elevation will be slightly lower, perhaps 

only one or two feet. Even with a contour interval as small 

as five feet, this is difficult to resolve on the map. 

Personal reconnaissance is the best method to ascertain the 

presence of levees. Negative values refer to a downcut 

river terrace, where there is a lower inner terrace rather 
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than a levee. Such a case is easily seen on maps, but often 

it is difficult to describe an average condition. Negative 

values also can be used to describe a youthful, "V"-shaped 

valley in a series of steps up from the bed surface. 

Channel width is measured directly from the map. Where 

the map shows water at low stage, contours usually define 

the channel wall in sufficient detail. 

Floodplain width should be taken as the point beyond 

which hydraulic calculations will not be done. That is, the 

river is assumed to be bounded by vertical walls which 

cannot be breached. Judgment must be used to avoid 

confining flood stage in too narrow a path. If a floodplain 

is defined too wide, internal code can detect the situation 

and narrow it according to flow rates through the cell. 

Three blocks define default values of bed roughness for 

the channel, alluvial ridge, and floodplain. Values here 

are nothing more than the grain size of fine sand. It would 

be worth doing some work to find representative values of 

the modeled river. It should be realized that these are 

used to initiate bedform and hydraulic calculations. 

Closeness to actual values helps to speed up run time by 

minimizing hydraulic iterations. 

The evaporation factor is not implemented in this 

version of the STRMNX program, but dummy values must be 

present. 

The channel cross-slope can be given as individual cell 

values. If not, then these values must be zero. If so, 

then all of them must be positive. There is no flexibility 

in this requirement. 

STRMIN.STP. A printout of this file is provided as 

Figure 5.7. 

The demonstration data set is composed of a single time 

step group, in which 400 equal steps are made with the same 

conditioning parameters. The user can use blocks of any 
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number of steps, and change the conditions within the 

blocks. This simulation uses time steps of length 25 years. 

There is no tectonic influence applied. The uplift 

rate is set to zero in every step. The grass flag is set to 

make secondary vegetation always to be grass. 

Three blocks of 24 data values provide individual cell 

data. Each is arranged in upstream to downstream order. 

Cell aridity index determines the amount of annual 

rainfall in the cell drainage area. Here, the same value is 

used for all cells, so that the effects of computational 

dispersion can be observed. The aridity value of 0.5 

corresponds to a rainfall rate of 50 inches per year. 

Ceil sporadicity index values have been set all to the 

same value, 0.44. This corresponds to a rainfall event 

frequency of 25 events per year, typical of central Texas 

climate. 

The aquifer factor is not implemented in this version 

of the STRMNX program. Dummy values must be present in each 

data block, however. 

There is only one data block, followed by the terminal 

block, which halts the program. 

STRMIN.HPS. A printout of this file is provided as 

Figure 5.8. 

The hypsogram file is composed of a single data block 

with one line for each cell. This one has 24 lines. The 

hypsogram structure has been defined to contain five sample 

points on the representative linear profile, dividing it 

into quarters. These values are listed in order from low to 

high. The cell number is placed at the front of each line. 

Since actual elevation data were used in this 

simulation, rather than data altered to conform to a river 

mouth at sea level, hypsogram values will correspond to 

quartile values of elevations within each cell. These can 

be visualized on the map by noticing what contour lines 
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encompass approximately the low point on the river banks, 

points 25%, 50%, 75% up the landscape slopes, and the high 

point at the crest of the watershed in the ceil area. 

STRMIN.SED. A printout of this file is provided as 
Figure 5.9. 

This is a large data file. It is composed of nine 

composite data blocks, describing the three alluvium layers 

in each of the three fluvial environments. The basal layer 

is described first for the channel, alluvial ridge, and 

floodplain. After them, the same set of data is given for 

the second layer, and the topmost layer. Each block is 

composed of a set of grain size analysis figures for each 

cell, in order from upstream to downstream. The analysis is 

normalized to add to unity. The values are for the 12 grain 

size classes, in order from coarse to fine. The second part 

of each block lists the amount of sediment in the layer as 

Ib/ft^, for all of the cells, in order from upstream to 

downstream. 

In this model example, only the basal layer is given 

initial sediment volume. The other layers are zeroed. The 

volumes correspond to about one foot of sediment on the 

channel bed, and enough in the other environments to equate 

to a bedrock surface at the same elevation as it is in the 

channel, based on surface elevations -defined in the 

STRMIN.DAT file. The sediment composition is based on 

samples from the Brazos River. A channel sand sample 

analysis is used for the channel bed layer, and a floodplain 

silt sample analysis is used for the alluvial ridge and 

floodplain layers. 

The uniformity of compositions throughout the model is 

intended to reduce the irregularities that could arise from 

varied sediment compositions, so that program behavior can 

be better seen. In actual practice, the user should collect 

samples representative of the sediments in each cell. This 
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would normally involve a substantial investment in time and 

money. The use of dummy compositions (such as the ones used 

here) could aid in testing a model application to the point 

of convergence, then actual sediment sampling could be 

undertaken to refine the results. This is a decision left 

entirely to the user's discretion. 

STRMIN.LYR. A printout of this file is provided as 

Figure 5.10. 

The layers file is the location of geological 

information about the model substrate. The data are 

organized into a set of blocks, one for each cell, in order 

from upstream to downstream. Each block contains a line of 

descriptive data for each of four bedrock layers. More or 

less than four could be used, but a change would require 

recompiling the program code, and it would affect the memory 

availability for other parts of the model (number of cells, 

number of grain size classes, number of hypsogram 

divisions). 

The data in each line of the file include rock type 

codes for the primary and secondary types in the layer, 

elevation of the layer at the cell center, fraction of 

primary rock type in the layer (the remainder is secondary), 

and geologic age of the layer. In the example file, 

descriptive information about the rock types is added as 

comments that are not read by the computer. Detailed 

discussion of the codes and conventions of the information 

in the file is found in Chapter II (rock type codes) and in 

Chapter I (data structures). 

The information in the file has been extracted from the 

Geologic Atlas of Texas (Austin Sheet, 1981; and Waco Sheet, 

1979). Figure 5.4 (geologic cross section) is compiled from 

the surface exposure of formations in the Navasota River 

watershed area. These formations are described in general 

in the attached legend for each map sheet. These 
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descriptions include dominant lithologies and some general 

properties, such as "fissile" or "porous" or "cemented." 

Rock type codes were assigned to representative components 

of each of the top four formations in each cell. In some 

cases, it was not necessary to have a secondary rock type, 

and the first was repeated. Elevations were taken from the 

cross section, which was built using an Excel spreadsheet to 

find formation top intersection points at cell centers. 

The cross section was built with the assumption of a 

general two-degree southward dip. The Navasota River runs 

nearly parallel to dip, so apparent dips are nearly true 

dips. Some thickness information was given in the map 

legends, which limited the thicknesses of some formations. 

This limitation forced modification of the local dips to 

allow for uniform thickness throughout the section. 

Other Input Data Files 

The constants file STRMIN.CON and output control file 

STRMIN.OCF that were used in the demonstration run are shown 

in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. The random number table was not 

utilized, but must be present for the program to run. It is 

shown in Figure 5.13. 

Results 

Discussion and Data Displays 

In a run of 10,000 years with 25-years time steps, the 

Navasota River model evolved by relatively steady 

downcutting toward a scoured bedrock valley after about 1000 

years. The remaining time was characterized by slow bedrock 

erosion. 

Figure 5.14 is a plot of the resulting stream profile, 

showing the elevations of the three fluvial environments 

versus distance downstream in miles. Elevation curves are 

labeled '"basemid," ''rgmid," and ''fpmid," for the channel 
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bottom, alluvial ridge, and floodplain, respectively. 

Figure 5.15 is a corresponding plot of the sediment 

thicknesses at the end of the simulation run for the three 

fluvial environments. Thickness curves are labeled 

''ch_sed," ''ar_sed," and ''fp_sed," for the channel, alluvial 

ridge, and floodplain, respectively. These plots show that 

the alluvial ridge environment becomes relatively elevated, 

and is isolated from scour and sediment interaction for much 

of the simulation. This consequence is probably a result of 

poor modeling of alluvial ridge processes, giving it too 

much protection from erosion in comparison with the 

floodplain. More is said about this point later. 

Figure 5.16 shows the change in elevations with time 

for the channel, alluvial ridge, and floodplain. The plot 

is divided into three panels, illustrating these 

relationships the same way for cell numbers 1, 11, and 21, 

which correspond to mileages downstream of 4, 53, and 103 

miles, respectively. The time scale is logarithmic, because 

most of the changes occur early in the simulation period. 

These plots show the relative degree of over-protection to 

the ridge environment, expressed as a delay in its erosion 

relative to the floodplain. Knickpoint migration has 

lowered the channel abruptly in cell 21 after about 7500 

years. This is a boundary effect, due to the artificial 

elevation of the last cell (number 23) above the sea level 

datum. 

Figure 5.17 is a plot of the evolution of maximum datum 

changes and maximum scour depths. These nearly equal each 

other, because the trend in changes was unidirectional 

removal of sediment from the stream system. After 2000 

years, a stable condition was reached in every cell, either 

bedrock exposure, which erodes very slowly, or raised areas 

that were no longer exposed to flowing water. 
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Figures 5.18 and 5.19 each have four panels displayed 

on two pages. They are plots of the representative 

hydraulic condition (mean flow velocity) within each of the 

four time domains, during a sample time step. Curves for 

the three fluvial environments are plotted together. Figure 

5.18 is prepared for the first time step, corresponding to 

an elapsed time of 25 years. Figure 5.19 is prepared for 

the last time step, corresponding to an elapsed time of 

10,000 years. These plots show the geographic distribution 

of flow intensity conditions graphically, as they change 

from one time domain to the next. The systematic division 

of variable flow intensity into periods of steady-state 

hydraulics is the essence of the modeled tie between 

climatic variability and stream dynamics. 

Figure 5.20 is a plot of total sediment load in the 

channel, expressed as lb/ft2 of bed surface area. It is 

displayed in four panels, just as Figures 5.18 and 5.19, so 

that changes from one time domain to the next are 

emphasized. The plots show general composition fractions 

representing gravel, sand, silt, and clay. The curves are 

cumulative, from the bottom upward. Gravel is at the base, 

overlain by sand, silt, and then clay. Some curves overlay 

each other, indicating that one of the fractions is either 

absent from the composition, or in very small quantity. The 

vertical scale is logarithmic, to show detail in small 

amounts. Note that the scale limits change from one panel 

to the next. These plots show how the composition of 

sediment load responds to hydraulic conditions. The most 

intense condition (domain 0) shows the highest concentration 

of gravel in the load. The later domains illustrate a shift 

away from coarse grained load toward silt and clay. The 

spikes in the graph of domain 2 are typical of the response 

to sudden morphologic changes, such as avulsion or changes 

in the channel dimensions. These produce temporarily severe 
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bed slopes, which cause similarly severe adjustments in 

sediment load, until the morphology is appropriately 

adjusted. 

Model Performance 

No problems were encountered during model runs. After 

the initial set of user prompts needed to get the program 

started, there is no user intervention at all. Output is 

generated in files recorded on disk, so there is no physical 

output to collect or monitor. Progress can be watched by 

means of screen messages, indicating that certain key 

procedures have completed their operation. Some of these 

messages are produced cell-by-cell, others are produced for 

each time domain, or at the beginning of a new time step. 

The simulation progresses through time steps uniformly. 

Each one takes nearly the same amount of clock time. The 

cumulative simulated time is shown repeatedly on the screen, 

so progress can be monitored and anticipated easily. 

Different computers will proceed at different clock 

speeds through the same simulation. The most significant 

parameter controlling speed is the microprocessor fetch 

cycle frequency, usually expressed in MHz (million cycles 

per second). The demonstration model was run by the author 

on a 133 MHz PC computer (IBM clone) , running the Windows 

'95 operating system. The 400 time step run took 78 

minutes, or 11.7 seconds per time step. This amount will 

vary with the kind of processing each cell requires. An 

earlier test version of the STRMNX program ran at 30 seconds 

per time step on a 50 MHz PC running Windows 3.1. 

Processing Problems. The author encountered one 

annoying difficulty using the STRMNX program with Windows 

'95. The set of data files and the executable file were 

copied to several other computers to observe differences. 

In two cases, though all of the files were copied to the 
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same directory, the program could not locate the data files 

when run. This is assumed to result from a system setting 

for Windows '95, but the problem was not resolved. If any 

user encounters such an incompatibility, it is recommended 

that help be sought from Microsoft, the supplier of Windows 

'95. 

Conclusions 

Discretization Parameters 

The recommended discretization parameters are time 

steps of 20 years, distance steps of 5 miles, and 10 to 15 

grain size classes. These have been partially optimized by 

convergence testing for a river, the Navasota River, but may 

change with further improvements in the code or may depend 

on the particular application. In particular, the time step 

could be increased substantially. The demonstration run 

with 25-year time steps showed remarkable stability, which 

strongly suggests a larger time step could be used. 

Stability 

The model project of the Navasota River shows numerical 

stability. The program structure is prone to give such 

stability in other cases, even radically different ones, but 

the user will most likely have to experiment with values of 

constants and some of the empirical submodels. It is 

possible, even likely, that program errors (bugs) exist in 

portions of some of the procedures that were not tested 

adequately. Further exploration of different model 

situations is necessary to discover and understand how to 

correct such flaws. This task must be relegated to future 

work. 
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Convergence 

The demonstrated results show a reasonable degree of 

physical convergence. Any lack of satisfaction in this area 

results primarily from insufficient testing. The many 

physical constants that must be supplied by the user are 

especially prone to need tweaking for optimal performance. 

The author is convinced that this kind of model can work for 

its intended purpose, but each case will require detailed 

testing, analysis, and adjustment. 

It is evident that some of the modeled processes 

respond more to the number of steps over which they act 

rather than to the amount of time in which they act. 

Presently, it is not known which procedures, nor which 

processes, are involved. This is considered a physical 

convergence problem, and it will require detailed code 

detective work to solve. 

Scour and Surface Protection 

Upon observing output from the Navasota demo run, it is 

clear that the alluvial ridge area is too strongly protected 

from scour. The author believes this is caused by its 

shallower depth when elevated above the floodplain. 

Unfortunately, in calculating hydraulics, there cannot be a 

conditional filling of the plain area after the levee is 

overtopped, because that causes ambiguity in the 

relationship of depth to flow rate, which must appear in 

this model as an invertible function. The scour and 

transport submodels for the ridge and plain should be 

modified to make them more realistic. Both environments are 

mostly areas of deposition. Perhaps the calculation of a 

velocity profile could be made a function of environment. 

The means of limiting floodplain flow in this work has been 

to force the bed roughness to be at least as great as the 

elevation of the levee above the plain. This evidently does 
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not sufficiently restrict floodplain scour, especially when 

the floodplain carries swifter flow than does the alluvial 

ridge area. Possibly a floodplain surface protection model, 

which would respond to flow across the alluvial ridge, could 

work to overcome this problem. Perhaps enforcing a 

threshold of scouring intensity could work. Einstein (1950) 

opposed this concept for unencumbered channel processes, but 

it would be more reasonable for a vegetated surface. 

Use of Results 

The results of this modeling method should not be used 

for site-specific engineering design or legal 

interpretation. The method is susceptible to chaotic 

dynamics, and minor variations in some parameters could be 

expected to cause significant variations in results. The 

value of the method is in exploring the consequences of 

geologic interpretations of river systems, whether they be 

in the form of historical interpretation of conditions, or 

in modeling the physical processes of river dynamics and 

their interactions basinwide. 

Future Improvements 

Bed Sediment Feedback 

Presently, the development of bed characteristics is 

based on a preliminary estimation of the sediment 

composition that would derive from those characteristics 

(bedform morphology, surface roughness, actual bed load 

composition). The STRMNX code is designed to enable bed 

composition feedback in the form of transport calculation 

iterations. The resulting bed load from each iteration is 

used to condition the bed characteristics for the next. 

This logic was tried early in program development, but it 

resulted in poor numeric closure and much longer clock time 

per time step. In effect, the present model employs only 
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the first such iteration. It is realistic to include such 

feedback in a transport model. 

Morphologic Equilibrium 

By modeling processes which are activated by out-of-

equilibrium morphologic conditions, sediment volume changes 

and morphologic geometry can be linked together. 

Morphologic changes can then be the result of processes of 

sediment mobilization, which are controlled by morphologic 

form. An example would be river bank erosion (a process 

dependent on sediment properties), which would be the engine 

for meander modification and channel migration (morphologic 

changes). The key for controlling the bank erosion process 

would be geometry of water flow in existing meander bends. 

Bank and Valley Wall Erosion 

Presently, the STRMNX program does not model the 

deterioration of bank walls with exposure to flow conditions 

in the channel. It was observed along the lower Brazos 

River and lower Navasota River, that bank collapse is an 

ongoing and nearly ubiquitous process in floodplains. 

Neither does STRMNX code contain a model for valley wall 

erosion. The valley wall is modeled as a vertical barrier, 

which is immovable except in special cases of channel 

resizing. 

Channel Lateral Migration 

This process is well known to occur within human 

lifetimes in all rivers. It is not directly modeled in the 

STRMNX program, but crudely allowed for by the avulsion 

process submodel. This is not adequate. 

The Brazos River has reconstructed a delta on the Texas 

coast since 1935, after being relocated to a man-made 

channel (Bernard et al., 1970). This is not a case of 
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channel migration, but it indicates the rapidity with which 

depositional processes change the landscape. Meander loops 

of countless rivers have been modified by channel migration 

processes, which have forced the redefinition of political 

boundaries in many places. A complete fluvial model should 

include channel migration processes which interact with 

sediment mobilization processes in the channel. 

Vegetation Variety 

In the present vegetation submodel, climatic conditions 

and the fluvial environment category control the biomass. 

In reality, soil composition ought to exert control as well. 

A great deal of flexibility is intentionally left in the 

hands of the user with vegetation characterization. 

Knickpoint Migration 

Knickpoints are flattened and diminished by the logic 

of the STRMNX program. It would be more realistic to model 

the movement of a knickpoint through a cell, based on the 

hydrology associated with, it and substrate conditions. A 

process of coalescence would be necessary to group together 

knickpoints which converge on the same cell (due to bedrock 

exposure, for example). 

Landscape Characterization 

Landscape descriptive parameters are limited to those 

of Horton (1945), the drainage density and total channelized 

flow length. A land surface could be expected to show 

correlation among local drainage wall steepness, local 

drainage channel slope, the distribution of elevations (the 

hypsogram), and intercepted lithologic characteristics. 

These relationships should be studied and incorporated into 

landscape characterization to more effectively predict 

runoff hydraulic conditions. 
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Landscape Sediment Supply 

Rill formation is an intermediate step between sheet 

flow and stream flow. Though rills are difficult to 

characterize uniformly, the process of rill flow should be 

incorporated into a sediment supply model. Further, the 

movement of sediment out of local subwatersheds into the 

main river course should be modeled in a way similar to load 

transport within the river system. 

Landscape Surface Protection 

Upon testing the completed code of the STRMNX program, 

it became evident that modifications to vegetation-sediment 

interaction could substantially improve the physical 

convergence of the model. In the soil mobilization 

calculation, plant cover is taken into consideration in the 

exposure of soil to rainfall energy. It is crudely 

accounted for in the calculation of fluvial erosion by the 

surface protection factor. It may be useful to apply the 

protection factor to the corrasive energy factor in the 

cohesive limit calculation, rather than adding it to the 

cohesive strength term. The purpose of the term is to 

account for reduction in surface exposure to erosion due to 

the presence of plant matter. This effect is more a 

restriction on the energy efficiency of the erosion process 

than an increase in sediment strength. 
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TERTIARY AND OLDER 

I I UNDIFFERENTIATED 

Figure 5.1. Regional Quaternary Geology 
Modi fled after Bernard et al. (1970, Fig. 2). 
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ha > 0 

Flat Bottom. 

ha - 0 
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Incised Terrace or ^̂ V" Shape. 

ha < 0 

Figure 5.5. Channel Cross Section Configurations. 
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/ / 
// HEADER: Name: Mark R. Vining 
// Date: Jan 17, 1997 
// Class: Research 
// Title: Navasota River, Texas 
// Project File: STRMIN.DAT 
// Data Type: Fixed input data 
// 

* begin initial data * 
null flags: local, tributary, incoming, transp, rock-dec (0 or 1) 
0 0 0 0 0 

gscl - number of grainsize classes 
12 

gsd[gscl] - grainsize class divisions (mm) 
rows of gscl-1 values beginning with coarsest 
100.0 10.0 4.0 2.0 1.0 .5 .25 .125 .05 .02 .002 

gs[gscl] - grainsize class representative diameters (mm) 
rows of gscl values beginning with class 0 
200-0 31.6 6.32 2.83 1.41 .707 .354 .177 .079 .0316 .0063 .001 

ncells - number of blocks 
24 

ndom - number of domains per time step 
4 must not be changed 

MSL - mean sea level elevation (feet above standard) 
0.0 

MSLbase - bottom elevation at river mouth (feet above standard) 
170.0 

theta max min - channel cross slope (tangent) 
.0085 .0005 

tspow, tsfac - time dilation power and factor 
.5 0.05 

Atol - tolerance in area calculation (dec fraction) 
.01 

Qtol - tolerance in discharge calculation (dec fraction) 
.02 

ytol - tolerance in water surface elevation (dec fraction) 
.02 

Hpow[eel] - hypsogram exponents (0.5 to 1.0) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

trib[eel] - tributary image cell numbers (zero means none) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

vegch[cel] - Channel vegetation flag, l=yes, 0=no, by block 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

arid[eel] - initial aridity factor within blocks (repeat in .stp) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

t • 

Figure 5.6. STRMIN.DAT File. ^ 
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Adrn[cel] - drainage area of cell (scpni) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
12.1 25.9 62.5 54.9 44.2 70.1 41.1 108.3 67.1 149.4 61.0 77.8 
129.6 204.3 128.1 24.4 56.4 47.3 118.9 64.0 33.5 137.2 76.2 158.6 

Lstr[cel] - total miles of drainage of cell (mi) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
27.1 57.5 138.7 121.8 98.1 155.5 91.2 240.3 148.9 331.5 135.3 172.6 
287.5 453.3 284.2 54.1 125.1 104.9 263.8 142.0 74.3 304.4 169.1 351.9 

T[cel] - average annual temperature for block (deg-F) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 

Tvar[eel] - annual temperature variation (24-hr avg) for block (deg-F) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 
30.0 30-0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 

base[eel] - elevation at block head end above standard (feet) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
600.0 550.0 515.0 494.0 453.0 422.0 
390.0 372.0 361.0 341.0 327.0 313.0 
299.0 284.0 276.0 268.0 256.0 242.0 
230.0 222.0 210.0 198.0 188.0 178.0 

dx[eel] - block length (miles) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
3.7 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

sinu[eel] - initial channel sinuosity ratio 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
1.40 1.80 2.00 2.10 1.50 1.60 3.00 2.30 2.00 1.30 1.40 1.70 
1.80 1.50 1.80 1.50 1.80 2.20 2.50 2.00 1.60 1.70 2.00 2.50 

Lm[cel] - initial channel meander length, miles 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
0-08 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.75 0.90 0.17 0.12 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.20 
0.15 0.15 0.15 0.25 0.20 0-15 0.15 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.30 

he[eel] - channel wall height from deepest point (feet) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
5.0 5.0 6.0 10.0 7.0 7.0 10.0 15.0 7.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 
10.0 12.0 9.0 7.0 9.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 10.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 

ha[eel] - alluv. rdg. height above floodplain (feet) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
-10.0 -10.0 -9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 
1.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

wc[cel] - channel width (feet) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
100.0 100.0 120.0 150.0 180.0 120.0 
150.0 130.0 140.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 
160.0 150.0 160.0 180-0 200-0 190.0 
180.0 190.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 

wf[eel] - floodplain width plus channel width (miles) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
0.50 1.00 0.70 0.50 0.15 0.20 0.08 0.65 0.75 0.65 0.90 0.90 
1.00 1.00 0.90 0.90 1.30 1.65 1.00 2.00 2.50 1.40 1.70 2.20 

Figure 5.6. (Continued.) 
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kc[cel] - initial von Karman k of channel (ft) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
.10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 
.10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 

ka[cel] - initial von Karman k of alluvial ridge (ft) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
.10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 
.10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 

kf[eel] - initial von Karman k of floodplain surface (ft) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
.10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 
.10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 

evap[eel] - evaporation factor within block 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

ttheta[eel] - channel cross-slope (tangent) (zero for default) 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

^ end of initial data * 

n 

Figure 5.6. (Continued.) 
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/ / 
// HEADER: Name: Mark R. Vining 
// Date: Jan 17, 1997 
// Class: Research 
// Title: Navasota River, Texas 
// Project File: STRMIN.STP 
// Data Type: Time step input data 
// 
** begin data for each time step ** 
time step - ts number followed by length (years) 
400 25.0 

tectonic uplift rate (ft/lOOOyrs)and grass flag (0 or 1) 
0.0 1 

arid[eel] - aridity factor within blocks 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

spor[eel] - sporadicity factor within blocks 
.44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 
.44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 

aqu[cei] - aquifer effect factor within blocks 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

* last time step * 
time step - zero followed by anything 
0 0.0 

** end of time step data ** 

Figure 5.7. STRMIN.STP File 
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/ / 
// HEADER: 
// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

Name: 
Date: 
Class 
Title 
Proje 
Data 

Mark R. Vining 
Jan 17, 1997 
: Research 
: Navasota River, Texas 
et File: STRMIN.HPS 
Type: Hypsogram input 

** begin data for each ceil ** 
cell# followed by NDIV elevations above datum at midpoint 
cell 0 is at headwaters 
0 590.0 630.0 650.0 660.0 670.0 
1 520.0 570.0 610.0 620.0 640.0 
2 480.0 520.0 550.0 580.0 590.0 
3 455.0 520.0 540.0 570.0 585.0 
4 430.0 520.0 530.0 560.0 580.0 
5 415.0 490.0 515.0 545.0 570.0 
6 400-0 460.0 500.0 530.0 560.0 
7 380.0 445.0 500.0 520.0 555.0 
8 360.0 430-0 500.0 510.0 550.0 
9 345.0 415.0 475.0 520.0 555-0 
10 330.0 400.0 450.0 530.0 560.0 
11 315.0 390.0 455.0 500.0 520.0 
12 300.0 380.0 460.0 470.0 480.0 
13 290.0 365.0 430.0 440.0 445.0 
14 280.0 350.0 400.0 405.0 410.0 
15 270.0 350.0 385.0 390.0 395.0 
16 260.0 350.0 370-0 375-0 380.0 
17 250.0 325.0 335.0 350-0 360.0 
18 240-0 295.0 300.0 320.0 340.0 
19 225.0 285-0 295.0 315.0 335.0 
20 210.0 270.0 290.0 310.0 325.0 
21 200.0 275.0 290.0 305.0 325.0 
22 195.0 280.0 285.0 300.0 320.0 
23 190.0 270.0 280.0 300.0 320-0 

** end of time step data ** 

Figure 5.8. STRMIN.HPS File 
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/ / 
// HEADER: Name: Mark R. Vining 
// Date: Jan 17, 1997 
// Class: Research 
// Title: Navasota River, Texas 
// Project File: STRMIN.SED 
// Data Type: Sediment layer input data 
// 
* begin sediment data * 
LDl[gscl][0][eel] - default grainsizes for channel bottom layer (vol%) 

rows of gscl values each beginning with class 0, led by cell # 
followed by as many rows as there are blocks 

0 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 -000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 

TLDl[0][eel] - default Ib/sqft of sediment for channel bottom layer 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
40.0 80.0 100.0 130.0 130.0 130.0 
130.0 130-0 130.0 130.0 130.0 130.0 
130.0 130.0 130-0 130.0 130.0 130.0 
130.0 130.0 130-0 130.0 130.0 130.0 

LDl[gscl] [1] [eel] - default grainsizes for alluvial ridge bottom layer 
(vol%) 

3ows of gscl values each beginning with class 0, led by cell # 
followed by as many rows as there are blocks 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

-000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
-000 
.000 
.000 
-000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
-000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 
-000 
-000 
.000 
.000 
.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 
-000 
-000 
.000 
-000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.006 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 
-000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 
-000 
.000 
-000 
.000 
.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.002 

.002 
-002 
-002 
.002 
.002 
-002 
.002 

.045 

.045 

.045 

.045 

.045 

.045 

.045 

.045 

.446 

.446 

.446 

.446 

.446 

.446 

.446 

.446 

.430 

.430 

.430 

.430 

.430 

.430 

.430 

.430 

.061 
-061 
.061 
.061 
.061 
.061 
.061 
.061 

.016 

.016 

.016 

.016 

.016 

.016 

.016 

.016 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

Figure 5.9. STRMIN.SED File. 
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8 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
9 .000 -000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
10 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
11 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
12 -000 .000 .000 .000 .000 -002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
13 .000 .000 .000 -000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
14 .000 .000 -000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
15 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
16 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
17 .000 .000 .000 -000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
18 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
19 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
20 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
21 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
22 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
23 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 

TLDl[l][cel] - default Ib/sqft of sediment for alluvial ridge bottom 
layer 

row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
600.0 800.0 1000.0 1430.0 950.0 950.0 
1300.0 2000.0 950.0 950.0 1050.0 1200.0 
1700-0 1750.0 950.0 950.0 1300.0 1100.0 
1100.0 1300.0 1100.0 1300.0 1300.0 1400.0 

LDl[gscl] [2] [eel] - default grainsizes for floodplain bottom 
layer(vol%) 

rows of gscl values each beginning with class 0, led by cell # 
followed by as many rows as there are blocks 

0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 -446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
2 .000 -000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
3 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 -446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 -446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
6 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
7 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
8 .000 .000 .000 .000 -000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
9 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
10 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
11 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
12 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
13 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
14 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
15 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
16 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
17 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
18 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
19 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
20 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 -061 .016 .000 
21 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
22 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
23 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 

TLDl[2][eel] - default Ib/sqft of sediment for floodplain bottom layer 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
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300.0 400.0 500.0 800.0 950.0 0.0 
0.0 2000.0 950-0 950.0 1050.0 1100.0 
1500.0 1500.0 950.0 950.0 1100.0 1100.0 
1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1300.0 1300.0 1400.0 

LD2[gscl] [0] [eel] - default grainsizes for channel middle layer (vol%) 
rows of gscl values each beginning with class 0, led by cell # 
followed by as many rows as there are blocks 

0 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
1 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
2 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
3 -000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
4 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
5 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
6 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
7 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 -000 
8 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 -000 
9 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
10 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
11 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
12 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
13 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
14 .000 -000 -000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
15 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
16 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
17 .000 .000 -000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
18 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
19 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
20 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
21 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
22 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 
23 .000 .000 .000 .006 -005 .056 .556 .327 .047 .003 .000 .000 

TLD2[0][cei] - default Ib/sqft of sediment for channel middle layer 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

LD2[gscl] [1] [eel] - default grainsizes for alluvial ridge middle layer 
(vol%) 

rows of gscl values each beginning with class 0, led by cell # 
followed by as many rows as there are blocks 

0 .000 .000 .000 .000 -000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
3 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
6 .000 .000 .000 .000 -000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
7 .000 .000 .000 .000 -000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
8 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
9 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
10 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
11 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 -016 .000 
12 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
13 .000 .000 .000 .000 -000 .002 .045 .446 .430 -061 .016 .000 
14 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
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15 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
16 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 -016 .000 
17 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 -016 .000 
18 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
19 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
20 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
21 .000 -000 .000 -000 .000 -002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
22 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
23 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 

TLD2[l][eel] - default Ib/sqft of sediment for alluvial ridge middle 
layer 

row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0-0 

LD2[gscl] [2] [eel] - default grainsizes for floodplain middle layer 
(vol%) 

rows of gscl values each beginning with class 0, led by cell # 
followed by as many rows as there are blocks 
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TLD2[2][eel] - default Ib/sqft of sediment for floodplain middle layer 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0-0 0.0 

LH[gsci] [0] [eel] - default grainsizes for channel top layer (vol%) 
rows of gscl values each beginning with class 0, led by cell # 
followed by as many rows as there are blocks 
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TLH[0][eel] - default Ib/sqft of sediment for channel top layer 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

LH[gscl] [1] [eel] - default grainsizes for alluvial ridge top layer 
(vol%) 

rows of gscl values each beginning with class 0, led by cell # 
followed by as many rows as there are blocks 

0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
.002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
.002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
,002 -045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
,002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
,002 .045 .446 .430 .061 .016 .000 
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TLH[l][cel] - default Ib/sqft of sediment for alluvial ridge top layer 
row of ncells values beginning with cell 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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LH[gsel][2][eel] - default grainsizes for floodplain top layer (vol%) 

rows of gscl values each beginning with class 0, led by cell # 
followed by as many rows as there are blocks 
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/ / 
// HEADER: Name: Mark R. Vining 
// Date: Jan 17, 1997 
// Class: Research 
// Title: Navasota River, Texas 
// Project File: STRMIN.LYR 
// Data Type: Stratigraphic layers 
// 
// 
** begin data for each cell ** 
cell 0 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 1.25 0.75 9999.0 .60 84 sand + shale 
1 1.1 1-0 416 .9999 84 shale 
2 1.5 1.25 -505 .60 84 mierite + marl 
3 1.5 1.25 -9999 .60 84 mierite + marl 

cell 1 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 1.25 0.75 9999.0 .60 84 sand + shale 
1 1.1 1.0 106 .9999 84 shale 
2 1.5 1.25 -815 .60 84 mierite + marl 
3 1.5 1.25 -9999 .60 84 mierite + marl 

cell 2 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 1.0 1.0 9999.0 .9999 84 shale 
1 1.4 1.0 500 .9999 84 chalk 
2 1.25 0.75 333 .60 84 sand + shale 
3 1.1 1.0 -330 .9999 84 shale 

cell 3 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 1.0 1.0 9999.0 .9999 84 shale 
1 1.4 1.0 38 .9999 84 chalk 
2 1.25 0.75 -128 .60 84 sand + shale 
3 1.1 1.0 -791 .9999 84 shale 

cell 4 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 1.1 1.0 9999.0 .9999 84 shale 
1 0.35 1.0 415 .9999 84 sand 
2 1.0 1.0 222 .9999 84 shale 
3 1.4 1.0 -331 .9999 84 chalk 

cell 5 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.6 1.0 9999-0 .60 47 sand + shale 
1 1.1 1.0 481 .9999 84 shale 
2 0.35 1.0 204 .9999 84 sand 
3 1.0 1.0 11 .9999 84 shale 

cell 6 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.8 1.0 9999.0 .9999 47 silt 
1 0.6 1.0 405 .60 47 sand + shale 
2 1.1 1.0 322 .9999 84 shale 
3 0.35 1.0 45 .9999 84 sand 

cell 7 

Figure 5.10. STRMIN.LYR File 
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lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.9 0.6 9999.0 .75 47 sand + shale 
1 0.8 1.0 232 .9999 47 silt 
2 0.6 1.0 89 .60 47 sand + shale 
3 1.1 1.0 6 .9999 84 shale 

cell 8 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.9 0.6 9999.0 .75 47 sand + shale 
1 0.8 1.0 -169 .9999 47 silt 
2 0.6 1.0 -312 .60 47 sand + shale 
3 1.1 1.0 -395 .9999 84 shale 

cell 9 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.9 0.6 9999.0 .75 47 sand + shale 
1 0.8 1.0 -564 .9999 47 silt 
2 0.6 1.0 -707 .60 47 sand + shale 
3 1.1 1.0 -790 .9999 84 shale 

cell 10 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.9 0.6 9999.0 .75 47 sand + shale 
1 0.8 1.0 -983 .9999 47 silt 
2 0.6 1.0 -1126 .60 47 sand + shale 
3 1.1 1.0 -1208 .9999 84 shale 

cell 11 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.4 1.0 9999.0 .90 47 sand + shale 
1 0.9 0.6 345 .75 47 sand + shale 
2 0.8 1.0 -1440 .9999 47 silt 
3 0.6 1.0 -1583 .60 47 sand + shale 

cell 12 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.4 1.0 9999.0 .90 47 sand + shale 
1 1.0 0.4 288 .75 47 sand + shale 
2 0.4 1.0 177 .90 47 sand + shale 
3 0.9 0.6 -25 .75 47 sand + shale 

cell 13 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.4 1.0 9999.0 .90 47 sand + shale 
1 1.0 0.4 -96 .75 47 sand + shale 
2 0.4 1.0 -207 .90 47 sand + shale 
3 0.9 0.6 -407 .75 47 sand + shale 

cell 14 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.45 1.0 9999.0 .90 47 sand + shale 
1 0.4 1.0 -70 .90 47 sand + shale 
2 1.0 0.4 -783 .75 47 sand + shale 
3 0.4 1.0 -894 .90 47 sand + shale 

cell 15 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.8 1.25 9999.0 .50 47 silt + marl 
1 0.45 1.0 -98 .90 47 sand + shale 
2 0.4 1.0 -789 .90 47 sand + shale 
3 1.0 0.4 -1494 .75 47 sand + shale 

Figure 5.10. (Continued.) 
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cell 16 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.4 1.0 9999.0 .75 47 sand + shale 
1 0.8 1.25 87 .50 47 silt + marl 
2 0.45 1.0 -466 .90 47 sand + shale 
3 0.4 1.0 -1157 .90 47 sand + shale 

cell 17 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.4 1.0 9999.0 .75 47 sand + shale 
1 0.8 1.25 -216 .50 47 silt + marl 
2 0.45 1.0 -796 .90 47 sand + shale 
3 0.4 1-0 -1460 .90 47 sand + shale 

cell 18 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.4 1.0 9999.0 .75 47 sand + shale 
1 0.8 1.25 -511 .50 47 silt + marl 
2 0.45 1.0 -1064 .90 47 sand + shale 
3 0.4 1.0 -1755 .90 47 sand + shale 

cell 19 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.4 1.0 9999.0 .75 47 sand + shale 
1 0.8 1.25 -808 .50 47 silt + marl 
2 0.45 1.0 -1361 .90 47 sand + shale 
3 0.4 1.0 -2053 .90 47 sand + shale 

cell 20 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.25 1.0 9999.0 .60 47 sand + shale 
1 1.0 0.4 160 .75 47 sand + shale 
2 0.4 1.0 24 .75 47 sand + shale 
3 0.8 1.25 -1220 .50 47 silt + marl 

cell 21 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 1.0 0.35 9999.0 .60 47 sand + shale 
1 0.25 1.0 -149 .60 47 sand + shale 
2 1.0 0.4 -315 .75 47 sand + shale 
3 0.4 1.0 -444 .75 47 sand + shale 

cell 22 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 1.0 0.35 9999.0 .60 15 sand + shale 
1 0.6 1.0 103 .9999 38 sand 
2 1.0 0.35 -7 .60 47 sand + shale 
3 0.25 1.0 -468 .60 47 sand + shale 

cell 23 
lyr# - LTl - LT2 - elev - fracl - ageMY 
0 0.25 1.0 9999.0 .60 15 sand + shale 
1 1.0 0.35 105 .60 15 sand + shale 
2 0.6 1.0 -214 .9999 38 sand 
3 1.0 0.35 -324 .60 47 sand + shale 

** end of time step data ** 

Figure 5.10. (Continued.) 
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/ / 
// HEADER: 
// 
// 
// 
// 
// 
// 
** begin dat 
2.65 
.998 
2.5 
980.0 
1.0 
.71 
.5 
.7 
50.0 
15.0 
.02 
0.7 
0.05 
.010 
900.0 
100.0 
25.0 
80.0 
5.0e6 
40.0 
40.0 
1.0 
100000.0 
10000.0 
.20 
.10 
.10 
.50 
.50 
.20 
.10 
.05 
.002 
0.0333333 
3.476 
.9 
3.156e7 
10.0 
0.001 
10-0 
500.0 
580.0 
2.0 
.5 
10.0 

Name: Mark R. Vining 
Date: Jan 17, 1997 
Class: Research 
Purpose: Navasota River, Texas 
Project File: STRMIN.CON 
Data Type: Constants Input File 

a for constants** 
rhos 
rhof 
KO 
gem 
Xt 
Kres 
BDR 
BDR2 
gw 
gs 
AR 
VO 
Vfac 
BRbase 
Exfac 
HvO 
Wcmax 
TvO 
BpO 
BdO 
TBO 
dTB 
TRL 
Tcarb 
KROCK 
KSOIL 
KCBASE 
KABASE 
KFBASE 
GCBASE 
GABASE 
GFBASE 
CLAYSIZE 
RHfac 
DELCON 
CAPFRAC 
DTCONS 
Cmax 
Cmin 
fl_time 
av_time 
COHMAX 
COHMIN 
CPOW 
TFAC 

gm/cc 
gm/cc 

cm/sec2 

lb/ft3 
ib/ft3 

ft 
ft 

Ib/sqft 
ft 
ft 
deg F 
Ib/lOOftsq 

yr 
yr 
ft 
ft 
ft 
ft 
ft 
ft 
ft 
ft 
mm 

sec 
days 
days 
yrs 
yrs 
lb/ft2 
lb/ft2 

density of sand 
density of water 
inverse of Karman constant 
gravity 
raindrop diam. multiplier 
USLE constant 
biomass death ratio, primary 
biomass death ratio, 2nd 
specific wt. of wood 
specific wt. of brush 
aspect ratio, primary plants 
minimum 2nd plant height 
Minimum 2nd aspect ratio 
biomass ratio base value 
root factor 
canopy height decay constant 
canopy width constant 
temperature of maximum biomass 
maximum biomass 
biomass decay constant 
minimum biomass decay constant 
minimum biomass decay factor 
decay time for weathering 
decay time for carbonates 
roughness, bedrock channel 
roughness of soil surfaces 
base roughness, channel 
base roughness, all. ridge 
base roughness, floodplain 
base grain size, channel 
base grain size, all. ridge 
base grain size, floodplain 
clay grain size 
relative humidity factor 
laminar layer factor (Einstein 1950) 
terminal capacity fraction 
base consolidation time 
consolidation decay constant, clay 
consolidation decay constant, sand 
return period of large floods 
return period of avulsions 
maximum cohesive strength 
minimum cohesive strength 
cohesive strength exponent 
corrasive energy constant 

Figure 5.11. STRMIN.CON File. 
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.7 
1.0 
1.18 
2.0 
.1 
234.0 
10.0 
6.0 
.04 
6.7 
2.0 
1.0 
.5 
.25 
.6666667 
.50 
2.5e9 
.5747 
.025 
1.0 
1.0 
.80 
1 

0.01 
0.5 
0.0 
.25 
.50 
.75 
1.0 .5 .25 

BMRHPOW 
BMRTFAC 
CLAYFAC 
BTfac 
Evfac 
Evbase 
GRPATH 
HxO 
Hxfac 
perml 
perm2 
perm3 
perm4 
porl 
por2 
por3 
RDfac 
Swfac 
SwRfac 
uO 
Ukill 
C03PRES 
Rndseed 
mRii 
mRsig 
CvRavg 
SEDSPLc 
SEDSPLa 
SEDSPLf 
LbcO,LbaO 

-

-

-

-

-

-

grn diam 
ft 
ft-1 
-

-

-

-

dec 
-

dec 
-

-

-

ft/sec 
ft/sec 
-

-

ln(in/hr) 
ln(in/hr) 
dec 
dec 
dec 
dec 
,LbfO ft 

biomass humidity exponent 
biomass evap. rate factor 
characteristic of claylikeness curve 
biomass soil thickness factor 
exposure time factor 
exposure time base 
mean grain path length 
plant height, max root strength 
root strength decay factor 
permeability constant 
permeability constant 
permeability constant 
permeability constant 
porosity constant 
porosity constant 
porosity constant 
rock scour factor 
water sat. factor 
water sat. rainfall factor 
separation cell char, velocity 
veg. killing velocity 
amount of carbonate made into soil 
random seed number (0-199) 
max. inst. rainfall multiplier 
std. dev. of inst. Rf multiplier 
coeff. of var. of Ravg 
fraction fine in channel 
fraction fine in all. ridge 
fraction fine in floodplain 
default bedform lengths 

Figure 5.11. (Continued.) 
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/ / 
// HEADER: Name: Mark R. Vining 
// Date: Jan 17, 1997 
// Class: Research 
// Purpose: Navasota River, Texas 
// Project File: STRMIN.OCF 
// Data Type: Output Control File 
// 
** begin data for output control ** 
+time steps for output 
select int values for all of: tsl ts2 ts3 ts4 
1 10 20 30 

select step frequency for general output (int) 
100 

+time convergence file: 
tcfl flag; output step; case number (+integer<100) 
1 400 1 // after last dom 

+length convergence file: 
xcfl flag; output step; case number (+integer<100) 
0 10 1 // after last dom 

+grain size convergence file: 
gcfl flag; output step; case number (+integer<100) 
0 10 1 // after last dom 

+elev evolution file: 
evfl flag 
1 // after last dom 

+strat evolution file: 
sfl flag 
0 // after last dom 

+grainsize file: 
gfl flag; fraction code (F=fraction, T=total); layer code (0=all, 

1=LD1, 2=LD2, 3=LH) 
0 T 0 // after last dom 

+load file: 
Ifl flag; fraction code (O=fraction, l=tons, 2=lb/sf) 
1 2 

+hydraulic file 
p f l f l a g 

1 
+ r e s e r v o i r f i l e 

r f l f l a g ; l a y e r code (1=LH, 2=LH+LD2, 3=LH+LD2+LD1) 
0 3 

+datum changes f i l e 
d f l f l a g 

1 
** end of d a t a ** 

F i g u r e 5 . 1 2 . STRMIN.OCF F i l e 
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06 
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F i g u r e 5 . 1 3 . RANDOM.TBL F i l e 
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Figure 5.16. Elevation Evolution 
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Time = 25 Years. 
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TECHNICAL GLOSSARY 

This section gives a glossary of terms used in this 

paper that may be unfamiliar to earth scientists, or that 

are used in a potentially restricted sense. 

Accessibility (of sediment) — The condition of sediment in 

a bed which enables it to communicate with turbulent lift 

forces: Proximity to tractive forces. 

Algorithm — A description of a function or procedure that 

states how the result is reached in terms of the path of 

logic. 

Aridity — The degree of dryness of climate, a measure of 

annual rainfall. 

Armored — A bed surface covered with grains too large to be 

moved by the current. 

Availability (of sediment) — The amount of sediment in a 

bed that is able to be moved by the current. 

Avulsion -- The process of channel abandonment and 

relocation within a valley cross section. Usually it is 

caused by aggradation of the alluvial ridge, so that any 

breach allows the river to find a new path at a lower 

elevation. 

Back-calculate -- To perform a calculation in such an order 

that a variable normally given as an independent one is 

determined from what would normally be the outcome. 

Inverted calculations such as this are often difficult and 

require iterative solutions. 

Backwater — The condition of stream flow where flow is 

impeded downstream and water backs up. The energy slope 

is substantially less than it would be for water flowing 

freely down a sloping bed surface. 
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Bed layer — The sediment immediately lying at the bottom of 
actively flowing water, which is potentially accessible to 
scour. 

Bed load — The transported sediment in a stream that moves 

by drag along the bed surface. It is usually only one or 

two grain diameters thick. 

Bedform -- A dune, ripple, antidune, or plane bed that forms 

due to current transport of sediment. 

Budget — The linear combination of factors that completely 

account for the effects of a process. In the case of 

stream energy, there are sources, sinks, and energy of 

state which affects the budget when it is changed. 

Buffer layer — The transition region in stream flow between 

laminar flow near a traction boundary and free turbulent 

flow away from it. 

Call — A computer term referring to the activation of a 

procedure by the main program or by another procedure. 

Cell — A discrete part of a model; like the links of a 

chain. Each one is connected to its neighbors so that the 

combination of them all completely describes the form of 

the model. 

Channel -- The portion of a river cross section that carries 

flow during low stage flow. When the channel flows full 

the stream is having bankfull discharge. 

Claylikeness — A relative measure of the behavior of a 

specific grain size in comparison to the behavior of pure 

clay for calculations involving consolidation, cohesive 

strength, porosity, and particle dispersion during 

transport. 

Climate Domain — A non-contiguous portion of a time step 

for which a representative climatic condition (aridity and 

sporadicity) can be specified. Climate domains (also 

called time domains) are determined by looking at the 

histogram of instantaneous rainfall rates. 
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Closure — The condition of a mathematical calculation where 

a solution is reached by successive approximations and 

corrections. 

Compaction — The result of processes that crush grains 

together in a sediment layer. Usually grains are deformed 

or rotated during compaction. Porosity is decreased. 

Composition (grain size) — The distribution of different 

grain sizes in a sediment sample, and their relative 

proportions by weight or volume. 

Consolidation — The process of packing grains more closely 

together in a loose sediment. This occurs naturally over 

time. Porosity is decreased. 

Continuity -- Equivalent to the principle of conservation of 

mass. The mass of water or sediment entering a cell must 

be equal to the amount leaving it plus any amount stored 

within. 

Convergence — The condition of a mathematical model where 

the discretized numerical solution adequately represents 

the analytical solution. 

Corrasion — The process of removal of bed material which 

has cohesive strength. The material must be forcefully 

eroded, which consumes stream power. 

Critical depth — The water depth in a channel, flowing with 

a given discharge, for which the specific energy is 

minimum. 
Default composition — The grain size composition that is 

attributed to the sediment in a stream simulation that 

predates the modeled time span. 

Degradation — A process whereby sediment grains are reduced 

in size with exposure to abrasion and dissolution. 

Deposit — The process of laying grains down on the active 

bed surface because of settling. 

Discharge domain — A portion of a time step that is 

characterized by a representative set of stream flow and 
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load transport conditions. It is not a contiguous period 

of time, but the combination of all parts of the event 

hydrographs through the time step in which conditions are 

similar (see climate domain). 

Einstein calculation — Hydraulic or bed load calculations 

presented by Einstein (1950). 

Energy head -- The amount of energy possessed by a body of 

water, expressed as energy per unit weight. This gives 

units of height. 

Estimator -- A mathematical function that guesses a 

beginning value in an iterative series of calculations. 

Event -- A period of time in which a stream's discharge is 

elevated above base flow, and afterward drops. A flood or 

storm is an event. 

Fine-grainness -- A representative grain size of a sediment 

mixture that quantifies its likeness to clay. It is a 

single grain size that possesses the same claylikeness 

characteristic as the whole mixture. 

Floodplain -- The portion of a stream cross section that 

only carries flowing water during overbank flow events. 

Flow condition — A set of flow parameter values that 

characterize a stream's activity for a period of time in a 

reach. The parameters should behave somewhat uniformly 

during one such period. 

Forward simulation — The modeling of a process by a 

computer program which steps through the process in an 

ordered series of changes. Usually the steps represent 

discrete parcels of time in an evolving system. 

Frictional resistance — Opposing force that reduces flow 

velocity near boundaries. Its character is determined by 

the surface geometry of the boundary. 

Froude number — A dimensionless number which quantifies the 

ratio of inertial forces to gravitational forces. 
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Function — A computer program fragment that calculates a 

value and returns it to the calling party (which may be 

another function or a procedure). 

Grain size class — A range of grain sizes between two 

limiting values. A class is characterized by a 

representative grain size. 

Histogram — A graph which shows the distribution of values 

of a parameter. The abscissa is the range of possible 

values, and the ordinate is ideally the probability of 

occurrence of each one. In practice, they are formed by 

plotting small subranges of the parameter (bins) and the 

number of values within each subrange. A cumulative 

histogram is formed by plotting the total number of values 

either below or exceeding each point on the abscissa. 

History — The output from a simulation run that records the 

evolution of a model. 

Hydraulic modeling -- Water flow modeling which considers 

only steady-state, uniform flow conditions. 

Hydrodynamic modeling -- Water flow modeling which considers 

conservation of mass, energy, and momentum. It can be 

used to analyze rapidly-varying, nonsteady, nonuniform 

flow. 

Hydrograph — A graph showing the depth or flow rate at a 

point along a stream plotted against time. 

Hydrologic modeling -- Water flow modeling which considers 

only conservation of mass and energy. It can be used to 

analyze gradually-varied, nonsteady, nonuniform flow. 

Hypsogram — A graph showing the distribution of elevations 

across an area. It is a cumulative histogram of elevation 

values in the area. 

Impingement — The geometric condition which exists when a 

river channel attempts to form meanders larger in width 

than the trough in which the river flows. Meanders are 
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cut off at an abrupt angle (impingement angle) as the 

confining wall is contacted. 

Iteration — One cycle in a repetitive mathematical 

calculation. 

Knickpoint — A point on a stream profile at which the 

gradient abruptly increases downstream. These usually 

occur at the intersection of the channel with a resistant 

substrate layer. 

Lag time -- A length of time between the occurrence of an 
action and the appearance of the result; similar to a 

phase shift. 

Laminar flow -- Fluid flow characterized by a linear 

gradient of shear stress above a bed surface. Streamlines 

are smooth and parallel. No turbulence is present. 

Load -- The solid material moved by the action of a river's 

current. Some is carried in complete suspension at the 

same velocity as the water, and some is moved 

intermittently by saltation or creep along the bed 

surface. 

Loose sediment — Solid material lying uncompacted on the 

bed surface. 

Mobile bed material -- Sediment grains that can be moved or 

scoured under the current flow condition. 

Model — A representation of a physical system by some 

analog that can be observed and tested. Usually this 

refers to a numerical representation in a computer. 

Normal depth -- The flowing depth, for a given discharge, 

which satisfies a steady-state frictional flow equation 

(Chezy equation. Manning equation, or von Karman wall 

effect equation, for example). 

Permeability -- The capability of a porous medium to 

transmit fluids through the interconnected pore system. 

Porosity -- The fraction of pore space within a volume of 

solid material. 
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Procedure -- A computer program fragment that performs an 

operation on data. Generally some variable values may be 

changed or interaction takes place with peripheral devices 

or disk memory. 

Reach — A portion of a stream that can be characterized by 

a relatively uniform set of properties. 

Residual -- A quantity left over after an operation has 

affected the whole. 

Reynold's number — A dimensionless number which quantifies 

the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces in a fluid 

flow context (settling particles or flow across a 

frictional surface, for example). 

Rill -- A small channel oriented at a high angle to the 

valley axis, which conducts surface water downslope. 

Rills tend to occur in a parallel network on steeper 

slopes, and indicate a change in the mode of runoff 

movement from sheet flow to channelized flow. 

Roughness -- The property of a boundary to fluid flow which 

causes frictional resistance. It may be caused by the 

irregularity of a grainy surface, or by the baffling 

effect of obstructions (e.g., bedforms or vegetation) 

projecting up into the flow. 

Runoff — The quantity of rainfall which flows overland, 

rather than filtering into the soil. 

Saltation -- The process by which grains are moved in abrupt 

hops along the bed surface. They move at the velocity of 

the water, but rest for periods of time between hops. 

Scour — The process of disturbance of bed sediment by the 

excavating action of stream flow over it. 

Settling — The process by which sediment sinks to the bed 

surface from suspension. 

Sheet flow — A mode of overland flow characterized by a 

relatively uniform layer of moving water on the land 

surface. 
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Shooting flow -- A flow condition in which the Froude number 

is greater than unity (also called supercritical). 

Simulation — The act of representing a physical system by a 

numeric model, and testing the effects of a process by 

observing the behavior of the model as an analog of the 

behavior of the physical system. 

Sinuosity -- The ratio of actual channel length in a reach 

to the straight-line length of the reach downstream. It 

is a measure of meander geometry. 

Slope -- The ratio of vertical change to horizontal. It is 

considered positive for a decrease in elevation in the 

direction from the head of a reach downstream. 

Sorting -- The quality of a sediment that represents the 

diversity of grain sizes in it. It is considered high 

when the variance in grain sizes is low. 

Specific energy -- The total amount of energy a flowing 

stream possesses expressed as energy head. It includes 

the kinetic energy of flow plus the potential energy of 

elevation above a datum. 

Sporadicity — The tendency of a climate to be characterized 

by sporadic, high-intensity precipitation events. Low 

values represent even, uneventful precipitation character. 

High values are for infrequent, violent events separated 

by long dry periods. 

Stochastic — Characterized by a statistical distribution of 

behavior outcomes, having a distinct mean and variance 

(Gaussian distribution). 

Storage — The quantity of a property contained within a 

discrete portion of a system (cell) at a moment in time. 

Stream power — The rate at which energy is supplied to a 

moving stream by descent down a gravity gradient (slope). 

This is the energy source for turbulence and transport of 

sediment. 
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Subcritical flow — A flow condition in which the Froude 

number is less than unity. 

Sublayer (laminar) — The region in flowing fluid nearest to 

a traction boundary, where flow is dominated by viscous 

forces. Turbulence does not reach into this region. 

Substrate -- The material beneath a reference point or 

layer. Generally it is used in reference to material 

below the mobile bed layer of a stream. 

Supercritical flow — A flow condition in which the Froude 

number is greater than unity. 

Suspended load -- The portion of sediment in motion in a 

stream for which the grains are fully supported by the 

turbulent energy of the flow. It includes grains entirely 

lifted from the bed as well as saltating grains. Such 

sediment will not settle until the energy level decreases. 

Thalweg -- The trace of the deepest part of a fluvial 

channel. It carries flow during the lowest flow 

conditions, and generally meanders across the channel 

floor. 

Threshold -- A value of a parameter at which an abrupt 

change occurs. 

Threshold of motion — The largest grain size that can be 

mobilized by a set of flow conditions. 

Time dilation -- A means of extending the amount of time 

over which a process acts in a simulation without changing 

its order of occurrence among the other processes in the 

simulation. The time scale is dilated for that process as 

though it took longer to happen. 

Time domain — Same as climate domain. 

Time step — A discrete period of time in a simulation over 

which changes are calculated and observed. Evolution is 

monitored through a series of time steps. 

Traction — The shearing force applied by stream flow to a 

stationary boundary surface (the bed surface). 
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Tranquil flow — A flow condition in which the Froude number 

is less than unity (also called subcritical). 

Transport (of sediment) — The action of a stream in 

carrying solid material downstream due to turbulent flow. 

Turbulent flow -- Fluid flow characterized by temporal and 

spatial variance in the instantaneous velocity of a 

particle in the flow stream. Streamlines are chaotic, 

irregular, or swirling. The velocity gradient above a 

point has a logarithmic mean distribution. 

Update -- The process in a computer program where new values 

of a variable are replaced for old ones in a forward 

simulation. 

Winnow -- The process of removal of transportable grains 

from the bed layer of a stream by scouring action. 
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CATALOGUE OF PROGRAM MODULES 

This document is a record of the structure and 

information necessary for use of the procedures which are 

part of the computer code for this project. It contains an 

organized reference chart of ail arguments, compiler 

symbols, constants, global variables referenced, used 

internally, or altered, and return values. It briefly 

describes the code purpose-and structure. 

Types of Information 

The chart lists the following information in the order 

listed below. The items shown in italics are brief 

descriptions of the information items. The items in normal 

type are labels which appear in the listing as shown here. 

Function calls (Func calls) and flow chart references do not 

exist for some procedures. 

Number - Procedure name {interaction class) 

Purpose: described 

Ret: returned value 

arg: arguments 

sym: compiler symbols 

con: global constants 

ref: global variables requiring preset values 

tmp: globa-1 variables indirectly altered 

var: global variables directly altered 

work arrays: global work arrays used internally 

Func calls: module:function name 

flow chart reference (if available) 
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Interaction classes 

The procedures catalogued are classified according to 

the way they interact with each other. These manners fall 

into seven groups here called interaction classes. They are 

described in the following list: 

Procedure: 

lOproc: 

Rprocedure 

Function: 

Xfunction 

Gfunction: 

GXfunction 

May do anything. 

Performs input/output functions only. 

Procedure that only alters variables 

referenced by pointers passed as 

arguments. Has no side effects nor 

returns. May refer to any global 

variable. May call Functions, Gfunc-

tions, and other Rprocedures. 

May only return a single item, may only 

refer to constants and symbols. May 

only call other Functions. 

May only return a single item, may only 

refer to constants and symbols. May 

call other Functions and Xfunctions, 

and Rprocedures under the following 

strict limitation: Rprocedures may be 

called only if POINTER REFERENCES ARE 

ONLY TO LOCAL VARIABLES OF THE CALLER. 

May only return a single item, may refer 

to any global variable. May call Func

tions, and Gfunctions. 

Identical to an Xfunction, but may also 

refer to any global variable read-only. 

May call Functions, Gfunctions, GXfunc-

tions, and Rprocedures (with the same 

restriction as for Xfunctions). 
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Note: Only the Procedure class may alter global variables 

(other than work arrays) or call other Procedures. 

Common Global Constants 

Throughout the code, references exist to certain 

commonly used variables which are not explicitly referenced. 

The following list describes variables which can be expected 

to occur anywhere: 

ncells: number of cells in system 

ndom: number of time domains 

lastcel: last cell number 

gscl: number of grain size classes 

dom: active time domain number 

eel: active cell number 

Index to the Procedure Catalogue 

The following list gives the names of the procedures 

described in this catalogue in the order in which they 

appear here and in the program code. The names occur in 

alphabetic order in each module group, and they are also 

numbered in consecutive order. 

Index to Module STRMNX: 
01 domains 02 init 03 init_array 
04 Kbar 05 KbarS 06 re_init 
07 stdstep 08 Usqr 09 WSP 
10 WSPproc 11 Ycrit 12 Ynorm 

Index to Module STRMENV: 
01 cell_src 02 morphology 03 rdrop_egy 
04 soil_avg 05 soil_dcy 06 soil_init 
07 soil~mntl 08 soil_mob 09 soii_trns 
10 vegcover 
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Index to Module STRMHY: 
01 Atcalc 
04 
07 
10 
13 
16 
19 
22 

fig7 
flpdp 
Gibbs 
hydroO 
Rcalc 
set k 
vKinv 

02 
05 
08 
11 
14 
17 
20 

avgdp 
figS 
getA 
Gwevap 
hydroQ 
rdg dp 
turbulence 

03 
06 
09 
12 
15 
18 
21 

fig4 
figlO 
getDel 
Haller 
kavg 
Rubey 
vKalt 

Index to Module STRMTRN 
01 armor 
04 capacity 
07 supply 
10 trib supply 

02 bedform 
05 mobile_bed 
08 transfer 

03 bfsat 
06 scour 
09 transport 

Index to Module 
01 aspect 
04 ch_ovrfl 
07 crsslp 
10 degr rck 

STRMERO: 

13 impingement 
16 rck dcy 
19 set_LSA 

Index to Module 
01 avulsion 
04 width_ar 

Index to Module 
01 clay_fr 
04 coh_str 
07 fgness 
10 get bfsd 
13 get_H 
16 get_vt 
19 kvis 
22 mohr 
25 porosity 
28 stosscor 
31 top_lyr 

Index to Module 
01 find H 
04 HG 
07 rehyps 

STRMGEOM 

STRMTRAC 

STRMUTIX 

02 
05 
08 
11 
14 
17 
20 

• • 

02 

• • 

02 
05 
08 
11 
14 
17 
20 
23 
26 
29 
32 

• • 

02 
05 
08 

base lyr 
chan wdth 
curvature 
get chan 
meander 
rck prop 
sinuosity 

ch config 

clness 
consol 
friction 
get Dt 
get LH 
int_FlF2 
lyr thick 
Optveg 
repose 
tccalc 
vK 

Gf 
rd Hyps 
Rint 

03 
06 
09 
12 
15 
18 
21 

03 

03 
06 
09 
12 
15 
18 
21 
24 
27 
30 
33 

03 
06 
09 

ch geom 
col sed 
cut chan 
get soil 
pc fine 
scour rck 
tectonics 

T morph 

coh lim 
fdy 
get Ae 
get Fx 
get resv 
int qs 
misri 
perm 
Rhum 
thickness 
wtr sat 

Gint 
rdG 
sort H 
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Index to Module STRMUTIL: 
01 Addcomp 
04 comp_zero 
07 D65 
10 homog_copy 
13 Lcopy_fr_wk 
16 Loutput 
19 Output 
22 Qoutput 
25 timein 
2 8 Wcopy 

02 Ccopy_fr_wk 
05 Coutput 
08 get_rnd 
11 Icopy 
14 Lcopy_to_wk 
17 max 
20 Qcopy_fr_wk 
23 reduce_comp 
26 trans_copy 
29 work zero 

03 Ccopy_to_wk 
06 D35 
09 GSpct 
12 Icumprob 
15 Loadsplit 
18 min 
21 Qcopy_to_wk 
24 rnd_tbl 
27 ts_ok 
30 Wzero 

Module STRMNX 

01 - domains 
Purpose: Cai 
a time step. 
Ret: 
arg: 
sym: 
con: 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
tsfac 
tspow 
KCBASE 
KABASE 
KFBASE 
RFPOW 
RFBASE 
mRii 

(Procedure) 
culate subdivisions of climatic conditions for 

mRsig 

CvRavg 
Rndseed 

ref: ofs[] 
arid[] 
spor[] 
ha[] 
dt 

tmp: (none) 
var: Ne[J 

kc[],ka[],kf [1 
tdil[] 
Ravg[] 
Rpeak[] 

time dilation function multiplier 
time dilation function exponent 
default roughness of channel 
default roughness of al. ridge 
default roughness of floodplain 
rainfall aridity exponent 
rainfall aridity factor 
max. instantaneous rainfall 
multiplier 
instantaneous rainfall std. 
deviation multiplier 
avg. rainfall coeff. of variation 
Seed for random generator 
ofset from head of system, mi 
aridity index 
sporadicity index 
height of alluvial ridge, ft 
time step, yr 

events/year 
initial bed roughness, 
time dilation factor 
avg. rainfall, in/yr 
peak rainfall, in/yr 

ft 
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tchar[] 

tdom[] 
tsum[] 

work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
STRMUTIX 

STRMTRAC 

characteristic time of rainfail 
histogram, yr 
time of domain, yrs 
cum. time of domains, yrs 

Icumprob 
get_rnd 
tccalc 

See flow chart FC-1 

02 - init (Procedure) 
Purpose: Initialize global parameters. 
Ret: (none) 
a r g : 
sym: 
c o n : 
r e f : 
t m p : 
v a r : 

work 
F u n c 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
t s 
d t 
t s c n t 
c u m t i m 
d x [ ] 
Lm[] 
wf [] 
a r r a y s : 
c a l l s : 

(none) 
STRMNX: 

time step number 
time step, yr 
cum. time steps used 
cum. years 
cell length, mi 
meander length, mi 
floodplain width, mi 

re init 

03 - init_array (Procedure) 
Purpose: Initialize arrays to zero 
R e t : 
a r g : 
sym: 

c o n : 
r e f : 
t m p : 
v a r : 

(none ) 
(none ) 
LITHNUM 
ELIM 
(none ) 
(none ) 
(none ) 

q [ ] 
p s Q [ ] , p s Q O [ ] 
Q[ l 
Q c [ l , Q a [ ] , Q f [] 

l p h i [ ] 
e v a p [ ] 

local water supply, actual ft3/sec 
dilated water supply, ft3/sec 
cum. water supply, actual 
dilated water flow through cell 
environment 
wall impingement anhle, tan 
evaporation factor 
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work 
Func 

runo[] 
Qevap[][] 
Qgw[1[] 
LR[] [] [ 
LB[][][ 
LS[] [] [ 
LM[][][ 
LN [ ] [ ] [ 
LH[] [] [ 
LD2[] [] 
LD1[] [] 
LDx[] [] 
LQ[][J [ 
Ll[] 
Lsoil[] [] 

arrays: 
calls: 

]/TLR[][ 
]/TLB[] [ 
]/TLS[][ 
]/TLM[J [ 
]/TLN[] [ 
]/TLH[][ 
[]/TLD2[ 
[]/TLDl[ 
[]/TLDx[ 
]/TLQ[][ 

[] 
[] 
[] 

runoff factor 
evaporation rate, ft3/sec 
runoff rate, ft3/sec 
residual load composition 
bed load composition 
suspended load composition 
total mobile material composition 
total supplied material composition 
top bed layer composition 
middle bed layer composition 
basal bed layer composition 
armor layer composition 
soil layer thickness, ft 
geologic layer thickness loss, ft 
length of exposed soil, ft 

(none) 
(none) 

04 - Kbar (Gfunction) 
Purpose: Calculate composite conveyance for whole cross 
section. 

cell number 
Ret: 
arg: 
sym: 
con: 
ref: 

tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

conveyance, ft3/sec 
i 
(none) 
g 
Atx 
Atpc,Atpa,Atpf 
Rc,Ra,Rf 
kc[],ka[],kf [] 
sinu[] 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: (none) 
calls: STRMHY: 

gravity constant, ft/sec2 
total cross section, ft2 
environment cross sections, ft2 
environment hydraulic radii, ft 
bed roughnesses, ft 
channel sinuosity 

vKalt 

See flow chart FC-2 

05 - KbarS (Gfunction) 
Purpose: Calculate composite conveyance for whole cross 
section using refined hydraulic roughness. 
Ret: conveyance, ft3/sec 
arg: i cell number 

S water surface slope, tan 
sym: (none) 
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con: g 
ref: Atx 

nu 

Atpc,Atpa,Atpf 
Rc,Ra,Rf 
kc [ ] , ka[],kf[] 
sinu[] 

tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: STRMHY 

See flow chart FC-3 

gravity constant, ft/sec2 
total cross section, ft2 
kinematic viscosity of water, 
ft2/sec 

environment cross sections, ft2 
environment hydraulic radii, ft 
bed roughnesses, ft 
channel sinuosity 

vKalt 
getDel 

06 - re init 
Purpose: Recal 

(Proc 
culat 

which affect elevati 
Ret: 
arg: 
sym: 
con: 
ref: 

var: 

work 

(none) 
i 
NDIV 
(none) 
base[] 

MSLbase 

he [J 
ha[] 

dx[] 
sinu[] 
wa [ ] 
hyps[J [] 
tmp: (none 
wa[] 
basemid[] 

rgmid[] 
fpmid[] 
rgelev[] 
fpelev[] 
dc[] 
Sb[] 
hyps[][J 
arrays: 

) 

(none 

edure) 
e geometric parameters after processes 
ons. 

cell number 

elev. of channel bottom at cell 
head, ft 
channel bottom elev. at lower end, 
ft 

height of channel outer wall, ft 
height of alluvial ridge above 
floodplain, ft 

cell flow length, ft 
channel sinuosity 
width of ridge area, ft 
hypsogram elevation at center of 

width of ridge area 
channel base elev. at center of 
cell, ft 
ridge elev. at center, ft 
floodplain elev. at center, ft 
ridge elev. at head, ft 
floodplain elev. at head, ft 
channel meandering length, ft 
cell bed slope, tan 
hypsogram elevation 
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Func calls: STRMGEOM: width ar 

See flow chart FC-4 

07 -
Purpc 

stdstep 
Dse: Iter 

depth at upstr 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
con: 

ref: 
tmp: 
var: 

depth, ft 
i 
yO 
q 
zz 
dzz 
dxx 
(none) 
g 
ytol 
(none) 
(none) 
yf lag 
ynmid[] 

Smid 

(Procedure) 
atively calculate water surface slope and 
eam end of given step. 

cell number 
depth at foot of step, ft 
flow rate, ft3/sec 
bottom elev. at foot of step, ft 
elev. increment, ft 
distance increment, ft 

gravity constant, ft/sec2 
tolerance in depths, fraction 

completion flag 
depth at cell center in channel 
bottom, ft 
water surface slope at cell center 
parallel to main course, tan 

work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
STRMNX: 

STRMHY: 

Kbar 
KbarS 
Usqr 
Atcalc 

See flow chart FC-5 

08 - Usqr (Gfunction) 
Purpose: Calculate squared mean velocity for whole cross 
section using environment mean velocities and refined 
hydraulic roughness. 
Ret: square of velocity, ft2/sec2 
arg: i cell number 

S water surface slope, tan 
sym: (none) 
con: g gravity constant, ft/sec2 
ref: Atx total cross section, ft2 

nu kinematic viscosity of water. 
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tmp: 
v a r : 
work 
Func 

Atpc ,Atpa ,Atpf 
Rc,Ra,Rf 
k c [ ] , k a [ ] , k f [] 
s i n u [ ] 
(none) 
(none) 
a r r a y s : (none) 
calls: STRMHY 

ft2/sec 
environment cross sections, ft2 
environment hydraulic radii, ft 
bed roughnesses, ft 
channel sinuosity 

vKalt 
getDel 

See flow chart FC-6 

09 - WSP (Procedure) 
Purpose: Calculate backwater depths for all cells 
Administer water surface profile calculation. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: *ps 

yO 
pass 
bpass 

sym: (none) 
con: (none) 
ref: psQ[] 

Sb[] 
dx[] 
Tw[] 
base[] 

tmp: (none) 
var: yflag 

ypw 
nu 
cumx,cumxx 
remx 
yn[] 
yc[] 
yb[] 
ynmid[] 
Smin[] 

work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: STRMNX: 

output file ptr 
depth at cell" foot, ft 
hydraulic loop pass number 
bed composition loop number 

dilated flow rate, ft3/sec 
bed slope, tan 
cell length, ft 
water temperature, deg F 
channel bottom elev. at head. ft 

completion flag 
temp, water depth, ft 
kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 
temp. cum. length, ft 
temp, remaining length, ft 
normal depth in cell, ft 
critical depth in cell 
backwater depth at cell head, ft 
water depth at cell center, ft 
water surface slope at cell center, 
tan 

Ynorm 
Ycrit 
Kbar 
KbarS 
WSPproc 
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STRMHY: 
STRMTRAC: 

Atcalc 
kvis 

See flow chart FC-7 

10 - WSPproc (Procedure) 
Purpose: Perform water surface profile calculation over 
given discrete step within a cell. Monitor completion of 
calculation for whole cell. 
Ret: water surface elev. at u/s end of step, ft 

output file ptr 
depth at foot of step, ft 
flow rate, ft3/sec 
bed slope, tan 
bottom elev. at foot of step, ft 
elev. increment, ft 
distance increment, ft 
cell length, ft 

critical depth, ft 
cumulative flow length, ft 
temp, water surface slope 
completion flag 
temp, water depth, ft 
temp. cum. length, ft 
temp, remaining length, ft 
water depth at cell center, ft 

stdstep 

arg: 

sym: 
con: 
ref: 

tmp: 
var: 

work 
Func 

*ps 
yO 
q 
s 
zz 
dzz 
dxx 
dxi 
(none) 
(none) 
yc[] 
cumxx 
Smid 
yflag 
ypw 
cumx,cumxx 
remx 
ynmid[] 
arrays: (none) 
calls: STRMNX 

See flow chart FC-8 

11 - Ycrit (Gfunction) 
Purpose: Iteratively calculate composite critical depth in 
a cell by searching for shallowest energy minimum. 
Ret: depth, ft 

i cell number 
q flow rate, ft3/sec 
(none) 
g gravity constant, ft/sec2 
he[] height of channel wall, ft 
ha[] height of alluvial ridge, ft 
nu kinematic viscosity of water, 

ft2/sec 

arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
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tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMNX: 

STRMHY: 

Kbar 
KbarS 
Usqr 
Atcalc 

12 - Ynorm (Gfunction) 
Purpose: Determine normal depth using Reguli-falsi search 
for depth which matches calculated composite steady flow to 
given flow rate. 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 

tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

depth, 
i 
yO 
S 
q 
(none) 
(none) 
nu 

(none) 
(none) 
arrays 
calls: 

ft 

(none) 
STRMNX: 
STRMHY: 

cell number 
initial depth guess, 
bed slope, tan 
flow rate, ft3/sec 

ft 

kinematic viscosity of water, 
ft2/sec 

KbarS 
Atcalc 

Module STRMENV 

01 - cell_src 
Purpose: Caleu 
landscape surfa 
Ret: (none) 
arg: tdm 

*ps 
sym: NDIV 

LITHNUM 
con: mRii 

KCBASE 
KABASE 
KFBASE 

ref: tdil[] 
Adrn[J 
Lstr[] 
tsum[J 

(Procedure) 
late rainfall, water and sediment supply, and 
ce changes due to soil erosion in each ceil. 

time domain length, yr (actual) 
output file ptr 

inst. rainfall intensity multiplier 
default channel roughness, ft 
default all. ridge roughness, ft 
default floodplain roughness, ft 
time dilation factor 
area of drainage, mi2 
length of streams, mi 
cum. time of time step, yrs 
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Rpeak [] 

t c h a r [ ] 

R a v g [ ] 
t r i b [ ] 
T [ ] 
N e [ ] 

s p o r [ ] 
h y p s [ ] [] 
Geo[] [J [1 
LQ[] [J [ ] / T L Q [ ] [] 
Bf [] [] 

h a [ l 
kc [ ] , k a [ ] , k f [ ] 

t m p : RH[] 
Lenv 
Ae 
Bf 

v a r : nu 
k t 
k s [ ] 
RF[] 

Q[] 

Ql 
psQO[J 
p s t d o m [ ] 
Tw[] 
d t e v [ ] 
d t e x p [ ] 

L l o c [ ] [] 
L s o i l [ ] [] 
L l [ ] [] 

work arrays: 

Func calls: 

workx 
work3 
STRMENV: 

STRMERO 
STRMHY: 

F 
year 

peak rainfail rate in histogram, 
in/yr 
characteristic time of rainfall 
histogram, yrs 
avg. rainfall in cell, in/yr 
image number of tributary 
mean temperature in ceil, deg 
number of rainfall events per 
in cell 
cell sporadicity index 
hypsogram values 
geologic data 
soil composition data 
excess soil shear strength due to 
roots, lb/ft2 

all. ridge height, ft 
roughness of fluvial environment 
relative humidity, dec 
length of exposed soil, ft 
area of exposed soil, ft2 
biomass soil strength factor 
kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 
temporary bed roughness 
soil roughness, ft 
rainfall during tdom, in local 
water supply, ft3/sec (actual) 
cum. water supply to cell, ft3/sec 
(actual) 

temp, flow rate 
dilated cum. supply, 
dilated time domain, 
water temperature, F 
rainfall event period, yr (actual) 
rainfall exposure time during time 
domain, hr 
local sediment supply, tons 
length of exposed soil plot, ft 
cum. layer thickness loss from all 
domains, ft 

rdrop_egy 
soil_mob 
soil_trns 
set_LSA 
set k 

initial value 
yrs 
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STRMTRAC 

STRMUTIX 
STRMUTIL 

See flow chart FC-9 

get_Ae 
kvis 
Rint 
Wzero 
Lcopy_fr_wk 
Qcopy to wk 

02 - morphology (Procedure) 
Purpose: Collect and apply geometric changes to the system 

Account for datum changes due to 
in all environments. Account for 

at end of time domain, 
erosion and deposition 
channel avulsion. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: *op and *pdd 

td 
sym: NDIV 
con: ttheta 

Gloc [J 
ref: tdil[] 

Hpow[] 
dtev[] 
dds[] 

dtbs[] 

rsednull 
we[ ] 
wa [ J 
wf [] 
ttehan[] 
base[] 

basemid[] 
rgelev[] 

rgmid[J 
fpelev[] 

fpmid[] 
ynmid[] 

Tw[] 
LH[ ] [] [ 1 / T L H [ ] [] 

output file ptr 
time domain length. yr (actual) 

channel cross slope angle, tan 
elev. profile values 
time dilation factor 
hypsogram vs elev. profile exponent 
rainfall event period, yr (actual) 
remaining scour time in time domain 
after bed layers are scoured, sec 
(pseudo) 

total bed scour during time domain, 
ft 

rock decay flag 
width of channel, ft 
width of alluvial ridge, ft 
width of floodplain, ft 
channel cross slope, tan 
elev. of channel bottom at cell 
head, ft 
elev. at mid-cell, ft 
elev. of alluvial ridge at cell 
head, ft 
elev. at mid-cell, ft 
elev. of floodplain at cell head, 
ft 

elev. at mid-cell, ft 
depth of water from channel bottom 
at mid-cell, ft 

water temperature, deg. F 
top bed layer composition 
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LD2[] [] []/TLD2[] [J 
LD1[] [J []/TLDl[] [] 
LDx[] [] []/TLDx[] [] 
LR[] [] []/TLR[] [] 

tmp: Lthw,Lthx,Lthy,Lthz 
var: pstds 

Hloc[] 
Ae 
nu 
f rx, 
LH[1 
LD2 [ 
LD1[ 
dtr 
base 
he[] 
ha[] 

fry,frz 
[] []/TLH[] [] 
] [] []/TLD2[] [] 
] [] []/TLDl[] [] 

[] 

MSLbase 

work arrays 

Func calls: 

middle bed layer composition 
bottom bed layer composition 
armor layer composition 
residual material composition 
temp, layer thicknesses 
length of time domain, sec (pseudo) 
hypsogram division points 
bed surface area, ft2 
kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 
fraction of scour 
topmost bed layer 
middle bed layer 
lowest bed layer 
remaining scour time, sec (pseudo) 
channel trough elev. at head, ft 
height of channel outer wall, ft 
height of alluvial ridge above 
floodplain, ft 
channel bottom elev. at lower end, 
ft 

workv 
workw 
workx 
worky 
workz 
work3 
STRMNX: 
STRMERO: 

STRMGEOM: 

STRMTRAC: 

STRMUTIX: 
STRMUTIL: 

re_init 
rck_dcy 
ch_ovrf1 
avulsion 
ch_config 
iyr_thick 
get_resv 
get_Ae 
kvis 
HG 
Ceopy_to_wk 
Ccopy_fr_wk 
Addcomp 
Wzero 
ts ok 

See flow chart FC-10 
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03 - rdrop__egy (Procedure) 
Purpose: Calculate raindrop energy parameters for soil 
erosion. Administer vegetation determination in ail 
environments. 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
con: 

tmp: 

var 

(none) 
i 
tdm 
Rix 

*pv 
(none) 
g 
gammas 
Xt 
Kres 
BDR 

BDR2 

ref: RF[] 

Ravg[] 
T[] 
SMavg[] 
Dv[ 

work 
Func 

hv[ 

We[ 

fe[ 

RH[ 
Dro 
Efac 
Etvd 

arrays 
calls: 

[],Dvs[][] 

[J,hvs[][] 

,Wc2[J 

,fc2[] 

(none) 
STRMENV: 
STRMTRAC: 

cell number 
time domain length, yrs (actual) 
rainfall intensity during an event, 
in/hr 
output file ptr 

gravity constant, ft/sec2 
specific weight of solids, lb/ft3 
raindrop free size factor 
vegetation residue cover factor 
ratio of dead to live biomass in 
primary plants 
ratio of dead to live biomass in 
secondary plants 
rainfall rate during time domain, 
in/yr 
avg. rainfall in cell, in/yr 
mean temperature, deg F 
avg. thickness of soil, ft 
stems per 100 ft square of ground, 
primary and secondary plants 
height of primary and secondary 
plants, ft 
width of canopy of primary and 
secondary plants, ft 
fraction of cover of primary and 
secondary plants, decimal 
relative humdity, dec 
raindrop diam, mm 
energy exposure efficiency 
total soil erosion energy, 
Ib-m2/ft4 

vegcover 
get_vt 
get_Fx 
Rhum 

See flow chart FC-11 
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04 - soil_avg (Procedure) 
Purpose: Determine landscape soil composition and 
thickness. 

cell number 
avg. rainfall, in/yr 
mean temperature, deg F 
temperature variation, deg F 
code for initialization 

length of soil exposure for given 
strat. layer, ft 

temp, soil thickness 
avg. soil mantle thickness, ft 

Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
con: 
ref: 

tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
i 
RFa 
Tf 
Tv 
code 
LITHNUM 
(none) 
Lsoil[] 

SThk 
SMavg[] 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMENV: soil dcy 

See flow chart FC-13 

05 - soil_dcy (Procedure) 
Purpose: Administer development of soil layer and determin
ation of surface elevation changes of drainage area of ceil 
Ret 
arg 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 

tmp: 
var: 

work 
Func 

(none) 
lyr 
i 
RFa 
Tf 
Tv 
code 
GASIZE 
(none) 
Geo[] [ ] [ ] 
LQ[] [] []/TLQ[] [] 
(none) 
SThk 
LQ[] [] []/TLQ[] [] 
Ll[] [] 
arrays 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMENV: 
STRMUTIL 

strat. layer number 
cell number 
avg. rainfall, in/yr 
mean temperature, deg F 
temperature variation, deg 
code for initialization 

geologic data 
soil composition 

temp, soil thickness 
soil mantle composition 
layer thickness loss, ft 

soil_mntl 
Qcopy_to_wk 
Qcopy_fr_wk 
Wzero 

See flow chart FC-14 
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06 - soil_init (Procedu 
Purpose: Determine ini 
thickness. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: (none) 
sym: LITHNUM 

NDIV 
con: RFPOW 

RFBASE 
ref: Lstr[] 

Adrn[J 
arid[] 
T[] 
Tvar[] 
hyps[] [] 
Geo[] [] [J 

tmp: Lenv 
var: dtr 

re) 
tial landscape soil composition and 

work 
Func 

Ll[] [] 
Lsoil[] [] 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMENV: 
STRMERO: 

rainfall aridity exponent 
rainfail aridity factor 
length of streams, mi 
area of landscape, mi2 
aridity index 
mean temperature, deg F 
temperature variation, deg F 
hypsogram values 
geologic data 
length of slope, ft 
time remaining for scour, sec 
to -1 as a code) 
layer loss, ft 
slope length of soil type, ft 

soil_avg 
set LSA 

(set 

See flow chart FC-15 

07 - soil_mntl (Procedure) 
Purpose: Determine characteristics of soil layer over a 
given stratigraphic layer (rock type). 
Ret: surface elev. change, ft 
arg 

sym: 
eon: 

ref: 
tmp: 

RT1,RT2 
f rac 
age 
RFa 
Tf 
Tv 
*ps,*po 
GASIZE 
gammas 
DTCONS 
TRL 
dt 
wtrat 
SWt 

cell number 
rock type codes 
fraction of RTl 
geologic age, m.y. 
avg. rainfall, in/yr 
mean temperature, deg F 
temperature variation, deg F 
work arrays for new and old soils 

specific weight of solids, lb/ft3 
consolidation time constant 
weathering time constant 
length, of time step, yrs 
temp, soil thickness 
temp, specific weight of soil 
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var: 
work 
Func 

SMeq 
phiO 
ERb 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMERO: 
STRMTRAC 
STRMUTIL 

temp, soil thickness 
temp, porosity 
temp, erosion resistance 

rck_prop 
get_resv 
Addcomp 
Wzero 

See flow chart FC-16 

08 - soil_mob 
Purpose: Dete 
mobilization e 
Ret: (none) 
arg: td 

dte 
Nei 
Ae 
RFi 
RA 

Ri 

Rh 
Dr 
nus 

lyr 
i 

sym: (none) 
eon: gammas 

DTCONS 
KSOIL 

mRii 

ref: 

tmp: 
var: 

wvs[][] 
ks[] 
nu 
Senv 
Lenv 
work3[] 
phiO 
fr 

(Procedure) 
rmine sheet flow across landscape and soil 
nergy factors. 

length of time domain, yrs (actual) 
event period, yrs (actual) 
number of events per yr 
area of exposure, ft2 
rainfall during time domain, in 
avg. rainfall for time domain, 
in/yr 
rainfall intensity during an event, 
in/hr 
relative humidity, dec 
raindrop size, mm 
kinematic viscosity of water 
affecting soil, ft2/sec 
strat. layer number 
cell number 

specific weight of solids, lb/ft3 
consolidation time constant 
generic roughness of soil surface, 
ft 
instantaneous rainfall rate 
multiplier 
secondary vegetation width, ft 
siol roughness, ft 
kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 
surface slope, tan 
length of exposure, ft 
existing soil layer, work array 
temp, porosity 
fraction of runoff 
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work 
Func 

Ql 
y 
ubar 
Psf 
arrays: 
calls: 

work3 
STRMHY: 
STRMTRAC 

temp, rainfall rate 
temp, depth, ft 
temp, velocity, ft/see 
tillage factor 

turbulence 
get_resv 
wtr sat 

See flow chart FC-17 

09 - soil_trns (Procedure) 
Purpose: Calculate landscape erosion capacity and soil 
layer changes due to erosion and deposition. Collect 
composition of transported material. 
Ret: thickness of new soil layer, ft 
arg: Ri 

dtx 

Ae 
Bfi 
nue 

lyr 
i 

sym: (none) 
eon: DTCONS 
ref: eonsO 

Etvd 
Efac 
Psf 
Senv 
Lenv 
y 
ubar 
work3[] 

workx[] 
tmp: phiO 

consO 
var: LQ [ ] [ ] []/TLQ[] [] 

rainfall intensity during an event, 
in/hr 
event exposure time during time 
domain, hr 
exposure area, ft2 
biomass soil strength factor 
kinematic viscosity of water 
affecting soil, ft2/sec 
strat. layer number 
cell number 

consolidation time constant 
relative consolidation of existing 
soil layer 
transport energy factor 
energy efficiency factor 
tillage factor 
surface slope, tan 
length of exposure, ft 
surface flowing water depth, ft 
flow velocity, ft/sec 
existing soil layer ,tons, work 
array 
transported material from upslope 
temp, porosity 
temp, consolidation 
soil layer composition 

work arrays: workw 
workx 
worky 
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Func calls: 

workl 
work3 
STRMHY: 
STRMTRAC 

STRMUTIL 

Haller (or Gibbs or Rubey) 
coh_str 
mohr 
get_resv 
Qcopy_fr_wk 
Wcopy 
Wzero 
Addcomp 
reduce comp 

See flow chart FC-18 

10 - vegcover 
Purpose: Caleu 
environments in 
Ret: (none) 
arg: i 

SMa 
*fp 

sym: (none) 
eon: TBO 

dTB 

BpO 
BdO 

TvO 

BRbase 

BTfac 
AR 

VO 
Vfac 
grassfIg 
HvO 
Wcmax 
gw 
gs 
Exfac 

ref: vegch[] 
T[] 

(Procedure) 
late vegetation characteristics in all 
a cell. 

cell number 
avg. soil layer thickness, 
output file ptr 

ft 

biomass temperature variation 
constant 

biomass temperature variation 
factor 

peak biomass multiplier, Ib/lOOftsq 
peak biomass temperature decay 
factor, deg F 

biomass temperature distribution 
midpoint, deg F 
base value of secondary/primary 
biomass ratio 
soil thickness biomass constant 
aspect ratio (width/height) of 
primary plants 
min. 2nd plant height, ft 
min. 2nd plant aspect ratio 
2nd grass indicator flag 
vegetation canopy height factor, ft 
max. width of single treetop, ft 
specific weight of wood 
specific weight of brush 
soil strength from roots multiplier 
channel vegetation flag 
mean temperature, deg F 
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tmp: 
var: 

work 
Func 

Tvar[] 
Ravg[] 
(none) 
BR 
BM[] [] 
hv[][] 
wv[][] 
Dv[] [ ] 

hvs[][] 
wvs[J [] 
Dvs[][] 
Bf [] [] 

SPf [J [] 
Wc[l 
We2[] 
fe[] 
fe2[] 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMTRAC: 

temperature variation, deg F 
avg. rainfall, in/yr 

secondary/primary biomass ratio 
total live biomass, Ib/lOOftsq 
height of primary vegetation, ft 
primary veg. stem width, ft 
stems per 100 ft. square in primary 
vegetltion (stem density) 
2nd veg. height, ft 
2nd veg. stem width, ft 
stem density of 2nd plants 
excess shear strength due to roots, 
lb/ft2 

surface protection fraction, dec 
primary canopy width, ft 
secondary canopy width, ft 
fraction of primary canopy cover 
fraction 2nd canopy cover 

Optveg 

See flow chart FC-19 

Module STRMHY 

01 - Atcalc (Procedure) 
Purpose: Calculate hydraulic geometric parameters for 
environments for given channel depth. 
Ret: Cross section type code 

a r g : 

sym: 
con: 
r e f : 

tmp: 
v a r : 

1 

d 
(none) 
(none) 

we[] ,wa[] ,wf [] 
h e [ ] , h a [ ] 

t t e h a n [ ] 
(none) 

p c , p a , p f 
pb,pw 

Rc,Ra,Rf 

Atpc ,Atpa ,Atpf 

cell number 
channel bottom depth. ft 

widths of environments, ft 
height of channel wall and alluvial 
ridge, ft 

channel cross slope, tan 

wet perimeter of environments, ft 
wet perimeter of channel bed and 
walls, ft 
hydraulic radius of environments, 
ft 

cross section area of environments, 
ft2 
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Atx 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
STRMHY: 

total 

rdgdp 
flpdp 

See flow chart FC-20 

total cross section area, ft2 

02 - avgdp (Gfunction) 
Purpose: Calculate average depth in channel 
Ret: depth, ft 
arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 

tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

1 

d 
(none) 
(none) 
wc[] 
ttehan[] 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

cell number 
channel depth. ft 

channel width, ft 
channel cross slope, tan 

03 - fig4 (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate Einstein (1950) X factor. 
Ret: X factor 
arg: rat 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
DELCON 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

ratio of surface roughness to 
laminar layer thickness 

consolidation time factor 

04 - fig7 (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate Einstein (1950) xi parameter. 
Ret: xi parameter 
arg: dbx ratio of grain size class diameter 

(ft) to X factor 
sym: (none) 
con: 110 log of 10 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
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work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: (none) 

05 - fig8 (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate Einstein (1950) masking factor. 

ratio of surface roughness to 
laminar layer thickness 

log of 10 

Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

masking 
kbd 

(none) 
110 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

factor 

(none) 
(none) 

06 - figlO (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate Einstein (1950) phi parameter. 

Einstein (1950) psi parameter 

log of 10 

Ret: 
arg: 
sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

phi par 
psi 
(none) 
110 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

ameter 

(none) 
(none) 

07 - flpdp (Gfunction) 
Purpose: Calculate depth over floodplain. 
Ret: depth, ft 

i arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 

tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

d 
(none) 
(none) 
he[] 
ha[] 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

cell number 
channel depth. ft 

height of channel outer wall, 
height of alluvial ridge, ft 

ft 
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08 - getA (Gfunction) 
Purpose: Calculate cross section area in given environment, 
given its hydraulic radius. 
Ret: cross section area, ft2 

cell number 
environment number 
hydraulic radius, ft 

widths of environments, ft 
height of channel wall and alluvial 
ridge, ft 
channel cross slope, tan 

arg: 

sym: 
con: 
ref: 

tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

1 

env 
R 
(none) 
(none) 
wc[] ,wa[] , 
he[],ha[] 

ttehan[] 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

rWf[] 

(none) 
(none) 

See flow chart FC-21 

09 - getDel (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate hydraulic roughness. 
Ret: hydraulic roughness, ft 
arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

S 
R 
k 
nue 
(none) 
g 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMHY: 

water surface slope, tan 
water depth, ft 
bed roughness, ft 
effective viscosity, ft2/sec 

gravity constant, ft/sec2 

fig4 

See flow chart FC-22 

10 - Gibbs (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate Gibbs et al. (1971) settling velocity. 
Ret: settling velocity, ft/sec 
arg: D grain size, mm 

nue eff. viscosity, ft2/see 
sym: (none) 
con: g gravity constant, ft/see2 

rhof,rhos density of fluid and solid, gm/cc 
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ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

11 - GWevap 
Purpose: Dete 
to evapotransp 
Ret: (none) 
arg: i 

tdm 
*po 

sym: (none) 
eon: BMRTFAC 

BMRHPOW 
ref: we[],wa[],wf[] 

dx[],de[] 

ynmid[] 

Ravg[] 
RF[] 

BM[] [] 
evap[] 
aqu[] 

tmp: Re,Ra,Rf 
var: Qevap[][] 

Qgw[][] 

(Procedure) 
rmine rates of water exchange with system due 
iration and groundwater interaction. 

cell number 
length of time domain, 
output file ptr 

yr 

biomass evaporation factor 
biomass humidity exponent 
widths of environments, ft 
flow length through cell and 
channel, ft 
water depth in channel at mid-cell, 
ft 

avg. rainfall in cell, in/yr 
rainfall rate during time domain, 
in/yr 

biomass density, Ib/lOOftsq 
evaporation factor for cell 
groundwater factor for cell 
temp. hyd. radius 
flow rate due to evapotranspir
ation, ft3/see 
flow rate due to groundwater 
action, ft3/sec 

work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
STRMHY: 
STRMTRAC: 

Atcalc 
Rhum 
get_Ae 

See flow chart FC-23 

12 - Haller (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate Hallermeier (1981) settling velocity. 
Ret: settling velocity, ft/sec 
arg: D grain size, mm 

nue eff. viscosity, ft2/see 
sym: (none) 
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eon: 

ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

rhof,rhos 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

gravity constant, ft/see2 
density of fluid and solid, gm/cc 

13 - hydroO 
Purpose: Ear 
environments. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: i 

pass 
bpass 
*lp 

sym: (none) 
eon: g 

rhof 
ref: Re,Ra,Rf 

Atpc,Atpa,Atpf 

ha[] 
Tw[] 
sinu[] 
ynmO[] 

SminO[] 

kc [ ] , ka[],kf[] 

wc[],wa[ 
Qe[J,Qa[ 

Qevap[][] 

Qgw[][] 

tmp: (none) 
var: R 

nu 

Qevap[][] 

(Procedure) 
ly pass calculation of flow rates through 

cell number 
hydraulic pass number 
bed composition pass number 
output file ptr 

gravity constant, ft/see2 
density of water, gm/cc 
hydraulic radius of each 
environment, ft 
cross section areas of 
environments, ft2 
height of alluvial ridge, ft 
mean water temperature, deg F 
channel sinuosity 
water depth in channel at mid-cell, 
initial value, ft 

water surface slope at mid-cell, 
initial value, ft 
surface roughnesses of 
environments, ft 
widths of environments, ft 
dilated flow rates through 
environments, ft3/sec 
flow rate due to evapotranspir
ation, ft3/sec 
flow rate due to groundwater 
action, ft3/see 

],wf [] 
],Qf [] 

temp. hyd. radius 
kinematic viscosity of water, 
ft2/sec 
flow rate due to evapotranspir
ation, ft3/sec 
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Q g w [ ] [ ] 

Q c [ ] , Q a [ ] , Q f [] 

psQ[] 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
STRMHY: 

STRMTRAC: 

total 

getDel 
vKalt 
kvis 

flow rate due to groundwater 
action, ft3/sec 

dilated flow rates through 
environments, ft3/see 
total dilated flow rate, ft3/sec 

See flow chart FC-24 

14 - hydroQ (Procedu 
Purpose: Final pass ca 
environments. 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
eon: 

ref: 

(none) 
i 
pass 
bpass 
*lp 
BPMAX 
g 
rhof 
KCBASE 
dt 
ha[] 
Tw[] 
sinu[] 
ynmid[] 

Smin[] 
kc [ ] , ka[],kf[] 

tchar [] 

tmp: Re,Ra,Rf 
pc,pa,pf,pw,pb 
Atpc,Atpa,Atpf 
Atx 

var: R 
nu 

kt 
Senv 
Se,Sa,Sf 
ustar 

re) 
Iculation of flow rates through 

cell number 
hydraulic pass number 
bed composition pass number 
output file ptr 

gravity constant, ft/sec2 
density of water, gm/cc 
default roughness of channel 
length of time step, yr (actual) 
height of alluvial ridge, ft 
mean water temperature, deg F 
channel sinuosity 
water depth in channel at mid-cell, 
ft 

water surface slope at mid-cell, ft 
surface roughnesses of 
environments, ft 
characteristic time of rainfail 
histogram, yr 

hyd. radius in environments 
temp, wet perimeters 
temp, cross section area 
total cross section area, ft2 
temp. hyd. radius 
kinematic viscosity of water, 
ft2/see 

temp, roughness 
temp, slope 
slopes of environments 
temp, shear velocity 
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ustarc,ustara,ustarf shear velocities in environments 
ubarc,ubara,ubarf 
Dele,Dela,Delf 
Qc[],Qa[],Qf [] 

Qmax[] 

Qmean[] 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
STRMHY: 

STRMTRAC 

mean velocities in environments 
hyd. roughnesses in environments 
dilated flow rates through 
environments, ft3/see 
est. 90th percentile flow rate 
(bankfull), ft3/sec 

est. mean flow rate), ft3/sec 

getDel 
Atcalc 
vKalt 
kvis 

See flow chart FC-25 

15 - kavg (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate composite hydraulic roughness given 
roughnesses and fractions of surface area elements. 
Ret: composite roughness, ft 
arg: kl,2,3,4,5,6 

R 
S 
nu 
frl,2,3,4,5 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work arrays 
Func calls: 

(none) 
STRMHY: 

roughnesses of elements, ft 
water depth, ft 
water surface slope, tan 
eff. viscosity, ft2/sec 
fractions surface for first five 
elements 

getDel 
vKalt 
vKinv 

See flow chart FC-26 

16 - Rcalc (Procedure) 
Purpose: Calculate consistent set of hydraulic parameters 
given flow rate and surface roughness. Uses Reguli-falsi 
search for hydraulic radius that matches calculated flow 
rate to given flow rate. 
Ret: hyd. radius, ft 
arg: RO initial guess of water depth, ft 
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sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 

work 
Func 

q 
S 
ksp 
env 
i 
(none) 
g 
nu 
(none) 
ustarp 
ubarp 
Delp 
arrays 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMHY 

flow rate, ft3/sec 
water surface slope, tan 
surface roughness, ft 
environment number 
cell number 

gravity constant, ft/see2 
kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 

shear velocity, ft/see 
mean velocity, ft/sec 
hydraulic roughness, ft 

getDel 
getA 
vKalt 

See flow chart FC-27 

17 - rdgdp (Gfunction) 
Purpose: Calculate depth on alluvial ridge 
Ret: depth, ft 
arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

1 

d 
(none) 
(none) 
hc[] 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

cell number 
channel depth. ft 

height of channel outer wall, ft 

18 - Riibey (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate Rubey (1933) settling velocity. 
Ret: settling velocity, ft/sec 
arg: D 
sym: (none) 
eon: g 

dsg 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays 
Func calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

grain size, mm 

gravity constant, ft/see2 
density ratio, solid/liquid 
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19 - set_k (Procedure) 
Purpose: Determine initial values of bed roughness, 
including estimates of bedforms and vegetation. 
Ret: composite roughness, ft 

cell number 
environment number 
surface area, ft2 
kinematic viscosity 

arg: 

sym: 
eon: 

1 

env 
Ae 
nu 
(none) 
HbeO,HbaO, HbfO 

ref 

tmp: 
var: 

work 
Func 

LbcO,LbaO,LbfO 

KSOIL 
LH[] [] [ ] / T L H [ ] [] 
L D 2 [ ] [] [ ] / T L D 2 [ ] [J 
L D 1 [ ] [] [ ] / T L D l [ J [] 
w v [ ] [ ] , w v s [ ] [ ] 

Dv [] [],Dvs[] [ ] 

(none) 
Lthx,Lthy,Lthz 
frx,fry,frz 
LDx[] [] []/TLDx[] [] 
arrays: (none) 
calls: STRMHY: 

STRMERO: 

bedform height, ft, in each 
environment 
bedform height, ft, in each 
environment 
soil roughness,ft 
topmost layer composition 
middle layer composition 
lowest layer composition 
width of primary and secondary 
plants, ft 
stem density of primary and 
secondary plants, stems/10000 ft2 

temp, layer thicknesses 
temp, fractions of scour 
Armor layer composition 

kavg 
base lyr 

See flow chart FC-28 

20 - turbulence (Procedu 
Purpose: Calculate cons 
turbulent sheet flow for 
flow. Uses Reguli-falsi 
calculated flow to given 
Ret: (none) 
arg: yO 

k 
S 
Ql 
nus 

sym: (none) 
con: g 
ref: (none) 

re) 
istent depth and velocity of 
given flow rate, per unit width of 
search for depth that matches 
flow rate. 

initial guess of depth, ft 
surface roughness, ft 
water surface slope, tan 
flow rate, ft3/see 
kinematic viscosity of water on 
soil, ft2/see 

gravity constant, ft/sec2 
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tmp: 
var: 

work 
Func 

(none) 
y 
ubar 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMHY: 

water 
mean v 

getDel 
vKalt 

See flow chart FC-29 

21 - vKalt (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate integrated von Karman velocity 
coefficient from bed up to.given depth. 
Ret: coefficient 

water depth, ft 
hydraulic roughness, ft 
laminar layer thickness, ft 

arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

R 
Del 
del 
(none) 
DELCON 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

22 - vKinv (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate 
and friction ^^' 
velocity prof ^ 
Ret: roughness, ft 
arg: R 

F 
del 

sym: (none) 
eon: (none) 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: (none) 

(Function) 
culate roughness corresponding to given depth 
coefficient, based on inverse of von Karman 
ile curve. 

water depth, ft 
friction coefficient 
laminar sublayer thickness. ft 
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Module STRMTRN 

01 - armor (Procedure) 
Purpose: Determine armor layer thickness and composition, 
based on threshhold of motion. 
Ret: armor thickness, ft 

bed layer being scoured, work array 
preexisting armor material, work 
array 
relative consolidation of bed layer 
thickness of bed layer, ft 
environment number 
cell number 

arg: *pw 
*PP 

sym 
con 

ref 

tmp: 
var: 

work 

eons 
Lth 
env 
i 
GASIZE 
Pi 
gammas 
Dt 
dg 

Ae 
(none) 
frarm 
dg 
arrays 

Func calls: 

workl 
work2 
STRMUTIL 

Pi 
specific weight of solids, lb/ft3 
threshhold of motion grain size, mm 
density of armor grains on bed 
surface, gr/ft2 
exposed surface area, ft2 

fraction of armor layer developed 
density of armor grains on bed 

Loadsplit 
GSpct 

See flow chart FC-30 

02 - bedform (Procedure) 
Purpose: Determine presence and dimensions of bedforms. 
Ret: bedform type code 
arg: D50 

sym: 
con: 
ref: 

tmp: 
var: 

work 

Re 
(none) 
gem 
ubar 
ustar 
R 
(none) 
hb 
Lb 
arrays: 

median grain size of bedform 
material, mm 
settling Reynold's number of D50 

gravity constant, cm/sec2 
mean velocity, ft/sec 
shear velocity, ft/sec 
water depth, ft 

bedform height, ft 
bedform length, ft 

(none) 
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Func calls: STRMTRAC: get_H 

See flow chart FC-31 

03 - bfsat (Procedure) 
Purpose: Determine volume and spacing of bedforms based on 
availability of material (saturation). Calculate fractions 
of bed surface containing different bedform surfaces and 
exposed scoured surface. 
Ret: saturation 
arg: dx 

D50 

beta 

code 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 

tmp: 
var: 

R 
(none) 
gammas 
penv 
hb,Lb 
workv[] 
(none) 
fbfO 

work 
Func 

farmO 

fgrnO 
Ss 
arrays 
calls: 

workv 
STRMTRAC 

flow length in environment, ft 
median grain size of bedform 
material, mm 
flow separation angle at crest, 
radians 
hydraulic radius, ft 

specific weight of solids, lb/ft3 
wet perimeter of environment, ft 
height and length of bedforms, ft 
bedform material, work array 

fraction of area occupied by 
bedform separation ceils 
fraction occupied by scoured 
surface NOT under separation cells 
fraction of bedform stoss surfaces 
stoss slope, tan 

fgness 
get_LH 
porosity 
repose 
stosscor 

See flow chart FC-32 

04 - capacity (Procedure) 
Purpose: Determine bed load and suspended load capacities. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: gc grain size class number 

Imax total weight of mobile bed 
material, tons 

pg effective wet perimeter, ft 
D grain size class diameter, mm 
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Da 
dp 
kgrn 

k65 

R 
ib 
nu 
*op 

sym: (none) 
eon: g 

gammas 
dsg 
BO 
CLAYSIZE 
KO 

ref: penv 
Senv 
dte 
Rbp 
Delp 
ubarp 
ustarp 
ClayL[] 

tmp: (none) 
var: Idb,Ids 

work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
STRMHY: 

arithmetic mean of diameters, mm 
laminar layer thickness, ft 
65th percentile grain size of 
bedform material, mm 
65th percentile grain size of 
mobile bed material, mm 
water depth, ft 
fraction of composition in gc 
kinematic viscosity, ft2/see 
output file ptr 

gravitational acceleration 
specific weight of sand 
density ratio, solid/liquid 
log of 10.6 (Einstein, 1950) 
grain size of clay 
inverse of Karman constant 
wet perimeter of environment, ft 
water surface slope, tan 
length of time domain, see (pseudo) 
water depth, ft 
hydraulic roughness, ft 
mean velocity, ft/sec 
shear velocity, ft/sec 
claylikeness parameter 

bed and suspended load capacities, 
tons 

STRMTRAC 

Haller 
fig7 
fig8 
figlO 
int_qs 
misri 

(or Gibbs or Rubey) 

See flow chart FC-33 

05 - mobile_bed (Procedure) 
Purpose: Calculate degree of scour of bed layers and amount 
of exposure time remaining afterward. Collect compositions 
of layers and mobilized material. 
Ret: scour termination code 
arg: pass scour depth pass number 

i cell number 
env environment number 
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dtsub 

A 
*op 

sym: (none) 
con: (none) 
ref: LH [ ] [ J []/TLH[] [] 

LD2[] [] []/TLD2[] [J 
LD1[] [] []/TLDl[] [] 
consx,eonsy,consx 
Lthx,Lthy,Lthz 
Dt 
workw[] 

tmp: frse 
var: dtr 

dteor 

ds 
ys 
frx,fry,frz 
Maxscour 

work arrays: workw 
workx 
worky 
workz 
work3 
STRMTRN: 
STRMUTIL 

total scour time before armoring 
occurs, sec (pseudo) 
surface area, ft2 
output file ptr 

top bed layer composition 
middle bed layer composition 
bottom bed layer composition 
rel. consolidation of bed layers 
thicknesses of bed layers, ft 
threshhold of motion grain size, mm 
mobilized sediment supplied to 
environment, work array 
temp, fraction of scour 
remaining scour time, see (pseudo) 
time used during scouring, sec 
(pseudo) 

scour depth, ft 
amount of scour below datum, ft 
scour fractions of bed layers 
flag for scour limit reached 

Func calls scour 
Ccopy_to_wk 
Loadsplit 

See flow chart FC-34 

06 - scour (Procedure) 
Purpose: Calculate amount of scour in a bed layer, and 
adjust layer parameters. Builds armor layer composition. 
Ret: code for scour limit type 
arg: *pi bed layer to scour, work array 

•px cumulative armor composition, work 
array 

cons rel. consolidation of bed layer 
Lth thickness of bed layer, ft 
env environment number 
i cell number 

sym: GASIZE 
eon: (none) 
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ref: 

tmp: 
var: 

dte 
dtr 
dteor 

nu 
ds 
ys 
Bf [] [] 
SPf [] [] 
(none) 
frse 
dtr 
dteor 

ds 
ys 
Maxscour 

work arrays: 

Func calls: 

workl 
work2 
STRMTRN: 
STRMTRAC: 
STRMUTIL: 

length of time domain, sec (pseudo) 
remaining scout time, sec (pseudo) 
time used during scouring, see 
(pseudo) 

kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 
scour depth, ft 
amount of scour below datum, ft 
Biomass soil strength supplement 
surface protection fraction, dec 

fraction of bed layer scoured 
remaining scour time, see (pseudo) 
time used during scouring, sec 
(pseudo) 

scour depth, ft 
amount of scour below datum, ft 
flag for scour limit reached 

armor 
coh_lim 
Addcomp 
Wzero 

See flow chart FC-35 

07 - supply (Pro 
Purpose: Determine 
into a cell during 
tributaries, and lo 
Ret: (none) 
arg: 

sym: 

eon: 
ref: 

*op,*lp 
i 
bpass 
GASIZE 
ELIM 
(none) 
Qtol 
Re, Ra,Rf 
tdil[] 
trib[] 
ha[] 
Lloe[] [] 

q[l 

eedure) 
amounts of water and sediment brought 

a time domain, from upstream sources, 
eal landscape sources. 

output file ptrs 
cell number 
bed composition pass number 

tolerance fraction for volumes 
hyd. radius of environments, ft 
time dilation factors 
tributary image numbers 
height of alluvial ridge, ft 
composition of local sediment 
supply 

local water supply, ft3/sec 
(pseudo) 
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p s Q [ ] 

Q e [ ] , Q a [ ] , Q f [] 

Q e v a p [ ] [ ] 

Qgw[J [J 

LB[] [J [ J / T L B [ ] [] 
LS[ ] [] [ ] / T L S [ ] [] 
i s e d n u l l , I s e d n u l l , 

t m p : (none) 
v a r : y t m i d [ ] 

Qex,Qpct 
QTe,QTa,QTf 

TSe[] ,TBc[] 
TSa[] ,TBa[] 
TSf [] ,TBf [] 
LN[J [] []/TLN[] [] 

work arrays: workl 
work2 
work3 
workx 
worky 
workz 

Func calls: STRMTRN: 

STRMUTIL 

total flow rate through cell, 
ft3/see (pseudo) 
flow rates through environments, 
ft3/sec (pseudo) 
flow rate of evapotranspiration, 
ft3/sec 
flow rate of groundwater inter
action, ft3/sec 
bed load composition 
suspended load composition 

tsednull 
transport test control flags 

water depth at mid-cell in first 
tributary cell, ft 
total and percent flow rate errors 
tributary flow rates for 
environments, ft3,sec (pseudo) 
tributary sediment loads for 
environments," work arrays 

incoming sediment composition 

trib_supply 
transfer 
Ceopy_to_wk 
Ccopy_fr_wk 
Lcopy_to_wk 
Wzero 
Wcopy 
Addcomp 

See flow chart FC-36 

08 - transfer (Rprocedure) 
Purpose: Determine exchange of sediment between 
environments in a cell due to water cross flow. Calculate 
ratio of flow from source to receiving environment, over 
flow through receiving environment. Divide sediment load 
entering source environment accordingly. 
Ret: ratio 
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arg: i 
envl,env2 

Qlat 
Qout 
beode 
*pWl 

*pW2 

*pWx 

*pWy 

cell number 
source and receiving environment 
numbers 
lateral flow rate, ft3/sec 
outflow rate from envl 
bedload code 
work array for receiving suspended 
load composition 

work array for source suspended 
load composition 

work array for receiving bed load 
composition 
work array for receiving bed load 
composition 

sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

GASIZE 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMUTIL: Ccopy_to wk 

Addcomp 
Wcopy 

See flow chart FC-37 

09 - transport (Procedure) 
Purpose: Collect data for and administer calculation of bed 
scour in all environments. Determine sediment distribution 
to environments based on loads data from source environ
ments, and collect mobile material composition for transport 
calculations. Determine bedform morphology and friction, 
administer calculation of load capacities, and make adjust
ments to bed layer compositions. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: bpass bed composition pass number 

i cell number 
*op output file ptr 

sym: BPMAX 
eon: Pi Pi 

gsv[] grain size class diameters, mm 
CAPFRAC capacity fraction threshold 
GCBASE default grain size of channel 
GABASE default grain size of al. ridge 
GFBASE default grain size of floodplain 
HBBASE default bedform height 
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LBBASE 
Ukill 
uO 
HbeO,HbaO,HbfO 

LbcO,LbaO,LbfO 

ref: nu 
Maxscour 
dt 
Ne[] 
pstdom[] 
dx[],de[] 
ha[] 
dtev[] 
Se,Sa,Sf 

Re,Ra,Rf 
pe,pa,pf 
ubarc,ubara,ubarf 

ustarc,ustara,ustar 

Dele,Dela,Delf 

kc [ ] , ka[],kf [ ] 

Q c [ ] , Q a [ ] , Q f [] 

h v [ ] [ ] 
v e g c h [ ] 
LN[J [] [ ] / T L N [ ] [] 
xsednull 

tmp: Delp 
Lthw 
Lthx,Lthy,Lthz 

var: dte 
dtr 
Senv 
R,Rbp 
penv 
ubar 
ustar,ustarp 
Del 
kt 
karm 
Ae 

default bedform length 
threshold of vegetation death 
separation bubble constant 
bedform height, ft, in each 
environment 

bedform height, ft, in each 
environment 
kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 
scour termination flag 
length of time step, yr (actual) 
number of rainfail events per year 
dilated time domain length, yrs 
flow length of cell and channel, ft 
height of allivial ridge, ft 
rainfall event period, yrs 
water surface slope of environ
ments, tan 
hydraulic radii of environments, ft 
wet perimeter of environments, ft 
mean velocities of environments, 
ft/sec 

f shear velocities of environments, 
ft/sec 

hydraulic roughness of environ
ments, ft 
surface roughness of environments, 
ft 

dilated flow rates in environments, 
ft3/sec 

vegetation height, ft 
vegetation growth termination flag 
fresh sediment supply composition 
transport test control flag 

dilated rainfall event period, sec 
time remaining after scour of bed, 
temp, slope 
temp. hyd. radius 
temp, perimeter 
temp, mean velocity 
temp, shear velocity 
temp. hyd. roughness 
temp, composite surface roughness 
temp, grain roughness 
temp, surface area 
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Ust [ ] [] 

Ub [ ] [ ] 

f r x , f r y , f r z 

Maxscour 
hb,Lb 
Ss 
f b f , f a r m 

Dt 
dg 

v e g c h [ ] 
I d b , I d s 

d t b s [J [] 

d d s [ ] [ ] 
LB[] [] [ ] / T L B [ ] [] 
LS[ ] [J [ ] / T L S [ J [] 
LR[] [J [ J / T L R [ ] [] 
LM[] [] [ J /TLM[] [] 
LDx[] [] [ ] / T L D x [ ] [] 

work arrays 

Func calls 

workl 
work2 
work3 
workv 
workw 
workx 
worky 
workz 
STRMHY: 
STRMTRN: 

STRMERO: 
STRMTRAC 

saved mean velocity in environment, 
ft/sec 
saved shear velocity in environ
ment, ft/sec 
fractions of scour of bed layers 
sec (pseudo) 
scour termination flag 
height and length of bedforms, ft 
stoss slope of bedforms, tan 
fractions of surface area for 
separation ceils and exposed 
scoured surface 
thresshold of scour grain size, mm 
abundance of armored grains on bed, 
grains/ft2 
vegetation growth termination flag 
bed and suspended load capacities, 
tons 
total remaining scour time for 
environment, see (pseudo) 
total amount of bed scour, ft 
bed load composition 
suspended load composition 
residual material composition 
mobile bed material composition 
armor layer composition 

Rcalc 
bedform 
bfsat 
capacity 
mobile_bed 
base_lyr 
get_bfsd 
get_Dt 
get_Ae 
lyr_thick 
friction 
top lyr 
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STRMUTIL: Ccopy_to_wk 
Ccopy_fr_wk 
Addcomp 
Loadsplit 
reduce_comp 
Wcopy 
Wzero 
GSpct 
D65 

See flow chart FC-38 

10 - trib_supply (Procedure) 
Purpose: Determine sediment loads delivered by a tributary, 
and water depth in its first cell. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: j tributary image cell number 

i cell number 
*op output file ptr 
bpass bed composition pass number 

sym: (none) 
eon: (none) 
ref: base[] widths of environments, ft 

ttehan[] channel cross-slope, tan 
Sb[] channel bed slope, tan 
dx[] flow length of channel, ft 
wc[],wa[],wf[] widths of environments, ft 
rgelev[1,fpelev[] elev. of alluvial ridge and 

floodplain at mid-cell, ft 
yb[] backwater depth at channel head, ft 
yn[] normal depth of cell, ft 
LB[J [][]/TLB[][] bed load composition 
LS[][][]/TLS[][] suspended load composition 

tmp: (none) 
var: ytmid[] water depth in channel at mid-cell 

of first cell of tributary, ft 
TSc[],TBc[] tributary sediment loads for 
TSa[],TBa[] environments, work arrays 
TSf [1 ,TBf [] 

work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: STRMUTIL: Ceopy_to_wk 

See flow chart FC-39 
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Module STRMERO 

01 - aspect (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate the ratio of height to width of a stream 
channel, based on Allen (1984). 
Ret: ratio 

cohesive strength of bank sediment, 
lb/ft2 

arg: es 

sym: (none) 
eon: (none) 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
STRMERO: pc fine 

02 -
Purp 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
con: 

ref: 

base_lyr (Procedure) 
ose: Determine roughness of bed surface. 
roughness, ft 
bexp bedform saturation code 
env environment number 
i cell number 
GASIZE 
GCBASE,GABASE,GFBASE 

default grain sizes of fluvial 
environments, mm 

KROCK default roughness of bedrock 
channel, ft 
fractions of scour in bed layers 
bed layer thicknesses, ft 
top bed layer composition 
middle bed layer composition 
bottom bed layer composition 
armor layer composition 

tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

frx,fry,frz 
Lthx,Lthy,Lthz 
LH[] [J [J/TLH[] [] 
LD2[] [] [1/TLD2[] [] 
LD1[] [] []/TLDl[J [] 
LDx[] [] []/TLDx[J [] 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMUTIL Ceopy_to_wk 

D65 

See flow chart FC-40 

03 - ch_geom (Rprocedure) 
Purpose: Calculate consistent set of geometric parameters 
describing a channel, based on known flow and slope. 
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Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
*pw 
q 
cjm 
tth 
Sv 
Se 
nu 
*pwc 
*phe 
*ptt 
*pRc 
*pLm 
*pwa 
*psn 
*pph 
*pVs 
GASIZE 
fl_time 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMERO: 

STRMTRAC 

sediment composition work array 
bankfull flow rate, ft3/see 
mean flow rate, ft3/sec 
channel cross slope, tan 
valley slope, tan 
water surface slope, tan 
kinematic viscosity, ft2/see 
ptr to channel width 
ptr to channel wall height 
ptr to channel cross slope, tan 
ptr to radius of curvature 
ptr to meander length 
ptr to width of alluvial ridge 
ptr to sinuosity 
ptr to meander are angle, rad 
ptr to total sediment volume 

return period of large floods, yrs 

pe_fine 
sinuosity 
meander 
crsslp 
get_chan 
curvature 
fgness 
consol 
thickness 
coh str 

See flow chart FC-41 

04 - ch_ovrfl (Procedure) 
Purpose: Distribute sediment from overfilled channel to 
alluvial ridge area. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: *wx sediment composition work array 

*pb ptr to elevation of channel bed 
*pa ptr to elevation of alluvial ridge 
*pL ptr to accumulated new sediment 
dh datum change loss, ft 
Ae area of environment, ft2 
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sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

dte 
i 
GASIZE 
(none) 

LH[] [] [ ] / T L H [ ] [] 
(none) 

LH[] [] [ ] / T L H [ ] [] 

arrays 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMUTIL 

thickness 
deposition event period, 
cell number 

sec 

top sediment 

top sediment 

Wcopy 
Ceopy_to_wk 
Ccopy_fr_wk 
Addcomp 

layer composition 

layer composition 

See flow chart FC-42 

05 - chan_wdth (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate bankfull channel width based on Leopold 

and interpreted effect of fines content 

bankfull flow, ft3/sec 
percent fines in bank sediment 

and Maddock 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

width. 
qb 
pcf 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(1953), a 
ft 

(none) 
(none) 

arg: i 

06 - col_sed (Procedure) 
Purpose: Retrieves compositions of sediment layers in 
environments selected by argument values. Returns work 
arrays filled with composite compositions expressed as tons. 
Ret: (none) 

cell number 
areas of fluvial environments (zero 
values are ignored) 

top layer composition 
middle layer composition 
bottom layer composition 

sym: 
con: 
ref: 

tmp: 
var: 

Ac,Aa,Af 

GASAIZE 
(none) 
LH[] []/TLH[] [] [] 
LD2[] []/TLD2[] [] [] 
LD1[] []/TLDl[] [] [] 
(none) 
(none) 
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work arrays: 

Func calls: 

workx 
worky 
workz 

STRMUTIL 

composite channel sediment 
composite all. ridge sediment 
composite floodplain sediment 

Ccopy_to_wk 
Addcomp 

07 - crsslp (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate channel cross slope angle from 
interpretation of meander curvature, based on Allen (1984) 
Ret: cross slope tangent 

radius of curvature, ft arg: 
sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

Rx 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

08 - curvature (Rprocedure) 
Purpose: Calculate consistent set of meander curvature 
parameters, based on known sinuosity and wavelength. 
Ret: (none) 

ptr to radius of curvature 
ptr to meander path width 
ptr to meander arc angle 
channel width, ft 
channel sinuosity 
meander wavelength, ft 

arg: 

sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

*pR 
*pw 
*pph 
wex 
sx 
Lx 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

See flow chart FC-43 

09 - cut_chan (Procedure) 
Purpose: Calculate sediment distribution in channel cut 
into substrate of known thickness and composition. 
Ret: (none) 
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arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 

var: 
work 
Func 

Ac 
Ae 

wen 
hen 
ttn 
dtsee 
*pw 

*pa 
*pb 

GASIZE 
gammas 
(none) 
phiO 
consO 
(none) 
arrays 
calls: 

area of new channel, ft2 
area into which new channel is cut, 
ft2 

width of new channel, ft 
channel wall height, ft 
bed cross slope, tan 
return period of large floods, see 
composite sediment composition of 
substrate, work array 
sediment composition of new channel 
sediment composition of new bank 
region 

specific weight of sand 

porosity of sediment, dec 
relative consolidation, dec 

(none) 
STRMTRAC: get_resv 
STRMUTIL: Wcopy 

Wzero 

See flow chart FC-44 

10 - degr__rck (Procedure) 
Ourpose: Administer rock scour based on layer properties. 
Produce work array containing derived sediment. 
Ret: scour depth into rock, ft 
arg: i cell number 

env environment number 
RT1,RT2 major and 2nd rock type codes 
frac fraction of major rock type 
age geologic age, m.y. 
Rth remaining rock layer thickness at 

mid-cell, ft 
k65 65th percentile grain size of bed 

load, ft 
Twx total weight of bed load, tons 
dxx flow length in cell, ft 
kx composite roughness, ft 
•pa work array for derived sediment 

sym: GASIZE 
con: (none) 
ref: Ae surface area of environment, ft2 

dtr remaining time for rock scour, sec 
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tmp: wtrat 
Erb 
SWt 

var: (none) 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
STRMERO: 

STRMUTIL 

temp, weight ratio, soil/bulk rock 
temp, erosion resistance 
temp, specific weight 

rek_prop 
scour_rck 
Addcomp 
Wzero 

See flow chart FC-45 

11 - get_chan (Rproeedu 
Purpose: Determine eons 
flow, slope, and bank se 
Ret 
arg 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
*ph 
*pw 
Q 
es 
tth 
S 
nu 
(none) 
KCBASE 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMHY: 
STRMERO: 

re) 
istent channel dimensions based 
diment strength. 

ptr to channel wall height 
ptr to channel width 
flow rate, ft3/see 
cohesive strength of 
channel cross slope, 
cell slope, tan 
kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 

on 

bank, lb/ft2 
tan 

default channel roughness, ft 

vKalt 
aspect 
chan wdth 

See flow chart FC-46 

12 - get_soil (Procedure) 
Purpose: Extract sediment composition from lowest tier of 
landscape soil compositions. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: i cell number 

*pw work array for new sediment 
Lo length of overland flow, ft 
Adr cell drainage area, ft2 
dtsee return period of large floods, sec 

sym: GASIZE 
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eon: 
ref: 

tmp: 

var: 

work 
Func 

NDIV 
LITHNUM 
gammas 
hyps[][] 
Geo[] [] [] 
phiO 
eonsO 
Lenv 
Ae 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMERO: 
STRMTRAC: 
STRMUTIL: 

specific weight of sand 
hypsogram elevations, ft 
geologic data 
porosity of sediment, dec 
relative consolidation, dec 
flow length within soil tier, 
area of soil tier, ft2 

set_LSA 
get_resv 
Wzero 
Qcopy to wk 

ft 

See flow chart FC-47 

13 - impingement (Rprocedure) 
Purpose: Calculate geometry of truncated meanders in narrow 
valley. 

actual valley width, ft 
ideal valley width for given 
sinuosity and meander length, ft 
radius of curvature, ft 
channel width, ft 
meander are angle, rad. 
ptr to ideal sinuosity 
ptr to ideal meander wavelength, ft 

Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
wax 
wan 

Re 
wc 
phi 
*ps 
*pL 
(none) 
Pi 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

See flow chart FC-48 

14 - meander (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate ideal meander wavelength based on Allen 
(1984) and interpretation of fines content of bank. 
Ret: wavelength, ft 
arg: qm mean annual flood flow, ft3/sec 

pcf percent fines in bank material 
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sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

15 - pc_fine (Function) 
Purpose: Estimate percent of fines in sediment composition, 
given cohesive strength. 
Ret: percent of fines, silt' size or under. 
arg: es 
sym: (none) 
eon: (none) 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays 
Func calls: 

cohesive strength, ib/ft2 

(none) 
(none) 

16 - rck_dcy (Procedure) 
Purpose: Determine amount of new rock debris formed by 
scour. 

elevation in environment at mid-
cell, ft 

environment number 
cell number 

Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 

con: 
ref: 

total scour, f 
Selev 

env 
i 
LITHNUM 
GASIZE 
(none) 
Ae 
dtr 
Ust[] [],Ub[] [] 

kc [ ] , ka[],kf [ ] 

de[],dx[] 
Geo[] [ ] [ ] 
LB[] [] []/TLB[] [] 

tmp: (none) 
var: ubar 

ustar 
work arrays: workw 

surface area in environment, ft2 
remaining scour time, see 
shear and mean velocity in 
environment, ft/sec 
composite roughnesses of environ
ments, ft 
flow length in environment, ft 
geologic data 
bed load composition 

mean velocity, ft/see 
shear velocity, ft/sec 
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Func calls: 
workx 
STRMERO: 
STRMUTIL 

STRMUTIL 

See flow chart FC-49 

degr_rck 
Ccopy_to_wk 
Wcopy 
Wzero 
D65 
Addcomp 

17 - rck__prop 
Purpose: Dete 
Ret: (none) 
arg: 

sym: 
con: 

i 
env 
RT 
age 
Ri 
Ti 
Tv 
*pa 
GASIZE 
110 
gammas 
Tcarb 

TBO 

dTB 

TvO 

gsd[] 
CLAYSIZE 
dtr 
Bf [] [] 
(none) 
wtrat 
SMeq 
ERb 
SWt 

work arrays: 
Func calls: 

ref: 

tmp: 
var: 

(Procedure) 
rmine properties of a rock type. 

cell number 
environment number 
rock type code 
geologic age, m.y. 
avg. rainfall, in/yr 
mean temperature, deg F 
temperature variation, deg F 
work array for derived soil 

log of 10 
specific weight of quartz, lb/ft3 
time constant for carbonate 
weathering 
biomass temperature variation 
constant 

biomass temperature variation 
factor 

biomass temperature distribution 
midpoint, deg F 
grain size class divisions, mm 
clay grain size, mm 
remaining scour time, sec 
biomass soil strength supplement 

weight ratio, soil/bulk rock 
soil thickness, ft 
erosion resistance parameter 
specific weight of soil material, 
lb/ft3 

(none) 
STRMTRAC: Rhum 

wtr sat 
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STRMUTIX: Gint 
reduce_comp 

STRMUTIL: Wzero 

See flow chart FC-50 

18 - scour_rck 
Purpose: Caleu 
exposure. 
Ret: total seou 
arg: ER 

Rth 

k65 

(Gfunction) 
late volume of rock scour based on energy 

ft3 

sym: 
eon: 

ref: 

tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

Twx 
dxx 
kx 
nue 
(none) 
g 
gammas 
Pi 
ustar 
dtr 

pstds 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays 
calls: 

erosion resistance index 
remaining rock layer thickness at 
mid-cell, ft 
65th percentile grain size of bed 
load, ft 
total weight of bed load, tons 
flow length in cell, ft 
composite roughness, ft 
eff. kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 

gravity constant, ft/see2 
specific weight of solids, lb/ft3 
Pi 
shear velocity, ft/sec 
time remaining after scour of bed, 
sec (pseudo) 
length of time domain, sec (pseudo) 

(none) 
STRMHY: getDel 
STRMTRAC: vK 

See flow chart FC-51 

19 - set 
Purpose: 
soil 
Ret: 
arg: 

LSA (Pro 
Determine 

procedures. 
Base 
lyr 
i 
Hp 
LP 
Ht 
Lo 

elevation 

landscape surface parameters for use by 

of stratigraphic layer, ft 
stratigraphic layer number 
cell number 
height of hyps, level top, ft 
height of hyps, level base, ft 
height of layer top, ft 
length of overland flow, ft 
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sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 

work 
Func 

Adr 
LITHNUM 
(none) 
Geo[][][] 
(none) 
Senv 
Lenv 
Ae 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMUTIX 

surface drainage area, ft2 

geologic data 

surface slope, tan 
surface downslope length, ft 
surface area, ft2 

rd Hyps 

See flow chart FC-12 

20 - sinuosity (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate ideal sinuosity based on Allen (1984) 
Ret: sinuosity. 

cell slope, tan 
percent fines in bank material 

arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

S 
pcf 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

21 - tectonics (Procedure) 
Purpose: Adjust elevation parameters to account for uplift 
or subsidence. 

elevation change, ft 
Ret: 
arg: 
sym: 

con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 

(none) 
dEt 
LITHNUM 
NDIV 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
MSLbase 

work 

base[] 

hyps[][] 
Geo[] [] [] 
arrays: 

channel bottom elevation at system 
end, ft 
channel bottom elevation at cell 
head, ft 
hypsogram elevations, ft 
geologic layer tops, ft 

(none) 
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Func calls: (none) 

See flow chart FC-52 

Module STRMGEOM 

01 - avulsion (Procedure) 
Purpose: Modifies alluvial environment geometry to 
accommodate changes due to avulsion. 

cell number 
kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 
output file ptr 

return period of large floods, yrs 
return period of avulsions, yrs 
default roughness of channel 
default roughness of a bedrock 
surface, ft 

widths of environments, ft 
height of channel wall and alluvial 
ridge, ft 
cell length, ft 
channel sinuosity 
bed slope, tan 
channel bottom elev. at cell head, 
ft 

rel. sea level elev., ft 
alluvial ridge and floodplain elev. 
at cell midpoint, ft 
channel cross slope, tan 
wall impingement angle, tan 
meander wavelength, ft 
cell drainage area, mi2 
cell drainage path length, mi 
storm event period, yrs 
floodplain roughness, ft 
flow rates in fluvial environments, 
ft3/see 

mean flood flow rate, ft3/sec 
90th percentile flow rate, ft3/see 
hypsogram elevations, ft 
elev. at cell head 
channel length, ft 
cell slope, tan 

R e t : 
a r g : 

sym: 

e o n : 

r e f : 

(none) 
i 
nu 
*op 
GASIZE 
NDIV 
f l t i m e 
a v t i m e 
KCBASE 
KROCK 

w c [ ] , w a [ ] ,wf [] 
h c [ ] , h a [ ] 

d x [ ] 
s i n u [ ] 
S b [ ] 
b a s e [ ] 

MSLbase 
rgmid[],fpmid[] 

ttehan[] 
lphi[l 
Lm[] 
Adrn[] 
Lstr[] 
dtev[] 
kf [] 
Qc[],Qa[],Qf [] 

Qmean[] 
Qmax[] 
hyps[1[] 

tmp: rdelev[],fpelev[] 
dc[] 
Sb[] 
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v a r : b a s e [ ] 

MSLbase 
d x [ ] 
s i n u [ ] 
w e [ ] , w a [ ] ,wf [] 
h c [ ] , h a [ ] 

t t e h a n [ ] 
I p h i [ ] 
Lm[] 
R a c [ ] 
k e [ ] 
h y p s [ ] [ ] 
LH[] [] [ ] / T H L [ ] [] 
LD2[] [ ] / T L D 2 [ ] [J [] 
LD1[] [ ] / T L D l [ ] [] [] 
LQ[] []/TLQ[] [] [] 

workx 
worky 
workz 
STRMNX: 
STRMERO: 

work arrays 

Func calls: 

STRMTRAC 

STRMUTIX 
STRMUTIL 

channel bottom elev. at cell head, 
ft 
rel. sea level elev., ft 
cell length, ft 
channel sinuosity 
widths of environments, ft 
height of channel wall and alluvial 
ridge, ft 
channel cross slope, tan 
wall impingement anhle, tan 
meander wavelength, ft 
meander radius of curvature, ft 
channel roughness, ft 
hypsogram elevations, ft 
top sediment layer composition 
middle sediment layer composition 
bottom sediment layer composition 
soil layer composition 
channel 
all. ridge 
floodplain 
re_init 
col_sed 
ch_geom 
cut_chan 
impingement 
get_soil 
get_Ae 
lyr_thick 
rd_Hyps 
Wcopy 
Addcomp 
Qeopy_fr_wk 
homog copy 

See flow chart FC-53 

02 - ch__config (Procedure) 
Purpose: Modifies alluvial environment geometry to 
accommodate changes due to simple erosion or deposition. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: i cell number 

nu kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 
*op output file ptr 

sym: GASIZE 
NDIV 
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con: fl_time 
KCBASE 
KROCK 

r e f : w e [ ] , w a [ ] , w f [ ] 
h c [ ] , h a [ ] 

d x [ ] 
s i n u [ ] 
S b [ ] 
b a s e [ ] 

MSLbase 
r g m i d [ ] , f p m i d [ ] 

t t e h a n [ ] 
l p h i [ ] 
Lm[] 
A d r n [ ] 
L s t r [ ] 
d t e v [ ] 
kf [] 
Q e [ ] , Q a [ ] , Q f [] 

Qmean[] 
Qmax[] 
hyps[] [] 

tmp: rdelev[],fpelev[] 
de[] 
Sb[] 

var: base[] 

MSLbase 
dx[] 
sinu[] 
wc[] ,wa[] ,wf [] 
he[],ha[] 

ttehan[] 
lphi[] 
Lm[] 
Rac[] 
kc[] 
hyps[][] 
LH[] [] []/THL[] [] 
LD2[] []/TLD2[] [] [] 
LD1[] []/TLDl[] [] [] 

return period of large floods, yrs 
default roughness of channel 
default roughness of a bedrock 
surface, ft 

widths of environments, ft 
height of channel wall and alluvial 
ridge, ft 
cell length, ft 
channel sinuosity 
bed slope, tan 
channel bottom elev. at ceil head, 
ft 

rel. sea level elev., ft 
alluvial ridge and floodplain elev. 
at cell midpoint, ft 
channel cross slope, tan 
wall impingement angle, tan 
meander wavelength, ft 
cell drainage area, mi2 
cell drainage path length, mi 
storm event period, yrs 
floodplain roughness, ft 
flow rates in fluvial environments, 
ft3/sec 

mean flood flow rate, ft3/see 
90th percentile flow rate, ft3/see 
hypsogram elevations, ft 
elev. at cell head 
channel length, ft 
cell slope, tan 
channel bottom elev. at cell head, 
ft 

rel. sea level elev., ft 
cell length, ft 
channel sinuosity 
widths of environments, ft 
height of channel wall and alluvial 
ridge, ft 
channel cross slope, tan 
wall impingement angle, tan 
meander wavelength, ft 
meander radius of curvature, ft 
channel roughness, ft 
hypsogram elevations, ft 
top sediment layer composition 
middle sediment layer composition 
bottom sediment layer composition 
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work arrays 

Func calls 

[] [] [] 
workx 
worky 
workz 
STRMNX: 
STRMERO: 

STRMGEOM: 
STRMTRAC: 

STRMUTIX: 
STRMUTIL: 

soil layer composition 
channel 
all. ridge 
floodplain 
re init 
col sed 
ch geom 
cut chan 
impingement 
get soil 
get_Ae 
lyr thick 
rd Hyps 
Wcopy 
Addcomp 
Qcopy fr wk 
trans copy 
homog copy 

See flow chart FC-54 

tectonic datum change for time 
step, ft 
output file ptr 

03 - T_jnorph (Procedure) 
Purpose: Collect and apply geometric changes to the system 
at end of time step. Account for datum changes due to 
tectonic activity. Concatenate bed layers into basal layer 
and reinitialize others. Determine new soil characteristics 
on landscape. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: dEt 

*ps 
sym: NDIV 

LITHNUM 
con: (none) 
ref: T[] 

Tvar[] 
Ravg[] 
hyps[][] 
Geo[] [] [] 
Ll[] [J 
LH[] [] []/TLH[] [] 
LD2[] [] []/TLD2[] [] 
LD1[] [] []/TLDl[] [] 

tmp: (none) 
var: Hint[] 

mean temperature, deg F 
temperature variation, deg F 
avg. rainfall, in/yr 
hypsogram values 
geologic data 
strat. layer thickness loss, 
top bed layer composition 
middle bed layer composition 
bottom bed layer composition 

hypsogram interval size 

ft 
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work arrays 

dH[] 

LD1[] [] []/TLDl[] [] 
LD2[] [] []/TLD2[] [] 
LH[] [] [1/TLH[1 [] 
LR[] [] []/TLR[] [] 
LDx[] [J []/TLDx[] [J 

workw 
workx 
worky 
workz 
STRMNX: 
STRMENV: 
STRMERO: 
STRMUTIX 

STRMUTIL: 

Func calls 

change in hypsogram interval 
height, ft 
basal bed layer 
middle bed layer 
top bed layer 
residual mobile material 
armor layer 

re_init 
soil_avg 
tectonics 
find_H 
rdG 
rehyps 
Ccopy_to_wk 
Ccopy_fr_wk 
Addcomp 
comp zero 

See flow chart FC-55 

04 - width_ar (Procedure) 
Purpose: Calculate minimum value of floodplain width and 
modi: fy if necessary. 
ridge width. 
Ret: 
arg: 
sym: 
con: 
ref: 

tmp: 
var: 

work 
Func 

ridge wi 
i 
(none) 
Pi 
Lm[J 
wc[] 
wf [] 
sinu[J 
(none) 
wf [] 
Rac[] 
lphi[] 
arrays: 
calls: 

.dth, ft 

(none) 
STRMERO 

Determine meander radius and alluvial 

cell number 

Pi 
wavelength of meanders, 
width of channel, ft 
width of floodplain, ft 
channel sinuosity 

width of floodplain, ft 
radius of meanders, ft 
wall impingement angle. 

: curvature 

ft 

tan 

See flow chart FC-56 
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Module STRMTRAC 

01 - clay_fr (Xfunction) 
Purpose: Determine fraction of given composition with grain 
size less than CLAYSIZE. 

fraction 
work array containing composition 

Ret: 
arg: 
sym: 

'̂ pw 
CLAYSIZE 
GASIZE 

eon: (none) 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
STRMUTIL: Loadsplit 

02 -
Purpo 
size. 
Ret: 
arg: 
sym: 
con: 

clness (Function) 
se: Calculate the claylikeness value of given grain 

ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

claylikeness 
D 
(none) 
CLAYSIZE 
LCLAY 
CLAYFAC 
110 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: (none) 
calls: (none) 

grain size. mm 

grain size of clay 
logio of CLAYSIZE 
claylikeness constant 
log of 10 

03 - coh_lim (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate maximum depth of scour based on 
cohesiveness of given composition. 
Ret: depth, ft 

dte consolidation time, sec 
cons relative consolidation 
Bfx root strength, Ib/sqft 
SP surface protection fraction, dec 
nu kinematic viscosity, ft^/sec 

arg 

sym: 
eon: 

*pw 
GASIZE 
g 
gamma 

work array containing composition 

gravitational acceleration 
specific weight of water 
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ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMTRAC: coh str 

str (Function) 
Calculate cohesive strength of given composition 

relative consolidation 
work array containing composition 

04 - coh 
Purpose: 
Ret: strength, lb/ft2 
arg: eons 

*pw 
sym: GASIZE 
con: (none) 

CLAYSIZE 
COHMIN 
COHMAX 
CPOW 

ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays 
Func calls: 

grain size of clay 
minimum cohesive strength 
maximum cohesive strength 
cohesive strength exponent 

(none) 
STRMTRAC: clness 

05 - consol (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate 
given composition. 
Ret: consolidation, 
arg: fg 

dtevent 
sym: (none) 
con: Cmax 

Cmin 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

relative degree of consolidation of a 

fraction of maximum 
finegrainness parameter, 
event period, sec 

maximum consolidation 
minimum consolidation 

mm 

(none) 
STRMTRAC: clness 

06 - fdy (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate integration step size for concentration 
profile integration. 
Ret: step size 
arg: y current integration depth, ft 

r total water depth, ft 
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sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

z 
(none) 
110 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

z-exponent of profile function 

log of 10 

07 - fgness (Xfunction 
Purpose: Calculate grain 
behavior of given composi 
CLAYSIZE. 
Ret: grain size, mm 
arg: pe 

*pw 
sym: GASIZE 
con: 110 

CLAYFAC 
CLAYSIZE 
LCLAY 

ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

ClayL[] 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

) 

size that characterizes clay-like 
tion. Emphasizes proximity to 

percentile cutoff to exclude fines 
work array with input composition 

log of 10 
claylikeness curve constant 
clay grain size, mm 
logio of CLAYSIZE 
claylikeness 

(none) 
STRMUTIL: GSpct 

Loadsplit 
Wcopy 

See flow chart FC-57 

08 - friction (Pro 
Purpose: Determine 
based on dimensions 
bedforms. 
Ret: fraction of su 
exposed to scour 
arg: i 

env 
gs 
ang 
nu 

sym: (none) 
con: BDR 

KCBASE 

eedure) 
composite roughness of a bed surface 
and abundance of vegetation and 

rface where bedform stoss slopes are 

cell number 
environment number 
sediment roughness, ft 
obstruction separation angle, rad 
kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 

biomass dead/living mass ratio 
default roughness of channel 
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ref: 

tmp: 
var: 

KABASE 
KFBASE 
hb 
Senv 
R 
Ae 
fgrnO,farmO,fbfO 

ha[] 
hv[][1,hvs[][] 
wv[][],wvs[][] 
Dv[][],Dvs[][] 
(none) 
fgrn,farm,fbf 

kc[],ka[],kf [] 

work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
STRMHY 

default roughness of al. ridge 
default roughness of floodplain 
bedform height ft 
water surface slope, tan 
water depth, ft 
surface area of environment, ft2 
fractions of bed surface: stoss 
slopes exposed to scour, exposed 
scoured surfaces between bedforms, 
surfaces beneath a separation ceil 
height of alluvial ridge, ft 
height of primary and 2nd veg., ft 
width of primary and 2nd veg., ft 
stem density, primary and 2nd veg. 

fractions of bed surface: stoss 
slopes exposed to scour, exposed 
scoured surfaces between bedforms, 
surfaces beneath a separation cell 
surface composite roughnesses for 
environments, ft (deactivated) 

kavg 

See flow chart FC-58 

09 - get_Ae (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate surface area of given fluvial 
environment. 
Ret: 
arg: 

ft2 area, 
i 
env 

sym: (none) 
eon: (none) 
ref: dx[],de[] 

wc[] fWa[] ,wf [] 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: (none) 

cell number 
environment number 

length of environment, ft 
width of environment, ft 

10 - get_bfsd (Rprocedure) 
Purpose: Calculate threshhold of motion grain size. 
Ret: grain size, mm 
arg: *pw ptr to work array containing 
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sym: 
con: 

ref: 
tmp: 
var: 

work 
Func 

env 
GASIZE 
df 
g 
110 
(none) 
(none) 
LH[] [] [ ] / T L H [ ] [] 
LD2[] [] [ ] / T L D 2 [ ] [] 
LD1[] [J [ ] / T L D l [ ] [] 
a r r a y s : (none) 
calls: STRMUTIL 

incoming sediment composition 
cell number 
environment numbver 

density ratio, solid/liquid 
gravity constant, ft/sec2 
log of 10 

uppermost bed layer 
middle bed layer 
deepest bed layer 

Wcopy 
Wzero 
GSpct 
Loadsplit 
Addcomp 
Ccopy to wk 

See flow chart FC-59 

11 - get_Dt (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate threshhold of motion grain size. 
Ret: grain size, mm 

kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 
shear velocity, ft/see 
stoss slope of bedforms, tan 

density ratio, solid/liquid 
gravity constant, cm/sec2 
log of 10 

arg: 

sym: 
eon: 

ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

nu 
us 
Ss 
(none) 
df 
gem 
110 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

See flow chart FC-60 

12 - get_Fx (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate fraction of cover multiplier based on 
vegetation and impact energy. 
Ret: multiplier 
arg: PF power factor, (m/sec^)•(in/hr) 
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sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

H 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

height of 2nd vegetation, ft 

13 - get_H (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate bedform height. 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

height, 
L 
R 
(none) 
110 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

em 

(none) 
(none) 

bedform length, 
water depth, ft 

log of 10 

cm 

14 - get_LH (Procedure) 
Purpose: Determine bedform height and length for undersat
urated condition, using Reguli-falsi search for length which 
matches calculated bedform volume to given volume. 

total bedform sediment volume, ft3 
saturated bedform length, em 
water depth, ft 
number of bedform rows times 
channel width in ft 

Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 

work 

Func 

(none) 
V 
LO 
R 
Z 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
Lb 
hb 
arrays: 

calls: 

(none) 

STRMTRAC: 

actual bedform length, 
actual bedform height. 

get H 

ft 
ft 

See flow chart FC-61 
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15 - get_resv (Procedure) 
Purpose: Determine sediment characteristics of given 
composition work array. 
Ret: thickness, ft 
arg: *pw 

Ae 
dtevent 
pc 

sym: GASIZE 
eon: gammas 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: phiO 

consO relative consolidation, dec 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

work array 
surface area of environment, ft2 
period of rainfall events, sec 
percentile cutoff to exclude fines 

specific eight of sediment, lb/ft3 

(none) 
STRMTRAC 

sediment porosity, dee 
relative consolidation, 

fgness 
consol 
porosity 

See flow chart FC-62 

16 - get__vt (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate terminal raindrop velocity in air 
Ret: velocity, m/sec 
arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

hf 
Dr 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

height of fall, m 
raindrop diameter. mm 

See flow chart FC-63 

17 - int__FlF2 (Function) 
Purpose: Iteratively integrate product of velocity function 
and concentration profile function within given interval of 
depth. 
Ret: integral value, ft 
arg: ylo,yhi depth interval, ft 

R water depth, ft 
z z-exponent of Rouse (1938) function 
Del hydraulic roughness, ft 
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sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

del 
k 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays 
calls: 

laminar sublayer thickness, ft 
multiplier from Rouse function 

(none) 
STRMTRAC: vK (could use fdy) 

18 - int_qs (Function) 
Purpose: Integrate concentration profile in two steps. 
Ret: integral value, Ib/ft-sec 

base depth concentration, lb/ft3 
shear velocity, ft/sec 
water depth, ft 
integration base depth, ft 
z-exponent of Rouse (1938) function 
hydraulic roughness, ft 
laminar sublayer thickness, ft 

arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

Ca 
u 
R 
a 
z 
Del • 

del 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMTRAC int F1F2 

See flow chart FC-64 

19 - kvis (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate water kinetic viscosity. 
Ret: viscosity, cm2/see 

water temperature, deg F 

fluid density, gm/cc 

arg: 
sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

T 
(none) 
rhof 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 
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20 - lyr_thick (Procedure) 
Purpose: Calculate thickness and consolidation of all bed 
layers and incoming sediment supply. 
Ret: (none) 

environment number 
ceil number 
surface area of environment, ft2 
period of rainfall events, sec 

arg: env 
i 
Ae 
dtevent 

sym: (none) 
con: fl_time 

av_time 
r e f : LN [ ] [ ] [ ] / T L N [ ] [] 

LH[ ] [] [ ] / T L H [ ] [] 
L D 2 [ ] [] [ ] / T L D 2 [ ] [] 
L D 1 [ ] [] [ ] / T L D l [ ] [] 

tmp: (none) 
v a r : Lthw 

eonsw 

Lthx,Lthy,Lthz 
consx,eonsy,eonsz 

work arrays 

Func calls 

workw 
workx 
worky 
workz 
STRMTRAC 

STRMUTIL 

yrs return period of large floods, 
return period of avulsion, yrs 
fresh sediment supply composition 
top bed layer composition 
middle bed layer composition 
bottom bed layer composition 

thickness of fresh sediment, ft 
rel. consolidation of fresh 
sediment 
thicknesses of bed layers, ft 
rel. consolidation of bed layers 

consol 
thickness 
fgness 
Ccopy to wk 

See flow chart FC-65 

21 - misri (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate Misri masking factor. 
Ret: masking factor 

arg: 
sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

EU 
(none) 
lcl5 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

default value of masking factor 

logio of 15.1 
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22 - mohr (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate Mohr angle of internal friction for 
given composition. DUMMIED value of 2 9 degrees. 
Ret: angle, radians 
arg: 
sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 

(none supplied) 
(none) 
Pi 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 

work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

Pi 

23 - Optveg (Function) 
Purpose: Determine root strength of vegetation of given 
height. 
Ret: additional cohesive strength, lb/ft2 

vegetation height, ft 

ideal plant height 
root strength factor 

arg: 
sym: 
eon: 

ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

H 
(none) 
HxO 
Hxfac 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

24 - perm (Xfunction) 
Purpose: Calculate representative permeability of given 
composition. 
Ret: permeability, md 
arg: pc 

por 
*pw 

sym: GASIZE 
eon: perml,2,3,4 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

percentile cutoff to exclude fines 
decimal porosity 
work array containing composition 

perm, function constants 

(none) 
STRMUTIL: GSpct 

Loadsplit 
Wcopy 

See flow chart FC-66 
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25 - porosity (Xfunction) 
Purpose: Calculate representative porosity of given 
composition. 
Ret: porosity, 
arg: fg 

eons 
pe 
*pw 

sym: GASIZE 
CLAYSIZE 

eon: porl,2,3 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

dee 

(none) 
STRMTRAC 
STRMUTIL 

finegrainness parameter, mm 
relative consolidation 
percentile cutoff to exclude fines 
work array containing composition 

porosity function constants 

clness 
GSpct 
Loadsplit 
Wcopy 

See flow chart FC-67 

26 - repose (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate under-water angle of repose for given 
composition. DUMMIED value of 15 degrees. 
Ret: angle, rad 

clay fraction of material 
median diameter of material, mm 

arg: 

sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

F 
D 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

27 - Rhum (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate relative humidity. 

decimal 
yearly rainfall. 

Ret: 
arg: 
sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 

rel. humidity. 
Ravg 
(none) 
Rhfae 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 

in 

rel. humidity factor 
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work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: (none) 

28 - stosscor (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate stoss bedform length correction 

difference of sum of stoss length 
and separation bubble length minus 
bedform crest separation 
stoss slope, tangent 
separation angle, radians 

Pi 

Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

correction 
dL 

Ss 
beta 
(none) 
Pi 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

, ft 

(none) 
(none) 

29 - tccalc (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate the characteristic time of the rainfail 
histogram, by log-Reguli-falsi approximation. 
Ret: characteristic time, yrs 

mean annual rainfall, in/yr 
peak rainfall rate, in/yr 
time step length, yrs 

arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

Ra 
Rp 
dt 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

See flow chart FC-68 

30 - thickness (Xfunction) 
Purpose: Calculate thickness of material in given work 
array. 
Ret: thickness, ft 
arg: *pw work array 

A surface area of environment, ft2 
cons rel. consolidation of material 

sym: GASIZE 
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con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

gammas 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMTRAC: 

specific 

fgness 
porosity 

specific weight of material, lb/ft3 

See flow chart FC-69 

31 - top_lyr 
Purpose: Dete 
erosive forces 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
con: 
ref: 

substrate 
i 
env 
A 
Nev 
(none) 
(none) 
dte 
nu 
Lthw 

eonsw 

frarm 

workw[] 
tmp: frse 

Maxscour 
var: dtr 

dteor 

ds 
ys 
Ds 
dg 

frse 
frarm 

work arrays: 

(Procedure) 
rmine amount of time bed surface is exposed to 
, based on amount of sediment supplied, 
exposure time, sec 

cell number 
environment number 
environment surface area, ft2 
number of rainfall events per year 

length of time domain, see (pseudo) 
kinematic viscosity, ft2/see 
thickness of fresh sediment supply, 
ft 
relative consolidation of fresh 
sediment supply 
fraction of armor layer contained 
in fresh sediment supply 
composition of fresh sediment 
fraction of scour 
scour completion flag 
remaining scour time, see (pseudo) 
time used during scouring, sec 
(pseudo) 

scour depth, ft 
amount of scour below datum, ft 
threshhold of scour grain size, mm 
density of armor grains on bed 
surface, gr/ft2 
temp, fraction of scour 
fraction of armor layer accumulated 

workw 
work3 
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Func calls: STRMTRN: scour 
STRMUTIL: Wzero 

See flow chart FC-70 

32 - vK (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate von Karman mean velocity coefficient. 
Ret: coefficient 

water depth, ft 
hydraulic roughness, ft 

arg: r 
d 

sym: (none) 
con: KO 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

von Karman constant 

33 - wtr__sat (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate water fraction of pore space in soil. 
Ret: saturation, dee 

avg. rainfall, in/yr 
avg. relative humidity, dee 

arg: RA 
Rh 

sym: (none) 
eon: SWfac 

SwRfac 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

water saturation constant 
relative humidity factor 

Module STRMUTIX 

01 - find_H (Gfunction) 
Purpose: Read elevation from hypsogram. 
Ret: elevation, ft 
arg: g profile abscissa value for which to 

seek elevation 
i cell number 

sym: NDIV 
eon: Gloc[] profile abscissa values of 

hypsogram 
ref: hyps[][] hypsogram elevation values, ft 
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tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: (none) 

02 - Gf (Function) 
Purpose: Make linear interpolation between grain size 
histogram points. 
Ret: relative frequency value for given grain size 

grain size value to interpolate, mm 
interpolation interval endpoints, 
mm 

arg: 

sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

G 
DL,DH 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

03 - Gint (Function) 
Purpose: Integrate grain size distribution between given 
points. 

distribution 
integration interval, mm 
3-point grain size histogram 
values, mm 

Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

fraction 
Glo,Ghi 
Dmin,Dmid 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

of whole cJ 

, Dmax 

(none) 
STRMUTIX: Gf 

04 - HG (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate hypsogram abscissa position from linear 
profile abscissa position. 
Ret: position value 
arg: a profile abscissa value 

b hypsogram conversion parameter 
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sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

05 - rd_Hyps (Procedure 
Purpose: Determine porti 
within a hypsogram curve, 
and flow length. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: Ltop,Lbase 

Hp,Lp 
Ldr 
A 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 

tmp: 
var: 

work 
Func 

1 

(none) 
(none) 
Hpow[] 

(none) 
Ae 
Lenv 
Senv 
arrays 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMUTIX 

) 

on of a stratigraphic layer falling 
and calculate avg. surface slope 

top and base of given strat. layer, 
ft elevation 

hypsogram high and low points, ft 
drainage length in cell, ft 
drainage area in ceil, mi2 
cell number 

hypsogram conversion parameter for 
cell 

surface area of exposed layer, 
avg. flow length across layer, 
avg. surface slope, tan 

rdG 
HG 

ft2 
ft 

06 - rdG (Gfunction) 
Purpose: Determine linear profile position from given 
elevation. 
Ret: position value 
arg: L 

Lhyp 

sym: NDIV 
con: Gloc[] 

ref: hyps[][] 
tmp: (none) 

elevation for which to seek 
abscissa value, ft 
elevation of lowest point in 
hypsogram, ft 
cell number 

profile abscissa values of 
hypsogram 
hypsogram elevation values, ft 
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var: (none) 
work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: (none) 

07 - rehyps 
Purpose: Rebui 
changes. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: Lp,Hp 

i 
sym: NDIV 
eon: (none) 
ref: dH[] 

fpmid[] 
hyps[][J 
Hint[] 

tmp: (none) 
var: hyps[][] 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(Procedure) 
Id hypsogram given interval elevation 

lowest and highest points on 
hypsogram, ft elevation 
cell number 

elevation differences for hypsogram 
abscissa intervals, ft 
elev. of floodplain at mid-cell, ft 
hypsogram elevation values, ft 
elev. of hypsogram abscissa 
divisions, ft 

hypsogram elevation values, ft 
(none) 
STRMUTIX: sort H 

08 - Rint (Function)-
Purpose: Integrate rainfall histogram between given points. 
Ret: total interval rainfall. 
arg a,b 

Rpk 

te 

in 
integration interval endpoints, yrs 
peak rainfall of histogram curve, 
in/yr 
characteristic time of rainfall 
histogram, yrs 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

09 - sort_H (Procedure) 
Purpose: Reorder hypsogram intervals into ascending order 
Ret: (none) 
arg: N number of intervals 
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sym: (none) 
con: (none) 
ref: Hint[] 

tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays 
Func calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

hypsogram interval division eleva
tion values, ft 

Module STRMUTIL 

01 - Addconqp (Rprocedure) 
Purpose: Combine input arrays into single output array by 
adding histogram intervals. 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
*Wx 
*W1,*W2 
GASIZE 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMUTIL 

output work array 
input work arrays 

Wcopy 

source work array 
target composition histogram array 
target magnitude array 
environment number 
cell number 

02 - Ccopy_fr_wk (Rprocedure) 
Purpose: Copy a bed layer composition array of a cell from 
a work array. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: *In 

*Out 
*Tout 
env 
i 

sym: GASIZE 
GRSIZE 
ELIM 
CLIM 

con: (none) 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: (none) 
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03 - Ccopy_to_wk (Rprocedure) 
Purpose : Copy a bed l a y e r composi t ion a r r a y of a c e l l t o a 
work a r r a y . 

target work array 
source composition histogram array 
source magnitude array 
environment number 
cell number 

Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 

con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

04 -

(none) 
*Out 
*In 
*Tin 
env 
i 
GASIZE 
GRSIZE 
ELIM 
CLIM 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

comp__zero 
Purpose: Zero 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 

eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
*C 
*TC 
GRSIZE 
ELIM 
CLIM 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

(Rproc 
a give 

(none) 
(none) 

given bed layer composition array. 

composition histogram array 
magnitude array 

05 - COutput (lOproc) 
Purpose: Display contents of a bed composition array on the 
screen for all cells and environments. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: *W composition histogram array 

*TW magnitude array 
sym: GRSIZE 

ELIM 
CLIM 

eon: (none) 
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ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

06 - D35 and 
07 - D65 (Functions) 
Purpose: Determine 35th and 65th percentile grain sizes of 
given work array. 
Ret: 35th or 65th percentile value 
arg: *L 
sym: GASIZE 
con: (none) 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays 
Func calls: 

work array 

(none) 
STRMUTIL:GSpct 

08 - get_rnd (Function) 
Select a value from a given list of 200 random Purpose: 

numbers. 
Ret: Selected number, 
arg: CT 

ix 
sym: (none) 
eon: rtbl[] 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: (none) 

random seed value 
index number in series 

random number list 

09 - GSpct (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate given percentile grain size of work 
array. 
Ret: requested percentile value 
arg: pe percentile value, % 

*L work array 
sym: GASIZE 
eon: gsv[] grain size class diameters, mm 

gsd[] grain size class divisions, mm 
ref: (none) 
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tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

10 - homog__copy (Procedure) 
Purpose: Copies given work array into selected layer 
composition, and zeroes other layers. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: *Inw work array 

output composition histogram array 
output magnitude array 
fluvial environment number 
ceil number 

sym: 

eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

*Inw 
*Out 
*TOut 
env 
i 
GASIZE 
GRSIZE 
ELIM 
CLIM 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMUTIL Ccopy 

Wzero 
fr wk 

11 - Icopy 
Purpose: Copy 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
*A 
*B 
CLIM 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(Rproc 
one ai 

(none) 
(none) 

of cell data to another. 

target 
source 

array 
array 

12 - Icumprob (Function) 
Purpose: Calculate z-value from supplied cum. probability 
value for a normal distribution 
Ret: z-value 
arg: P probability seed value (0 to 1) 
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sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

13 -

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

Lcopy_fr wk (Rpr 
Purpose: Copy 
a work array. 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 

con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
*W 
*L 
i 
GASIZE 
CLIM 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

a loea 

(none) 
(none) 

local sediment supply array of a cell from 

source work array 
target sediment supply array 
cell number 

14 - Lcopy_to__wk (Rprocedure) 
Purpose: Copy a local sediment supply array of a cell to a 
work 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 

eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

array. 
(none) 
*W 
*L 
i 
GASIZE 
CLIM 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays 
calls: 

target work array 
source sediment supply array 
cell number 

(none) 
(none) 

15 - Loadsplit (Rprocedure) 
Purpose: Divide a given work array at 
into two parts. 
Ret: (none) 

a given gram size 
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arg: 

sym: 
con: 

ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

*X 
gst 
*L 
*H 
GASIZE 
gsv[] 
gsd[J 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays 
calls: 

source work array 
grain size at splitting point, mm 
coarse fraction work array 
fine fraction work array 

grain size class diameters, mm 
grain size class divisions, mm 

(none) 
STRMUTIL: Wcopy 

Wzero 

16 - LOutput (lOproe) 
Purpose: Display contents of a local sediment supply array 
on the screen for a given cell. 
Ret: (none) 

sediment supply array 
cell number 

arg: 

sym: 

con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

*W 
i 
GASIZE 
CLIM 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

17,18 - max, min (Function) 
Purpose: Make basic comparison. 
Ret: selected value 
arg: 
sym: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

a,b 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

two values to compare 

19 - Output (lOproc) 
Purpose: Display contents of a work array on the screen 
Ret: (none) 
arg: *W work array 
sym: GASIZE 
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eon: (none) 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

20 - Qcopy_fr_wk (Rprocedure) 
Purpose : Copy a s o i l composit ion a r r a y of a given c e i l from 
a work a r r a y . 

source work array 
target composition histogram array 
target magnitude array 
strat. layer number 
cell number 

Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 

eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
*In 
*Out 
*Tout 
lyr 
i 
GASIZE 
GRSIZE 
LITHNUM 
CLIM 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

21 - Qcopy_to_wk (Rprocedure) 
Purpose: Copy a soil composition array of a given cell to a 
work array. 
Ret: 
arg: 

sym: 

eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 

(none) 
*Out 
*In 
*Tin 
lyr 
i 
GASIZE 
GRSIZE 
LITHNUM 
CLIM 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 

target work array 
source composition histogram array 
source magnitude array 
strat. layer number 
cell number 
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work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: (none) 

22 - QOutput (lOproc) 
Purpose: Display contents of a soil composition array on 
the screen for all cells and stratigraphic layers. 
Ret: (none) 

composition histogram array 
magnitude array 

arg: 

sym: 

*W 
• TW 
GRSIZE 
LITHNUM 
CLIM 

eon: (none) 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: 
Func calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

23 - reduce_con^ (Rprocedure) 
Purpose: Normalize histogram intervals of a work array to 
unity. Store original sum of intervals as magnitude. 
Ret: (none) 

work array arg: 
sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

*WW 
GASIZE 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays: 
calls: 

(none) 
STRMUTIL: Wzero 

24 - rnd_tbl (lOproc) 
Purpose: Assigns values 
file RANDOM.TBL. 

(none) 

to random number array from input 

Ret: 
arg: 
sym: 
con: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
rtbl[l 
arrays 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

random number array 
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25 - timein (Function) 
Purpose: Retrieve clock time, and convert it to an integer 
from 0 through 199 based on seconds count. 

Calculated integer. 
(none) 

Ret: 
arg: 
sym: 
eon: 
ref: 
tmp: 
var: 
work 
Func 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
arrays 
calls: 

(none) 
(none) 

26 - trans__copy (Procedure) 
Purpose: Transfer a set of alluvial layer compositions from 
one environment to another, within a given ceil. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: a 

b 
i 
f a e 

sym: GASIZE 
c o n : (none) 
r e f : LH [ ] [ ] [ J / T L H [ ] [] 

LD2[] [] [ ] / T L D 2 [ ] [] 
LD1[] [] [ ] / T L D l [ ] [] 

t m p : (none) 
v a r : LH [ ] [ ] [ J / T L H [ ] [] 

LD2[] [] [ ] / T L D 2 [ ] [] 
LD1[] [] [ ] / T L D l [ ] [] 

work a r r a y s : (none) 
Func c a l l s : STRMUTIL: Ccopy_to_wk 

Ccopy fr_wk 

Source environment number 
Target environment number 
cell number 
magnitude array multiplier 

top alluvial layer composition 
middle alluvial layer composition 
bottom alluvial layer composition 

top alluvial layer composition 
middle alluvial layer composition 
bottom alluvial layer composition 

27 - ts_ok (Function) 
Purpose: Test use of output flag. 
Ret: flag value 
arg: tx 
sym: (none) 
eon: (none) 
ref: tsl,ts2,ts3,ts4 

stfrq 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 

time step number to test 

time steps for output 
frequency of std. output 
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work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: (none) 

28 - Wcopy (Rprocedure) 
POrpose: Copy one work array to another. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: *W1 target work array 

*W2 source work array 
sym: GASIZE 
eon: (none) 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 

work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: (none) 

29 - work_zero 
Purpose: Zero 
Ret: (none) 
arg: (none) 
sym: GASIZE 
eon: (none) 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
var: (none) 
work arrays: 

(Procedure) 
all work arrays 

Func calls: 

workv 
workw 
workx 
worky 
workx 
workl 
work2 
work3 
STRMUTIL: Wzero 

30 - Wzero (Rprocedure) 
Purpose: Zero a given work array. 
Ret: (none) 
arg: *W work array 
sym: GASIZE 
eon: (none) 
ref: (none) 
tmp: (none) 
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var: (none) 
work arrays: (none) 
Func calls: (none) 
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APPENDIX C 

CATALOGUE OF SUBROUTINE FLOW CHARTS 
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CATALOGUE OF SUBROUTINE FLOW CHARTS 

Purpose 

This document shows the logical structure of the 

procedures and functions. Not all are represented here, 

only those too complicated to understand from a simple 

description. Utility functions and procedures are not 

shown, because it should be relatively unimportant to the 

reader how they are structured. Most function calls are 

illustrated in the flow charts; however, most utility calls 

are not shown. 

Conventions 

The name of the procedure is given at the top of the 

flow chart. Branch decision points are illustrated by a 

circled condition headed by the key word ''if.'' The true 

case proceeds downward in the chart; the false case branches 

to the right. The logical structures 'Mo-while," "do-

until," and the incremented "do-loop" are shown by a box 

half-round on its right side. The end of the loop sequence 

may be marked by "next," and the head of the loop may be 

marked by "do." 

Function and procedure calls are highlighted in bold 

type, showing the module and procedure names. Flow charts 

are referenced in the module catalogue by their FC number. 
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FC-1 
domains 

I 
Obtain random number seed 
Using STRMUTIL:timein 

-^^loop cells) 

Calculate cell center positions 
I 

Calculate number of storm events per yr 
I 

Set initial values of surface roughness 
I 

Extract random value 
Using STRMUTIL:get_md 

:Icumprob 
I 

Calulate rainfall parameters 
Using STRMTRAC:tccalc 

next cell^ 

FC-2 

Calculate time domains 

Kbar 
I 

' i f ^ 
area=Oj 

r e t 0, 

/ 
Calculate conveyance in each environment 

Using STRMHY:vKalt 
I 

Calcula te c ross-sec t ion-area-weighted 
composite conveyance 

r e t "̂  
composite 

FC-3 
KbarS 
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I 
Calculate hydraulic roughness in each environment 

Using STRMHY:getDel 
I 

Calculate conveyance in each environment 
Using STRMHYrvKalt 

I 
Calculate cross-section-area-weighted 

composite conveyance 
ret 

composite 
conveyance 

FC-4 
re init 

Calculate width of alluvial ridge 
Using STRMGEOM:width_ar 

I 
Recalculate cell center offsets 

I 
Calculate cell geometry parameters 

-(loop hyps, levels) 

Adjust elevation 
1 

-(̂ next TeveJ?) 

FC-5 
stdstep 

depth=Or 
\ I -
(ret O) 

/ 

Use depth to calculate water 
surface slope and upstream depth 

Using STRMHY:Atcalc 
STRMNX:Kbar 

:KbarS 
:Usqr 
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over 20 iterations/ 

ret 
depth 

/ 

Use depth to calculate water 
surface slope and upstream depth 

Using STRMHY:Atcalc 
STRMNX:Kbar 

:KbarS 
:Usqr 

I 
until 

depth is stable 
T 

FC-6 
Usqr 

area=07 
" I • ^ 

(̂ et 0) 

/ 
Calculate hydraulic roughness in each environment 

Using STRMHY:getDel 
I 

Calculate conveyance in each environment 
Using STRMHY:vKalt 

I 
Calculate cross-section-area-weighted 

composite velocity squared 

ret 
composite 

FC-7 
WSP 
l_ 

loop cells 
backward / 
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K 
I 

Retrieve geometric and flow parameters 
Using STRMTRAC:kvis 

I 
Calculate critical and normal depths 

Using STRMNX:Ycrit 
:Ynorm 

I 
Use normal and critical depths to 

determine water surface profile type 
if 

tranquil drawdown 
or 

\̂  tranquil backwat_er̂  

Set up std. step profile calculation 
and monitor steps 

Using STRMNX:WSPproc 
/ 

fl ow>Oy 
T 

Calculate surface slope 
Using STRMHY:Atcalc 

STRMNX:Kbar 
:KbarS 

I 
-:X>e-

Save water surface slope and 
backwater depth at cell head 

L 
< next ce 

ret 

no flow 

FC-8 
WSPproc 

while incomplete^ 

Calculate backwater depth at head of next step 
Using STRMNX:stdstep 

I 
Calculate next step size and 

completion code 
y ret 

water surface elev 
at step head 
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FC-9 
c e l l _ s r c 

' s 
loop ce l l s ) 

r— 
Retrieve descriptive parameters for cell 

I 
Calculate avg. rainfall for time domain 

Using STRMUTIX:Rint 
I 

Calculate local water supply rate, tributary 
supply rate, cum. flow rate, and dilated flow rate 

I 
Calculate water temperature and viscosity 

Using STRMTRAC:kvis 
I 

Calculate event exposure time and period, 
and rainfall intensity 

I 
Calculate Horton surface parameters 

I 
Calculate erosion energy exposure 

Using STRMENV:rdrop_6gy dom=0 / 

loop environments^ 

Calculate surface composite roughness 
Using STRMTRAC:get_Ae 

STRMHY:set k 

-( next environment 
N • . w^ 

(X 

-^loop strat layersj 

Obtain measurements of exposed surface 
Using STRMERO:set_LSA 

\layer exposedy 

Retrieve soil composition 
I 

Calculate soil mobilized and 
transported off exposed surface 

Using STRMENV:soil_mob 
: soil_tms 

I 
Calculate surface elevation change 

I 
O^ 
I 
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1̂  i 

4next layer) 

Save transported soil as local 
sediment supply to cell 

-(̂ next cell) 

FC-10 
morphology 

^ j — ^ I -^loop cells^ 

Retrieve time parameters for this time domain 

-^jloop hyps. levels^ 
r 

Calculate area distribution from elevation profile 
Using STRMUTIX:HG 

A 
-/next level) 

1 
loop environments^ 

backward J 
I 

Retrieve environment descriptive parameters 
I 

Calculate surface area 
Using STRMTRAC:get_Ae 

I 
Obtain bed layer information 
Using STRMTRAC:lyr_thick 

I 
Obtain layer scour fractions based on 
thicknesses and saved total scour 

I 
Adjust layers for scoured material 

I 
Retrieve weights of residual and armor layers 

I 
Retrieve scour time 

I 
Calculate bedrock scour 
Using STRMERO:rck_dcy 

I 
Calculate new residual material and thickness 

I 
Blend residual load into highest unsecured layer. 

Record occurrence of armor 
Using STRMTRAC:get resv 
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A /K 
I 

Determine overbank sediment distribution 
Using STRMERO:ch_ovrfl 

I 
Calculate bed datum change for environment 

- next environment 9 
Adjust cell elevations for datum changes 

{"next ce l l ) 
T 

Adjust sea leve l bed datum 

^ l o o p c e l l s ^ 
I 

Recalculate cell elevations 
Using STRMNX:re_init 

-T: next cell 

loop cells^ 

Test for channel geometry changes 
Using STRMHY:kvis 

STRMGEOM: ch__conf ig 

—(next cell) 

-^loop cellsj 
I 

Recalculate cell elevations 
Using STRMNX:re init 

-d next ce iP 
loop cells^ 

1 
Test for avulsion 
Using STRMHY:kvis 

STRMGEOM:avulsion 
i 

(liext eel]/) 

loop cells^ 

Recalculate cell elevations 
Using STRMNX:re_init 

-Qiext cell) 
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FC-11 

rdrop__egy 
I 

Retrieve environmental parameters 
I 

Calculate relative humidity 
U s i n g STRMTRAC:Rh\im 

I i f 
dom=0 

I 
Obtain vegetation parameters 

Using STRMENV:vegcover 

O-

Calculate vegetation soil protection parameters 
I 

Calculate raindrop exposure fractions 
I 

Calculate raindrop size and velocity 
Using STRMTRAC:get_vt 

I 
Calculate soil mobilization energy parameters 

Using STRMTRAC:get Fx 
r e t 

FC-12 
set_LSA 

I 
Check for default 

top or base of layer 
I 
if 

base higher than top of hypsogram 
or 

top lower than base of hypsogram 
^ 

Set geometric 
parameters to zero 

J 

I 
Extract geometric parameters 
of exposed part of layer 
Using STRMUTIX:rd_Hyps 

I 

I 
re 

base elevat jvation/ 
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FC-13 
so i l^avg 

I -_J 
-3>floop strat. layers) 

- ^ y 

Calculate soil thickness 
Using STRMENV:soil_dcy 

1 
-(next layeF) 

T 
Save length-weighted avg. soil thickness 

I 
(JE) 

FC-14 
soil_dcy 

I 
Retrieve soil layer composition 

I 
Retrieve strat. layer geologic and hypsogram data 

I 
Calculate change in surface elevation 

Using STRMENV:soil_mntl 
I 

Save layer thickness and 
modified composition 

if 
not initializing^ 

Increment strat. layer loss values by 
thickness change amount 

I 
O^ 

r e t 

FC-15 
soi l__ini t 

I 
Initialize remaining scour time 

1 
loop cells) 

Retrieve climate parameters 
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[loop layers^ 

Initialize strat. layer loss values 
Using STRMERO:set_LSA 

L 
(̂ next layer^ 

I 
Calculate soil layer thickness 

Using STRMENV:soil_avg 
1 

-(jiext cel^ 

FC-16 
soi ljntintl 

I 
Collect rock properties of rock types present 

Using STRMERO:rck_prop 
I 

Calculate total rock loss and resulting soil composition 

if 
old soil exists 

• \ 

Obtain its physical properties 
Using STRMTRAC:get_resv 

I 
Calculate new soil composition 

I 
O-^ 

Calculate thickness of new soil 
Using STRMTRAC:get_resv 

I 
Calculate surface elev. datum change 

0 
I 

r e t 
datum change 

FC-17 
so i l_mob 

<[^Environment =landscape o n l y ^ 
^ 

Retrieve surface roughness 
I 

Calculate soil porosity 
Using STRMTRAC:get_resv 

I 
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Calculate soil weight 
I 

Calculate runoff fraction 
Using STRMTRAC:wtr_sat 

I 
Calculate amount of falling water, 

and laminar flow depth 
I 

Calculate flow blockage 
and correct depth 

I 
Calculate laminar flow velocity 

I 
Calculate flowing Reynold's number 

\^Re>20j 

Calculate local turbulent flow depth and velocity 
Using STRMHY:turbulence 

O^ 
I . 

Calculate cumulative laminar flow depth 
I 

Calculate flow blockage 
and correct depth 

I 
Calculate cumulative flowing Reynold's number 

I 
^ 2 0 / Re>2 

Calcula te cumulative turbulent flow depth and ve loc i ty 
Using S TRMHY:turbulence 

I 
O-

J. 

FC-18 
s o i l trns 

V. s o i l present 
T 

Calculate shear strength Consider only 
Using STRMTRAC:coh_str upslope supply 

:mohr 
I 

Calculate soil erosion intensity factor 
I 
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Calculate soil loss capacity 

if 
availability exceeds 

capacity 
I 

Calculate remaining 
soil and load 

I 
0< 

Combine with upslope supply 
I 
0 < 

-^4loop grainsizes^ 
r 

Calculate transport efficiency 
across strat. layer 
Using STRMHY:Haller 

-Qiext grainsize^ 

Mobilize 
all soil 

I 
Collect transported soil and 

residual compositions for this layer 
I 

Calculate soil thickness 
Using STRMTRAC: get__resv 

I 
Save soil composition data 

I 
l̂ soil thickness/ 

FC-19 
vegcover 

I 
Retrieve climate parameters 

I 
Calculate biomass descriptive parameters 

:̂ fc|loop environments^ 

Set environment constants for biomass calculation 
I 

Calculate total cell biomass based on rainfall 

Calculate plant dimensions, 
primary and secondary plants 

I 
Calculate stem densities on land surface 
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I 
Calculate fraction of canopy cover, 

primary and secondary plants 
I 

Calculate excess soil shear strength due to roots 
Using STRMTRAC:Optveg 

I 
Calculate surface protection fraction 

FC-20 

-(next environment) 

Atcalc 
I 

Retrieve cell geometric parameters 
Using STRMHY:rdgdp 

:£lpc^ 

Determine which environments are wet 
I 

[^ depth=0/ 

Set radii, areas, and 
perimeters to zero 

(riTo) 

/ 
Calculate hyd. radii, cross section 

areas, and wet perimeters of 
wet environments 

(^ret type code) 

FC-21 
getA 

I 
Retr ieve c e l l geometric parameters 

Calcula te e f f ec t ive wet perimeter 
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I 
Calculate cross section area 

of environment 

Cre t areT) 

FC-22 

g e t D e l 

T7 
velocity=0 

or 
roughness=0 

/ 
Calculate laminar layer thickness 

Calculate hydraulic roughness 
Using STRMHY:fig4 

V roughnessy 

FC-23 
GWevap 

I 
Retrieve c e l l midpoint depth 

I 
Retrieve hydraulic parameters 

Using STRMHY:Atcalc 
STRMTRAC:Rhum 

I 
-^\ loop environments 

Recall hydraulic geometry parameters 
Using STRMTRAC:gttt_Aie 

I 
Calculate vegetation contribution to evaporation 

I 
Calculate groundwater contribution to surface flow 

/ 1. ^ 
-(̂ next environment) 

ret 
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FC-24 

hydroO 
I 

Retr ieve o r ig ina l c e l l midpoint depth 
and water surface slope 

I 
Calculate water viscosity 

Using STRMTRAC:kvis 

-^ loop environments^ 
— " ' I " — ' 

V 1st passy -f 
Retrieve hydraulic 
geometry parameters 

I 
Calculate velocity 

and discharge 
Using STRMHY:vKalt 

:getDel 

O*̂ ^ 
I 

Retrieve evapotranspiration 
and groundwater flows, and 

calculate net flow 

V net flow<Oy 

Reduce saved evapotranspiration 
and groundwater flows so net 

flow equals zero 
I 
Qh^ 

/ " • i f — \ 

l̂  1st passy 

Save environment flow rate 
O-

-(next environment) 

Save total dilated flow rate 

Retrieve flow 
for environment 
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FC-25 
hydroQ 

I 
Retr ieve o r ig ina l c e l l midpoint depth 

and water surface slope 
I 

Calculate water viscosity 
Using STRMTRAC:kvis 

I 
Calculate hydraulic geometry parameters 

Using STRMHY:Atcalc 
^loop environments^ 

I 
Recall hydraulic geometry 
parameters for environment 

I 
Calculate velocity and discharge 

Using STRMHY:vKalt 
:getDel 

I 
Save hydraulic parameters 

for environment 
L 

Cnext environment) Calculate 99h percentile flow rate 
and mean flood flow rate 

ret 

FC-26 
kavg 

Adjust given roughness values 
for hydraulic smoothness 

Using STRMHY: getDel 
I 

Calculate friction factors 
Using STRMHY:vKalt 

I 
Calculate bed-fraction-weighted 

friction factor 
I 

Calculate composite roughness 
Using STRMHY:vKinv 

ret ^ 
composite roughness/ 
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FC-27 

Rcalc 

if 
flow rate=0, 

ret 0 

C s lope=0/ 

Cjet - 9 j 

^ ( ^ 

Perform Reguli-falsi search 
for discharge match by varying depth 

Using STRMHY:getDel 
:getA 
:vKalt 

Save hydraulic parameters 

unt 
closed 

J 
ledj 

ret 

FC-28 
set k 

G if 
surface area 3 

/ 

if 3̂  fluvial environment 
I 

Retrieve thickness of 
sediment layers LH, LD2, LDl 

I 
Set LDx to zero 

I 
Set scour fractions to zero 

I 
Calculate bed grain roughness 

Using STRMERO:ba8e_lyr 
I 

Set bedform dimensions to 
default values (constants) 

/ 
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Ret rieve 
/ 

roughness 
1 

-̂ ND 
1 

of soil surface 

Retrieve vegetation dimensions 
I 

Calculate composite roughness 
without knowing water depth 

Using STRMHY:kavg 
_J_ 
ret 

roughness, ft 

FC-29 
turbulence 

V flow rate=0/ 

Set depth and velocity to zero 

do 

Perform Reguli-falsi search 
for discharge match by varying depth 

Using STRMHY:getDel 
:vKalt 

I 
Save velocity and depth 

unt 
closed 
ZI7 

iedJ 

dfD 

FC-30 
armor 

I 
Separate given composition in to coarse and 

f ine f rac t ions a t threshhold of motion 

Q if 
coarse fraction>0 

^ 

Calculate representative 
grain size 

Using STRMUTIL:GSpct 
I 

G 
1 
ret 

given thickness + 1 
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Calculate armor fraction on bed surface 
I 

Calculate thickness of armor layer 
I 

Save armor grain abundance 
I 

\ i b h i c k n e s s y 

FC-31 
bedform 

I 
C a l c u l a t e Froude number 

I 
Calculate height and length of bedforms 

Using STRMTRAC:get_H 
I 

Determine bedform type 
I 

Save dimensions 
L-

r e t type] 

FC-32 
b f s a t 

I 
r e t r i e v e composi t ion of 

bedform sediment (workv) 
J 
Î  ^ 

ts/ 
sediment exis 

\ 

Calculate fine-grainness 
Using STRMTRAC:fgness 

I 
Retrieve bedform saturated dimensions 

I 
Calculate porosity and repose angle 

Using STRMTRAC:repose 
:porosity 

I 
Calculate volume of 
bedform material and 
fully-saturated volume 

\ saturated/ 
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i 

Calculate fractions 
of surface exposure 

Using STRMTRAC:stosscor 
I 

Save saturated dimensions 
and set code 

J 

I 
Calculate undersaturated dimensions 

Using STRMTRAC:get_LH 
I 

Calculate fractions 
of surface exposure 

Using STt̂ MTRAC: stosscor 
I 

Save unsaturated dimensions 
and set code J 

Set dimensions and code to zero 

• ^ - O 

( r e t code) 

FC-33 
capacity 

I 
Calculate clay dispersion 
adjustment to wet perimeter 

L c ^̂ —^ 
I grain fraction>0 / 

( ^ ^ ^ -

I grain size>clay^ 
-̂ x̂  ~ ^ ^ ) 

perimeter>0 J 
T̂  

Calculate Einstein flow and transport functions 
Using STRMHY:fig? 

: misri 
:fig8 
:figlO 

I 
Calculate settling velocity 

Using STRMHY:Haller or 
: Gibbs or 
:Rubey 

I 
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I 
Calculate bed load Set bed load 

to zero 

0-
1 

( ' ' \ 

\bedload>0/ 

Calculate suspended load 
Using STRMTRAC:int_qs 

I 
0 

1 
Set susp. load 

to zero 

0 
I 

Convert load to tons 

Set total load 
to zero 

I 

Calculate claylike behavior using Froude number. 
Determine additional suspended load. 

0 
I 

Save load values 

Set total load 
to zero 

1 

ret 

FC-34 
mobile_bed 

I 
Copy bed layers to work arrays 

I 
Retrieve scour parameters 

if ^ ^ 
surface area>0 

and 
scour time>0 

Split incoming sediment into coarse and 
fine fractions at threshhold of motion. 
Coarse part is initial armor layer. 

I 
Calculate fraction of scour in top bed layer 

and determine, scour code 
Using STRMTRN: scour 
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Calculate fraction of scour in middle bed layer 
and determine scour code 

Using STFMISHiaoour 

^^ if 
more scour time J -4 

Calculate fraction of scour in bottom bed layer 
and determine scour code 

Using STRbCTRN:scour 

FC-35 

If 
more scour time 

Set code to -99 

O * ^ 

Set scour limit flag 
Set code to -1 

V code>Oy 
r 

Scour limit has been reached. 
Set remaining time to zero. 

/ 

I 
Further scour of bedrock 

I 

(̂ ret code) 

scour 
I 

Preset scour fraction and 
output code to zero 

I if 
layer thickness=0 

pet i;) 

Retrieve soil strength due to roots 
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I 
Calculate scour limits due to armor and cohesive strength 

Using STRMTRN:aunaor 
STRMTRAC:coh_lim 

I 
Set scour code: 

0 = scour continues 
1 = armor limits 
2 = cohesion limits 

Adjust scour parameters for one step of scour, 
Determine output code 

I 
Add armor material to existing armor layer 

Q 
1 
ret 

output code 5 

FC-36 
supply 

I 
Retrieve local sediment supply 

I 
Retrieve local water supply 

and normalize 
I 

Allocate flow to tributary entry environment 
I 

Retrieve tributary flow rates and 
normalize to junction cell 
Using STRMTRN: trib__supply 

-jloop environments) 
r 

Retrieve upstream sediment loads 
I 

Collect flow and sediments loads 
for environment 

I 
Add main and tributary flows and loads 

I 
Add contributions from 

evapotranspiration and groundwater -C next environment^ 

Retrieve dilated total water flow 
I 

Now we have the normalized input load and flow 
into the cell, and output flows from the cell 

1 
Calculate crossflow between environments 

I 

> 
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FC-37 

Calculate flow e r ro r 
I 

Transfer sediment loads between environments 
in proportion to water crossflows 

Using STRMTRN:transfer 
I 

Collect transferred load compositions, 
and save as new load array 

dk) 

transfer 

Calculate transferred volume fraction 

Redistribute compositions components 
between source and target environments 

[ ret fraction/ 

FC-38 
transport 

I 
Retrieve cell geometry and time parameters 

1 
•I loop environments^ 

Retrieve hydraulic parameters for environment 
I 

Calculate vegetation survival in channel 
I 

Preset scour parameters 
I 

Calculate bed surface area 
Using STRMTRAC:get_Ae 

Preset scour pass parameters 
I 

Calculate separation angle 
of flow obstructions 
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Obtain bed layer thicknesses 
Using STRMTRAC:lyr_thick 

I 
Retrieve sediment supply and 

normalize to single rainfall event 
I 

Calculate roughness of topmost bed layer 
Using STRMUTIL:D65 

I 
Calculate stoss surface hydraulics 

Using STRMHY:Rcalc 
I 

Calculate threshhold of motion 
Using STRMTRAC:get_Dt 

I 
Calculate bed scour exposure time 

Using STRMTRAC:top_lyr 
I 

Restore whole mobile bed composition 
^ while under capacity^ ; 

Calculate mobile bed material from 
existing sediment layers, 
and conduct bed scour 

Using STRMTRN:mobile_bed 
I 

Combine scoured material 
and collect armor layer 

I 
Retrieve composition of bedform sand and 

calculate representative grain size 
of mobile material 

Using STRMTRAC:get^bfsd 
STRMUTIL:D65 

I 
Calculate flowing Reynold's number 

I 
Calculate bedforms and saturation 

Using STRMTRN:bedform 
:bfsat 

I 
Calculate roughness of bed surface 

Using STRMERO:base_lyr Q 
1 
if 

^ shê â  velocity>0 
T 

Calculate bed friction parameters 
Using STRMTRAC:friction 

L 
-^loop grain classes^ 

r 
Calculate load capacities 
Using STRMTRN:c«qpacity 

I 
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Ai 
Assemble load compositions 

Cnext class^ 

0<-

-^4 loop grain size i) 
Determine excess or deficiency of load 

1 
-( next class^ 

Calculate capacity fraction 
/ 

I 
Save mobile bed 

material composition 
I 

loop grain sizes 
.1 

Calculate residual 
load composition 

I 
next class 

O^ 
I 

Save remaining scour 
time and total scour 

I 
Save all load arrays 

-Cnext environment^ 

ret 

Set flow parameters 
to neutral values 

Neutralize load 
arrays 

I 
Zero remaining scour 
time and total scour 

FC-39 
trib_supply 

I 
Retrieve cell image geometry 

I 
Calculate backwater elevation in tributary mouth 

I 
Project backwater through 1st tributary cell 

I 
Allocate sediment loads from tributary 

I . 
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FC-40 
b a s e _ l y r 

I 
R e t r i e v e bed l a y e r s and armor l a y e r 

I 
Find deepest one scoured 

I 
Calculate representative grain size of exposed layer 

Using STRMUTIL:D65 

Qret grain size^ 

FC-41 
ch_geom 

I 
Obtain f i n e g r a i n n e s s 

of wal l sediment 
Using STRMTRAC:fgness 

G 
I 
if 

finegrainness< 5> 
Set consolidation to zero 

L 

Calculate relative consolidation 
Using STRMTRAC:consol 

I 
3K) 

I 
Calculate loose sediment volume 

Using STRtCTRAC:thickness 
I 

Calculate cohesive strength 
Using STRMTRAC:coh_str 

I 
Estimate mud content 
Using STRMERO:pc_fine 

I 
Calculate ideal sinuosity 
Using STRMERO:sinuosity 

I 
Calculate ideal meander wavelength 

Using STRMERO:meander 
I 

Obtain consistent channel dimensions 
Using STRMERO: get__chan 

I 
Obtain consistent meander geometry 

Using STRMERO:curvature 
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Calculate channel cross slope 
Using STRMERO:crsslp 

I 
Recalculate consistent parameters 

Using STRMERO:get^chan 
:curvature 

r e t 

FC-42 
ch o v r f 1 

( 

CONDITION: Channel bed sediment depos 
exceed elevation of bank surface 

its\ 

DEFINE: 
dh = excess height of channel bar above all. ridge elev. 
Lth = thickness of bed deposits above base of scour 

Calculate weight of sediment 
accumulated above bank elevation 

I 
Remove from channel sediment 
and add to topmost layer 
of all. ridge environment 

I 
Recalculate dh 

Subtract dh from channel bed elevation 

I 
Subtract dh from channel bed elevation 

I 
o 

ret 
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FC-43 

curvature 
I 

r If" 
\^ s inuosi ty<Pi/2 

I 
Calculate radius of curvature, 

arc angle, and path width 
for low-sinuosity channel 

ret 

I 
Calculate radius of curvature 

and path width for 180 deg. bends 
I 

arc = 180 deg. 

GS) 

FC-44 
cut_chan 

I 
Calculate thickness and porosity 

of sediment (Sth) 
Using STRMTRAC:get_resv 

I 
Calculate avg. channel depth (dh) 

Channel rests on bedrock 
with no bed layer 

I 

I 
Calculate bed and bank sediment 

thicknesses to common bedrock surface 

^ ^ 

I 
Convert thicknesses to weights 

of channel and all. ridge 
composition arrays 

dS) 
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FC-45 
degr_rck 

I 
R e t r i e v e rock p r o p e r t i e s of given rock type codes 

Using STRMERO:rck_prop 
I 

C a l c u l a t e composite e r o s i v e r e s i s t a n c e 
I 

Calculate scour volume 
Using STRMERO:scour_rck 

I 
Determine remaining scour time 

I 
Calculate weight of scoured material 

I 
Calculate actual scour depth 

I 
Assemble composition of scoured material 

I 
(ret depth^ 

FC-46 
get_chan 

Calculate ideal channel width 
Using STRMERO:chan_wdth 

I 
Calculate channel aspect ratio 

Using STRMERO:aspect 

Perform Reguli-falsi search for 
discharge match by varying channel width 
and calculating consistent channel depth 

Using STRMHY:vKalt 

1 unt 1 1 ^ 
jclosed y^ 

\ 
Save channel dimensions 

only if 
Reynold's number>2000 

(i) 
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FC-47 

get^soil 
I 

Retrieve hypsogram elevations 

loop 
geologic horizons 

Obtain soil layer geometric parameters 
Using STRMERO:set LSA 

exit loop 
when first exposed 
horizon is found 

-Cnext horizory) 

0^^ 
I 

Retrieve composition of 
soil on exposed horizon 

I 
Calculate porosity 

Using STRMTRAC:get_resv 
I 

Convert soil thickness to 
weight in composition array 

I Save surface area and slope length 
I 

ret 
horizon number^ 

FC-48 
impingement 

Q if 
leiy' straight channel 

ret 

r 
TT 

[ ideal width <= j . 
V actual width y 

ret 

< 

r 
Now we have actual valley width 

too narrow for ideal meander pattern 
^ > 
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I 
Calculate wall impingement angle 

I 
Calculate truncated meander wavelength 

and effective sinuosity 

FC-4 9 

rckjdcy 
I 

Retrieve velocities and roughness of environment 
I 

Retrieve bed load of environment 
and its representative grain size 

Using STRMUTIL:D65 
I 

Retrieve flow length of environment 
1 loop strat. layers^ 

Retrieve geologic parameters 
I 

Calculate rock removal 
Using STRMERO:degr_rck 

I 
Adjust remaining scour time 

I 
Accumulate datum change due to rock decay 

and composition of scoured material 
Cnext layer) 

Cre t scour depth) 

FC-50 
rckjprop 

I 
Obtain humidi ty and s o i l water s a t u r a t i o n 

Using STRMTRAC:Rhum 
: wtr_^sat 

I 
Given rock type code: 

Calculate grain size histogram descriptors 
Calculate erosion resistance descriptors 
Calculate soil thickness descriptors 
Calculate soil density descriptors 

I 
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FC-51 

Assemble soil layer composition 
Using STRMUTIX:Gint 

scour_^rck 
I 

veloci ty-0 
• and 

roughness=0 
" I ^ 

rret 0) 

/" 
Calculate hydraulic parameters 

Using STRMHY:getDel 
STRMTRAC:vK 

I 
Calculate grain energy 

I 
Calculate abrasive removal of rock 

I 
Calculate scoured volume 

I 
ret 

volume. 

FC-52 
tectonics 

•^loop ceLl^ 
r 

Adjust cell base levels for tectonic shift 

—^loop sttrat. layers) 

Adjust strat. layer tops 
1 

Cnext layer) 

-^loop hyps levels) 
r 

Adjust hypsogram elevations 

next levelj 
-{̂ next cell) 
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FC-53 
avuls ion 

I 
Retrieve c e l l geometric parameters 

I 
Retrieve hydraulic parameters 

channel bar elev.^ 
higher than 
bank elev. 

I ~ - ^ 
CjIRROR conditiorT) 

(ce 

/' 

if 
cell slope is negative 

(2it> 

TF 
channel base higher than 

floodplain elev. 
I 

Retrieve environment surface areas 
Using STRMTRAC:get_Ae 

I 
Retrieve hypsogram elevations 

I 
Retrieve storm event period 

I 
Retrieve sediment layer thicknesses 

Using STRMTRAC:lyr_thick 
I 

Calculate bedrock elevations 
in environments 

I 
Retrieve sediment layer compositions 

Using STRMERO: col__sed 
I 

Combine all valley sediment compositions 
I 

Determine ideal geoftietry parameters 
Using STRMERO:ch_geom 

I 
Separate different geometric cases: 
(1) Straight channel fills valley 
(2) Straight channel fills canyon 
(3) Normal valley 

I 
Calculate new geometric parameters 

Using STRMERO:impingement 
: get_^soil 
:cut__chan 

STRMUTIX: rd_Ryp8 
I 

(ret) 
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FC-54 

I 
Adjust cell datum parameters 

Recalculate cell geometric parameters 
Using STRMNX:re_init 

ch_conf ig 
I 

Retrieve c e l l geometric parameters 
I 

Retrieve hydraulic parsuneters 

c 

if 
channel bar elev. 

higher than 
bank elev. 

CERROR conditioiT) 

/ 
if 

cell slope is negative 
1 • 

/ 

if 
channel base higher than 

floodplain elev._ 
"^ I 

Retrieve environment surface areas 
Using STRMTRAC:get_Ae 

I 
Retrieve hypsogram elevations 

I 
Retrieve storm event period 

I 
Retrieve sediment layer thicknesses 

Using STRMTRAC:lyr_thick 
I 

Calculate bedrock elevations 
in environments 

I 
Retrieve sediment layer compositions 

Using STRMERO:col_sed 
I 

Combine channel and all. ridge compositions 
I 

Determine ideal geometry parameters 
Using STRMERO:ch_geom 
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Separate different geometric cases: 
(1) Bedrock channel 

Reduce plain 
Reduce ridge only 

(2) Wide bedrock canyon 
Reduce ridge 
Normal alluvium fills canyon 

(3) Narrow bedrock canyon 
Straight channel fills canyon 
Curved channel impinges wall 

(4) Normal valley 
Straight channel fills valley 
Curved channel impinges wall 
Wide valley 

I 
Calculate new geometric parameters 

Using STRMERO:impingement 
: get__soil 
:cut__chan 

STRMUTIX: rd_Hyps 
I 

Adjust cell datum parameters 
I 

Recalculate cell geometric parameters 
Using STRMMX:re_init 

1 (HD 

FC-55 
T-morph 

- ^ l o o p cel ls^ 
r 

Retrieve climate parameters 
I 

Obtain soil layer data 
Using STRMENV:soil_avg 

I 
Retrieve hypsogram endpoints 

Using STRMUTIX:find_H 

loop hyps, levels) 

Find high and low elevations of level 
J 

loop strat. layers) 

1 
Find proportion of layer present 

in hypsogram level 
Using STRMUTIX:rdG 
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t ^ A 
I 

Retrieve layer loss value for this strat layer 

fnext layer) 
I 

Calculate and save 
thickness-weighted avg. layer loss 

for this hypsogram level 

Cnext level) 

Adjust hypsogram for layer changes 
Using STRMUTIX:rehyps 

I ! ^ 

^loop environments/ 
Concatenate all bed layers 
together into basal layer 

for next time step 

Cnext environment) 

• I z ~ 
( next cell) 

Initialize unused bed layers 
I 

Apply tectonic changes 
for next time step 

Using STRMERO:tectonics 

^loop cellj) 

Reini t ia l ize cel l geometry parameters 
Using STRMNX:re__init 

•/next cel l) 

Git) 

FC-56 width__ar 
I 

Calculate radius of curvature 
Using STRMERO:curvature 

I 
Calculate alluvial ridge width 

if 
width>floodplain width 
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^mr 

Enlarge floodplain 
I 
0^ 

ret 
a l luvial ridge 

width 

FC-57 
fgness 

I 

sediment volume=0 
or 

percent cut>100^ 

V̂ error code = -9y 

r 
if )̂ 

percent cut>0 > 
T 

Split original composition 
at given grain size 
percentile value 

Using STRMUTIL:GSpct 
I 
(y^ -

I—^loop grain size clatss^ 
1 

Sum claylikeness weighted 
by class volume fraction 

-/next class) 

\^ sum<«0/ 

( ^^ 1 yCLAYSIZEy 

r 
Calculate effective grain size 
from constants LCLAY and CLAYFAC 

L 
ret 

grain size, mm 
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FC-58 

f r i c t i o n 
I 

Retrieve vegetat ion parameters 
I 

Calculate vegetat ion roughness 
I 

Calculate surface exposure f rac t ions 
I 

Calculate composite roughness 
Using STRMHY:kavg 

I 
Assign environment roughness 

r e t 
f rac t ion of exposed 

bedform s toss slopes 

FC-59 
get jbfsd 

I 
Retrieve composition of 

base layer , LDl 
\ 

if 
supplied sediment 

volume > 0 

1 
Add LDl to supplied composition 

/ 

I 
Copy LDl to working composition 

I 
^K) 

I 
Retrieve composition of 

middle layer, LD2 
Add to work composition 

I 
Retrieve composition of 

top layer, LH 
Add to work composition 

I 

work 
volume 

if . . ^ 
composition r 
lume = 0 y 

Nullify composition 

CTetlT) 
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r 
Separate middle 50% of 

work composition 
I 

Retrieve composition of 
middle layer, LD2. 

Add to work composition 
Using STRMUTIL:GSpct 

c ret 
middle 50% we i g h t j 

FC-60 
get_Dt 

c I 
TF 

shear veloc ity=0/ 

Cret 0) 

I 
Calculate Yalin parameter and grain size 

from upper part of curve (plateau) 

\. sqrt (Yalin) <600 / 

c ret 
grain size, mm 

Calculate Yalin parameter and grain size 
from middle part of curve (+ slope) 

if 
grain size < 

laminar layer thickness^ 

ret 
laminar layer 
thickness, mm 

( ~ ^ ) 

^ gram size, mmy 

FC-61 
getJLH 

Reguli-Falsi search for 
bedform dimensions which 

match known sediment volume 
by varying length 

Using STRMTRAC:get__H 
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A 
Save bedform 
dimensions 

_ L 
unt i l 
closed 
zur ret' 

FC-62 
get^resv 

if 
surface area = 0 

or 
sediment volume = 0 

1 

I 
Calculate finegrainness 
Using STRMTRAC:fgness 

f ^^ \ 
V^fgness=0/ 

-X) 

Set porosity and 
consolidation to zero 

(yfet OJ 

I 
Calculate porosity and consolidation 

Using STRICTRAC:porosity 
:consol 

I 
Calculate layer thickness 

\^thickness, ft) 

FC-63 

Maximum value search for 
velocity while varying height 
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A 
unt 
found 
=7 

ndj 
y êt s 
I velocity/ 

FC-64 
in t_q8 

I 
^If 

depth = 0 
or 

integration limit = 0 

CERROR condition 

G 
1 
if 

depth <= int . limity" 

Cret Oj 

/ 

Calculate Rouse function coefficients 
I 

Numerically integrate product of 
Rouse function and lower linear 

part of velocity gradient 
Using STRMTRAC:int_FlF2 

I 
Numerically integrate product of 

Rouse function and upper logarithmic 
part of velocity gradient 
Using STR^CTRAC:int_FlF2 

G ret 
complete integral ^ 

FC-65 
lyr_thick 

I 
Retrieve layer compositions 

LN, LH, LD2, and LDl 
I 

Save as 
workw, workx, worky, workz 

consecutively 
I 

Calculate thickness of LN 
with zero consolidation 
Using STRMTRAC:thickness 

I 
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I 

Calculate thickness of LH 
with consolidation time of storm event period 

Using STRMTRAC:fgness 
:consol 
:thickness 

I 
Calculate thickness of LD2 
with consolidation time of 

return period of large floods 
Using STRMTRAC:fgness 

:consol 
:thickness 

I 
Calculate.thickness of LDl 
with consolidation time of 
return period of avulsion 
Using STRMTRAC:fgness 

:consol 
:thickness 

I 
Save thicknesses 
of all layers 

Qet) 

FC-66 
perm 

V Percent fines < lOOy 
T^ 

Remove fines from composition 
based on cutoff volume percent 

Using STRMUTIL:GSpct 
I 

Find 5% and 50% grain sizes 
Using STRMUTIL:GSpct 

I 
Calculate pore throat size 

( ^̂  V -
^ throat size > 0/ 

- ^ 

Calculate permeability 
from transform function 

^ I -̂  
Cret permj 

ret OJ 
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FC-67 

porosity 

i f 
Percent f ines < 100 

Remove fines from composition 
based on cutoff volume percent 

Using STRMUTIL: GSpct 
I 

Find 10%, 50%, and 90% grain sizes 
Using STRMUTIL:GSpct 

Qret o) 

I 
i f 

_50% s ize Il> 
Calculate porosity 

from transform function 

(ret 0) 

ret por 

FC-68 
tccalc 

Perform 
successive approximation search 

for characteristic time of 
integrated rainfall histogram 

over time step length 

r e t 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 

time, yrs 

FC-69 
thickness 

Cli: 
i f 

surface area = 0 

r 
Calculate sediment weight 
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V weight = 0/ 

I • " • 
Calculate finegrainness 
Using STRMTRAC:fgness 

if 
finegrainness 

(error trap) ^ 

(ret 0) 

I 
Calculate porosity 

Using STRMTRAC:porosity 
I 

Convert sediment weight to thickness 

Ithicknes 3 

FC-70 
t o p _ l y r 

I 
Preset scour parameters to neutral values 

if 
surface_ area 

1 
^ > - ^ 

Ĉ et 0) 

I 
Determine scour into layer of given composition 

Using STRMTRN: scour 
I 

Estimate time to complete scour 
I 

Calculate exposure time for bed scour 

(e> 
ret 

exposure time 
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APPENDIX D 

AUTHOR'S DISCLAIM&R 
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AUTHOR'S DISCLAIMER 

This work presents a theoretical computer model of 

river sediment transport and morphologic evolution. The 

computer code is a test version, and is presented to 

scientists for further development without copyright or use 

restrictions. It is provided to the public at their own 

risk, with no obligation of the author to provide 

programming, debugging, or application assistance. The 

author gives no warranty or other promise of quality, other 

than that the work was performed with care and intent to 

provide a useful research tool to the scientific community. 

The code was made to work on the author's computer, and it 

should be possible to make it work similarly on other 

computers. Problems may arise with different versions of 

the commonly available operating systems, and it is the 

user's responsibility to adapt their system to accommodate 

the code and data if so desired. 

Diskettes containing the program code and associated 

data files and post-processor programs can be obtained from 

the author or the author's dissertation committee chairman. 

The following addresses and telephone numbers are provided 

for the reader's convenience: 

Mark R. Vining 

Bureau of Economic Geology 

University of Texas at Austin 

University Station Box X 

Austin, Texas 78713-1534 

Telephone (512) 471-1534 

FAX (512) 471-0140 

E-Mail: VININGM@BEGV.BEG.UTEXAS.EDU 
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Mark R. Vining 

1509 Primrose Trail 

Round Rock, Texas 78664 

Telephone (512) 310-2031 

George B. Asquith 

Department of Geosciences 

Texas Tech University 

P. 0. Box 4109 

Lubbock, Texas 79409 

Telephone (806) 742-3154 
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